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Introduction

The papers in this.volume are largely revisions' of \Iapers presented at
the Texas confernce. Altlylugh,.thenference was.oa the announced topics
of performatives, conversat'ional implicatare, and presUp'position, as might
have been expected the subjects dealt,with were more diVerse, including as
wiill the question of universal semantCh representation, politeness in Ian-.
guage, and indexicals. In spite of.the apparent diversity of questions
raised and discussed, one generalization. emerged from the bulk of the papers
nd discussion: that the study of pragmatics is essential to anycomplete
and adequate theory of natural language.

.

In the opening paper, "Against Universal Semantic Representation,"
Gilbert Harman-pr. .)ses a theory of language which, while it is 4ntended to
account for most fthe language phenomena which most semantlically-orinted
contemporary linguists and.philosopehrS have argued must he (accounted for in
a theory of language (such as implication; meaning relation among predicates,
presuppositions, implicature, speech act'phenomena, and synyix.) differs
significantly in several respects from current theories. \

First,. Harman's theory of language includest,that he calls a theory'of
conceptual role. Harman claims that the meaning of a linguistic expression

: depends in part on its rolt in a conceptual scheme; that, for example, the
expression chemical substance does not mean the.sameithing to a modern chemist
that it does to a'medieval alchemist, in part becuse_the-chemist and the
alchemist have different concepts of chemistry. HarMan proposes that a theory
of language should include a theory.of conceptual role to account for such
facts, including the.connectionsbetWeen language and other language, language
and observation, language and behavior, and Other similar phenomena. The

connections between language and other language arc pa be described by im-
plications-aMong expressions in the language which, !in Harman's system, arc
cha-acterized by the interaction of grammar-asslgned logical formo.the logic,
and the axioms of the language. -Under.the heading of the connections between
language and observation, a theory-Of concoptual role should account for
facts like a speaker's ability to apply-fh.g word red to perceived red objectS,
which,"HarMan claims, is part, of the meaning of the word red; since a 'speaker
who cannot appropriaOly.applY expressions in his I'anguage to the world may
'well be said not to know what they mean. The connections between language.
and behavior include such things as the relationship between the meaning of

*We wish to thank Lauri Karttunen, Stan Peters, and Sue_Schmerling for
discussing various versions of parts of the introduction with us. The
errors are, as usual, on us.

vii
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-words like harinfuL and d.ingerous and the Osposition to avoid situations
which one would apply them to..

Second, in Harman's view a th,!ory of language should not associate sen-
tences with universal semantic rewesentations; instead. something like the
linguist's deep structure, contaiiing languago-specifie predicates and'mod-
ifiers, should serve as-the interpreted logical form of sentences. He
argues that some of "the thought :. that language encodes are themSelves in
language and have no existence aoart from the language in question" :Ind
that they therefore ought to be repr.-rented in a Janguage-particular way
His claim is that the relationship between thought and language is not that
language is some sort of cOding system foc the communicatiOn of prelinguistic
'thOught, but that it is an additional syst:em of representation for thought--
that one thinks ,in.Lanquage.2 Ii

Third,he makes an even strolger ç.ii.iTI about the nature of meaning in
language: that h theory of langaap; could 'pot relate sentences,to universal
semantic representations. The argument gOOS rouglily.as follows. The meaning.

. of an expression does not stand by.it'self; bu(depends in part on.its role
.

.in the conceptual system of which it, is'part 6r:its conceptual role. Given
. that different Speakers have'differipg, sometimes.incommensurable, conceptual

schemata, which the meaning tif an x&ession may:.depend on, meanings within
'one schema may be incommensurable/W.ith Meanings in another. This. eing the
caSe, Harman argues, expressiotiS/Understood in terms of different conceptual
sehemata cannot be translated IiIto any supposedly universal representation
without some loss of meaning,/sTnce,.ittorder to preserve the meaning of the
expression, the universal ,schemabulq;bave tp contain incommensurable sets
of conceptual roles. This/hoWever, C:injiot be done Without making, the system
inconsistent. It is not .clear, however, as John Searle pointedvut in the
discussion of Harman's paper at the conferenCe:that there coulA not be a
universal metalanguage powerful enough,to deScribe or represent incommensurable
conceptual schemata; the inconsistency fies in simultaneously accepting or
believing incommensurable theories.

finally, Harman argues against truth-conditional semantics as an account
of linguistic meaning. The point of his argument is.that the reasOn we know
the conditions under, which adecIarativc sentence iStrue is not because

that knowledge is or'is part of the meaning.of the sentence,'Init that our
knowledge of a sentence'l; meaning enables Us to determine its truth con;
ditions by means, of the' redundancy theory of truth.

.The next two papers, 'James McCawley's "Remarks on the Lexicography of
Performative Verbs," and John Searle's "A Class'fication of Illocutionary
Acts," are concerned with the typology of illocutionary aCts and perfOrmative
verbs. Obviously, the"kind of system of classification and relationship one
comes up with depends in part on the assumptions one Makes about the nature
of language and on the purpose of the classificatory System. .

McCawley adopts a generative semantics framework ahd is.primarily in-
terested in a characterization of performativity. What is it that determines
which verbs in a language can,be used performatively'? McCawley;, since he is
a generative semanticist; believes that one should be able to determine from
the meaning of a verb,whether or not it can be used yerformatively. He
starts out by reviewing and refining Austin's (1962, 147-163) original fiVe-
way classification of performative verbs (Verdictives, Exercitives, Commiss-
ives, Behabitives, and Expositives); accepting Vendler's arguments for
separating out Operatives ("acts by which the speaker makes something the
case by saying that it is to be the case," such as appointing ahd excommunica-
ting) from Austin's Exercitives, and.dividing the remaining Exercitives into
Imperatives' and Advisories. McCawley takes it' as evidence in favor of his
revised classification that.membership in each category corresponds to a
consistent pattern of_what.would, for a generative semanticist, be called
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syntauti(: behavior, namely, possibility of performative use in the passive,
with would liko to, would, will, and /et me.

Having arri.veu at this tentative seven-wa. classifitzation of performative
verbs, he then goes on to attempt to rough)y characterize each of the classes
in terms of general semantic properties, from.which one could predict, given
the meaning of a performative verh, it should ho belong to.

McCawfey then abstracts from the set of semantic characterizations of the
'individual classes to arrive at A tentativ0 characterization of pet.formativity

er:ormativity appears to be attxibutable toin general. He Concludes that If f

two different factors, the possession of either or which i, sirffic,ient for
a verb to he used performatively. The characteristic common to Verdictives,
OperatiVes, IMperatives. \dvisories, and Commissives appears to be that they
"all refer to a linguistic :lit andSOMOthing that comes ahout as part of that
act," On the other hand, Behabitives and ExposkTves. for the most part, ,

arloar to refer to acts of saying that S (the saying being the source of
their 'performativity) with tbe meaning of the verb incorporating in 'addition
such things as motive and a nomher of other disparate facts which McCawley
.disclaims understanding. In clOsing. McCawley.notes the parallel hetween.
the two sources.of performativi7y which he has uncovered and Austin's
original performative'-constative distinction.

.Searle, whose theoretical orientation is in the traditi6n of meaning
as use, approaches the'problem of 3 taX0n0My of speech acts in a different
way. An important difference between Searle's classification and others is
that instead of attempting to classify illocutionary verbs. he set C. up a

classification scheme in terms of illocutionary acts. His obiective is to
attempt to determine how many kinds of illocutionary Acts there are. The
approach to illocutionary classification which he recommends is an inductive
one. By looking at the ways in which particular illocutionary acts differ.
from one another, he suggests, one can 'determine what the criteria for the
classification of illocutionary acts should-be.

The most significant and revealAng criterion which he employs is what
he calls illocutionary point. Essentially, the point of an illocutionary
act appears to he something like what the performance of that illocutionary
is conventionally intended to accomplish. Exactly how illocutionary point
is related to intended porlocutionary effect: is not entirely clear, hut it

is clear that they di,ffe, since, for ex ample, the II Ioi'iit ionary point of a

promise is for the speaker to undertake an obligation to do something, which
is clearly not the intended pOrlocutionary effect of A promise'. -SW,MriUgl

stating, and guessing'all haVo the same irlocutionary point, namely, to
commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to the truth of the expressed pro-
position, but they differ in illocutionary force. Orders and suggestions, -

similarly, share a common illocutionary point, attempting to get the iiearer
to do.something, hut differ f.n t ae nature of the obligation they imposo.

r second nia.ior criterion for Searle is what he calls the direction of
fit letween the propositional content of an illocution and the world to which
the ropositional content.applies. for example, the illocutionary point of
desc iptive illocutionary,acts, such as assertions, declaratiOns, and'ex-
planitions, is to attempt.to represent some :iate Q.t affairs, he6ce their

direction of fit is words to world. They aro attempts to make the words fit
the World. Illocutionary acts of commitment. on the other hand, such as
appointments, requests, and proinises have as their illocutionary point some-
thing like an attempt to. hifloence the world by uttOring words. Their
direction of fit is, then, world to words.

Searle's third major criterion.for distinguishing types of illocutionary
acts is that .of expressed psychological state. Here, Searle refers to the
fact that reports, statements, and .explanations are normally taken as i'x-
pressions which reflect a speaker's beliefs, that promiscs.and threats arc

8
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normally taken as expressiOns which reflect a speaker's intentions, and,
that a large number of illocutionary acts, among other things, involve the
expression of speaker attitudes or psychological states. Such illocutionary .
acts may be performed insincerely, of course, but they remain, nonetheless,
expressions of the relevant psychological states.

After briefly:discussing his other criteria for distinguishing types
of illocUtionary acts, SeaZqe then succinctly reviews and criticizes Austin's
classification of illocutionary verbs, pointing out, like McCawley, in-
consistencies and overlaps in Austin's schema and, most importantly, drawing
attention to the essentially ad hoc nature of Austin's classification system.

Searle then goes on toF escribe his own taxonomy of illocutionary_acts,
based primarily on his three major criteria. For the acts he considers, the
.taXonomy he.proposes.appeairs to be rather satisfyingly systematic. Since
Searle is nbt a generative semanticist, he does not base his.classification
schema on the syntactic propertieS of sentences conventionally used to per-
form the illocUtionary aCts which he is attempting to classify, but, having
arTived at a'classification of illocutionary acts, he then proceeds to ex-
amine the deep structures aif such senten...3s. For his first four classes,
Representatives, Directives, Commissives, and Expressives, he makes ex-
plicit proposals for their underlying forms, and. for Declarations, he notes
that severai-different underlying forms are possible, depending upon the
topic of the declaration.

Searle concludes by pointing out that the relationship between illocu-
tionary verbs and illocutionary acts is not nearly 'as direct as it has been
assumed to be, noting cases where the same illocutionary verb is used to
perform illocUtionary acts with different illocutionary poInts,.and that in
general the relationship between illocutionary point and illocutionary verbs
is not one to one, as some illocutionary verbs don't mark illocutionary
point at all (e.g. announbe, confide, reply), some, incorporate more than
one illocutionary point (Poast, threaten, accuse) and others mark more,
than one illocutionary point (protest) or have alternative. points (warn,
advise). Searle's primary conclusion,.however, is that there are just five
types of illocutionary acts which he posits: Representatives (making claims
about the State of the werld), Directives (attempts to get people to do.
things), Commissives (coMmitIing the speaker to do things), Expressives
(expressing the psycholoOcal state of the speaker), and Declarations (the
sort of paradigm illocutionary act whose successful performance results in a
change in the world).

Interestingly.enoughi.in spite of the differences in their theoretical
orientations and objectiVes, the taxonomies which .N1cCawley and'Searle end
up with are strikingly similar, as the table of approXimate correspondence
below (exaggeratedly) indicates.

Austin' Mc:Cawley. -:;earle

.Verdictives yerdictives Representatiye Declarations

Exercitives Operatives D-eztarations
imperatives) Directives
Advisories (

Commissive's , Commisites Commissives

Behabitives Behabitives Expressives

Expositives Expositives Representatives (also includes .
many of Austin's v',erdictives)
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This fact is not too surpri! tug given that both Mcfawley and Searle start
from Austin's classification of the sAim' data, and that their assimiptions
and expectations, taken.together, about how a language works dr,e nut as
radically different as their theoretical Assumptions Alone would it id one
to believe. In addition,"the fact that WCawley's approaqh is to character-
ize performativity whereas Searle's is to diffeiwtjate il'k,ocutionary Acts
does not appear to affect their resultant t Ixonoilt i es S ign i t\i cant 1 y

The major advantage of SearleH elassification system oiKer both Austin's
and McCawley's appears to be the attention Searle has devote'd to the ques-
tion of developing general criteria of classif,cation, liven'Jhough the

taxonomy he develops does not differ radieally from the other, one feels
that Searle's criteria or clak;s i Ii c;it ion otier the be); inn or an ,oNpl tOO
of why the taxonomy turns ont as it ,k)es. But, even Searle's systeM appears
to suffer from ono problem'which it shaves with the others. Searle's criteria
are simply and loos..,ly empirival. Roughly, if we look at a number of cases,
we.discover that these criteria for the differentiation of individual illo-
cutionary acts recur. But there is no amirent reason for them to recur.
Perhaps the sati:faction Searle's classification engenders is simply based
on optimisM. Some of his criteria allwar frequently, so we assume that they
may lead us to explanation,

John Ross's papn-, "Where to Do Hiings,with Words," and Jerrold.Sadock's
"Aspects of Linguistic PraguurticF" both concern themselves with the question
of how to treat casc ,. in which what a sentence might be said to mean is not
what a speaker of tlat sentence might be said to have meant by uttering the
sentence' (cf. also b. Lakoff's paper in this volume). For instance, sen-
tence.(1) may he taken as an ordinary information-seeking questTon
the speaker of (1 is interested in is the addressee,'s progress as a piano
student.

(1) Can you play'"StArdust?"

But if the speal.er.of Ill is at a party addressing a pianist who is 'sitting
at a piano, by utter'ng II) the speaker may well be requesting that the
pianist play "Stardu,;t." In this latter case, the speaker iS said to con-.
versationally implicate' a request bY uttering (1).

Ross basically accepts the Gordon and Lakeff (1971) transderivational
approach to conv.ersational implicature, a topic -first extenslvely explored
in Grice (1967), On this approach, the sentence-meaning of a sentence such
as, (1), (the question interpretation'; (ordon and Lakoff's itcTa/ meaning),
is represented by a logical form,. Ls, from which II) is derivable by ordi7

mary s'yntactic rules, lhe speaker-meaning of a sentence such as (1), .(the
rdquest interpretation; (;ordon'and Lakoff's convowd meaning) , is represented

by aoether logical form Il) may convey Lsp rather than Ls, according
to-"Gordon and Lakoff, provid.. 1 that I. is cith,.,r la) the statement of A
speaker-based sincerity condition on the use of Lsp or '0)) the yes-no ques-
tioning of a hearer-La:.0d sincerity condition.on the use of Lsp. Since it
is claimed that there is a hearer-ba.::ed sincerity condition on requests to
the effect that the speakth must believe that the hearer can comply with the
request, Ls will be the lOgical form of the yes-no questioning of a hearer-
based .sincerity condition on the use of, Lsp, so (1) may convey Lsp.

As stated, the Gordon and I.akoff transderivational constraint depends
on the relationship between the logical. form of the sentence-meaning (Ls)
and the speaker-meaning (L4p). Accordingly, it should not matter what the
derivation from Ls to surface structure is. What Ross first points out is
that, given that sentences such as (2) and (3) are synonymous (he claims
they are), they should have the same (or equivalent) lagical forms, so Gordon'
and Lakoff's proposal predicts that both (2) and (3) should be usable to

10
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convey'requests.

(2) Can you close the door?
(3) Are You able to close the door'.'

nut, assuming that the use of preverbal pleAa t. is a litmus for requests,
concluded that while (2) cAn be Used to convoy d reqUest, (3) cannot, as

and (5) illustrate.

(4) Can you please close the door?
(5) "Are you able to please close the door?

he

(4)

He concludes, therefore, that the sort of transderivational constraints
which.flordon and Lakoff proposed must involve not just 'the relationship
between logical forms such A!,, Lsp and Ls, hut between 1,;') And part or All

of the derivation relating Ls and its surface form.
Ross next considers the syntactic rule or Slifting, which relates L41-

'tence pairs such as (6) and (7).

(6) I presume that you aro Or. Livingstone.
(7) You are Or. Livingstone, I presume.

'In particular he looks at the conditions governing the slifting of embedded
questions, and claims that thy flyntactic rule of Slifting interacts with
conversational inplicature in an interesting way. On the basis of z. number
,of examples like (8)-(Ili, he puts forth the hypothesis in (12).

(8) I want you to tell me when dinner will be.
(0) When will dinner be, I.want you to tell me.

(10) I want Fat Albert to,.tell me wben dinner will be.

(11) *glen .will dinner be, I want Fat Albert to tell me.

(12) Embedded questicms can only be slifted if tfie sentences
in Which Caey aPpear have the basic or derived' illocutionary
force of a request on,the part of the speaker for the hearer
to provide the relevant information about the wh-ed parts of
the qUestion that is to he slifted. ihis (30)1

What is of interest here Ross's claim that Slifting, which appears to be
an 'ordinary syntactic rule, is governed in part by conversational implicature.,
since the applicability of Slifting depends on the basic or derived illo-
cutionary force of the sentence in which the question is embedded. Since
conversational implicature is thought to he a pragmatic or semantic and
pragmatic phenomenon, Ross is claiming that there arc pragmatic conditions
on syntactic rules.

He then goes on tr ..:onsider even more complex cases, in whih sentences
like (8)-(11) are embedded as complements of verbs of'sayiag, as in (13)

and' (14).

(13)ArchicitoldEdith1 thathewant-O-dheritotellhim1 when dinner
would be.

(14)Whenwoulddinnerbe,'ArchieicoldEdith.thathe,wanted her
to tell. himi.

He claims that the conditions on the slifting of embedded questions in these
cases parallels those.claimed. for sentences like '(8)-(11). : In particular,
Slifting still depends on the basic or derived illocutionary force of the
sentence embedded under the verb of saying and dominating the embedded ques-

11
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tion. Ross then goes on to' argue that the paralleLre,trictions on 'lift ng
between superficially unemliedded ca.ws like and tJe sentence.)
embedded under verbs, of saying, like (1.SI and 041, sinlmrt ,he performat I et'
analysis. Ile al.,...) arghes that the kind transderi% itioral constraints
postulated by Cordon and takoff to accomit for coniersational implicature
must he allowed to appl) to embedded 111k.t ittil, .11111 Aiwt\t', hilt that
while they maY affect the illocutionary force or the emhedeled sentence, they
do not appear to affect the lilocutionarv for,02 tt I thc main sentence, thus
lqlfting can Apply to the emhedGed questcon of r13), provided that thc sub-
structure (IS) of (1.1).1,,, the 4,..rzt,4 illocut!.onary force of 0 requewl

(IS) That hei wanted her to tell,himi when dinner would h.'.

The result of applying 'lifting, namely ill!, remains a declarative sentence,
just as,Ilil

In'conclusion, he reiterates hts claim that syntactic and rules
must he interspersed in.grammar, rather than being handled hy .40parate
.,yntactic and pragmatico..omponents, arguing that the only Way to avoid this'
conclusion is to redefine the velation.alip hetween syntax and iragmatics in
an unacceptably peculiar way. So Car, the Alternative of ssj redefining thi
relationship between syntax and pragmatics has not been exAt re I extensively,
but on ,the basis of his r.climinary obserVations,Htoss t,, s'ee no

obvious advantages to it,
, In "Aspects of linguistic Pragmatics," Jerrold Sadock :,ssomv essentially
the same framework'that Ross and Gordon and Lakoff do: in 'particular,. the
performative analy.ls, ,in which every sentence I dominated, in its under-
lying fo !, by a performative clause which specifies the illocutionary force
of that sentence, regardle,;s of wr.ther the .;uperficial form of thc sentenc...
is pehformative or not. Ileassomes, along with other generative semantj-
cistS, that the underlying. syntactic fitria of A sentence is its logical form.
The major question he is interested in is how one det-rmines what the logical
form of sentence is, especially what its underlyink., illocutionary force is!
If there is a sentence, such as (I), which can he ir;ed either as Aa ordinary
informatron-seeking question or a': A request, how does one decide whether
the illocutionary force of the logical form of the request use should be that
of a question or that of a request':

One might assign the request use.the Logical Corm of.a question And'
derive the request logical form tra'ivderivationally A la Gordon And Lakoff,
or one can assign the .request use the logical forui Or a request and, pre-
sumably, derive the surface form (1) from it: Ahis, is a general problem
'which arises in apparent C.ISC`; of ,.?nversational implicatore, and one which
appears to require A tirincipled answer, since, as Sadock notes, consistently
following the Cordon and Lakoff approach' would allow one to undermine the.

.

performative analysis itself along with most of. the other s.utactic arguments
for abstract, semantically relevant Underlying structure. In general, all Of

othese eases could he handled.transderiviitionally without the performative or
abstract analysis by transderivationally aSsociating the non-abstract deriva-
tion in .question with the abstract' logical form being argued for rather thah
claiming that the abstract logical form 'is the underlying logical form of the

. structure in question.3 Sadock argues that the logical form of sentences
such as (1) must be determined on the basis of classical syntactic arguments,
such as cb-ocurrence restrictions and the' applic,bility of transformational
rules, rather than following either the non-alistract alternative or the
abstract alternative routinely, Specifically, the questiOn of what'illocu-
'tionary force is to be assigned to the logical form of sentences such asj1)
must be decided on the basis of syntactic arguments.

The particular phenomenon Sadock choose!,; to illUstrate.his point with

4.3
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is the various qllo'cutionary forces which are commonly associated with

imperative surfaec strings in English, i.e. "subjectless, tenseless sen-

tences yhose lOgical subiect refers to the addressee.',." He claims' that,

on the basis'Of syntactic evidence, such sentences may have at least the

following illocutionary forcesrequests, warnings, contingent promiseS,

instructionf;, orders, and suggestions--and he identifies and discuSses four'-

teen syntactic reflexes which lcad to this subcategorization. For instance,

he claims that of the six i*erative subtypes;-the rule which deletes their

second-person subjects is optional only for Warnings. Not all of his syn-

tactic reflexes pick out a single subtype, hewever; e.g. ho claims:-that both

warnings'and contingent promises occur in the conditional form 7If. SI, then.

S2," whereas none of the other sticlasses occur in this syntactic form. He

distinguishes, however, between warnings and.contingent promises oh three

other grounds (interrogative tags, preverbal pleaSe, and disjunctOve form).

Th us, in general, he infers the existence'of subclas rses by isolatiig ove-

lapping superclasses when a given syntactic test doesn't'isolateal single

illocutionary subclasS.
]

While such a procedwe allows Sadock to infer the existence ofi six

different illocutionary types, simly assigning them six distinct illocutionary

roes in logical form would neither accoOnt for the fact that thciy all have

the:same basic surface form nor that various combinatiens of the illocutionary

types share other syntactic percufiarities. In order to accounr'.for these

stmilarities, while at the same time accounting for the differencCS which

he has,pointed --,ut, Sadock proposes-ind sketches very rokighly a',14ical-de-

compOsition an s for the underlyin! form of the perfoimartive tlause)of

these sentences, ssigning coMmon aspects of underlying form t ai.countrfor

syntactic and illocutionary similarities, and distinctions in un i-lying

form to account for their syntactic and illocutionary peculiaritiieS'.

.

The methodological objection to 'the Gordon and Lakoff approach t.:-,-: -7-

Sadock offers appears to be a signifizant one, but Sadock's alternative

forces him to something like thc lexical decomposition analysis. : Given t0

preliminary nature Of that analysis and the paucity of independent support
... \. ,

offered for it, it is difficult to determine the relative meritsiof eithe.:-r

Sadock's or Go.rdon and Lakoff's approaches to the problem. Thislis cleariy ,

an arca where additional research is In order.
i

1

In her paper, "What You Can Do with Words," Robin Lahoff offers an

formal and programmatic characterization of politeness in language. TIre..-.

...basic que.F.tion she attempts to answer in eXplOring the notion of-politeness ,i's:

in language is why there are alternative ways'of expressing appre,ximatel. ;

the same message. She begins hy describing a number of ways_in qiiich speakeis--'

of English appear to choose indirect ways of saying things rather thah direp

ones, such as the use of sarcasm and irony, euphemism,' convcrsationWim-: , 1_

'plicaturc, hedges of various types, and circumlocutions. .He.r.15irs-ic 0.krilli;
.,

is that in order to understand them, we must examine the situae.iihis in tdric

they are employed and why they arc employed in those situations..7.:.,

'If one assumes that language exists for the purpose of/communita,fip.-4i7;;
,--/,

then how is the fact that speakers resort to the.use of stielrevices'te bp

explained? Certainly they do not serve to make clearer th, mesii-age;beihg:i
)

communicated.' In fact, they have just the opposite effect:. they tend,r6 ok).- 1

scure it. The answer to the wiestion, according to Lakoff, iF thaCYc car.,

not understand the-phenomena. of language in terms of simple communi.c.iition. XT
Since commUnicatiOn takes pl ace between people, the social factors\in'VOTVia

in communication must also be taken into account. The most direct or ci-car

way of communication is often not the most socially appropriate one, and con-.

siderations of clarity, which follow from the communicative function of larix

guage, must share the stage with considerations of politeness, which follow '

from the social function of language.
... \

// \
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FOr Lakoff, then, the two metamakims of conversation are "Be clear" and
ne/polite." In many instances these two maxims.conflict, add in such cases
paCh must give ground to the other in order to effect a compromise which
:. as-:.c.lear asfit can be without being impolite and as polite as it can bt

(-witut being unclear. .

/
, The analysis she offers.is explicitly Gricean. She.takes Grice's

(1967) Rules of Conversation to be rules of clarity, and offers her own
rUles as rules of politeness, Thus, paralleling Grice's maxims of Quantity,
Quality, Relevance, and Manner, she. offers.maxims of Fortality, Hesitancy,
and Equality. Her maxims, however;- unlike Grice's, tend to.be mutually ex-

\ cLisive, to apply in different types of social situations.
\

` .Tbe fortality maxim, which Lakoff characterizes by the mottoes "Don't
impose'! anti 4Remaln aloof," appears to come into play most heavily in
..situat,ions in Which social distance is maintained, either as a result of some
conventional s.C:iai inequality or, in cases of social equality, as a result
of some other scicialxonvention prohibiting social intimacy, as among re-
latiVely distantiaiciiiaintandes or in formal social situations. She mentions,

.---.-,..tAs examples, the upt of title plus last name in personal address, the-use of
'5.pOlite second-pers0 pronouns, and the 113C of technical voca:hilary in pro-
fesional discuss4ons. Failure to observe this maxim in socially 'appropriate.

-..- situations is cakOnlas forward, presumptuous, or familiar behavior, whereas
the use of the rw,xim7 when it fsn't called for, is taken as pompous or
stuffy behavior.

The hesitancyjijaxim, which Lakoff characterizes.by "Allow.the addressee
his-options,"famicars to amount to expressing deference to the addressee.
The ways i..n whiOh4lefer.e.nce is expressed, namely, the expression of un-
CEit-Uirrtyhe part of-the speaker, is in some cases not the expression of
deference at-f-ald..Vbut genufheuncertainty. In other cases, those which she
would label-trutilioliteness, the,speaker ip not uncertain at all, but, wishing

------not to impost'Fi44iew on the addressee, he says what he thinks as though
he were uncertain. still other cases, which Lakoff labels conventional
politeness, tb,,.7Sp'eaker'expresses polite uncertainty, not to allow the addresse
his optionk.pui-tomake it appear.that he is allowing options when, in fact,
both speaker 'and heat:A know that the speaker is certain and that the hearer
has do real option/but to go along with the speaker. Suchcases appear to be
a result of the interaction of the maxim of hesitancy and the maxim of equality
Lakoff:1 :ludes,.SUCh.,phenomena as the use of questions in place of declaratives
euphemism, he4ges6and conversational implicature as instances of the use of
the hesitanc.000... Such phenoMena also appear to be involved in the kinds

1,ot...female be4a4oi described in Lakoff's (1973) paper "Language and Woman's
Firors ,comission of hesitancy are taken as pushy or abrupt be-

, havior,,Iltiitas..te'use of hesitancy in inappropriate situations is taken ,

_,__...05-27-Siin,iii_fAunfhrinty or meekness:.
\ t..--The.fillit.*Xim--equality'or "Act as though you and the addressee were

--lip arS't0o/a more pt characterization than.equality, since ivén in many
--"")4[1u41: maWeihiM fed\:i)od--Lakoff calls a rUle of informality,.which

..forlial SihiAtions, equality obtains-. Intimacy, either genuine or.conven-
i tional, is characteristic of such situations. Where there.is genuine in-

/ ,-timacy,...there is no need to stand on ceremony, and, in situations where social
/ inequarity normally precludes such intimacy:the speaker of superior' sozial

statls-Im#Y introduce equality, either genuinely or conventionally, to put
Abe social inferior at'ease. The use of firsc names or nicknates, familiar

.---.4écond-persOn pronouns, and open discussion of intimate topics such as sex
____....--and personal finances are all instances of equality phenomena.

.
.

After discussing the application of-the rules of conversation to inter-
rogative and imperative sentences, Lakoff goes on to explore and to.describe
a large number.of cases of the interaction of the ruies of pliteness and
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these of. conVersafion. She notes that typical. Conversation's do not adhere
to Grice's Maxims in a straightforward way, but that, given that a con-.
versationalsontribution does not clearly conform to the maxims, the lis- .
tener can generally arriye 'at an interpretation of the confribUtion consis-
tent vith *hg. maxims by employing Gricc's Cooperative Principle. In ad-
dition, she notes,:lthe listener can usually figure out Why the speaker made
his contribution ih the way he did. The "overriding principle" of convey-
saticin, cOmbining the notions of clarity and politeness, is, for Lakoff,

"Be clear, unless there is some reason not to be." If someone isa't clear,
one starts looking for some explanation of the unclarity, ger.:.:raAy in terms
of politenes-s:phenomona. - .

.

Just as'Giice'S-thecry of conversation' can be viewed as a first attempt
to arrive at a theory of rational human interaction, Lakoff's theory of
politeness can be viewed.as a first attempt to arrive at a theory of inter-
personal relations. It is, .of course, only a first attempt, and, as such,
is highly tentative, rather anecdotal, and incomplete, One might wonder,
for-example:about the way in which she proposes to organize the politeness
phenomena she discusses, since formality and equality appear to be opposite

.

sides of the -same coin in'a number of respects. It also appears that her
analysis is oversimplified, since while the use of first names and the dis-.
cussion.of sex 'lives are c1ear15- both instances of. intimate conversntional
behavior, they differ radically in degree of intiBacy.. At the same'time,
one might also wonder whether she has cast her ne't wide enough, since there
undoubtedly are linguistically significant aspects of conversational contekt
besides clarity and politeness-. There are also objections to widening the
.nefirfar a S. she has, objections which she addresses in the introduction
tO.theygpext finally; there is the objection which might be raised against
both her work and Grice's; that it is non-empiric-1, both in that it is not.

.
based on systematic observatiOn and that it is not predictive, hence, is un-
falsifiable, though perhaps of heuristic value. It is, however, a provoca-
tive first step in understanding some major and interesting puzzles about
the nature.of human'linguiStic interaction.

A fundamental tenet that unites the .various approacheS to linguistic
theory that have come to be known as generative semantics is that there is
no empirically justifiable division between,semantics and syntax. George
Lakoff, in his paper "Pragmatics and Natural Logic," argues that considerations
similar to those that lead generative semanticists to thiS position also

.,... .

lead,0"the concion that-pragMatics shoujd be included in this continuum
.-: 'ilS-well. More sPecifica1ly,1.dkof sketches how three indubitably pragmatic
--. l'ci5iicerns,7- index lea 1 elemerts, porformat ives ,. and impl icatures- -can be in-.

corporated into his version of.7a generatiVe semantics theorv without exten-

(I
sive modification. Indeed. t is.argued that the theory would acquire'un-
Wholesome 25cretions_precis ly in the event these pragmati,7 elements were
.o be ac:cOrded sepaCnte a special treatment.

.

. .

.The strategy f,or han ling performatives and indexicals is to build them
.. explieitIy'..intc.fte "l4gical form9 (reugirly, a structure in logical notation.

which represents the 4teral meaning of a sentence). Lewis (1972) has made
.siffiilar proposals fo performative sentences such as questions and comMands,
dLiiviug:"Stop" and "I.commanCyou to stop," for example, from the same
underlying structi. e, butlhe.rejected the idea of analyzing declaratives in
a parallel way.: jakoff argues, however, that declaratives should be taken.
to have an unqcrIving pc ormative verb in logical' structure and that lewis's

ifobjections to.doi g is c n'be ove-come if one 'pays sufficient attentiL2'to
the differenes between "true" as a technical, model-theoretic term.and
"true". as an ordin.-English-adjecrive.

Indexical terms for speaker and hearer are to occur automatipally as sub-
ject and indirect object, respectively', of the performative ve b:now present

.15
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lin the logical form of every [or nearly every (efi... Appendix 3 of his article)]

.

. .
. .

sentence. This obviates the need to specify the:e terms as Separate coordi-
nates ia the index or point of reference employe in the model-theoretic
interpretation of the sentence. Similar terms f r.place and time of utterance
,are also to be included, presumably as adverbial modifiers of.the perforr.itve
verb phrase, but tWdetails of this arc not specified.

,Finally, conversational implicatures of the Gricean sort, (Grice 1967)
are foreseen to be uMi.mately formalizable as."-ontext-dependent entail-
ments" which arc no'djfferent in principle fro garden-variety semantic en-
tailments. This last suggestion is quite prog dmmatic in nature and leaves
perhaps more room fordoubt than do the other roposals as to the ultimate
success of the undertaking. .0ne serious diffi-ulty that -stans1.5.17in the way
is giving a precise account of terms such as 'cooperation" and relevance,"
which figure-Significantly in Grice's maXims f conversation. Lakoff
suggests.that the means for accomplishing thi is by the techniqus o'f..'
"Natural Logic" (G. Lakoff 1972),'a Cluster, f proposals which, it must be
acknowledged, are themselves still highly pr grammatit and of unproved
effectiveness in the faCe of so difficult an analytic task.
i The papers presented at the conference by Stnlnaker, Thomason, and
Karttunen:form a kind of "natural class," in that all deal centrally with
the problem of presupposition. Thomason's paper_ip g,,ts revised versiOn.
(in this case the revisipn dctnally amonnts to an entirely new paper) takes

\g

up the subject of presupposition almost incidentally as only one of several
phenomena to be treated in the pragmatic theory he envisiont.,. Yet all three
apers preserve aunity of approach that still makes them sem to belong.
,aturally together.

The autluirS are agreed that presupposition is fundamentally a.pragmatic
not.ion.. It is thus not to be explained purely in terms of the meaning or
content of sentences; rather, the users of sentences and the situations in
which they use them arc to figure in the'account. In "Presuppositions,"
Stalnaker outlines how this might be done. Ile notes that the part,cipants
in a linguis.:ic exchange typically take the truth of certain propositions
..for ;;ranted (or in certain situations perhaps only pretend to do so), and e
assume tfiat'the others recognize that he or she is .doing this. These shared
assumptions'form a background of "common knowledge" agai"nst which the con-
versation takes place,'and as such they constitute an important part of the
whole conversational context. Certain sentences will now be appropriate
(felicitbus: acceptable) only if uttered in a context containing shared .

assumptions. 'To take a standard example, "The Queen of England is bald" is
appropriate only in a context in which it is assumed that England has a
unique.queen. --

Stainaker departs from the more customary usage by taking the, term "pre-
supposition" to refer to the relation between persons and the propositipns
they take for granted on a particular Conversational oceasion. 'Sentences
have presuppesitions.then Only in a derivative sense. In Stalnaker's !

terminology, a sentence S reluires a presuppOsitiOn P just in case S woUld
normally be appropriate only in contexts in which the speaker presuppoqes
P (in the sense ef "takes .for granted").

!

.

Thomason and Karttuncn, on the other hand, while not quarrelling with
Stalnakers theoretical account Of presupposition, prefer to stick with thç
already fairly well established terminology in which sentences arp saigta
presuppose propositions. Thek have suggested that in oreerto avoid *fusion
Stalnaker's. use of "presupposebé replaced by "presume," but Stalnakerihas
evidently declincd to adopt tjhis proposal. It must be emphasized herd how,
ever, that the disagreement n this point is only oyer terminology and!not

The papers by Stalnaker, Karttanen, and Thomason deal with presuppOsi--
tion--the first two as a top c of central concern, the last rather mort

1 6
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peripherally as one of several phenomena to be handled in an envisioned
pragmatic theory.

All three authors find it advantageous to account for.presuppositional
phenomena using pragmatic concepts such as "speaker," "context," and "ac-
ceptability." Stalnaker,- for example, in his 'paper "Pragmatic Presupposi-
tion,' takes as a fundame'mtal.notion the set of prupoSitions that the parti-
cipants.in a.(normal) linguistic exchange "take for granted." .These 'shared-
assumptions comprise a background of "common knowledge" against which a eon-
versation takes place and eoch participant would be said, in Stalnaker's
terms,,to (pragmatically) presuppose these propositions. Utterance of a
sentence is appropriate (felicitous, acceptable) only when made in a context .
containing the rIquisite shared assumptions. For example, "The Queen of
England is bald" is appropriate only in a Conversational context in which
the participants, presuppose that England has a unique queen.

'Thus, for Stalnaker it is people who presuppose, not sentences or state-
ments, or propositions.. The appropriate relations between linguistic enti-
ties could of course be defined deriv.ativiny;--but Stalnaker argues that it
.is unnecessary to do so 'since al4ef1ie relevant facts can bc explained di-
rectly' in terms of his noVVn of speaker presupposition.

One patative advantage that accrues to the pragmatically based approach
one.need not,say, aS in the standard semantic accounts, that a de-,

: clarative sentence lacks a truth valile when one of its presuppositions is
false. This becomes a separate issue to be decided case by case in favor
of the-best overall'linguistic theory. Should it tuyn out, however, that
the optimal semantic component assigns no truth Value to,some sentence when
a presupposition fails, this is easily squared with the pragmatic account,
.since in any context the utterance of a truth-valueless declarative sentence .

will.normally be infelicitous. Thus, if S presupposes in the semantic,
truth-value-gap sense., it will normally be the ease that someone70U3 utters
S will presuppose F in the pragmatic sense; the convere'need noi hold, how-
ever. Similarly., the semaati: component, might be relieve0 of Other stresses
by absorbing them into pragmatics; entailment could be separated from pre-
supposition and changes in meaning Of a sentence from context to context
need not occasion Variation in its semantic repiesentation.

Stalnaker suggests still other explanatory possibilities tha.: may arise
from the freedom alloWed by taking the pragmatic viewpo,nt. For example,
one might hope to account for the differences in behavior of factive and
semi-factive.verbs and, further, for the "filtering" of presuppositions in
Sentences joined by "and," "or,' and "ie....then." In the latter case, one
'starts with the pragmatiC notion of presupposition and makes a few additon-
al and seemingly natural assumptiens about how contexts arc incremented on
the basis of preceding discourse. .

A similar proposal is put.forward by .Karttunen himself in his paper "Pre-.
supposition and Linguistic Context_" It ariSesout of his attempt to re-
formulate the filtering COnitions for compound sentences inteims of the
contexts which satisfy their presuppositions (in Karttunen's terminology,
the contexts which felicitate suchsentences). .11e shows that by looking at
the problem in this wayasking for any sentence what its felicitating con-
texts are rather than what its preSupr,)::tions are--one arriveS at a parti-
cularly simple and elegant formulation.

Thd alleged benefits of definihg presupposition pragmatically seem to
come at a priceer perhaps one shbuld say that they_are bought on credit.
Our understanding of presupposition is made to reSt on--or is'at least no .
clearer than--our understanding of the notion of felicity (or appropriate-
ness, acceptability, 'or whatever).1 Ultimately the debt must be paid in the
form of a.substantive and explici theory of pragmatics that gives an ac-

. count of, among other things, what it,means to utter a sentence felicitously.

4.,
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It is this theory and.what it would ilave to be like that concerns

Thomason in his paper.. He notes that the prospects for constructing such
a theory that would meet at least.the standards of rigor.expected of cur-
rent.thdories Of syntax and.-(model2theoretic) semantics are at the moment

not Very bright. Y%the task muSt be undertaken, since it would'appear
that certain pragmatic notions lie af the heart not oniy of presupposition

but.of other important linguistic phenomena as well (Thomason suggests to-

picali:ation, parentheticals, constraints on identity, and others). if

Thomason is,right, then it is futile te. expect" these matters to he properlY

handled in a linguistic theory that contains syntactic and_semantiL; com-. --
ponents but no pragmatics.

FOOTNOTES

I Karttunen's paper is not, strictly speaking, a revision ef the paper he

presented at the conference, but is a -later one which builds on his con-.

ference paper. Thomason's contribution is more an abstract Of his position

than a revision of his paper. In addition, the papers presented .by H.P.

Grive and Larry Horn .are net included due to technical problems..

2 This point is .discussed at more length in Harman.119731.

3 See Green 119731,. 68ff. for discussion.
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Against Universal Semantic Representation*

Gilbert Harman

Princeton University

Transformational linguists sometimes assume that an adequatelheory of
a language must associate sentences with appropriate universal semyntic
representations. These representations arc to be universal in the sense
that they are not to be specific to the language in question. The same se-
mantic representation could therefore be associated with.sentences of dif-
ferent languages, .and should be, if these'sentences-have the same meaning.

The assumption in question is made by linguists who believe ih inter- k
Tretiye semantics as well as by those who believe in generative Semantics:
It is made by linguists who envision a semantic representation as a struc-
ture ef universal semant.ic features, predicates, or operatorst ani by thbe'
who see.. it as specifying an intension or intensional structure of functions,
possible Objects, possible worlds, and so forth.

I willargue that the assumption is false; that is, that an adequate
theory of a language .woulcfnot, and..(in.fact) could not, associate sen-
tencesrwith universal semantic representations. More'specifically, I deny
14ies,need foi (and the possibility of) a level, bf semantic representation. in
,a,t6eory of a Language that attempts to capture the competence of speakers
of 'that language. Where McCawley, RoSs, and Lakoff have argued that there
is ho level of deep strueture between universal semantic representation and
surface structure, I will argu6 that there is a level of deep. .structure but

:riolevel of uniliersal semantic representation. Putting chings.a different
-way, the assumption that.I am challenging treats languag, a.:;ystem that-

encodes prelinguistic:thoughts and ideas, whereas I -will argue_that:the
thoughts that language encodes arc themselves in language and have no ex-
istence apart from the language in question. .

; A theory that characterizes the linguistic sompetence of a typical
Speaker of the language will have five distinguishable.coivonentsi gram- 's

mar, logic, axioms, theory of conversation, and theory,of conceptual role.
The grammar assigns each sentence an interpreted logical form, or, if the
sentence is ambigLous a set of such forms. By an interpreted logical

form I mean tiomething like .a.deep structure. It indicates logical form and
is "interpreted" in the sense thatJt contains lexical items of the language.
The logic stales principl:es that determi.e what relations of logical impli-
cation hold among sentence's of.the language given the purely logical

* Arnold Zwicky, Katherine Pyne Parsons, David Lewis,..Emmon Bach, and others
will'not think that'l have mtit their objections to aspects of earlier drafts
of'this paper; but I have tried. For more discussion of certain issues, see
my Thouaht.. (Princeton University_ Press, 1973), Chapters 4-6.

k
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aspects of their logical forms. The axioms Teprosent either meaning pos-
tulates or, more Wkineully,, what is taken'to be common knowledge among
kspeakers of the langiefge/ Iheor.y of conversation-fil4udes an account
of presupposition,, an a&ount ofMpliCature in GricerS'sOpse, and perhaps
an account of.speech ac6,. Finnlly, thrt.heory.of coni:eptjal role will,in-
dicate the role of expressions in'relatiop to theoretical and practical
thinking, observation, and behavior.

: More spetifically, the grammar assoCiiates sentences with interpreted
logical forms bAlt up out of predicates,' arguments, sentential connectives,
and quantifiers, ;.i.th additional' Ipos'sibilities such as sentence modifiers
and predicate modifiers (representing certain sorts. of adverbs), othet var-
iable 'binding operators (set abstraction for dealing with plurhls, etc.),
and an operator that functions like indirect quotation for dealing with so
called opaque contexts. \4.ifa1 f.1 suspect that interpreted logical forms
will not contain sentence or prediate modifiers; .1 believe- that naverbs

'are best analyzed as iireclicates, :just ns- 'adjectiveA, liouns, and verbs are.
..But that is a controverSial hypothesis about the best account of logical
form;:and for present'pnOoses I need not assume that it is true.

Furthermore, I am-itil-ilted toward a grammar that associates interpreted
logical forms with sco.renceS-,by' means oftransformational derivations.

That js, I believe 6 a_theor;-- in which interprvted logical forms are given-
by deep-structureOhat's*cve applit.atibns of syntactic transformations
',Convert' into the relevant :suTface structures:: (subject to .various con-

straints). put again, this is }List a hypothesis and one that is not, needed

for my present purposes. I could equally well Suppose that deep strctures
are not full representations of interpreted logical forms because, for ex-
ample, they.do not sufficiently indicate the logieal scopes of quantifiers;
and I could envision, in addition to syntactictransformation rules, rules
of 'interpretation that assign logical forms to sentences on the basis of
their possible transformational derivations.

I.do assume that predicates and other modifiers in the interpreted
logitalforms of sentences are predicates and modifiers of that language.
They are not universal predicates and modifiers that might appear in the
.interpreted logical ferms of sentences of other languages. In other words,

for present purposes I am willing to concede to "interpretive semantics"
that, in addition to syntactic.transformational rules and rules stating
certain sorts of constraints on these, a grammar,may also have to include
interpretation rules, e.g. for the correct assignment of logical scope to
certain constructions. But I reject the interpretivist suggestion that
interpretation rules should assign universal'"readiags" to predicates of
the language in terms of universal semantic feafures and the like.-

Again, for preSent purposes I am willing.to concede to "geneiative
semantics" that certain words of a language.might be transformationally
deriNed in i rontrivial sen.s.e, e.g. ,certen noMinalizations or 'adverbs.

But i 'rejett 016 ,enLrLt1vzs ugges-tiun,that this is true Ofia0 words in
a language, that they hre all-to be-tranSformafTOnally deriVed-from under-
lying structures containini:universal predicates.and perhaps other uni7
versal modifiers, where these are structures that can also underlie sen-

tences tdother languages. For I hold:that the underlying interpreted
logical forms always coptain predicates and, 'so forth that arc specific to

the 'language in question.
It is true that many.words in a language.are ambiguous.. Therefore,

we will want-interpreted logical forms to be-able to distinguish among
the different predicates that a given word might represent. But that can
1:!> done without associating one or another 5et of universal semantic fea-

tures With a.word. All that is'.needed is that we distinguish the predi-

cateS. We can do that, for example, by using subscripts.

2 0
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Someone wilr object that subscripts can allow us only to distinguish
different predicates buinot to'exhibit relevant differences in m,Aning.
My answer is that these71ifferences in meaning are to be exhibited.not by

,- the interpreted logicel-:forms taken bythemselves but enly by theanter-
preted logical forms taken in conjuction with other comPonents of the
theory, for example, the axioms which involve predicates that appear in the
relevant interpreted logical,forms.

The logic states a 'number of princiPles which together characterize the
logical implications among sentences of the language. Since logical implica7
tions are ones that hold by virtue of logical form, apart froM the inte-
pretation of predicates an4 other nonlogical operators, we-must therefore
suppose that grammar distinguishes logical,aspects from nonlogical.aspects
of interpreted logical form.

We might use the grammar to make this distinction as follows. 'First,

We must.introduce a notion of a predicate that.will include not only atomic
but complex predicates. Consider any interpreted logical form ... a
Containing one or More occurrences ef the proper name a; then consider
the restat of substituting other names--b, c, d, etc,..--for these occur-
rences of a in this interpreted logical form. What the various results
have in common.is a one-place'predicate which can be thought of
as a function that maps proper names onto sentences. We can in like .
fashion consider.Sentences with n differelt names, _consider ways of sub-
stituting other names, and'thus come up with the idea ef an n place pred-
icate, a function from sequences of n names ino sentences. Similarly,
sentential .connectives are functions that map sentences onto sentences;

quantifiers are functions that map predicates ontp sentences; predicate
modifiers map predicates onto predicates; and AO forth. (For discussion,
see, for, eicample, Michgel Dummett, Frege: Pnilosophy of Language, London,
buckwerth, 1973, pp.4.L53.)

Now, every vocabulary itemc.n the lhnguage that can appear in inter-
preted logical form, in each of its senses, can be treated as falling unaer
exactly one of these categories. It will.represent .either an atomic name
or an atcmic n-pVacepredicate or an atomic n-place sentential connective,
etc. In other words, ye have a series of mutually exclusive logical

'f-sclasses of atomi5.-names, atomic n-place predicates, and so.forth. Non-
logical aspects Ointerpreted logical form have to do.with particular

--..
members of open logical classes--predicates, for example. A logical

claSs is open if itehas an indefinite number of members an& if new members
.. can be added without significantly changing the language. Since new predi-

cates can be added to the language as a matter of course, without.signif-.
,icantly changing the-language, predicates will count as nonlogical aspects
of interpreted logical form. So too will other modifiers and proper names
(if names are not predicates). Logical aspects of interpreted logical form
involve relatively feW words,- closed logical classes., and so forth. These
aspects cannot be changed without seriodsly modifying the language. Log-

ical aspects will therefore include scope indicators, variable binders,
.

predicate argument struCture, and so forth.
,Now, given a distinction between logical and nonlogical aspects of

interpreted logical form, the logic will specify which simplications in the

langUagehold by virtue ef logical form. For present pLirposes.we do not
need,to decide whether thfs specification will take the form of.a model-
theoretic account of validity or Merely,a set of rules of implication such
as that P.and Q, if P Q, for any three corresponding state- .

ments of the relevant forms.
The logical implications of a sentence, given its logical form, are

relevant to its meaning. yhat a sentence means is Rartly a matter of what
it implies. Since its implications are infinite, they cannot. all be ex-
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plicitly listed as part of a finite semantic representation -of the sentence.
It is therefore not true that everything about the-meaning of a sentenciT----
can be explicitly contained in a si7.gle finite representation. Something
must be contained implicitly, by. implication. For example, 'because the
theory of language contains a logic, the interpreted logieal form of a
sentence iMplicitly specifies the infinite logical implications of the
,sentence.

Oftier implications are relevant to meaning in addition to purely logical
implications. For example, x sells y to Z implies z buys v. This implica-

eaniof-batrand-Re1:17--but it is not.a matter of
logic alone Some say that such further implications depend on certain
"meaning.relations." Others say that no real distinction can be drawn be-
tween meaning relations and other relations commonly known to hold: A
favor the latter view, but there is no need to settle the issue. The point

that the theory of a language will include a list of axioms; representing
either meaning poStulates, if the.one view is accepted, or-principles that
.express what is common knowledge.among speakersof the language, if the-other

. view is adopted. fither way, dric, relevant axiN will be, fbr example, x
sells y to z if and cAlly if z buy5.y Cf.om x. I

ImplicatiOns relevant to the meaning of a sontence include the logical
implications Of the seitence itself' takcn together with meaningpostulatcs-
andor common ..knowIedge. All thiS much . of the Meaning of the sentence (on
a.given interpretation) iA contained implictly in the interpreted logical
form ofthe sentence, given the'logic and the axiorn!,: It is contained by
implication, that.is, by logical, implication,relative to the axioms.

Then: is a difference in funCton'',betweei:principli's of logic' and
axioms. It is by virtue of prine41e.C'of logic that a finite statement can
represent its infinite implications.. One cannot get from a set of state-
ments fo implications of the set h>ith.aut appcal to logical principles.
Further statements alone will not do the.trick. Logical princiPles are
principles of.projection, or representation. Iy virtue of them a state-
ment projects and therefore' represents its infinite logical consequences.

Becusc we can appealto Logical principles of projecticin and represen-
tation, our theories can be stated finitely yet,' n a sense, be infinite in

content. Logical principles and axioms have different functions; because
logical principles are Trinciples of representation, whereas.,:xioms are
representations that represent as they do by virtii;:bf,the logi:.:alprin-
ciples. That is why logic is.more central to languago.than axioMs.are. A.

change in axinms is a chang(!'lia what is represented. A change in logir is
a change in method of representat-ion, ;aid that is a genuine change in the

form of Inniguage..
Why then are axioms relevant to mOar.ing at all?. They are relevant in

as much as they represent a common background which everyone can take for
granted. To be interested in the meaning of a sentence is' in part to be.
interested In its implications, not just its logical implicathns but its

implications 'given the common background. More.precisely, we are interested
in what heW implications a sentence.has; what hnplicntions it has given the,
common background that arc not logical impliations of the-background alone.

To make this more accurate we must turn ro, the theory .of conversation,
the fourth.component in a theory of lain:nage. The axioms represent things
that speakers of the language can always presuppose; my point is that one
aspect of meaning.concerns what is said over and above what has been pre-
supposed. /

The theory of conversation iA concerned with such things as pre:sup-
positibn and implieattire and with distinguishing thesc.4.rom what is, in a

stricA senso, 'said. It wll ilso be concerned with,fhe:natUre Of speech
act's Part of the.theor will probably be uniVersal,.giving, general charac-.
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terizations, applicable to conversations in all language's, of presUpposi-
tion; implicature, and the conversdtional strategies on which they depend.
Another part will be specifdc to the language in question, since,.for ex-
ample, certain aspects of the meaning of words like even and but can only'
be explained .in terms of conventions coin:el-nil-1.g presuppositions and impli-
catures.

Does arc}, of this mean that our theory of language should associate
.sentenceS -with semantic representations that_ include not only indications
of.interpreted logical form.but'also,statements b-f what is conventionally
presupposed'and implicated? Of course not. ThatWM.1d be as foolish as
attempting to'list all of the logical, hnplications of a sentence in a. sin-

.gle finite repreSentation. It cannot be done, because there will be in-
'finitely many conventjonal presuppositions and implicatures, and ii_nced not
bel done since these infinitely many conventonal presuppositions and impli-
catures dre implicitly reuesented by the derivation associating interpreted
leg:cal form with surface structure (and phonetic-representation), given the
theory of conversation., The theory of conversation is to cohventional pre-
supposition and,implicature What logic is to logical implications.. To sup-.
poSo that.we need semantic representations that mentioh what is convention,
ally .presupposed or.implicated is like thinking that we need semantic rep-.
resentations that mention what is..logically implied by sentences.

The mistake here is li!T that in the following argument:. "x sells y to
z is synonythauS with z buys from.x; therefore our theory must.assign
these sentenceli_the same semantic'representation." The mistake Ties-in
athinking that'everything'about the meaning of a sentence must be explicitly
'included in a single finite representation associated with the sentence, as
if everything could be in fact, there is no reason why the equivalence, in
meaning cannot be represented iMplicitly'hy the different interpreted log-
ical forms-of these sentences, given the axiom x sells y te z if and only
if z,buys y from x.

So far, l have said something about grammar, logic, axioms, and the
theory of conversation. I turn new to thtl-fifth and last component of the
theory of a language--a theory of conceptual role. What I have in mind
here is the idea that meaning has something to do with the rele an ex-.
pression has in a conceptual scheme. One iMportant aspect of conceptual
role.is involved with implications among-expressions, and that aspect is
already captured by the firSt three Components of the theory of language--
the grammar (which assigns logical forms to sentences), . the logic, and tbe
axioms. But cOnceptual role has to do with more than such interrelations
among expressions. Also relevant are..relations to obsetvation and to be-
havior.

The connection with observation is darticul2r1y relevant in the case of
color words. ,,The normal use of red includes the ability to apply the word
correctly to.perceived red objects, and it is part of the meaning of the
word red that this islso. This is not just .4 matter of axioms, or.of its
being common knowledge that speakers can normally do thi. We are disin-
clined, for example, to..say of someone blind from birth ehut he or she
really knows what red means, for wC%loubt that such a person would be able
to apply the word correctly if that person were suddenly to be cured of
blindness and we suppose that to know what red means is to'be able to apply
the word-correctly. .0n the other.hand, a normal speaker who goes blind at
the age of twenty convinues to know what the word red means because he or
.she should be able to apply the word correctly if his or her sight were
regtored.

The connection with behavior is particularly relevant-with words like
.harmful. and_..dasVerous. To understand the meaning of these words, it must
betrue that yoii will- feel inclined to avoid situations to which%you would

0 tr..;
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apply them. Other words have an intermediate status--for example, food,

obstacle, and money. To understand the Meaning of these words you must
have the ability to recognize something as food., as an obstacle, or as .

money, and you must also be ahle to act appropriately, that is, to eat food,

to avoid obstacles, or to spend money. Of course, you do these things only

undereertain conditions.
'In ft, all words and expressions are connected at least indirectly

both to observation and to behavior by virtue of connections with other

words and expressions. A color word like red is indirectly connected to be-

havior becaus the appropriatcness of its application can in certain eircum-

stances be a sign of The appropriateness of,the application of words like

.food or danger, which have a more direct connection with' behavior.
A theory of conceptual role will also say something about what makes a

name of a.particular thing. Presumably this is not just a matter of a

speaker's being able to apply the name correctly when the appropriate

thing .s perceived. That can have some relevance, but also relevant are
past applications of the name and causal connections between.those applica-

tions of the name and causal connections between those applications and its

present use. Kripke and others have made much of this aspect of names.

In any event, a theory of conceptual role is a theory about connectionS.

between observation and language, language and other language, language and

behavior, and so fotth. These connections are not easy to specify, and j.t.

is probably impossible exhaustively to characterize the conceptual role'of

any single expre.ssion except by comparing its role with that of another ex-

pression, perhaps an expression in a different language, 'This can have the

consequence that one wrongly supposes that an account of meaning-in a

theory.of a language must take th form of a translation. But, although

for certain purposes translaticn is useful; it only pushes the theoretical

problem back one step. If we want an actount of the conceptual role of a

particular expression in Fni7lish and arc told,that it'is quite siMilar to

the role of this other expression in German, that may be enough for our

purposes. However, it may not, for we are now left with the question of

how we are to specify the conceptual-role of the latter expression in German.

The same probleM'arises when it is Suggested that it is enouch for an

atcount of meaning to translate gentenCes, or interpreted logical foims of

sentences, into a universal language of semantic representation. For then

we are.left with the problem of spetifying the conceptual roles of aspcts

of the universal semantic representations, One Mlght hope toexplain the

conceptual role of expressions first by translating them ineO a universat,,

language of f..mantic representation and then by giving an account.of the'

conceptual, role of the universal semantit-iepresentations. That may seem

to be the most efficient way to proceed. -HOweVer, such a use of universal

semantic representations is not going to.work. It would work only.if there

were a universal language into whiCh all other languages could be translated

without loss of meaning, but there can be no such lariguaL;e.

'
To sec this one must observe that there is a connection between the

, question of whether there is a system of universal semantic representation

and the question of whether there is thought that is essentially thought

in language. The latter issue is not whether all thought is in language

(for it is obvious that much is not), but whether any is. Specifically,

the issue is whether language should be conceived as a system for encoding

thoughts that are themselves not ih language or should be regarded as a

new system of representation for thoUght--an addition to the prelinguistic

systpm of representation in which one thinks.

Th'at'there Is a connection'between the latter issue and the earlier one

about the possibility of a universal system of semantic representation'is

revealed by the paralleithat exists between a theory of conceptual role of
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eipressions in a languaKe and a theory of the nature of psychological
states and processes in terms of their functionaj relations with each other
and mith observational input and behavioral output. For example, a given

.psychological state is.the belief that this is red partly because of a
connection b:tween that state and the possibilities of certain observations.
Another psychological stare is the belief that a course of action is dan-
gerous partly because of its potential coni,ection to the avoiding of that
course of action. And so forth, just as in'my earlier discussion:of the ;
conceptual role of linguistic expression, including my remarks about the
relevance of causal factors.

The correlation is no accident_ For a speaker of English there is ob-
*viously a connection between ne belief that a particular thing is red and
the sentence this is rpd.

Conceptual role is relevant to meaning because meaning depends in part
.on what beliefs_and other psychological states a senttince is correlated
with and,because the natures of psychological states are determined by their
roles in the functional psychological system that constitutes a .humcin per-
sonality. In other words, a sentence has a given representational character
because it is cohventionally associated with a psychological state which
.has that representational character. The representational character of a
psychological state depends on what state it is. For example, the belief
that Noam is start is the belief that represents Noam as smart. What state
it is determined by its functional role in the whole system of psycho-
logical states.

So the question of whether there can be a universal language of seman-
tic representation becomes the question of whether the psychological state.s
.conventionally associated with sentences of a :anguage can be supposed to
have an existence apart. from the language. If so, then a single universal
accoUnt of the representational character of those states can be giVen once
and for all, and a theory of conceptual role for a particular language need
only specify how'sentences. arc conventionally associated with psychological
states. Universal semantic representations would in 3ffect be representa-
tions of the underlying psychological states, the thoughts that exiSt inde-
pendently of language.

On the other hand, if the r-levant psychological states have no exis-
.

tence apart from lan:,uage, so that the thoughts expressed by language are
essentially constituted in language, then representations of these under-
lying thoughts will not be universal semantic representations but will in
effect be repres-ntations of what I have been calling interpreted logical
forms of sentences of the language.

Given the one conception, language is a code that we can use to encode
thoughts we might have had quite apart from having learned language. This
is a.common conception of language among linguists, but it is the other
conCeption that is right. Language is in the first instance a system of
representation for thought. In learning a language one does not learn to
express..in words thoughts that were not themselves in words; rather, one
learns a new way of thinking. In learning a new language you Must at first
laboriously translate back and forth between your native tongue and the new
language, but eventually you are.able to think in the new language so that
translation back and forth is no longer necessary. Similarly, learning a
branch of mathematics or a science involves learning a new language. It is

not just that there is new terminology. you must learn to think in that
terminology and that involves learning Various principles and procedures of
the theory, principles and procedures that can only be stated using.the new
terminology.

Thought requires a system of representation. We can sUppose that among
the relevant representations arc underlying representaXions Of-sentences

.-
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that are associated with those sentences by an adequate grammar. We can

take'these representations to be what I am calling interpreted logicai
forms, which contain predicates and so forth of the. language in'questiou.

I am opposing the idea that we can take these represontatioNs to. be .univer-

sal semantic representations that arc independent of any particular lan-

guage. My reason is that learning a language, like learning a.theory, is

nOt just learning a code for old thoughts hut learning a new way to think,
a new system of representation for thought, a new theory, a new world view..

Conceptual structure is at least partly a matter of what theories of
the world are treated as true.; it is therefore impossible that languages

associated with quite different. world views cculd b,.-! translated :nto each

other or into any third language without loss of. meaning. For example,

compare z language in which a theory of-medieval-lchomy is expressed with

one in which the theory of contemporary chemistry is exprel.sed. Neither

language could be translated without loss of meaning into.the other, nor
could both be translated into some third "neutral" language. The difficulty

is that tifere will be expressions in each language whose conceptual roles
are'dupliCated by no expressioni.in the other language, and there will be
no other language containing expres'stpns with all those,different roles.

For that would be the language of.someone whose world view contain.A both

the viewpoint of medidVal alchemy and that of contemporary chemiStry, Which

is impssible. Therefore, 'there .can be no universai system of sewantic
repreS6tation into which all .languages can he translated. without loss of

meaning.
The precise formulation of this point is a delicat..! matter. 'For one

thing, a language must hero be identified with a dialect or idiolect at, a

particular time. A scholar might express both medieval alchemy and cow-
temporary chemistry in English, broadly construed. But there.will be a

shift 'in idiolect between the one, oecasif.,n and trle other; the scholar's

words will not mean the same thing on.the two oc,:asions. What his words

mean lepend in part on what principles he treats as true. .When his words

are to be used to express the views of.medievaI aichemy,.he must treat as

true various principles accept6d by medieval. alchemists_ And when his

words.are to be used to express the. views of contemporarcbemis_tr. , he

must treat other and quite :.:onflicting princill-ftS-as true. re.will not be

able simultaneously to treat both sets of principles as true because at no

time will his changing idiolect be adequate to express hotir points of view.

If he is to compare the theories, he .must engage in what Nine calls .

"semantic ascent".and speak in a metalanguage about tlie..t174o different view-

points that arc expressed in their distinct object-languages or idiolects.

He can consider in the metalanguage the relative merits of .adopting one oe

another of these viewpoints--of speaking one or another of these object-

languages--even though he cannot translate both object7languages Lnto the

metalanguage without loss of meaning.
Finally, let me add that dnce we understand the connection between

thought and language, we can understand why there can seem to be a uni-

versal system of concepts expressed.in,langnage. Langdage modifies and

extends a prelinguistic system of representation. Tresumably.the pre-

linguistic.system is much the same from person to person; its main charac-

teristics are.no doubt genetically determined. Language modifies this

system hut is also influenced hy it. We would expect that many character-

istics of linguistic representation arc to be explained by the way in which

linguistic representation is a modification pf a prclinguistic system. For

example, we might expect that our logical notions and our ideas of causality

and of agency have a source'in more primitive versions in prelinguiStic re7

presentation. And we might expect this to be true for.other languages as

.well; hence a.semantit universal: all languages have a way of representing
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logical notion's, causality,- and agency. BUt we must be careful. To assume
that the same concept of agency,.for example, is expressed in all.languages .

WOuld be like assuming that the concept-of a chemical substance in medieval
Alchemy was the same as the concept of. a chemical substanee in contemporary
chemistry just because the latter has derived from. the former. Different
concepts Of Agency will evolve in different languages depenAing on the world
views of those whp speak the languages. It would be an error to suppose
that a given linguistic way of representing agency simply encodes the old
prelingdistic concept.

. _
That ends my main argument against uniVersal semantic representations:

Let me now say something about one sort of objection to what 1 haVe said.
Objection will be raised on the grounds that I have misconstrued the nature
of semantic representations. It will be Said that the system of semantic
representation is not to be taken either as a language .or as a. system of %
reprcsentation for thought, Instead, it will be said, it is to be taken i!.;

r'a system cf uliversal meanings or senses.
Now I have nothing against talk of meanings orsehses. The sense of I; i

meaning of a sentence can be identified with the t'1.ought the sentence'ex-
presses; the sense or meaning of a word or phrase/can bp identified with: t. 6

idea or concept the word or phrase expresses. But I have argued that tlicy
relevant thoughts, concepts, or ideas are essentplly linguistic.) The /i

I

relevant thoughts.involve interpreted logical fdrms of sentences'. :,.T'lle
relevant idea s. or concepts involVe items/that c.An appezy inintt..r)ri:ted H

. .

logical forms. I can agree, that a syst.M of sdmantic/represon ,itilon is4a i

system of meanings or senses, becauseiiit is a systinieof thought.and cOn--.. 1

cepts But I do not agree that sensifs or meanings are -universal. since I
claim that the relevant concepts and thoughts are specjitt'to.a Aiven
language.

/
:.--.1

Observe that. it'will 'not be enough for someone wlo wishes to de'enCLI.* ,,
system of universal semantic representation to attc 't to explain.uniparsal )

\ meanings.or.ssenses with reference to something like possible worlds, Ods,--
\.sible objects, and complicated functions invG!..ing these things. For'l
.waiving the nontrivial problem of sayihg Owl pos Able worlds are, thei'e
temains the problem of shov.ing that.,.ference to/possible worlds, possible
oects,.and so forth, could play A useful role in a theory of linguistic
co p!...tence. \,..

One way in which reference to possible words is...)metiines -said to be,
elevant to a theory of linguistic competence involveS 'a connection be-

tween meaning andtruth conditions. To know the meaning of an.indicative
"statement making" sentence is to know the ,tonditions under which that
sentence might be used to say something true. Some philosophers and lin-
guists incautiously conclude from this that the meaning of such a sentence
cap be identified with its truth conditions or, at least, that a speaker's
linguistic comOetence'is partly to be specified as involving a knowledge V
or truth conditions. Even more incautiously, some of the.se lingUists and
philosophers go en to suggest that the relevant truth conditions involve
referenre to possible worlds. So they conclude, wrongly, that an account 1

of a speaker's linguistic.competence must specify his knowledge of which
possible worlds and so forth various sentences are true in. For example,
it is said to be part of the lin.guistic competence of someone who knows
the meaning of the English sentence it:is raining that he knows that this
sentence is true at a place, at a time, in a possiblevorld if and onlY if
it is raining at that place, at that tiiiio, in that world.

This reasoning is totally fallacious. From the fact that to know
meaning i,_to know truth conditions and vice versa, it does not follow thav.

.. meaning is truth.conditions. (As Barbara Humphries has observed, that is
-like arguing t.lat the radius of a circle is the same as its circumference,

9 7.
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since to know the one is to know the other.) Nor does it follow that an

explanation of linguistic competence should mention knowledge.of truth con-

ditionS. . Indeed the explanation goes the other way around. We must appeal

to a speaker's linguistic competence in order to explain his knowledge of

truth conditions. .We must also appeal to the speaker's knowledge of what

'-truth is. No great insight about linguisticompetence is involved, only

,a little insight about truth, the so-caljed redundancy theory of truth.

The redundancy theory of-truth points to such truisms-as that snow is

white is true if and only if snow is white, that grass is white is.true if

and only 'if grass 1.s.white, and so forth. Modified to allow for demonstra-

tive reference it notes that he is sick is true of an indicated male at a

time if and only if.that person is sick at that time, that it is raining is

true of a place and time ifit is raining at that.place and time, and so

forth. But these are points about truth rather than about meaning, Con-

sider a speakers knowledge.of thq fwf.that snow is white is true if and

.oply if snow is/white. That knowlqdge typically presupposes the speaker's

knowledge of what snow is white medns along with that much knowledge about .

truth as is"captured by the redundancy theory of truth. It is definitely

not the case that (normclly) a speaker knows what snow is white means

because he knows that the sentence is true if and only if snow4s white.

Knowledge of meaning isnot to be explained as knowledge of truth candi-

tions because one knows meaning and the redundancy theory of truth. LI

discuss these issues in more detail in my "Meaning and,Semantics" (ia

Midten K. Munitz and Peter K. Unger, eds., semantics and Philosophy,

New York UniVersity Press, 1974).]
I have been considering an argument for the claim that reference to

possible worlds plays-a role in explaining linguistic competence: We. were

" interested in the argument because it promised a last ditch defense of uni-

versal semantic representations, tqliere these Wcre taken to be complicated

constructs out of possible worlds and functions. The argument for the use-

fulness of possible worlds was to go like this. FirSt, it was to be argued

that linguistic competence consist.s in part in a, knowledge of truth -con-

ditions. Second, it was to be shorai that the relevant truth conditions in-.

volve possible worlds. We have just seen how this argument breaks down at

the very Frst step by mistaking the redundancy theory of trilth for a

theory of meaning or linguistic convention. This is enough to, undermine

the argument and, since that is the only relevant arAumerit that 'has ever

been given it is enough to undermine the conclusion._that reference to

possible worlds plays a role in the explanation of lingui;tic'cOmpetence.

But to reinforce this rejection of a universal system of semantic represen-

tation based on a theory of possible worlds, it is useful.to consider -he

second stage of the argument that I have been examining.
So, let us ;,gree that to know the meaning of a c.ertain kind'of senence

is to know under what conditions it could be used to say Something-true.

Let us ignore_the point that this involves not just linguistic competance

in general but also enough knowledge about truth as is revealed by the re-

dundancy theory of truth. And lLt us considPr the claim that in general

the relevant truth conditions involve possible worlds.

A. speaker of English knows that snow is white is true if and only if

snow is white. What is added .if one says that 'a speaker knows that snow

is white is true in a poSsible world if and only if snow is white in that .

world? Obviously, what is added depends on what is meant by the phrase

"in that world."
A speaker of English knows that it is rainig is true said at a particU-

lar place and at a particular time if and only if it,is'raining at that

place.and that time. Here we can sippesc that the speaker knows that there

are various places and various time:i and that it may or may not be raining

28
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at a given plac'e at a given time. Are we to suppose.that. a typical
speaker of English also believes.tha* there literally are various possible
worlds.'just asthere literally are various places and times, and that in
some of these worlds snow is white whereas in others.it is not? Are we to
suppose that the speaker believes in varioun possible worlds Just as he
believes ill various different planets, for example. so that a possible
world is as it were another place, another universe, unreachable from this
one, existing perhaps in other dimensions? I am of course aware that cer-
tain philosophers and perhaps: even some linguists do think of possible
worlds in this way, as something like places. .But surely this s'ort of
bizarre metaphysical view cannot be ascribed to a typicul speaker of
English.

We want to know about a typical speaker's concepth,;, of a possible
w.)rld or, if you like, a possible situation, In particular, we want to

how to interpret the word in when one speaks.'of something's being the
ease "in" a possible world or situation, for example, when one says that
there is a possible world (situation) in which snow is. green.

I suggest that the word in 13 here .:sed as when we say that something
.happens "in" a story. !'or example, Jonah WAS swallowed by a big fish in
the Rible. That is Not to say that there is U place at which Jonah was
swallowed hy a big fish (for it mover really happened).

A possible wcrld or sitiL.tion is a pos,ible Or consistyn: story. To
say. that there is a_pLY,s1ble world or situation in.which snow is green
is to say that *here is a possible or consistent st.,ry in which snow is
green. A.speaker knows that snow Is white is true in a possible world if
and only if snow is white in tha!-. In-other words, a speaker knows
that snow is white is true in a po,-.si;.le story if and only if snow is white
in that srory. Here,rhore i n.i?ht hout linguistie -ompetence and
universal .;t-mantics. T:iere Is oat.. th ,! same old poiar about the redundancy

cf truth.
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Remarks on the Lexicography of Performative Verbs

James 0. McCawley

Ilnivetsity of-Chicago

At several pfaces in Howo Do Things,with words (1962), Austin speaks of

the importance of compiling a comprehensive list of performative verbs,

or alternatively, of illocutionary forces,1 and in Lecture XII he sets up

a five-way categorization of performat,ive verbs and gives long lists of

'representatives of each category. Austin evidently regarded the tabulation

and classification of.performative verbs and illocutionary forces as impor-

tant principolly because of the inherent Interest of the question, What

can people do with wotds? I-regard such tabulations as important because

of their relation to a. somewhat different question--What determineS which

verbs are or can be performative and what determines what illocutionary

forces are possible?' My concern is not for tests to determine whether,

for example, the verb criticize can be used. performatively (Austin provided

an excellent treatment, of that problem) but rather. With determining, or
example, what it is about accue that makes it possible to use 'it per-.

i.Jrmatively and what it is about know that makes it impossible to 3ise-,it

that. way. Why. is .it that verbs such as.shout and whisper.iwhitT can' be

used to report speech acts, cannot,be used performativeiY?Z.

for two verbs to haVe the same meaning but.for only uneMF.them to be

usable perfermatively? Or can one predict from the meaning of a ve6
whether it can be us-ed porformotively? To put ,he mutter slightly differ-

ently, as one learns his oative language; does one have to learn separately

for each verb, whether it can be used performatively, or does one automat-

ically know whether he can use a verb performatively once he has-learned

what it means? I am fairly convincea -that the meaning of a verb does,.in

fact, completely determine whether it can be used performativefy; however,

I am much .less sure of what the relationship-ls between semantic structure

and performativity. Are there, for example, a small number of "baSic"
performative predicates, such thae the meaning of any performative.is one

of those predicates combined in various ways with 'other elements of meaning?

If so, then what is it about those predid:ites which makes theM bearers of

performativity?
I am ip addition interested in the relationship (if any) betWeeo

Austin's classification .of performative verbs and the concept of:lexicon

which figures in the linguistIc theory,.,-generative semantics--which I

will assume in this paper. Austin's informal characterizations of-.the
various classes of performative verbs can in some cases be interpreted as

references to the logical structure of sentences involving those verbs, as,

for example, when he states that an exercitive is the giving-of "a decision

that somethingds to be so, as distinct.from a judgement that it is so."

This can be,ihterpreted as a distinction between the kinds of complement..
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clauses thdt appear in the se antic (structure OT verdictive clauses and
exercitive_clauseS-.

uf performatives..with his informal character-
izations of them, are as fol ows:

(1)--Verdictives: "Verdicti es are typified by the giving of-a verdict... "
(150); ."Verdictives consist in the giving of a finding, officiaf or un.-
official, upon evidence or easons as to Value or fatt..."(152).

(2) Exercitives: "Exercit ves are the exercising of powers, rights,' or
influence" (150); "An exer itive is the giving of a decision in favour of
or against a certain cours .of action, or advocacy of it" .(154).

(3) Commissives: "Commis.ives are typified y promising or otherwise
undertaking" (150); YThe whele point of a commissive is tocommit ,the
speaker to a certain cour e of action" (156).

(4) Behabitives: "Behab tives are a very miscellaneous group, and.have
to do with attitudes and social behaviour" (151); "Behabitives include the
notion of reaction to otqher people's behaviour and fortunes and of at-
titudes to someone else's past conduct or imminent conduct" (159).

(5) Expositives: "[Exp sitives] make plain how our utterances fit into
the course of an argum-nt. or conversation, how we are using words..,"
(151). "Expositives a e used in acts of exposition invofving the ek-
pounding of views, the conducting of arguments, and the tlarifieation of
usages and of referen es" (160).

None of these pas ages just quoted comes close to be.ng a real defini-
tion, add in.some.cas s they clarh sharply with his. evident .intention'; for
example, most of the verbs that he lists as exertitives have nothing to do
with an'y "course of ction," e.g'. appoint, baptize, and excommunicate.
Only ironically coul one say that Nixon "advocated a certain course of
..action" by appointinJ Rehnquist to the Supreme Court. -Nevertheless; the
examples that Austin gives:of each category,:along with his LoMments on
the distinctiOns am ng thefive categories, show rather clearly what the
basis of the catego izatibh is.

Vendler (1972) rgues'convincingly that "Exercitives" include two
clearly distinct-sbc1asses, one which he calls "operatives" and another

____fdr_which he re.tiis the name "exercitives." "Operatiyes" refer to acts by
Which the speaker Inakes something the case, e.g. appointing Gene.Autry
ambassador to Frar1ce brings it about that Gene Autry is ambassador to
Fiance, and excom unicating Bing.Crosby brings it about that Bing Crosby

not a member o the Catholic Church. Vendler's "exercitives" refers to
acts by.which One orders, requests, advises, etc. a person to do something.
Separating out t e operatives.makes Austin's characterizations of "ex-
ercitivo" less g aringly inadequate (although those characterizations do
not really. fit Vlidler's exeititives either): ordering qomeoneto shine
your shoes can 1ardly be described as "giving a decision in favor of
or advocacy of"Ihisshining your shoes. _

The following lists illiistrate Austin's other four categories, plus
the two categories into which Vendler divided Austin's exercitives. 1

have subdivided Vendler's exercitives still further, for reasons to be
given below: 1 have supplemented Austin's lists with extra verbs, deleted
some items which dre clearly hot performative, and shifted around some'
items which Itthink he misclassified.

Verdici:ives: accuse, acquit, analyze, appraise, ascribe, calculate, call,

3
tom
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characterize, charge (a person with a crime), convict, credit, date, de-
nounce, describe, diagnose, estimate, evaluate, find, grade, guess, hold,
interpret as, locate, make it, measure, place, put (it) at, rank, rate,
read (it) as, reckon.cryle, take it, understand, value.

Operatives: abdicL, accept (an application), adjourn, annul, appoint,
authorize, award, baptize, bequeath, call to order, cancel, charge (a
person with a task), choose, christen, claim, concede, condemn (to death,
etc.), countermand, declare (open, 'closed, the winner, ...), decree,
dedicate, degrade, demote, deputize, dismiss, Osown, dub, enact, enter
(a plea of insanity), excommunicate, exonerate, fine, forgive, give, grant,
levy,, name; nominate, offer, ordain, overrule (an objection), pardon, per-
mit, proclaim, pronounce (man and wife), quash; reinstate, release, repeal,
reprieve, rescind, sentence, sustain (an. objection), yeto, vote. ,..

Exercitives: (a) Imperatives: admonish, beg, caution, &Command, demand, .'j
direct, entreat, forbid, implore, insist, order, plead, 'pray, request,
supplicate, (b) Advisorie cdvise, advocate, counsel; propose, re-
commend, suggest, urge,,warn.

Commissives: adopt, agree to, accept, apply for, assure, bet, bind myself,
challenge, condemn'(someone's actions), consent, contemplate, contract
covenant, dare; it's a deal, defy, declare for, declare my intention, ded-
icate myself to, embrace, engage, envisage, espouse, express thy intention/
support/opposition, favor, give my word, guarantee, intend,.invite, mean to,
oppose, order (food, etc.),.plan, plead (guilty), pledge (myself), promise,
propose to, purpose, shall, side with, surregder, Swear, undertake, vow,
warn.

Behabitives: apologize, applaud, approve, bid farewell, blame, bless,
commend, commiserate, complain of,'Compliment, condole, congratulate, curse,
.don't mind, drink to, express my regretsigratitude/admiration/..., felici-
tate, forgive, greet, overlook, protest, salute, sympathize, th'ank, toast,
welcome,*wish (a happy birthday,

Expositives:
I admit, affirm, announce, characterize, claim, class, declare, deny,
describe, disagree, guess, identify:insist, maintain, predict, state,
submit, suggest.
2. interpose, mention, note, observe, femark.
3. answer, apprise,, inform, rejoin, remind, repeat, reply, respond, tell,
warn.

311. ask, inquire, query, wonder,
4. admit, confess, conljecture, report, swear, testify.
.5. accept, agree that' concede, demur to, object to, protest, recognize,
retract, repudiate, take back, withdraw.
Sa. correct, revise. /
6. argue,,assume, conclude that, deduce, emphasize, neglect, postulate,
stipulate.
7. begin by, conclude by, digress, first (second, thrrd, ...); in
conclusion, turn to.
7a. analyze, define, distinguiSh, interpret.
7b. explain, formulate, illustrate.
7c. call, refer, regard as, understand.

Austin's classification would receive strong support if it could be
shown that memberShip in each category_corresponded to a specific pattern.

3.
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of syntactic behavior. The following are the principal syntac(ic phenomona.
that I know of on which performative verbsdiffer from one another.3 In

some cases practically all of the things assigned by Austin to.a particular
.class behave alike, and the exceptions are things which.on other grounds
might be held to belong to another category. For example, acquit, which
Austin-calls a,verdictive, might he held inst,...ad to be an operative, and
indeed it. -is similar to operatives and unlike verdict.ives in that it can-

:not be used performatively with would: Saying (la) cannot be an act of
acquitting, though saying (lb) can be an act of. ectimating:4

(1) a. I.would acquit Dean of the charge.
, 6, I. would.estimate that the repairs will cost $200.00.

No4ever, in some caseS the test cuts across one of Austin's (or Vendler's)
categories, as indicated in the following table.-

*Can be used performatively

with would with with with

in passive like to suid iH let me

Verdictive ' OK OK OK

Operative OK .

OK 0K OK OK.Advisory oK

Imperative . ..

COMMis5ivc ''OK OK OK

Behabitive OK ' OK

Expositive 1, oK OK OK

OK- OK OK OK

3 OK OK OK OK

3a OK OK OK OK
.

I OK OK OK OK
5 OK OK OK OK

OK OK OK OK

OK OK OK OK
..,. 0K OK OK

7a OK OK OK

71) OK OK OK OK:

-L. OK oK OK .-

The possibility of w-iing a passive perform:iiively apparently hinges on
acharacteristic that irrelevant to Austin's z!assification, namely
whether the act can be performed as an "offical," "impeesonal" act.
ri is probably thal.charAteristic hbich maks it impossible to use a
behabitive performativeLY".:('Vou. are hereby thanked for'the ltwely dinner
you cr.Joked last nightl. Ruo.arding the oth-er phenomana, the only category
of Austin-Vendler's in hbich there is a gr'elit amount of nonuniformity is
the exercitives. One subject of exercitives consists of acts of advising
and is almost exactly singled-out by th6 property,of.aIlohing both would
and would like to when used performtively,,thour,h that property is tbared
by request. ',Ono systematic difference between w)iat I have labeled as
"Advisories" aii&"Imperiitivesahove, and one for which even request be-
haves like an imperative rather tban like an advisory', is that ask can he
used to rePort imperative-aiSiit not advisory.acts. If Someone orders,
you to shine his sboes'Or begs .you to shine hi's.shoes, he: asks you
his shoes. If lict,forbids you to shine his.shoeST-h-e-a4s yoynot te.shi.ne.
his shoes. WhiA it ,might be zd:lare usual to report the latter as-his haVih
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told you not-toshine his shoes, the follow'ing shoto- ask to be applicable:

(2) Did he ask yeu-i-lot_to-lihine hiF shoes?
a. Yes, indedirbf:fowbade me to shine them.

b.: *No, (but) lili4orbade me to shine them.

However, advising; recommending, 0.t c, i s not asking:

(3) Did he ask you to shine Kis shoes?
a, *Yes, indeed he advlsed me to shine them.
b. No, but he advised me to shine them.
c. 'Yes, aod he also advised m: to shine them.

I wish now to take .up the question of whether the seven classes of'
performative verbs that I have arrived at each eXemplify some general se-
mantic structure, and more importantly, Whether such a semantic structure
also provides a sufficioat condition for a verb to be of the class in

quescien. I note thatboth Austm and Vendler have provided necessary
congitions on the;semantic structure of verbs of various. categories, e.g.
that verdictive'imust have a complement that is in the indicative mood4

must be in'terpreted as a condition OH semantic structure rather than

on surface.structure, in view of verbs such as *slue (e.g. r value this

vase at $300.00) Which do not have r surface' coMplement but cc.riespond to

a,semantic structure such ;(s "( state that.this vase is worth $:i00.00.."

Operar:ves are' in the clas:, for4dtich it is mo,,,t obvious what'the verbs

have in common and whit makes them performative. An operative speech act

is an act in whirli the'Npeaker makes Something the case hy saying that it

is to be the case, e.g. it makes Genr Autry ambassador to France hy saying
that 6ene Autry is to he ambassador to France or it makes bing Crosby ge.ase

to be a member of the Catholic ChurCh by saying that Bing Crosby is 'no

longer a member"of the Catholte Church. 'In almost all cases, the operative

verb incorporates part of-the meaning of a complement clamse'; decr.ee )3 the

only.one for which the complement appears intact in surface structure. To

a large extent, f,licitous utterances in which decree is used'performatively'

'can be reported using more spccific operatives. e.g. a felicitous utteranCe

of (4a) can be report.:sd. by (4h):

j .decree that Bing Crosby is no longer a member of the

: Catholic Church.
b. The Pope.exeommunicated Ring Crosby.

-

However; decrees' (and dperative acts in general) form a' proper aubset of

acts in which. soMething is Tade the case by saying that it is to'be the .-;.

case., A person who possesseii magic powers may he able to Cause Ri.:hard.

Nixon to haye two heads by saying "Ri,-hard Nixon has two heads".cr "Let

Richard Nixon have two heads," but such an act is not an operative act, -

nor any other kind of illocutionary act, nor is.the appearance of'a second

head on Nixon's shoulders'.a perldcutionary.effect',P even though it conforms_

to 'definitions 'of "perlocutionary effect" that ar6,.sometimes offered. It

will not do just-to sa;- that an operative act is an-act of making some-

thing the case by saying that it is 4to bel the Cus,.', Tt.c. relationship of

the act of saying the sentence and tho event of Gene Autry becoming ambas:

sador to's-France, or of your nepheW c'easing to be Your heir, or of Mr..

Birnbaum ceasing to have a job in your firm is not one of causation but of

-incluSion,, perhaps even of identity. At the moment, I have thought. .of no

better way of representing this relationship than in terms of rcf6rentiol

.indixes where event verbs have referential indices and the predicate of '

3
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saying has the same index as does the verb of becoming, for example:9

V NP NP

1 I

SAIY X S

I

NP

BECOME

Gene Autry is
Ambassador to

France

Imperatives and commissfVes also make something the case by baying
that it is to be the case, though what they make the case is not something
that is iescribable by the apparent complement sentence'. When you order
someone to shine your shoes, you are not causing him to shine yuur shoes;
however, you arc causing him to owe you a.shoeshinc. Assuming that the
order is. felicitous (i.e. that you are in a position to issue orders.to
that person and that he hears and understands the order), he is in debt to
you and will remain in'debt until either he discharges the obligation by
shining.your shoes or you relieve him of the obligation by canceling your
order. If.you promise someone to mow his lawn on Saturday, you bring it
about that you owe him an act of mowing his lawn on Saturday, and, as be-
fOre, you remain in his debt until either you discharge the'obligation or
he relieves you of.it. Imperatives and commissives do notIlways crgate
debts, but they create some kind of commitment on the part.Of the sPeaker
andlor on the part of some affected persnn. ImPeratives divide into two
types: those which cause the person to whom they are addressed,t-o.owe the7.
speaker an act of the type in question (admonish, caution, como6d, direst',
forbid, order),. and those which commit the person to whom they are'ad-
dressed to couidering the request and commit the speaker to being grate
ful if the requeSt is complied.with (beg, enereat, implore, plead, pray,
request, supplicatel. Additionally, there arc two verbs which do not
really fit into eifher cla5s (demand and insist) and -wherein the speaker
believes.the addressee to be unwilling to de what he ought to do.

1 propose that the logical structure of imperative and commissive
tlauses is.similar to:that%of operative clauses,.with the embedded clause.
specifying the debt, commitment, etc. which the'corresponding act would
bring about, e.g. the semantic structure of .1: promise to mow your lawn
oh Saturday would be along the lines of "I sayw that it comesw about that.
I owe you mowing your lawn on Saturday."

r should now talk about advisories.but I have,bardly anytling to say
about them. There are three really hard core advisories: advise, counsel,
And recommend. These three verbs (though not the other verbs that I have
called advisories) have the inter,:sting property of allowing the preposi-.
tion against:

(S) a. Bfll advised mo. agaInst bombing the Treasure Building.
b. The lawyer.counseled Mrs. Schwartz agairiStAlemanding custody of

the pelitan.
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c. Spiro recommended against Nixon appointing Gene Autry ambassador
to France.

This might be taken as'suggesting that.these verbs involve advocacy;
however, ah Searle (1969) has pointed out, they do,not,involve quite that,
since they refer to acts in which the speakee takeS the addressee's point
of view: "If I were you, I wouldn't bomb the Treasury Building," There
is nothing insincere about advising a person to do something that the giver
of-the advice wants him tiot to do. Good advice is advice which would
benefit the recipientAf followed, not the giver. Urge and advocate, ..)11

the other hand, take the speaker's.point of 'view. . The appropriate semantic
structure may very well be something like "I tell you that for you to do
X would.bz good for you" in ihe.case of ddvise, counsel, and recommend,
and "I tell you that for you to do X would be good for me" or just plain
":.. would be godd" in the Case of advocate or urge. However, I 'can'offer

nothing of substance to back up this suggestion.
It is intercsiing to ask Whether.Austin and Vendler were simply in

error when they lumped advisories and imperdtives togethor. Do these
classes have any more in common with each other than with commissiyes or
expositives? One important thing, not to my knowledge so far noted, which
.they have in common and share with .nothing else is that they can be used
as parentheticals with sentences thit are.grammatically imperative:

(6) a. Shine my shoes, I command you.
b. Please raise my pay, I implore you.

c. Don't ask for the custody of the pelican, I advise .

you, Mrs. Schwartz.
d. Appoint Frank Sinatra director of the FBI, 1 urge you,

Mr. President.

The discoc.,ion in Searle (1977) clarifies what Is at the bottom of the
similarity between advisories and imperatives: they are the kindh
speech acts where the "point" of the act is to get the addressee to do the..
thing in question. When successful, an imperative act gets the address
to do the thing in question because it is the speLker's desire, and ati-7Z,
advisory act gets him to do it because it igQod (for hith, Or for 'trfe,
speaker, or just plain gOod). However, at the-MOment I do not see how
to incorporate Searle's notion of "point" into-the system of-semantit rep-
resentAtion that I have been using."

I now turn to behabitives. Surface appearances to the contrary, wishing
a person a happrbirthday does not con..,ist in expressing a wish- that his
birthday will be happy. Indeed, telling a person that you hope he wiii
enjoy his birthday does not'really constdtute wi3hing him a happy birth-
day." In wishing a person-a happy birthday, one,is acknowledging that it
.is (or soon will be) 'that person's hirthday.and that one,owes the person
that acknowledgement. Likewise, congratulating a person on his promotion
dees not consist in telling him that you arc glad that he was promoted;
for example, you don't congratulate a person by Saying., "I'm glad that you
were promoted, since that means that you will be able to pay methe money
you owe me." On the ether hand, Saying, "I'm delighted that yoU'were prc-
moted" can be an act of congratulating if it is done for the right reasons.
In congratulating, as in most behabitiVe acts, the speaker is not simply
informing the addressee of his feelings' but is eXpressing those feelings
(or.feigned facsimiles of feelings). as an act of homage to the addressee.
To congratulate a person for.something. is not to inform him that you are
,glad about it, and to thank a. person for something is not to inform him
that you are grateful for it, since to inform a person of something it is
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necessary that he not yeL know it, whereas to coagrat!!late or thank a
person.it is irrelevant whether he already knows that you are glad or that
you arc grateful. Indeed, if a person says, "I'm very happy that you were .
promoted," mbaning to congratulate you, it would be hot: merely rude hut a
non sequitur!for you to 'reply. "I already know that."

My 4o-st guess as to the semantic structure of hehabitives is that they
are benefactive constructions, e.'.., that "I thank you for helping me"
means something like "I offer to you my statement that I am grateful to you
for helping me,". This would make behahitive a special case of whatever
class of performative verbs givo'and offer (A!, Hi I offer you thuse flowers
as a token-of my esteem) belong to. Opvrative.and commissive are the only
obvious possibilities;- and I think give and_ot:fer.make clyar that no real
lfne can be drawil between operatives and commissives: acts of givihg and
offering bring about something which is only somewhat a commitment on the
part of the :-7eaker (namely the cOmmitment to giVe up any claim on the
disposicLon or the gift; in the case of ofr'er, this commitment is contin-
gent upon the benificiary's.accepting it).

The,above sketch will not fit some verbs which Austin included, tO my
,mind.,incorreetly, under hehabitives. challenge, (Lire, defy. Those three
iverbs shenid perhaps be called commissive:-., since thr,y amount to-bets
("I bet that you won't have the guts/Philit-y/chui:pah/... to X").

Austin's'a eusrvations about verUictiv:s, a-.4 contrasted with exercitives
\,1.nd commissivcs, amount to saying that in semantic structure verdictives
involve a complement in the irdicative mood ji.e. something which purports
to be true or false), whereas exercitives and commissives involve some
other ktnd of complement. For example, I diayhose Mrs. Me,:onigle's
disease as cirrhosis of the liver has a semantic structure involving the
proposition that Mrs. McGonigle's disoase is cirrhosis of the liver, and
it is appropriate to respond to a verdictive utterance by expressing
agr ement or disagreement with that proposition.. This contrast can be _.

seei in adjuncts which modify the cud ii t 1)0Luct. C.:MSC:

(7) a. Harry estimated that the repairs worad cost $200, which was
-

true/correct:
b. Harry orde'red Susan to kiss him, which'was true/correct.-

This éharacteristit. is shared w:th expositives (except for .dibelasses Sa
and 7),.and the e,tietion arises as to whether there is'a systematic dif-
ference between vei'dic'tives and expositives. That there iS a systcf%Ptic
.difference is suggeSte4.1 hy the fact that, quite generally, verdiefives do
not pllow would liko to or Let me used performatively, whereas ex-
positives do. I think the following fact gives,a clue as to the differ-
ence. It is much easier to imagine a situatibn in which (8a) would be
appropriate than a 'situation in Mitch (8h) would.be:

(8) a. Since Mrs..McGonigle was admittcd to the hospital,
Dr. Novotny has stated fifty times that she is
suffering from cirrhosis Of the liver..

b. Since Mrs. McGonigle was admitted to the hospital,
Dr,-..Novotny has dianosed her.ailment fifty times
as cirrhosis of the liver.

. .

(8a) suggests that Dr. Novotny has held a single opinion steadfastly since
he first examined Mrs. McGonigle. (8b) suggests that he has recurring
doubts or Oat the other doctors keep chailenging him, 9nd-that he keep
reexaMining, her, only to keep arriving at the same diagnosis. When a
doctor diagnoses a patient4s ailment,.he putS nis judgcmcnt of the patient's
ailment into the record. He can make a new diagnosis only when his pre-
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vious diagnosis has been riaidered no longer part of the record (for example,
.because of his coming to doubt his earlier judgement) and there is,again
an empty space in "the record" for his judgement. .11ut one can state some-
thing regardless of whether he is already on the record At; holding the view'
which he states.' In this respect, assuming that diagnose is typical of
verdictives and state of expositive's, then verdictives behave like opera-
tives: impratives, advisories, and.commissives, whereas expositives behave
like bchabitives. I can thank you for helping me even if I have already
th-tinked you (indeed, one oft'en says things like Thanks aqain for holpin,,
me). However, the Pope can exvom-lunieate hing Croshy again only ir Crost(y
has in the meanti.me made ameod: has once more necome. a Catholic in govd
standing. Similarly, I can order you again to shine my shoos only if the
earlier order is no longer in force (because you have discharged it or I

have withdrawn it or the deadline for your obeying it has elapsedl; I can
advise you again to change all your dollars into yeh only ir either I have
withdrawn my earlier advice or the situation has changed so as to,render my
earlier advice inapplicabft; and I can promise you again to proofread your ar-'
ticie only you.have relieved 'me of the obligation which I had originally
contracted, rhis suggests that verdictives have A semantic structure along
the lines of "I sayw that it comesw about that it is on the record that I

believe that c.". '

My remark that Dr. Novotny can state fifty times that Mrs. McGonigle
is sufferin:t from cirrhosis of the liver. wAthout his having changed his
mind or anything ele having happened, implies that expositives, at least
in:sofar as st,..t(x. is typical of them, are not caus:?tives, whereas verdic-
.tives, operatives, impel:ativ,s, advisoric,, and commissives are. Actually,
there are some v,trhs which Austin As exppsitives which appear to be
causatives. particularly in his sob:lasses 7. and Sri'. corre:.t, repudiate,
retract, revise, -take back, and wit.ndraw are of interest because of their
relationship to illocutionary .:ets of other types: you can correct an
estimate or repudiate a diagnosis, for example. These verbs all mean
something like "cause oneself to cease to be On record as holding tliat S"
(or in the L'At' and "cause oneself to be on record as
holding that SI instead of being. OH record as holding that S2"). However,

this leaves A Si:I:nit-it:JAI- mystery: if they have semantic structures
verdictives or operatives.. why do they allow !iko to and let me wium
used.perfornmtively_ which expositive:). normally allow 1:ut v(A.dictivo,.,And
operatives do nor:

There are thAl other subclasses of Austin's expositives whioh arc gyoss-
ly Aifferent from the rust: thc interrogatke verbs (group 3::). and the
'discourse structure ver.o. (gi -1. Other expositive taLe indicative
declar.a..ve CompleMenr,:. group 3:1 takes dependent questions as
complements And group 'ta,es performative complements (indeed, generally
expositive ot 5ehabitive complementi, except for t:irn to, fllitch does not

take a complement but a NI' that doserihes the next point on the "atoda:"

(91 a. I would like t-,) begin by u ski op whether you subscribe to Mad

Magazine.
b. Let me conclude by expressing my gratitude to the wondelqul

people who invited me here.
C. I now turn to the question of whether performative deletion

involves 3n essential variable.

It seems olIcHus to me tt the item:A 111 :;'roup 7 are the same ones'which
appear in such sentences as:

(10) a. Dr. Novotny began the operation by making an incision
in.Mrs. McGonigle's right earlobe.

3 8
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b. John Gage concluded hiS Performance by pouring coffbe into
a cello while four scantily clad girls turned the pegs
and plucked the strings.

Sentences such as (9b) have a deleted object which refers to whatever
.undertaking the utterance is being conceived as part of (a.speech, an

argument, etc.). It is my conjecture that these sentences have the same
semantic structure as sentences with non-restrictive clauses as in:

(11) Dr. Novotny made an incision in Mrs. McGonigle's right
earlobe; which. (=Dr. Novotny's making the incision]
was the beginning of the operation.

This proposal is attractive in that it at least allows one to say that in
semantic structure the embedded performative. in (9b) is not embedded, i.e.'
that "My expressing gratitude...is the conclusion (of thjs talk)" would be
external to "I express gratitude..." in the semantic structure of (9b). The

exact details of this proposal would derend on an account of nou-restriu-

1ive clauses, a topic which is uf cansiderahle releva.lee here since, as has
been pointed out many 1imes, n non-restiletive clause has its own illocution-
ary force over and above whatever illocutionary fcrce the sentence to which

it is adjoined has,.
There is reason to propose a similar analysis for ,,Insuer, rejoin, reply,

and respond (group 3): Note that these verbs can also be used with em-

bedded performatives:

(12) a. I would reply by statilg that political offices in
Chicago are hereditary.

b. J Let me respond by asking whether your premises arc
consistent.

c. like to answer by denying thai 1 have ever supporied

minimum wage laws.

Lt is my conjecture that in sentences like (13) an embedded performative
has been deleted:

(13) a. I would reply that political offices in'Chicago arc
hereditary.

b. I'd like to answer that I have never supported minimum

wage laws.

Putting this conjecture together with that of the last paragraph, it would
be logical .to conjecture that X reply to Y that S wouldhave a logical
structure along the lines of "X say, to Y that S., and Xls doing w is a
reply to (what Y asked)," or whatever analogue to this best fits what is

known about non-restrictive clauses. The deletion of an embedded per-
formative such as in (13) may also be involved in senteh,es such as:

(14) I .epeat that I have to leave by 11:30.,

though repeat evidently involves a dtffercht semantic structure than does

reply.
I have so far been commenting on relatively.atypical expositives and

have had hardly anything to say about such garden-variety,expositives as
state, declare, and remark, primarily because,I have;'in fact, very little

to Say about them. Their'meanings all seem te involve "I say that S,".but
I have no clear picture of,what elSe they involve and how.they differ from

3 9/
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:

one another, 4=xcept that &Icor thavhey ditter in all sorts of-Ways.
For exaMple, when used non-performativ'elN-mentibo is factive but state is
not, ate.the following examples illustrai

(15) a. Did Prbf. Schwartz state/mention that the maon revolved
about the sun?

, .

b. Prof. Schwartz didn't staie/mentioh that the moon
revolves about the sun.

In any event, it appears that tho performativity of garden-variety performa-
tives belongs to the "say" part of their meanings. Further investigation
of What else may be involved in the meaning should also take into account
Austin's important observation that expositives "make plain how our
utterances fit into the course of an argument or conversation," a point
thatI have not done justice to here.

.

.

I have given a sketch of performative verbs here, and I think that in
the course of it l have gotten a lot closer to the answer to one of the
questions vith which this paper began, namely that bf what makes per-
formative verbs performative. Specifically, the performativity 'seemed td
be attributahle in er':n case to one of two things. Verdictives, opei;atives,
imperatiVes, advisories, and commissives all refer to a linguistic act and
somethingthat comes about as part of that act. Most behabitives and ex-
positives refer to acts of saying that $, with the meaning of.the verb
being allowed to incorporate motives, etc. Verbs such as begin and
conclude were suggested to be not really performatithemSelves but to be
non-restrictive clauses which can combine with a.wide 'range of performatives
I regard it as fairly plausible that these two characteristics are the only
bearers of performativity, though it will take a lot of serious and detailed
lexicography to establish that. It is of interest that I have ended up
with two sources of performativity rather than one,' since the two kinds of
illocutionary acts that they d rrespond to are fairly close matches to what
Austin called "performative" a(1 "constative." The performative-consta-
tive distinction thus may be alive and well after all, though taking a
quite different form from what Austin considered., since, for example, my
analysis allows for the possibility of a clause being both constative and.
performative at the same time, as in the case of behabitive acts, in which
one is generally both stating something and offering the act of stating it.

FOOTNOTES

1 These two tasks do not differ.greatly, Fdtice to every performative verh
theie corresponds an illocutionary force which utterances in which the verb
is used petformatively have. The two tasks differ principally in that
(a) distinct performative,verbs may be synonymous and thas cortespond to the
same illocutionary force, and (b) thcre can be illbcutionary forces to which
no performative verb corresponds, as in the caso of "echo-questions" (You
tried to burn down what?) and exclamations (Boy am I hungru!; gee N.
McCawley 1973), which are distinct types of speech acts but ebrrespond to
no performative verb.
2 This observation is due to Zwicky.(1971).
4...See Fraser (1974) for a more detailed treatment of syntactic differences
among perfbrmative verbs.
4 That saying (lb) can be an act of estimating is shown by.the faittt that
it can be reported as "He then estimated that the repairs would cd?it $200,"
with-the reference of then being the time of the speech act. '

5 Since this table purports to summarize over 1,000 grarmaticality

4 '
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',1:udgementsT. it',should tiOtbetaken too saiou'sly.
00e.r.-than foiglve, which might tui -held to I 1111 ra t i VC anyway.

'In the.-discuSsion below., I will not only rOfer to verdictive verbs,

eodimissive verbs., otc. but 1-0.Verdictive speech acts, comaiissive speech

etc., by which I will mean illocutionaryacts which can be desCribed

by a verdictive verb, .by a commissive verb,. Actually, this is upside-

down: I should define'"verdictive act" directly:and define "verdictive

verb" as ,averb which describes a verdictive act.
8 :Or at least, I take Austin to have intended his term "perlocutionary

effect".only to cover effects in the addressee which come ahoot as a result

of his understanding what was said.

9 One important respect in which thisapproximatO semantic structure is

inadequate is that_ it fails to indicate any relationship of the speech act

'to "the record." Nixon cannot appoint Autry ambassador to Prance simply by

saying to him in private "I hereby appoint you ambassador to France": the

-act of appointing must involve someKow. making the President's decision a

matter of record. .This is true even i rt the bizarre case of the Pope

creating cardinals it ;iectore. What makes Bishop X a cardinal is not the

Pope's decision that he should be a cardinal but his incorporating that

decisionganto the celestial record:by communicating it to the celestial

record-koeper, God Himself.
10 ,Another important class orsentences which-are imperative in loin and

whOse point is to get the addressee to do the thing in question is printed

instruCtions (see Sadock [19741,for further dischssion of them) such as

"Just add water and mrx to a creamy consistency." Ha...ever, not all

sentence ,. of imperative form have the point oi,getting the addressee to

perform tl, aztion in question, e.g. "'fake one'mor.e step and I'll shoot."

1r Nor, indeed, does sayin, "I wish you an enjoyable birthday."

12 -This example refutes the occasionally encounte-rod proposal that the

complement of order is simply a future indicative clnus'e.-- If such were

the case, there Would,be no obstacle to decking (7h) f!.rom a strueture.,:.

that contained two occurrences of SUSJP Will kiss Hri-v, sjncv It is

that SuJon will kiss 'ilarrt; is grammatical. Note that the infinitive form

poses no obstacle to a non-restrictive clause: .'llpoleaga-laimed to bcra

great general, whi.L.h was true.
0 One important verb which. Austin classes 3! a'verdictive"but probably

should he considered . an operative is acca,:ie. As I have pointed out. (1974),

an accnsation is not simply a .statement that A person did some-evil -deed;

it is made in order ,to create a situation of jeopardy, i.e. .a.situation

in which the' person acc'uscd must defend himself successfully againet the

charge if he is to avoid some punishment. If you tell a person that, under

the influence of some evil weed, he has raped and strangled his mother, you

aren't accusing him if you are telling him simply to inform him and there-

by lie,H him avoid i:etting caught by the police, though you are accusing him

if you. are his mother's "lover and are about to refengo yourself upon him

unless he quickly cOmes up with an alibi.
14 Curiously, there Are :nits of mentioning which do not allow performative

use of mention. For example, if the point_of your argument As that taxa-

tion iS immoral, you cannot conclude the argument by saying I mention that

taxation is immorql. However, in stating your conclusion in any normal

way, you do mention that taxation is immoral, And if sOmeone asked me

whether you had mentioned that, I would have to.answer that you had.
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A Classification of Illocutionary Acts

John R. Searle

Univenity. of California-Berkeley

I. Introduction.

The primary purpoh of this paper is to develop a reasoned chassification
of illocutionary a ts iilto certain basic categories or ty,:es. It is to
answer the question: How many kinds of illocutionary acts are there?

Since any such attempt to develop a taxonomy must take into account
Austin's classification of illocutiona7- acts into his five basic categor-
ies of verdictive, expositive, exercitive, behabitive, and commissive, a
second purpose of this paper is to a,.,,..ess Austit -Aassification to show
in what respects it is adequate and in what respects inadequyte. Further-
more, since basic semanticdifferences are likely to have syntactical con-
sequences, a third purpose of this paper is to show how these different
basic illocutionary types are realized in the syntax of a natural language
such as English.

In what follows, I shall presuppose a familiarity with the general
. pattern of analysis of illocutionary actS offered in such works as Austin,
How to Do Things with Words (1962), Searle, Speech Acts (1969), and
Searle, "Austin on.Locutionary and Illocutionary Acts" (1968). In particu-
lar,,I shall presuppose a distinetion between the illocutionary force of
an utterance and its propositional content as symbolized

F(p).

The aim of this paper then is to Llassify the different types of F.

II. Different Types of Differences between 9ifferent Types of Illocutionary
Acts.

Any taxonomical effort of this sort presupposes criteria for distinguishing.
. one (kind of) illocutionary act from another, What are che criteria by ;

which we can tell that ,of three actual utterances one is a report, one a
prediction, and one a promise7 In order to develop higher order genera,
we must first know how the species promise, prediction, report, etc. differ
one from another. ,N.hen one attempts to answer that que3tiOn, one discovers

'that there are sev,r;:!'quite different principle:i of distinction; that is,
there are different kinds of differenc6s that enable us to say that the
forte ofthis. utterance is different from the force of that ut:erance. For
his reason the metaphor of force'in the expresion "illocutionary force"
is misleading, since it suggests that different illocutionary forces occupy

-
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,

different positions on a single continOum of force. What Is actually the

case is that there are several distinct criss-crossing continua. A.re-

lated source Frf'confUsior is that we are inclined to confuse illcicutionary
1,erbs with 'Opes.of illociitionary acts': We arc iru:lined, for example, to

think that where we have two nons..nonymous illocutionary verbs they 'must

necessarily mark two different kinds of illocutionary acts. In what follows,

I shall try to keep a clear distinction between illocutionary verbf
illocutionary acts. Illocutions are a.part of language as oppoSed to par-

ticular languages. Illocutionary verbs are always part of a particLaar\ .

language: French, German, English, or-whatnot. Differences in illocutionary

verbs are a good guide'but by no means a sure guide to differences in

illocutionary acts.
It seems to me there are (at least) twelive significant. dimensions of

Variation in which illocutionary acts differ one from another and 1

all too 'oriskly--list them.

1. Differences in the point (or purpose) of the (type of)-act.

The point or purpose of an order can be specified by saying that-it is
an attempt to get the hearer to do something: The point or pUrpose -of a

description is that it iS a representation (true or false, accurare-er in-

accurate) of how something Is. The point or purpose of a promise is that

it is ,an undertaking of an obligation by the speaker to do something. These

differences correspond to the essential conditions in My analysis of illocu-
tionary acts in Speech Acts (Searle 190), Ch. 31.- Ultimately, I believe,' .

essential conditions form the best basis for a taxonomy, as I shall.attempt

to shuw. It is important to notice that the terminology of "point" or
"purpose" is not meant to imply, nor is it based on the view, that every
illocutionary act has a definitionally associated perlocutionary intent.
For maay, perhaps moSt, of the-most import:wit illocutionary acts, tlire is

no essential periozotionary intent asmaciated by definition with the cor-

responding verb, e.g., statements and promises are. not by definition
attempts to produce perlocutionary effekits 'in hearers.

, The point or purpose of a type of illocution I shall call its illocu-

tionary point. Illocutionary point is part of hut not the same as illocu,

tionary force. ihus, for example, the illocutionary point of request is
the same as that of commands: both are, attempts to get hearers to do some-,

thing. But the illocutionary forces are clearly different. In gene,'al,

one can say that the notion of illocutionary force is the resultant-of

several. elements cf which illocutionary point. is only one, thcf,ugh, I believe,

the Most impor1.ant'one.-

2. Differences in the dire:..-t on of fir betwen words and the world:

Some il/ocutions have as part of their illocutionary'point to get the

words (more strictly, their propositional content/ to match the world, others

to get the world to match the words. Assertions aw in the former category;

.promises hnd requests are in the latter. The best illustration o'f this

distinction I know of is provided by Miss Anscombe (19581. Suppose a man

goes to the supermarket with a shopping list given him by hi, wife on which

arc written the woAls "beans, ;)Uiter, bacon, .Jid breA." Suppose ashe goes

around with his.shopping cart selecting those items, he is followed by a

detective who writes down eve.ything. he takes, As they emerge from the

. store, both shopp-r and der-et-live wilh-have identical lists, But the func-

tion of the two. 1 it will he ouite-differen:. In the case of the.shopper's

list, the purposc., of tbe list is, o to ,:peak, ti get the world to r-t:h

the words;,the man is siipposed to make his.actions. fit the 1 ist. In thr
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0
'case of the detective, the purpose of the list is to.make the words match.

: the world; the man is supposed to make the list fit. the actions of the
shopper. 'This can be further demonstrated by observing the r6le of "mis-
take" im the two cases. If the detective gets home and suddenly realizes
that the man bought pork chops instead of bacJn, he can simply erase the
word "bacon" and write "Pork chops." gut if the shopper gets home 'and his
wife points out he has bought pork chops when he should have bought bacon,.
he cannot correct the mistake by erasing "bacon" from the list and writing
"pork.chops."

these examples the list provides the-propositional content of-the
jllocution, and'the illocutionary force Letermines how-that content is

.
supposed to relate to the world. I propose to call thi's difference. a

difference in direction of fit. The detective's.list has the word-to-
world direction of fii (as do statements, descriptions, assertions, and
.explanations1; the shopper's list has the world-to-word dicection.of'fit
(as do requests, commands, vOws, promises). I represent the.wOrd:to-werld
direction of fit with a downward arrow till: and the world-to-word dir,

tion of fit with an uPw.ard arrow thus f. Direction of fit is alw.ays a

cosequence of illocutionary point. It .would 13,2 very elegant if we could
build our taxonomy entirely around this dTstinction in direction of fit,
but, though it will figure largely in our tax'Onomy. I am unable.to make it

the-entire. basis pf the distinctions.

3. Pifferences in expressed pa.ichlc,jcal st'ates.

A man whostates, expIains, asserts. or claims that p expresses the
belief that p; a man who promir.os, vows, threatens, or pledges to do A
expresses an intention to do A; ii..man who order s. commands, requests H to
do A oxpreses a desire (want, wish) that. ?I do A; a man who apologizes for
noiag A exptesses re7rt at haviny done A; etc. In general, in tile per-

formance of any illocutionary act with a propositional content, the speaker_
expresses some attitude. state, ,etc. to that proposilionalcanTerit. Notice'
that this hOlds even if he Is_insinet-reT- even if he does not have the belief,
desire,. intention, ;regret, or pleasure which he,expresses,'he nonetheless
'expresses a, belief, desire, intention, regret, .or pleas6re in the perfor-
mance of the speech act. This fact is marked linghistically by the fact

that it is Iinguistically.unacceptahle ithotrzh not self-contradictoryl to
conjoin the expii...it performative verb wlth the denial of the eAprossed --

.psychological -;tatv. Tnus one cannot say, "I state that p but do not bp-

lieve that. r.- "I promise that p but I do not intend tlmt p,'! etc, Notice

that this .only .h)ld in the first person performative use. Onexan say
"He st;.ited that p but didn't really believe that p." "1 promic that p
but did not really intcnd to do it," etc. Flic psychological state ex-

pressed in the performance of the illocutionary act is the sincerity con-
d.qion of the act, as analyzed in Speech Acts, Ch. 3.

\ If one tries to do a classrfieatiop of illocutionary acts based en-
tirely on differently expressed psychological states (differences in thc
sincerity conditi6n1, 'ono can get quite a long way. Thus, boliel

'not only statemen.cs, assertions, remarks, and, explanaCons, but also re-
ports, claims, deductions; and arguments.' Intention will collect promises,

vows, threats,.and pledges. Desi'vo or r-int will collect requests. orders,

.
commands., askirvs, prii:.er;, pleadings. beggings, and -entreaties. Picasurq

.
doesn't collect (mite so manycon...rat-illations. felicitations, welcomes,
and a few others.'

In what'follow-,, I shall symholi-..e she exprcssed psychological state
with the capitalized Ini,ial letters of the corresponding verb.
for b.rlieve, "W" for KaLt. "l" for intend, ctc.
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These three dimensionsillocut!Onary point, diroctiet: ol f:t, and
sjacerity condition--som to me the most important, and I will build most
of my taxonomy'around them, but there arc several others that need re-
marking.

4. Diffe ences in the force or strength with.which the
tionary poiat is,presented.

Both "I suggest We go to the movies" and "I insist that we go to the
movies" have the same illocutionary point, buf it is presented with differ-
ent .strengths./ Analogously with "I solemnly swear that Sill stole the
money" and "I/guess Bill stole the money." Alcrig the same dimension of
illocutionary/point or purpose there may be varying degrees of strength or
commitmeht. 7

5. 1Differences in the status or position.of the speaker
/and hearer as these bear on the illocutionary force
/ of the, utterance.

thp general asks the private to clean up the rown, that.is in all
likelihood a command or an order. If the privateaskes the general to
clean up/the room, that is Iikely.to be a suggestion or proposal or request
but hot/an order or coMmand. This'feature corresPonds to one 9f the pre-

:

paratory conditions in my analy-;is in Speech Acts, Ch. 3.

6. Differences in thU way the utterance.relates to the
interests of the speaker and the hearer.-

Consider. .for example, the differences between boasts and laMents,
between congratulations and condolences. In these two pairs, one hears
thedifference as being between what is.or is not in the interests of'the
speaker and hearer respectively. This feature is another type of prepara-
tory condition according to the analysis in Speech Acts.

7. Differences in relations to the rest of the discourse.

.-Some performative expressions 7:erve to relate the utterance. to-the
.rest, of the discOurse (and also to the surrounding eontexti. Consider,
for example, "I reply," "I deduce," "I conclude," and "I 'object." These
expressions serve to relite utterances to other'utterances and to the
surrounding context-. The features they mark seem Mostly .to involve
.utterances within the.class of statements.. In addition to simply stating
a proposition,.one may state it by way of objecting to what someone else
has said, by way of replying to an carlier.point, by way of deducing it'
froth certain evidentiary premises, etc. "However," "moreover.", and "there-
fore" also perform these -discourse relating functions:

9. Differences in propositional content that e L. determined
by il'ocutionary force indicating devices.

The differences, for exaMple, between a. report and a prediczion involve
the fact that'a prediction must be ahout the future, whereas a report can
be about the past .or present, These differen-:es correspond tcy differences
in propositional .content conditions as explained in Speech Acts

9. Differences ,between .those acts that must always be
speech acts and those tha!- can be, but need not be,
performed as speech
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Fur example, one may classify things by saying; "I classify this' as

an A and this as a B." But, one need not.say anything at all in order to
be classifying; one may simply throw all the A's in the A boX and all the

B's in the B box. Similarly with estimate, diagnose, and conclude. I

may' make estimates, give diagnoses, and draw conclusions in. saying, "I

estimate," "I diagnose," and "I.conclude;" but in,order to estimate, diag-

nose, or conclude it is not necessaryto say anytLing at all. I may simply

stand before a building and estimate its height, silently diaghose )rou as

a marginal schizophrenic, or conclude that the man sitting next to Me is

quite drunk. In these cases, no'speech act, not even an internal speech

act, is necessary.

10. Differences between those acts that require extra-
linguistIc institutions for their performance and
those that do not.

There are ajarge number of illocutionary acts that require an extra-
lingUistic institution, and generally, a special.position by.the speaker

and the hearer within that institution in order fot the act to be performed.

Thus, in order to bless, excommunicate, christen, pronounce.guilty, call

the base runner out, bid,three no-trump, or declare war', it is not suffic-

ient for any eld speaker to say to.any,old hearer "I bless," "I excommuni-

.cate," etc. One mist have a position within-an- extralinguistic.institution.
Austin sometimes talks as if he thought all illocutionary acts were like

this, but plainly they arc not. 'In order to make a statement that it is

raining or promise to come and see you, I need only obey the rules of lan-

guage. No extra-linguistic institutions are required.. .This feature of

certain speech acts, that they require extra-linguiStic institutions, needs

to be distinguished from feature S, the requirement of.certain illocution-

ary acts-that.the speaker and possibly the hearer as well have a certain

status.. Extra-linguistic institutions often confer status in a way re-

levant to illocutionary force', but.not all ,ifferences of status derive

from institutions. Thus, an armthi robber by virtue of his possession-4_

a gun may order as opposed to, for example, request, entreat, or implore

victims to raise their hands. But his status here does not derive fOom a

position within an institution but from his possession of a weapon. /

11. ,Differencesbetween those acts where the correspondin
illocutionary verb has a performative use and those

where it does not.

Most illocutionary verbs have perf.Drmative uses, e.g., "state," "prom-

iSe," "order," "conclude." .But one cannot perform acts of, for' example,

boasting or threatening by saying, "I hereby boast," or "1 hereby. threaten.."

Not all illocutionary verbs are performative verbs.

12. Differences in the style of performance of the

illocutionary act.

Some illocutionary verbs serve to mark what we inight call the special

style in which an illocutionary act is performed. Thus, the difference

-between, for examOle, announcing and conflding need not involve any dif-

ference.in illocutionary point or.propositional content but only in the

style of performance of the illocutionary act. .

,tII. Weaknesses in Austin's Taxonomy.
6

Austin dvances his five categories very tentatiliely, mre as a basi3 for
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discussiob than as a set of established results, "I am not," he says,.
"putting any of this forward in the very least definitive" (p. 1511. 1

think they 'form an excellent basis ,for discussion, but 1 also think that
the taxonomy needs to be seriously revised because it contains-everal weak-
nesses. Here are Austin's five categories:

Verdictives. These "consist in the delivering of a finding, official
or unofficial', upon. evidence or reasons as to value or Tact so far as theSe
are distinguishable." Examples of verbs.in this class are: acquit, hold,
calculate, describe, analyze, estimaZe, date, rank, assess, and character-

Exercitives. /One Of these "is the giving of a decision in faior of
or against a certain eourse of...action or advocacy of it...", "a decision
that something/is to be so, as distinct from a judgmcnit that it is so."
Some examples are: -order, command, direct, plead, beg, recommend, entreat,
and advise. Request is also an obvious example,-imt Austin does not list
it. As well as the above, Austin also lists: appoint, dismiss, nominate,
veto, doc'lare closed, and-declare open, as well as announce, warn, pro-
claim, and giVe.

CommissiveS. "Fhe whohe point of a. commissii'e," Austin tells. us, "is
to cdmmit the speaker to a eertain course of action." Some of the obvious
examples arc: promise, vow, pledge, covenant, contract, guarantee, embrace,
and swear.

Expositives "are used in. acts of exposition involving the expounding
of views, the ,:onducting of.arguments and the clarifying of usages and
references." Austin gives many examples of these; among them are: affirm,
deny, emphasize, illustrate, answer, report,.accept, object to, concede,
describe, class, identify, and call.

Behabitives. This class, with which Austin was very dissatisfied ("a
shocker," he called it), "includes the notion of reaction to other peaple',
behavior and.fortunes. and of attit,_alcs and ,xpressions of attitudes to some-
one else's 'past conduct or. Mnminent conduct."

, AmOng the examples AuStin :lists arc: apologiz* thank, deplore, com-
mivrate, congratulate, felicitate, welcome, applau4,, eritize, bleSs, curse,
cuF-Se, toast, and drink. But also;, curiously: dare, defy, protest, and
challenge:

The first thing to notice abeut these lists is that they are not clas-
sificati6ns or illocutionary acts but nf Friglisn illocutionary verbs_ Austin
seems to ass.mic that a classi:ication of different verbs is eo ipso a.clas-
sifiCation of kinds of illocutionary acts, that any two non-synonymous verbs
must mark diCferent illOcutionary acts. Rut t,here is no reason to suppdse .

; that this is'the case. As 'we shall See:some verbs, for example, mlirk the
manner in which an illocutionary act is performed, e.g., "annOUnce." Onc
-may announce orders, promises, and reports, but announcing is not'on all
four's with ordering, prom-ising, and reporting. Announcing, to anticipate a
bit, is not the name Of a type. nf illocutionary act, but the way in which
'some illocutionary act is performed. An announcement is never jus. ah an
nouncement. It must also be a statement, nyder, etc.

Even granting that the lists are of ;illocutionary verbs and not. neces-
sarily of diffeTent illociitionary acts, it seems to mt.. one can levcl the
following criticisms against it.

(n First, a minor cavil, but one worth noting. Not all of the verbs
listed-are even illocutionary verbs. For example, "sympathize," "regard
asi" -"mcan to." "intend,".and "shall." Take "int-end:" it is clearly not
performative. Saying, "F intend" is not intending; nor in the third per-
son'does it,name an illocutionary act: "He intended..." does rot report a
speebh aet. Of course there is an illocutionary act of expressingan in:
tention,- but the illocutionary verb phrase is. "express an intention," not
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"intend." Intending is never- a speech act; expressing an intention ustially,'
but.not alwuys, is..

(2) The most.important weakness 'of the taxonomy is simply this: There'

is4no clear or consistent princi.ple or set of principles on.the basis of

which the taxonomy is constru::ted. Only in the case mf Commissives has
Adstin clearly and unambiguously used illocutionary point as the basis of
the definition of a category. lixpositiveS, hisofar as the characterization

is clear, seem to be defined in terms Of discoure relations (my feature-7).
,Exercitives seem to be at least partly. defined in terms of-the exercise of

authority. Both considerations of status (my feature.5 above). as well. as
instdtutional co)i'siderations (my feature 10) are lurking in it. Behabitives

do not seem to me at all well:defined (is Austin, I am.sure, would haye
agreed),. but it seems to involve notions of what is good or bad for the
speaker.and hearer (4y feature 6) as well as expressions of attitudes (my

feature 3) .
(3) Because there is no clear princ.iple 'of classification and because

there is a persistent confusion between illocutionary c,cts and illocutionar>
Verbs: there is .0 great deal of overlap from one category to another and a
great deal of heterogeneity within some of the categories, The problem is

not that there are borderline casesany taxonomy that deals with the real
world is likely to come up with borderline casesnor is it mer:li that a
few cases will have the defining characteristics of 'more than one category;
rather a very large number of verbs find themselves smack in the Middle of
two- coMileting categeries because the prinyiples of classification are un-

systematic. Consider, Tor example, the verb "describe," a very important
verb in anybody's theory of speech acts. Austin lists it as'both a verdic-

tice and-an expositive. Given his definitions, it is easy to stie why:
describing can be both'the delivering.of a finding and an act of expositfon.

But then any "act of-exposition involving the expounding of views" could.
also in his rathen special sense be "the delivering of 4 finding, official

.or unoffiCial, upon et,:idence or reasons." And indeed, a look at his list of
expositives.(pp. 161-2) is sufficient to show that most of his verbs fit his

-definition of verdictives as well aS de,:crihe. Consider "affirm,"

"deny," "state," "class," "identify," "conclude," and "deduce." Ali of these

arc listed as expositives, hut they could just as easilv-have been listed

as verdictive.s. 4e f11 ew cases which are clearly not verdictives arc cases
where the meaning of the verb has purely to do with discourse relations, 4:

e.).4-, "begin b.Y." "t7;,rn to,".or %there there is no question of evidence or
:

reasons, e.g., "postulate," "neglect," "call," and,"define." But then,that.

is really not sufficient to warrant'a separate catgory, especially since
ma-iy of these, "bCgin by," PtOrn to," "neglect," di(e not name.s of illocu-

tionacy acts Ut all.
Not only is there too much overlap from' one category to the next.

.hut within some of the categories there are quite distinct kinds of verbs.
Thas Austin jists "dare," "defy," and "challenge," alongside "thanks,"
"aPolOgr:e," "deplore," :Uhl`"welcome" as behahitives. Bt "dare," "defy."
and -"challenge" havy to .do with the hearer's subsequent actions; 'they
.belong with "order," "command," :and "forbid" both r..n syntactical and semanti.

,greunds, as I shall argue later. But.when we look for the family that in-'
eludes "order," "command," and "u6:e," h'e find these are /isted as ExerciT
tives-alongside "veto," "hire," and "demote." Bdi -these, again as I shall

argue later, are in two quite distinct cat.egories.
(:t) R..qated to, these objections is the further difficulty that not all

of the verbs listed within the classes really satisfy the definitions giveh,
,even if we take the definitions in the rather loose and suggestive manner

that--Austin clearly intonds. Thus "uom,nate,".::appoint," and "excommuni-
cate"-arc net "giving of a decision in favOr of.or against a certain course
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of'action," much less are they "advocating" it. Rather they are, as-Austin
himself might have said, performances of th-ése actions, not adVocacies of
anything. -That sense, in which we might agree that ordering,

:cong,-and-urging someone to do something are all cases of advocating
..that.he do it, we cannot also agree_that nominating or appointing is'also
advocating. When I appoint you chdirman, don't advocate that you be or
beCome chairman, I make you chairman,

In sum, there are (at least) six related difficulties with Austin's
taxonomy; in ascending order of importance: there is a persistent confusion
between Verbs and acts, not all the verbs are illocutionary. verbs, there
is too much overlap of the categories, there is too much heterogeneity within
the categories, many of the verbs listed in the categories don't satisfy the
definition given for the category, and, most important, there is no con-
Sistent principle of classification.

I don't believe I have fully-substantiated all six of these chdrges,
and I will not attempt to do so within the confines of this paper, which
has other aims. I believe, however, that my doubts%about Austin's taxonomy
will have greater clarity and force after I have presented an alternative,
What I propose to do is take illocutionary point, and its corollaries dir7
ection of fit and expressed sincerity conditions, as the basis for con-
structing a cldssification. In such a classification, other.features--
the role of authority, di,;course relations, etc.-- will fall into their
appropriate places.

4-V4Alternative Taxonomy.

In this.section, I shall present a list of what I regard as the basic
categories of.illocutionary acts. In so doing, I shall discuss briefly
how my classification relates to Austin's.

Representatives. The point or purpose of the members of representative'
class is td.commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to something's being the
case, to the truth of the expressed proposition. All of the members of the
representative class are assessable on the dimension of assessMent which
includes true ancl'false. Using Frege's assertion sign tO mark the illocu-
tionary point common to all and the symbols introduced above, we may sym-
bolize this class as follows:

E Bip).

The direction of fit is wOrds to the world; the psychological state expressed
is Belief (that p): It is important to emphasize that words such as "belief"
and "commitment'' are here intended to mark dimensions; they are so to speak
determinable-rather than determinates. Thus, there is a difference between,
suggesting that.p or putting it forward as a'hupothesis that p, on the one
hand, and insisting that To or solomnly swearing that.p, on.the other. The
degree of'belief and commitment mak-approach or even reach zero, but it is
clear, or will become clear, that hypothesizing that p and flatly stating
that p.are in the same line of business in a way that oeither is like re-..
questing. Ohce we recognize the existence *of representatives as a quite
separate class, based on the notion of illocutionary point, then the
'istende of a large number of performative verbs that denote illocutions
that seem to be assessable in the True7False dimension and yet are not just
"statements" will be easily explicable in terms of the fact that they mark
features of illocutionary force which are in addition to illocutionary point.
Thus, for example, consiier "boast" and "complain." They both denote re-
presentatives with the added feature that they have something to do with the
interest ofthe sPeaker (condition 6 aboVe). 'Conclude" and "deduce" are
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also representatives with the added feature that they mark certain relations
between the representative illocutionary act and the rest of the diseourse
or the context of utterance. (condition 7 above). This class will contain
most of Austin's expositives and Many of his verdictives as well for the,
by now I. hope obvious, reason that they all have the same illocutionary .

point and dIffer only in other features of illocutionary force. The.simplest

test of a representative is this: can you literally characaerize it (inter
&Zia) as true or false.. Though, I hasten to add that.this will, give neither..
necessary nor_sufficient.conditions, as we shall see when we get to my
fifth class.

These points about representatives will, I hope, be clearer when I dis-

cuss-my second class which, with some reluctance, I will call
Directives.-. The' illocutionary point ofthese consists in the fact that

they are attempts (of varying degreeS, and hence, more.precisely, they are
determinates of the determinabie which.includes attempting) by the speaker
to get the hearer to do something. They May be very modest "attempts,"
as when I invite you.to,do it or suggest that you do it, or they may be
very fieree attempts as when I insist that you 4o it. Using the shriek
mark for the illocutionary point indicat-ing devicefor the members of this
class generally, we have the following symbolism:

! t W (H does Ai-

.The direction of fit is world-to-wordsand the sincerity condition is
Want (or Wish or Desire). :The propositional content is always that the
.hearer H does some future action A. Verbs denoting members of thiS class
are "order," "command," "request," "beg," "plead," "pray," "entreat," and
'also "invite," "permit," and "advise." I think also.that.it is clear that
"dare," "defy," and "challenge," which Austin lists as behabitives,.are. in.
this cjass. Many. of Austin's exercitives are..also in this class.

Commissiwes.. Austin's definition of commissives-seems to 'me unexception.-
able, arid I will simply apprdpriate.it as it stands with the cavil that
several of the verbs he lists as commissive verbs do not.belong in this
class at all, such as "shall," "intend," "favor," and others. Commissives
then are those illocutionary acts whoseToint iS to commit the speaker
(again in varying cioees) tc some-future course of action. Using "C" for .

the m...nabers of.this class, generally we have the following symbolism:

C t I (S does A)

The direction of fit is world-to-words, and the sincerity condition is
Intention. The propositional content is alwiys.that the speaker S'does.
some futurd'action Sincc the direction of fit is the same for commis-
sives and directives, it would give us a more elegant taxonomy if we could'
show that they . are really members of the same category. I am unaile to ,

do this because, whereas the pOint of,a promise is to commit thc speaker
to doing something (and not necessa,-ily to try to get himself to do it),
the point Of.a requeSt is to try lo get the hearer to so. something (and
not necessarily to commit or obligate him to do it). Ln order to assimilate'

the two'categories one woOld have to show that promises arc really a
species of requests to oneself (this has heen suggested to me,by Julian'
Boyd) or alternatively one would have to show that requests placed the
hearer under an ohligation (this has been suggested to me by William Alston
and John Kearns). I have been unable to make either of these analyses
work and am left with the inelegant solution of two .separate categories
with the samedirection of fit.

A fourth category I shall call,
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Sxpressives. The illocuti,..nary point of this.class is to express the
psychological statespecified in the sincerity condition about a state of
affairs specified in the Propositional content. The paradigms of Express-

ive verbs are "thank," "congratulate," "apologize," "condole," "deplore,"-
and "welcome." Notice that in expressives there is no direction of fit.
In performing an expressive, the speaker is neither trying to gettli6 world
to match the words nor the words to patch the world, rather the truth ofthe
expressed proposition 'is presupposed. Thus, for examOie, when I apologize

for having stepped on yoUr toe, it is not my purpose either to elaim that-
your toe was stepped on nor to get it stepped on. This fact is neatly.re- .

flected in the syntax (of English) by the fact that the.paradigm expressive
verbs in their performative occurrence will not take that clauses but re-
quire a gerundive nominal.ization transformation Aor some other nominal).
One cannot say:

*I apologize that I stePped on your toe;

rafher the correct English is,

I apologize for stepping on your toe.

.-Similarly, one cannot have:

*I congratulate you th-tt you ison the race.

nor

*I you that you paid me the money.

One most have:

I congrat,... Lte you on winning the race (congratulatiobs'on winning
the race)..

I thank you for paying'me the money. (thanks for paying me the money).

These syntactical facts, I suggest, are consequences of the fact that

there is no direction of .fit in expressives. The truth of the proposition
expressed in, an expressive is presupposed. Xoe symbolization therefore of
this class must proceed as follows:

E 0 (P) (S/1.1 4. property)

'Where "E.' indicates the. illocutionary point common to all expressives,
is the null symbol indicating no direction of fit, (P) is a variable ranging
over the different possible psychological states expressed in the perfor7
mance of the illocutionary acts in this class, and the propositional content
ascribes some propertx (not necess:Irily an action) to either S or H. I can

cOngratulate you not only on your winning the race, but also on your good
looks. The.property specified in the propositional content of an expressive
must, however, be related to S or H.. I cannot without some very special
aSsumptions congratulate yo6 on Newton'S first law of motion.

It would be economical if we could include all illocutionary acts, in
these four classes and would lend some further support to the general
pattern of analysis adopted in SPeeOh Acts, hut it:seems to me it.is still
not complete. There,is still left an important class of cases', where the
-*ate of affairs reprdsented in the proposilian dxpressed iS realized or

ht into existence by the illocutionary force indicating device, cases
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where one brings a state of affairs into existence by declaring it to *exist,
cases where, so to speak, "saying makes it so." Examples of these cases
are "1 resin," "You're fired," "I excoomnnicate you," "1 christen this
ship, the -battleship Missouri," "I appoint you chairman," and "War is hereby
declared." These cases were presented as paradigms in the very earliest .

discussions of performatives hut it seems to ;le they are still not adequate-
ly described in the literature and their relation to other kinds of
tionary acts is usualiy misunderstood, Let us call this class,.

Declarations. It is the defining ciniracteristic of this class thatthe
successful performance' ci.f one of its members brings about the correspondence

. between the propositional content and reality; successful performance
guarantees that the propositional content corresponds to the world: if I

successfully perform the act of ppointing you chairman, then you are chair-
man; if I successfully perform the act of nominating you as candidate,.then
you are a candidate; if J .successfully perform the act of declaring a state
of war, then war is on; if I successfull,v l;erform the act of marrying yoLL,
then you are married.

The surface syntactical structure of many sentences used to perforM
declarations conckals this point from us because hi them there is no surface
Syntactical distinction between propositional content and illoc.utionary
force. ThuS, "You're fired" and "I resign" do not seem to permit a dis-

. tinction between illocutionary force and propositional content, but I think
in fact that :in their use to perform declarations their semantic structure-
is:

I declare: your employment h.. iherebyl terminated.
I decl:h.e: my position is Ir:r?:y l 'terminated.. .

Declarations bring about some alternation in the status or condition of
the referred to object-or objects solely by virtue of the fact that the
declaration has been .ruccessfully performed. lhis feature of declarations
distinguishes them from the other categorie. Lim the history of the diS-
cussiOn of these tppics since .Austin's first introduction of his distinction
betwen performatives and constatives, this feature of declarations has'not
been properly understood. The original distinction between constatjvcs and
performatives was stq)posed to be a distinction between utterances which are
sayings (constatives, stateMent, assertions,.etif.i and utterances Which
arc doings (promises, bets, warnings, etc.). What I am calling declarations
were included in the cla,,.s 0( performatives., The main .theme of Austin's
mature work, ii0W to .90 Thin4s tvih Wor4s, iS that this dlstinction collapses.
Just as saying certain things constitute geCting married (a "performative")
and saying certain things constitute ria6ing a promise (another "performa-
tive"), so saying certain things constitute making a statement (supposedly
a "constative"). As Austin saw lint as Many philosophers still fail to see,
the parallel is exact. Making.a statement is as Much performing an illocu-
tionary act as making a /iromise, a bet, a warning, br.what have you. Any .

utterance will consist in performing one or more illocutionary acts.
The illocutionary force indicating device in the sentence operates on

.the .propositional gontent'to indicate almnIg other things the direction of
fit between the propositional content and reality. In the case of rep-
resentatives, the direction of fit is words-to-world; in the case of dir-
ectives.and commissives, it is world-to-words; in the case of expressives .
there is no 'direction of fit carried by the illocutionary force because
the existence of fit_ is presupposed. The utterance can't get off the ground
1,nless there nlready is a fit. But now with the declarations we discover
a,very pecutiar relation. The performance of a declaration brings about
a fit by its very successful performnce. How 'is such a thing possible?

5 -
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'Notice that all of the examplekye 'have considered so far involve an
extra-linguistic institution, a syS=tem of constitutive *rules in addition
to the constitutive rules of language, in order that the declaration may
be- successfully performed. The mastery of those rules which constitute
linguistic competence by theNspeaker and hearer is not in general sufficient
for the performance of a declaration. In addition, there must exist an
extra-linguistic institution, and the speaker and hearer must occupy special
places.within this institution. It is only given such ih,titutions as the
church, the law, private property, the state, and a special position of the
speaker and hearer within these institutions that one can excommunicate,
appoint, give and bequeath one's possessions, or declare war. The only
exceptions to the principle that every declaration requires an extra-'. .

linguistic .institution are those declarations that concern language itself,
as for .exampje, when one says, "I define, abbreviate, name, call, or dub."
Austin sometimes talks as if all performatives (and in the general theory, .

all illocutionary acts) required au extra-linguistic institution, but this
is plainly not the.case. Declarations are a very special category of speech
acts. We shall symbolize their structure as follows:

D t

Where D indicates the declarational illocutionary point, the direction of
fit is both words-to-world and world-to-wordS because of.the peculiar char-
acter of declarations, there is no sincerity condition, herice we have the
pull symbol. in the'sinceitity condition slot, and we use the.usual proposi.7.
tional variable "p."

Th reason theie has to be a relation of fit'arrow here at all is that
declarations do attempt to get language to match the wprld. But they do
not attempt.to do it either by descTibing an existing state of. affairs (as
do,-representatives)'or by trying to get someone to bring about a future

. state of affairs (as do directives and commissives)%
Some members of the class of declarations overlap with members of the

clasSef representatives. This iS because in certain institutional situa-
tions we not only ascertain the facts but we need an authority to lay down
.a 'decision as to whatjhe facts are after the fact-finding-procedure has
been gone through. The argument must eventually come to an end and issue
in.a decision, and it iS for this reason that we have judges and.qmPires.
Both, the judge dnd the umpire, make factual claims, "you arc out," "You
areguilty." Such claims arc clearly assessable in the dimension of word-
*rld fit. Was he r-!ally tagged off .base? Did he really commit the crime?
They are assessable in the word-to-world-dimension. 8ut, at the same time,

--both have the force of declarations. If the umpire calls you out (and is
upheld on appeal), then for baseball purposes you are out regardless of the

. facts in.the case, and if the judge declares you guilty (on'appeal), then'
:..-for legal purposes you are guilty. There is nothing mysterious about these

cases. Institutions oharacteristically.require illocutionary act ttr be.

-lissued'by authorities of various krnvls,wiCh have the force of declarations.
Some ins'titutions require representative claims to be issued with the force.
of declarations in order that the argument over the truth of the claim-can
come to an end somewhere and the'next. institutional steps which wait*
the settling of the factual issue can proceed: the prisoner is reie,Oed:.
or sent to jail, the side is retired, a touchdown is scored, TheA-ezis.;a6e1:.:"

of this class-we may dub "Representative declarations." Unlike ntt,..r.
-

declarations, they share with representatives a sincerity conditton
judge, jury, and umpire can, logically speaking, lie, .but the man whof-.
,war or nominates you cannot.lie in the performance Of his Wocutionat
The .symbolism for the class of representative declarations, then0P,3 ,e

DI
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Dr t B(P)

Where."Dr" indicates the illocutionary point'of issuinv, representatives with
the force jf a,declaration, the first arrow indicates the representative
direction of fit, the second indicates the declarational direction Of fit,
the siKerity condition is berief, and the "p" represents the propositional
content.

, V. Some Syntactical Aspects of the Classification.

So far, I have been.classifying illocutionary acts, and have used facts
about verbs for evidence and illustration. In this section, I want to
discuss explicitly some points about English syntax. If the distinctions
marked in section IV. are of'any real significance, they are likely to have
.various syntactical consequences, and I now.propose to examine the deep
structure of explicit performative sentences in each of the five categories;
that is, I want to examine the syntactical structure of sentences containing
the performative occurrence of appropriate illocutionary verbs appropriate
to each of the five categories. Since all of the sentenCes we' will be con-

-sidering yin contain a performative verb in the main clause, and a subor-
dinate clause, I will abbreviate the usual tree structures in the following
fashion: The sentence, for example, "I predict John will hit Bill," has
the deep structure:

NI'

-John

NP

will*. h't Bill

I will simply abbreviate this as: I prediCt + John will hit Bill. Paren-
theses will be used to mark optional elements or elements that are obliga-

..tory only for restricted class of tife verbs in 'queStion. Where there is a
choice of one of two elemeots., I will put a.strokebetween the elements,
e.g.o I/you.

Representative. The deep structure of such paradigm representative
sentences as "I state that it ls raining" and. "I predict he will come" is
simply

I verb (that) S.

'This class, as a class.providt.s no further constraints, though particular
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verbs may Orovcde further contrains on the lower node S% For-example,

"predict",r?quires that an AUX in the lower- S must 'be Future or, at'any

rate, cannot be past. Such representative verbs as "describe," 'call;"

"classify," and "identify" take a different 'syntactical structure, similar

to many verbs of declaration, and 1 shall discuss them later.
Directives.. Suchsentences as "I order you to leave" and "Iconmmnd

you to starfd at attention" have the following deep structure:

I verb you . you Fut Vol Verb (NP). (Adv)

"I order you to leave" is thus the surface structure. realization of "I order

you you will leave" v.ith equi NP deletion of the repeated "you." Notice

that an additional syntactical argwilent for my including "dare," "defy,"

and "challenge," in my list of dirctiveverbs and objecting to Austin's

including them with "apolOgize," "thank," "congratulate," etc. is that they

have the same syntactical form as do the paradigm directive verbs "order,"

"command," and "request," Similarly, "invite" and "advise" (in one of.its

senses) have the directive syntax. "Permit" also has the syntax of direc-

tives, though giving permission is not strictly Speaking trying to get some-

one to do something, rather it consists in removing antecedently existing

restrictions on his doing it. .

Commissives. Such sentences as "I promise to p:iy you the money," and

"I pledge allegiance to the flag, ' and "I VOW to get revenge," have the

deep structure.

verh (you) . I Fut Vol Verb (NI') (Adv).

Thus, "I promise to pay you the money," is the surface structure realization

of I promise (you),. I
will.pay you the poney, with equi NP deletion:of .

the repeated "1." We hear the !1:fir. - in syntax between "I premise you

to.come on Wednesday", and "1 orsIvr you on Wednesday" as being that

"I." is the deep structure s,,C,ject of "come" i .he_first and "yuu" is th6

deep structure subject of -,.one" lu as.reqUired by the verbs.

"Promise" and "order" res:o-tivi , 'hat not.all of the paradigm

commissives have. "you" as ,u. . of t-c, performative verb. IA

the sentence "I pledge aLleg..ci,: to the Ce deep-structure is not

"I pledge to you flag - : will H lleria:It." It

I pledge - I will' :11*.;.!-- to ic flag.

Whereas there are purel, ::ntactical arguments that sUch paradigm

directive verbs as "order", ar. "command," as twi. as .the imperative mood,

require "you" as the deep strikure subject of the lower node S, I do not

.know of any puroly ser,actical ar,:umen' to shois that.commissivv, require

..."I".as the' deep structure subject ,, liii lower node S. Semantically, in-

deed, we must interpret such sentences I promise fliat Henry Will he here

on Wednesday" as meaning

I promise that I will r() it that Harry will be here

.next Wednesday,

insofar as we interpret the utterance As A genuine promise, but I know of

no purely syntactical .arguments to show tha-fthe deep structure of the

former sentence.contains the italivized elements in the latter.

Expressives. As ['mentioned earlier, expressives characteristically re-
.

quire a gerundive trans!'ormation of the verb in the lower mid,: S. We say:

I
apologi-zz, for stepping'on your toe.
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,I congratulate you on winning'the race.
I thank yOu for giving me the.money.

The deep structure of such sentences is

1 'verb you -. I/you VP . Gerundive Nom.

And, to repeat, the explanation of the obligatory gerundive".is that there
is no directi.on of fit. The forms that standar1ly admit of questions con-
cerning direction of fit, that of clauses and hifinitives, are impermissible.
Hence, the impossibility of

*I congratulate you that you won the race.
'apologize to step cin your toe.

However', not all of the permifsible nominalization transformations are
gerundive; the point is only that they must not prodnce that clauses or in-
finitive phrases; thus, Ive can have either

I apologize for behaving badly,

-or

I apologize fox my bad behavior,

but not

*I apologize that I behaved badly,.
*I. apologize to behave badly.

Before considering Declarations, I want now to resume discussion of those
representative verbs which have a different syntax form the paradigms above.
I have said that the paradigm.represmtatives have the syntactical. form

I verb (that) S.

But, if we consider such representatiVe verbs as "diagnose," "call," and
."describe," as well as "class," "classify," and "identify," we find that.
they do not fit this pattern at all. Consider "call," "describe," and
"diagnose" in such sentences. as.

I call him a liar.
diagnose his.case as appendicitis, and

I describe John as a Fascist,

and. in general the form of this is

I verb NP1 NP1 he pred.

One cannot say

*I call that he is a liar,

*I diagnose'that his case is appendicivis (perversely,
some of my students find this form acceptable),
*I describe that John is a Fascist,

There, therefore, seems to be a very severe set of restrictions on an
important class of representative verbs which is not shared by the other

P75
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paradivis. Would this justify us in conzluding that these verbs were.wrongly
classed as representatives along with "state," "assert," "claim," and "pre-
dict" and that we need a separate class for them? It might be argued that
tbe existence of these verbs 3ubstantiatos Austin's claim that we require,
a separate ...lass of verdictives distinct from expositives, but.that would'
surely be a very, curious.cohelusion to draw since Austin lists most 'of the

verbs we mentioned'above as eXpOsitives. He includes "describe." "class,".
"idgntify," and-"call" as expositives and "diagnoso" and "describe" as

Verdictives. A common syntax of many verdictives and expositives would
hardly warrant the need for verdictives as a seilarate class. But leaving

aside Austin's taxonomy, the questionstill arises, do.we require a separate
semantic category to account for these syntactical facts? l.think not. I

think there is a much himpler .explanation of the distribution of these verbs.
Often, in representative discourse, wc; focus our attentionon sr:me topic of
discussion. The question is not just what is the propositional content we
arg asserting, but what do we say about the object(s) referred to in the
propositional content: not just what do we state, claim, characterize, Or
assert,.but .how do we describe, call, diagnose, or identify it, some pre-
viously referred to topic of discussion. When, for example, there is a ques-
tion of diagnosing ov dc,cribing,it is always a question of diagnosing a
person or his case, of Jescribing a landscape or a party or a person, etc.
These Representative illocutionary verbs give u!.; a devicp 'for isplating
topics from what is said.about topics. But this very genuine syntactical
difference does not mark a .semantic difference .big enough to justify the

formation of, separate category. Notice In support oF m:.argument here
that the act:l sentences in which the describing4 diagnosing, etc- is done

are seldom of the explicit performative type, but rather.are usually in the .

standard indicative forms, which are so characteristic of the representati've
class.

Utterances of

He is a liar,

He has appendicitis,
He is a Fascist,

are all characteriStically statements, in the-m;iking of which we call, diag-

nose, and describe,as 'well as accuse, identify, and characterize. I con-

clude then that'there are typically two syntactical forms for representative
illocutionary 1.i'c:hs, on,' Of which focuses on propositional content, the
other on the object(s) referred to. in the propositional content, but both
of which are semantically rePresentatives.

I mention the syntaceical form

I verb NP1 + LP! he pred

both to Lai-est:di an argument for erecting a separate semantic category for

them and because many verbs of declaration have this form. Indeed, there

appear tk, be several different syntactical forms for explicit p'erformatives..

of declaration.. I believe the' following three classes are the most im-

portant.

I find you guilty as charged.
I now pronounce you man and wife.
I appoint you chairman.
War is hereby declared%
I declare the meeting adjourned.
YOu're fired.
I resign:
I excommunicate you.

5 8
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The .deep syntactical structure of these three, respectively, is as follows:

(1) I. verb NP, + NPi be prod.

Thus, in our examples, we have

find you + you be guilty as charged.
pronounee you + YOu be man and wife:

1 appoirt you + you be chairman.
(2) I declare + S.

Thus, in our examples we have

1/we..(hereby) declare + a state ef.war exists.
I declare + the meeting be adjourned. ,

This form is the purest form of the declaration:. the speaker in authority
brings'about a state.of 'affairs specified in the propositional content by
saying, in effect, I declare the state of affairs to exist. Semantically,
all dLclarations are of this character, though in class '1) the focusing
on the topic produces an alteration in the syntax which is exactly the same
syntax as we Saw in such yepresertative verbs as "describe," "characteriz..:',"
"call," and "diagnose," and in-class (3), the syntax conceals the semantic.
structure even more.

(3) 'The syntax of these is the most misleading. it is simply

I verb (NP)

as in our examples,

I fire you.
I resign.

I excommunicate you.
//

'The semantic structure of these, however, seems to mc the same as cIass
"You're fired," if uttered as performance of the act of firing someone and
not as a report means

I declare . yo.1- job is terminated.

Similarly, "1 hereby resign" means-

I hereby declare my joh is terminotea:

"I excommuni.:ate you" means

I declare . your membership in the church is'terminated.

The explanation for the bemusingly simple syntactical structure of these three
sentences seems to me to be that we have 545m verbs.which in their perfor-
mative occurrence encapsulat'e both the declarative fore and the proposi-
tional content.

VI. Conclusions.

We are now in a 'position to, draw certain general conclusions. .

(1) Many of the verbs we call illocutionary Verbs are.not markers- f
illocutionary point but of some other feature of the. illogq- t.

59
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Consider "insist".and "suggest." I can insist that we go to the movies,

or 1 can suggest that we go to the movies; but 1 can also insist that the

answer is found on p. 16, or 1 can suggest that it is found on p..16. The

first pair are directives;. the second representatives. Does this show that

insisting and-suggesting are different illocutionary acts altogether from

representatives and direct.ives, of perhaps that they are both representative

and directives? I think the answer to both questions is no, Both "insist"

and "suggest" are used to mark the degree of intensity with whieh the illocu-

tionary point is presented. Moy do not mark a separate illocutionary coint

at all. Similarly, "announce,". "present," a.%1 "confide" do not mark separate

illocutionary, points but rather the style or manner of performance of an

illocutionary act. Paradoxical as it may sound, such verbs are illocutionary

verbs, but not names of kinds of illocutionary 3Cts. .It is.for this reason,

among 'others, that we must car:A.ully di_tinguish a taxonomy of illocutionary

acts fronvone of Illocutionary verbs.
(2) In section IV. I tried to classify illocutionary acts, and in

section V, I tried to.explore some of the syntactical features of,theyerb-S
denoting member of each of the. categories. .But. I have !lot attempted to

clasSify illocutionary ..erbs: If one.did so,. I believe the folloV:ing would

emerge.
(a) First, as just noted, some verbs do not mark illocutionary point

at all, but some other feature, e.g.. insist, suggest, announce, confide,

.reply, answer, interject, .rewrk,ejaculate, 'and interpose.

(b) Many verbs mark illocutionary point plus some'other feature, e.g.,

"boast," "lament," "threatn." "criticize," "accuse," and "warn" all add .

the feutu-e of'goodness.or badnes!, to their prim:ryiilocutionary point.

c) Some few verbs mark more than one iliocAtionary point, e.g., a
protest involves both an.expression. of ,lisappr-.1,..al and a petition for

.change. Promulgatina a law has both a dec:aratienal sfatus (the proposi-

tional content becomes law) and a direct:c statu$ (the law iS directive in

intent.) The. 1,e,rbs of ropresentatire declaration fall into thiS cfnss,

(0) Some fe verbs can take more tha.: cne illo.7ntionary point. Con.;ider

'warn' and "advise." Notita2 that both of these tAu oither the directive ;

. syntax or the representative syntax. Thus,

I warn you to stay awo; from my 'wife: (directive)

I warn ye.0 that tho bull i about to charge. (representative)

I advise you to leav:.. (directivei

Passener.; are here'..y advised tyt to train

will be fate. (representativ:::

Correspondingly, it ;teals to me that war.ng and advising may be either --

telling you that s:),Iething is the ase (with relevance to what is or is

not in your-interest) or telli;fig,you ?:o do somet ing about it (because i-.

is or is not in 'your i:l'etest).- They can be', but need not be, beth at

once.
(3) The most important conclusion tc he draw% from this discust:ion

is this. There ar: not, as Wittgenstein (on one pos3ible interpr.qation)

and many otUers'have claimed, an infinite or'ind,!finite number of language

games-or uses lan.guage. ''Rather, the illusion of limitleF.s uses of

language is engendered by an enormous unclaritv about what constitutes. the

criteria for delimiting onc language game or Use of lynguage from another.

If we adopt' illocutionary point as the ba:ic notion on which te classify

'uses of language, theethere are a r ther limited number of basic things we

do with language,: we tell people hos things are, we try to get them to do.

things. We commit ourselves tr doing things, we express 'oltr feelingS,and

attitudes, .and we bring about charges through our utft.rances.. Often,-we'do

more than'one of these at onc.e i ..he same utterance-.

0-
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Where to Do Things with Words

John Robert Ross

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Austin (1962) uses the term MASOERADF to.point uph crucial distinc-
tion between such sentences as (lai. and'(1b):.

(1) a. I move the piano:
b. I.movejhe question.

While the speaker of (la) makes an assertion, which can be I d fo be true .

or false, (lb) has a quite different status. Depending on quite compli-
ca',.ed.conditions (such as whether a meeting is in progress,'whether the
speaker has been recognized by the chair, and whether, in fact, a motion
calling for.a vote is at present on the floor), a particular utterance of
Clb) will be .;aid to be FELICITOUS (to use a term proposed by Austin) if
all of the FELICITY CONDITIONS just mentioned (as well as some others),
have been met, and. INFELICITOUS if some of tb. have not been met. .

Thus, *spite the harmless SVO superficial form of (lb), which would
lead us to expedt it to be anassertion, an utterance of this sentence is
a horse of another color. DoPepding on sueh.elicity conditions as those
cited:earlier, it will either 'make it' as a.mot,ipn or not: It is, to use

anOther term invented by Austin, a PERFORAATIVF utterance: The study of
the different.kindsof felicity conditions on the use' of verbs that can
.appear as the nain verbs of performative utterances--verbs like sentence,
ask, vow, guel-antee, request, excommunicate, absolve, promise, confess,
bet, and bequeath, to gt,e a random and fractional list [fuller treatments
are to be found in Fraser (1974) and McCawle1.(tc .appear)]-- and of the
complex ineractions between such felicity conditions, has occupied a
number jf roearch,rs since Austin's pione2ring work calle1.1 attention to
the existence of this interesting and important nrea in the philosophy of
laAguage.

I woull like to borrow Austin's metaphor of the masquerade to discuss
an area of recent rest,:rch th Fs a descendant of the original work on
perfDrmatives.. Thus ncte .:a101 the sentences in (7,) have tbe same .

superficial form as the peiro1.7.., ye utterances in (2), they only masquer-.

ade as a promise and a luestion, respectively:

(2) a. I pronise you my L-Intinuiny support, if you decide to
run again.

-b. I ask you where you were on 'the night a: the 14tn.
(3) a. promise you a good spankim, if you pour any more sugar

to my gas tank.
b. . ask you how any docent ci'tizen C3ri give his vote again

to Governor Scham'os.
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(
Typically, while (2a) would be used to mhke a promise--a commitment to

Perform an act in the fqture which the speaker believes is desired by his
interlocutor--(3a) Would be used to issue a warning to the interlocutor,
that is, to describe a future event that the speaker believes is NOT de-
sired by this interlocutcr. And while (26) could be used by a prosecutor
trying to elicit infermation from a witness, (3b) can, for me, be used

only as a rhetorical question (the Any in the embedded subject forces this

interpretation). That is, (3bj is only masqueradig4, as a question: Really,

it is closer in its ILLOCUTIONARY FORCE,(another rerm of Austin's) to
being a negative assertion liki (4). '

(4) Nc decent ritizen can give his vote again to Governor Schamlos.

What interests researchers who try to 'see through' such masquerades
is questions'like the 'following: Why is it that sentences that look like
promise's on the surface, like (3a), can be used as wardings, while sen-
tences.that look like warnings, like (51, do not have the potential to be

taken as promises?

(5) 1 warh you that I will road your manuscript carefully.

Ard why is it that sentences that look like requests for information,

like (6a) , can be used as rbuch paraphrases of declaratives like (4),
while recommendations like',6111 cannot

(6) a. r ask that you . tell me how any decent citizen can
give his vote again to Governor.Schamlos.

b. I recommend that !Jou tell me how a ly docent citizen
can give his vote again to Governor Schamlos.

Among the spe'ech acts that a sentence can be used to perform are the

illocutionary acts Of the sentences. We.will say Ahat thy BASIC illocu-

tionary force of such sentences as .(2a) is that of a promise,' but that

unite: a speaker assumption that giving support-to the hearer.will .not be

desired by the hearer, (2a) can also have a DERIVED force: the force cf

a warning:. Thus, one task of th6 semantactician/philosopher of language

is to .spycify that while promises can acquire, via a'PERIVED FORCE RULE, .

thY forces of warnings, .warnings cannot acquire the forces or promises.
Naturally, the researchers will not..be content to merely ,state that this
curiou's asymmetry exists, hut will also attempt,to explaki it.l

In this chapter, I will be c.-mcerned. in pa-', with specifying the

conditions under which one such derivedforce rel (ot possibly a family

of similar rules) can operate. This is the rule that specific, that .such
sentences as those in (71 can he iaken to be requests on the part the

speaker for action on the part of the hearer:

17) a. r wa.nt ycc. to hand cy.,r t,,,ur valuables.

. b. Could gou h.And over :1,-;ur valuables:

Thc basic force of (73) is that of a declarative, as can he seen by

the fact that, aS a direct quote, it 'can he followed by such appositives

as those in (B):

(8) Knucks McGonagle said, 'I want: you to hand over your

1

which was a lie
valuables,' which was obviously true q

which must have been falsol
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To the best of my knowledge, only true declaratives can antecede such
appositives, as is shown by the ungrammaticalAties of such close semanti.-
pairs as those in (9)-(11).:

(9) a. Bill said, 'England is over there, which was A lip,

b. .said, 'There's Kn4land over there,' which w10 i lie.

(10) a. Mme. Post said, 'Nobody could help aagqing (in a 7uici2o

like that,' which was probably true.
b. ?..'Mme. Post said, 'Who could help gaq4ing on a quiche like

thot.',.' which was probably true.
(11) a. ?Tex said, 'She n ver SAW him at all, g gather,' which was

a lie.

b. ?:'Tex said, '; 4ather (f4that) she n,'ver ar all,'
which was a lie.

Here, apparently, the deictics, rhetorical queStions, and ,'pulled
punch assertions'2 in the 0) examples are not close'enough to quint-
essential ,declaratives to allow the type of appositives we sec in (8).

And the basic illocutionary force of (7b) is that of a question, as we
see from the fact that it can be followed by such.appositives as those in

.

(12). These arc possible only after true information-seeking questions,
as the oddnesses in. (13) show:

(12) Knacks said, 'Could gou hand over your valnab2es?,'
which was not obvious
which no one knows tot:his'd4y .

wh'ich I had been wonderin4 about myself
(13) Mme Post said, 'Who could help gagging On a quiche

like that:,'
:*which'was not obvious
?*which no one knot.'is to this dag

.

??whiCh I had been wondering about myself

However, though the basic forces of (7a) and (7b) are those of a,
declarative and a reqaest for information, respectively, they..cah also
used as a request to the hearer to hand over the valuables, as the sen-
tences in (14) indicate.

rI want you to hand ever your valuables:1
(14) Knacks said to Mme. Post,iCould you hand oVer y;ar valuables?'

and she complied.

AS Robin Lakoff has pointed oat to me, the verb comply -can be used
anaphorically, as.it is in (14), only when the clause to which it refers
is taken to have the force of a. request.3 Some examples of the types of
ungrammaticalities that result when this condition is not met can be seen
in:

(15) "Knacks said to Moe. POst,
'Sure 1 nice. out.'

'Might the Redleys have wc5i1:"' and she complied.
.'How scr;!iwny these ra,'Fians are!'

It is possible to force the reqiwst-for-action .interpretation of the,
sentences in .(7) by inserting Ihe morPheme" please preverbally, as in:

D6) a. I want you to please hand over your valuables.

6r
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b. Could you'please hand over your valuables?

That these sentences can only be intrpreted as requests can be seen by
the impossibility of .following them with the types of typically declara-
tive appositive cLauses nsed in (8), or with thy types of information-
'seeking question appositive clauses O.owm in (12) . Both of 'the sentences

in (17) arc ungramma,tical:

(17) a. *Knucks said to Mme. Post, 'I want you to please hand
over your valuables, which was a lie.

b. *Knucks sald to Mme.Post, 'Could you please hand over
your valuables:,' whiC-h was not obvious.

This preverbal please is a litmus for, requests, and much of the re7
mainder of this chapter will concentrate on how Ihe generaliz,ations con-
cerning its distribution are to be ttated.5

In Gordon and Lakoff (1971), a general procedure is described for
formalAy deriving some of the nonbasic illocutionary forces of a sentence
by making reference tn some of the 'elicity conditions on the forces in
question. Thus, since requests have the felicity conditions shown in (18),

among others:

(18) a:- The act requested is subsequent to the time of
requesting.

b. The speaker wants the act requested to be performed.
The speaker believes that the hearer has the ability to
carry out the act.

d. The speaker believes that the hearer is willing-to
carry out the act.

such sentences as those in (19), which violate these conditions in
various ways, are infelicitous'to varying degrees:6

(19) a. *Yesterday, I asked him t? return the day before.
b. ?Please write me a check, though J don't Want you td.

C. ?You can't, but' please st.)rt.the.car,
d.. -2*Repaper the ceiling, though I know You don't-want to..

What Gordon and Lakoff suggest is theofollowin'g general 'law fOr de-

riving -nonhasic Mocutionary forces:

(20) A sentence that states a speaker-based felicity condition for
a speech act of some kind will have that k:nd of'speech 'act
as a derived force, and a sente:Ice that asks a yes-no question
about a hearer-based felicity condition for some kind of
speech act will have' that kind of speech act'as a derived.
illocutionary force.

Thus, since (18b) and (lSc) are speaker-based and hearer-based fel
ty conditions on requests, (7a) and (7b) can have, as (20) predicts the'

derived forces of requests.
-

And if we say' that preverbal please can appear only in sentences whiO,
basic or derived illocutionary force is that, of a request, we can eicplain,
the deviance of the sentences in (17): The please forces the request Ivpk:,
terpretation, which is incompatible with the appositive clauses.

The.basic idea of (20) scems correct to me, but we should'not conc.?ude
that the problem of derived illocutionary force resides.in semantics alone,
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Similarly, while the sentences without please in (23) are all in the
same semantic ballpark, we find that only' some of them have viable derived
request forces and can tolerate preverbal please:
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as is implicit in such formulations as (20)., Rather, the way a particular
semantic entity finds expression is of crucial importance.

Thus, note that while (21a) and (21b) are exactly Synonymous, on a
reading, with the other sentences in (21) also being quite close to (21a)
in meaning, only (21a) is fully natural with preverbal please, as the sen-
tences of (22) indicate.

(21) a. Can you /ift your boots:
.

b. Are you able to lift your boots:
c. Would you be able to lift your boots:

Would' it be possible for you to lift your boots?
0. Is it possible for you to lift your boots:

ability
f. Do you have the capacity

1

to lift your boots:
power

(22) a. Can you please lift your boots':
b. ?*Are you able to please lift your boots?
c. ?Would yoil be able to please lift uour boots.'
d. ?Would it be possible for you to please lift youi: boots?
e. ??wou2J it be possible for you to please lift your boots:

abil!.ty

f *Do you have the capacitu
power

to please Zift wilt boots?

16-ant

(23) a. I )wouldlike yo3 to (please) sign he.:e.
b. I would like it if you'd (?please) sign here.
c. I would appreciate it if you'd (?7please) sign here.

)glad
. d. I would be (grateful} if youd (.please)-sigp here.

!happy
e. I would be (appreciative }if you'd (Y:please) sign here.
f. I'd be ecstatic if you'l (*please) sign here.7

What this indicates is that transderivational rules like '0) cannot
be conceived .as relations between one logical structure and anot!ler (w.
but rather must be thought of as relationships between one str:),.--

ture (the reqUest interpretation) and part or all of another &-it.tt[on.
Nonetheless, my major concern in this chapter will not he in d ocument-

ing further the need for this.relatively trivial departure from (20),
whith embodies that spirit of the Gordon-Lakoff proposal, but, rather, in

arguing for a different kind of extension. To this end, consider the
syntactic process of SLITTING, which converts such sentences as those in
(24) into such sentences as those in (25).6

(24) a. I take it thae, you are a Plutonian.
b. Remember that I am slower than you.

(25) a. You are a Plutonian, I take it.
b. I am slower than you, remember.

In particular, let us investigate the following_probleff: When can
question clauses be slifted? The conversion of (26)-(27) shows some

6
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instances in whicn SLIIJING can operate,1 and the impossibility of
verting (28) into *(29) shows some instances in which it cannot:

(26) a. I want you to tell me when dinner will. be
ready. .

b. Tell me where you aro staying.
c. r wonder how long he has been tloatiuy near me.
d. Can you tell me who Suit is pitching to next.'

.(27). a. When will dinner be ready, I want you to toll
me

b. Where were you staying, tell me.
C. How long has he been floating near me, I

wonder.
d. Who is Sam pitching to next, call yOU tell Me.

(28) a. I (don't) want Fat Albert to tell me when dintwr
will be ready.

b. (Never) tell Ed where you were staying.
c. They may have wondered how long he has been

floating near me.
d. Are you able to tell me who Sam is pitching to

next!
(29) a. *When will dinner be ready, I (don't) want Fat Albert

to tell me.
b. *Where wete you staying, (ni.ver) tell Eq.

C. *How long has he been floating near me, they may
have wonjered.10

d., *Who is Sam pitching to next, are you able to
tell me.'11,

The first hypothesis that suggesis itself is given in;

con-

(30) GPNLRALIZAT1ON I: Embedded questions can be slitted only idT the
sentences in which they appear have the (basic or derived) 'illocu-
tionary force of a request on the part of the speaker for the hear-
er to provide the relevant information about the wh-ed pa.n:s of 't:he
question that is to be .3l1fted.

This generalization; -coupled with the independently necessary state-
ment to the effect that questions based on can (and other modals) can
convey requests fof action, whiie'questions based on be able to (and
other periphrastic constructions) cannot [cf.. the contrast between (22a)
and the other sentences of (22)1, would 'explain the contrast betWeen (27d)
and *(29d).. Simi! ' since r want you to A' has the derived force of a'
request to X, whe: -ither I want Fat Albert to X nor I don't want Fat
Albert to X can a force, (27a) would be allowed by (30), but
not *(29a). And cc other meaning postulates must account for the
rough equivalences shown in;

(31) a. x wants Y to tell X Z =

rkear(
X wants to noWf -7: from Y12

b. I want to know Z from you I wonder

(about) Z

Generalization I can also account for the contrast between (27c) and *(29c),
The full-range of datauhich (30) can provide qxplanations for, in

ways,.that.1 will not spell out in detail here, is sluggested by the -complex

array of facts shown. in:

6
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(32)

IThey 1 front 1

lexpec (Sam) totf Iremember
know from ITI III1

1r141 to tell 1Bobl'

=all Ise I

1 ell 1Bobi

you know
a, Will Jan tell jme

ll
c (Bobf

1
Is Jan I

!willing to tell ItZAre You bl

Would Intl bel(
jyou cculd me

Do you think theyf can

1 j i

I tell iBlobl

'%. .
would be willing te
.----.

.(SLIFTING)

yvhen dinner
!will be?

V
j youi j me

i*Janf to _tell (*Bobi .13
yOU

Jr t lwant t ?know from 1*Janll
(*they( (*expectf (*Sam) to l*remember

jcouldi lyou i me
(can I (*Jan( tell l*Bobl ?

jyou
.

b. When Will( will (*Janf tell lme
i ?

dinner be, *Bob/ I.

inyoul
would i"Jan be

I

*are yoU
.

jme I

willing to tell (*Bobf ?
*is Jan

cjyou 1

/me
ild

0
?do you thi !*they eo a tellnii "80b4 ?

l ?*wouId.be williag to

In the bracketed expressions in (32), only thoseequences of words
that can convey requests for informatioh.are in hold type. The important
parts of these underlined sequences are repa'atedin-(33) and (34):,

(33) a. I want you to (please)
jCouldj

b. (Can f you .(please) x2
c. Will you (please) X?

(34) a. / want to (?please) know X from you.
b. Would you be willing to (??please) X?
c. DO you think you could (?please) X?
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As I. have already pointed oui in ,_onnection with (21)-(23), sentences
starting with such sequlces Ls those in (33a) and (33b) can convey requests.
The Gordon-Lakoff rule stated'in 28) i..counts for this, and Gordon and Lakoff
also explain, along similar line: how sentenCes starting with will you can
cOnvey requestS. Thus, all oC these sent-ences can exhibit a preverval please.

The introductory subseem,elces in (34) are not as good in conveying re-
prefi-xes beiore.,thej.nserted p/eases in these examples indi-

cate. While we need not ineuircincletail as to what the conditions are un-
der. which it is less thap'CoMpletely possible to achieve the derived force
a a,request, the mere fact tliat iquasi-:requests' like those in (34) exist is

Iof considerable interest,':or,it suggests that nodiscrete treatment of the
lproblem of derived illocutionary-force is likely to beviable. To account for
'such ouasi-requet.s as these:.1.4 it wil-L,eventually be necessary to construct

formal' rules that will assign'DE6REES of requcsthood, declarativeness, hora-
toriness,.and so on.I5

Ai any rate,.,the fact that the sliftability of the embedded question of
(32a) varies directly with the extent to which the sentence in which it occUrs.
can convey a request for information provides some support for the correct-
ness of Generalization I.

Nonetheless, it is necessary to reformulate this generalization, for.we
also find that questions can be slifted out of declarative sentences that RE-
POilT-requests. It-0 also clear that the Conversion of (35a) into (35b)

. closely'parallels that of (32a) into (32b):I6

(35)

told

[
Ed4th, th.e

or, i

Ithi.41

'wanted i

lexpectedi

C.7:,t,1 to ten
I

know from Ih1Aol,"

/Sum, t'o Iremembi,

a. Arcl;le

whrn JuM.r wo,ld be.

h, When o,uld dxnmer b.

I

v.... )

-ndrucli.

1721d b'l will inq to tom:: 1VD' 1

,,,, C.4q;c:u'Ir.il be 1Ce:1 1:;:i
1 wl:;any to ,

lu
could [ell 'Bop

(SLIFTISG)

4.J?

11:".;:,',;! to t_i;

told E,Lehl th4! 112;e7! i?1,w from IZr)
('Sam) to *remember

,uld toll r":37b1

would lee:: IZmq I

'know

ArOle Asked rdtth, ishe,
whether ' I"Jah

ZLo'd b' IwillImq to te11

'thought Ist;:411:= be Itell ob
w1111nq io,

6 9 .
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Similarly, the conversion of (37a) into (37b) is pos.,sible only under

Conditions closely parallel to those under which (36a) can be converted
into (36b):

(36) a. / asIC you (to tell tri6) .w;:en dinner will be.

(SLIi,TING)

b. When will dinner be,
(37) a. Archiei asked Edi thj

N./

I asked you (2to tell me)?
(to tell himi). when dinner would be.

fSL:FTIN(;)

b. When woufd dinner be, Archiei asked EdiEhi (?.'to tell himi).

.1 have described these parallels only as 'close;' not as 'exact,'
because it is obvious that there is an asymmetry here:

(38) Whenever it is possible to slift question out of a
reported request, it is possible to slift it in a cerre-
sponding sentence that is a request, or has the force of
one, but not conversely.

In other words, whenever a construction in. )1. (37b) is possible,
the corresponding construction is possible in (32b) or (36b), but not
conversely. This is one reflection of a quite .general phenomenon, which
I have stated here in -a rough form:

.

(39) THE PENTHOUSE PRINCIPLE; Any rule L::at can operate in embedded
contextsican also operate 'in unembedded ones, but not con-
versely.'

Therefore, since it appears that the asymmetry noted in (38) can be
made to follow from the Penthouse Principle, i will riot attempt here a
detailed account of the difference between (32) and (36), on the one hand,
and (35) and (37), on the.other, and will instead assume in what follows
that a single characterization should be given for both types of sen-
tences."

The rule stated in (40) can serve as a first approximation to Such a
cnaracterization:

(40)"GENERALIZATION II: Embedded questions can be, slifted only
if the agent of the next-highest verb of sa.;ing is being
requested by the indirect object of this verb to provide the
relevant information about, the wh-ed parts of the question
that is to be slifted.

While there are several inade.,aacies in (40).19 I doubt that the three
conclusions that I will draw from it would be affected in any major way
by any reformulations that would be necessary to arrive at a more adequate
rule.

CONCLUSION I

Though I have not stated ln de th- formal rules that assign request-
hood,. it seems clear to me thwt i1l only be possible to chst these
rules in a Maximally general way.if the performative analysfs of declara-

7 0:
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tives is assumed. ihat iS, we want the conversion of (41a1 to (41h) to
Ipe possible under precisely the ..;ame conditions. as the .onversion of (264)
tc (;7P.) is possible. But this identity of conditions s appareot only
if the latter two sentence:, are.rcanalyzcd, in accordance with the per-
forMa:ive analysis, as derivin rernote -tructures that include a lOgh-
es petforma:;ve, as in (42a) md

(41, a. Arc!lie,' nJA Edlthi that h&i wonted her to tell himi
dinne.: would Le.

110 (SLIFT1NG)

b. When would .linnr be, Ar...-hiei toLl Edlt-hj thcit,h,)
wanted herj to tell

(42) a. r_ to._ 17 you chat I c.ont cppu to tel me when dinnur
'ill be.

1SL I ET IN(;

When 'w.!1 dinnur be, r tel uou that I' want :jou. to

Thcre ex,st marly'oter irarallels between allo:rently uncmbedded
like and ohvionsly embedded,cases (351. All of these provide
further .ppart for the performative analysis.

,

cqw.-LaW.,; 2

The holc idea of Lordon and Takoff was to account for deri.cif
tionary forces by transderivational rules' that woulo tel one logical
structure [one expressing a dyclarativ,.!, I:ke

! to 'ifferent
logical structure ik,:)e expressing a PCTICFC,

(43) r ask you .to me when dinher ne._

But tho.precediag discussion has shown, in effect, that the type
rules that Gordon and pv.stolate must be ahle to apply also in
embedded contexts, WIFHOHT CnN1NG niL FORU or 1111: STRUCTURE IN WIIICH
THEY APPLY.

An example may malse-this point clearer. The has:c illocutionary force
yr (41a) is that of a declarative. Since the derived for,:e rules will
specify that it is an assertion u the effect that Archie has requested
Edith to answer the .enf..dded question7 (4,ncralization II will allow this
qUestion to he slifted. The result, -1.1111. SFE!1:1 10 RETAlv; Pla:LARATIVE
FORCE.."

CONCLUSIO:

Assuming, for the sake of discussion, the correctn.:ss Conclusicn 2
(though bearing in mind the caveat of foctno'.0 21,), we see that derived
force rules must LK: integrated into th, gia,:imar much moic tightl:f than ha,,
sometimes been held to he necessary. In particular, they must be :chic tp
apply in embedded contexts, SUCH A WAY THAT A SYNTACTIC FRANFT-RMATION--
the rule of SLIIIING--CAN A?P1.1( TO THEIR walla. In other words, if di--
rived-force rules or,: taken to bo rules of pragmatics, and .1 believe this
cenceptiOn to be quite a traditional one, then it is not possible to

7 1
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rc:ie7Ate Syntpctic and pragmatic processes to different compenunts of a
g...raimer. Rather than it being.possible'For the 'work'.of linking.surfa,
sY.rtctures to the lets of contexts' in which the'se structures can be loro.-
Ori.ate!y used, to be dichotomized into a s..c.'t of ,; gmatic rules and .

of semantactic rules, it seems to be necessary to postudote that 'his work
is to be accomplished by one unified component, in which vAles
with such pragmatic matters as illocutionary ferce, speaker ie...ation, and.
so on, and rules concerned 'with such ta.2mantic matters a, .,ynor.', meta-
phoric extension of senses, and so nt, And ruies concerned witb 'such
syntactic matters as the distribution of meaningles:, murphemes,21 tbe choice
of prepositional versus postpositional languages; and so on, are inter-
.F,1:,rsed in various i..ays.-2 Following a recent practice of Fillmore, ue-
!64:11t term,the study of such mixed components PRAGMAN1AK.

. Note thlt accet,ting the conclusion that there 's A pragmantactic com-
vonerA does not necessarily entail abandoning.the listinction between

.

pragmatic, semantic, and syntact ft aspects of lir aistic structure. Con-
ceptually, at least, it does seem possible to dr; these traditional dis-
tinction, and It may even he possible to show that pragmatic
violations (like indudini.: a f rst person pronoun in a newspaper articli
that has no byline', sen,an't.ic volitions (like asserting that sometling
fell upward) , and syntac:ic viulations keeping the first occurrence
(.,5 4nd, rathe; t)an t'ie lost, in a coordinate structure l'winter, and spring,
summer, t!IP instead :11'. ,:pring, summer, and fallI) all producij
psychologically different reaction. at present, however, there arc no
known psychological correlates of this tripartite distinction. If futuri:
research should unr:over emptical support for these conceptual distinc-
tions, it would 9till he perfctly.possible to maintain the hypothesis that
there is a pragmanticiic component, in which rules, of psycaologically
distinct types were interoixed. For to claim that there s a pragmantactic
component is merely to claim that rules of the three types interact in a
way thilt w-nald precli!de ifirr being studie.' ift-isolation from each other:

Howcould .this 1.ragmatic rules like CeAciTalization II
must apply before syntactic transformations like SLIFTING--be avoided? It
is worthwhile examin)ng in .some detail a hypothetical reanalysis of the
type. of facts I have Leen dea)lng with, for there might be sone who would
see in such a reanalysis a serious alternative to accepting the postulation
of a pravantactic compo 2nt.

Supposing, for instance, that one-were to say that there.is no 'syn-
tactic' difference between Ila) and 114blthat the syntactic component,
operating in total isolation from any pragmatic inputs such as those, in
Generalization II, specifies both of the strings in (14) as.hcing 'syntact-
ically well-formed':

(44) a. When did Tom leave, I want to know.
b. When did Thm 1e-,!,e, I don't want to knOw.

After the syntactic coffliioaelt had applied, an independently operating
pragmatic component, which would iiontain the equivalent of Generaliza-
tion II,. would specify that c'ertain syntactically well-formed strings,
like (44b), were 'pragmatically deviant.'

nnder such a ife:...ertion, wich would shrink the traditional domain
of syntax by removing from the !vntactic component the work of specifying
the distribution of so-called 'empty do' in_English, as well as the work
of specifying the conditions under which tensed auxiliaries precede the
subjects of their clauses, my claim-'-that it is necessary to intersperse
pragmatic and syntactic rules--would have been avoided. Bat at what cost?

The cost, i: sems to me, would be that of abandoning a rather tradi-

7 2
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tional definition of fhe term SYNTAXnamely, that syntax is the field that
.

Specifies the set of possible constructiOn types of 3 language. and the
distribution of the grammatical, iwnlexical, morphemes of the language in
these construct-ions. .Grammatical morphemes have usually been ta%en to be
.the morphemes that indicate case. mood, and tenSe; often the complement-
izers and other subordinators of a 1 anguage: and various morphemes in-
volved in particula r constructions (like the -er of comparison, the ex-
pletives there.andit, etc. 1. Some scholars s,ould also include under
syntax the laws governing the distribution of certain lexical items (like

. remind), but this is a disputed area.
To'say that (44b)--is syntactically Well4ormed is to imply that the

laws go,,erning the distribution of empty do and the laws specifying the
conditions.undcr which auxNaries precede subjects are not syntactic, a
conclusion that would be at variance not 'only.with the previous Fiterature
in generative grammar hut with 'traditional usage as well.

But what's in a name, we mayask. Afti:r all, the term S1NTAX is a the-'
oretical term, one having sense only within tne theory in which it is .

embedded. Aust,,,s we are free to devise new 1...ories of linguistic organi-
zation, so we must be free to change\the meanings of the theoretical terms
that cigure in each of these new theoies.

To a certain extent, this is true.\ The meanings'of such terMs as
PHONEME, MORPHEME, DIALITT, and so on,.ary.widely if surveyed acrosf.
variouS structuralist And transformational theor:es of language.. On the
other hand, after particularly radical theoretical changes, older theoret-
ical terms simply I.iave no counterparts in later theories. For instance,
it would be hard to find anything that corresponds to PHLOGISTON..or HUMOR
in modern7day thermodynamics or medicine.

, In one Sense, then, we are free to reapply such traditional linguistic
terms as SYNTACTIC and SEMANT1C.to 'rules that differ, in that they have
odd'and even numbers.of terms in their structural descriptions, respec-
tively, or to rules whose names begin with vowels and consonants, respec-..
tively, or to rules whose discoverers were horn in leap ahd non-leap
years, respectively, or to any other conceivable difference between rules.

However, if someone were to propose to apply the syntax-semantics
distinction in any of 'the cases of the last paragraph, it icould surely be
objected thAt he had adupted a confusing terminology: One would want tO
know why trAditional te rms had been retained instead ofnew terms being
faShioned.

With regard to such contra-its as those in 1141, it seems to me that
the situation is essentially the same. That is, to.claim that (44b) is

syntactically well-formed would be to use. SYNTACTIC in such a novel way
as to extend its meaning beyond recognition, and one would have to inquire
as to the utility of such an extension. That is, 4.diat would be gained by
partitioning .the set of all strings into two sets--'syntactically well- .

formed' strings Ilet us refer to this.set m re neutrally as Set A) and its
complement, Set B? .How. would Sets A and B be connected to empirically
Observable facts7

Unless sitch facts can he brought'to. li,ght, Conclusion 3that linguistic
systems relating contexts and surface structures do not admit of the
traditional partitioning into pragmatic,.semantic, and syntactic .components,
but Ore deserihahle only by mixed components of the type that 1 have been.
referring.to.as 'Pragmantactic'must stand. It is a far from novel ohser-
vationj-much recent work of Fillmore (19711, G. La.koff (1969, 197213, 1974),
and R. Lakixl'f (1972a, b; 1973a, h, ,).has had the.exploration of such .
mixed'sysems as its goal--but s'ince it is that consequence of the.scts of
facts that, I have examined, in this paper.that. is most at Arariance with
previously held conceptions of'the relationship between language use and.
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linguistic 'structure, it is toe consequence that should be 5..tbect to the
closest theoretical scrutiny in future research.
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FOOTNOTES

1 In the case at hand, the explanation.will probably he found to lie in
the more generai asymmetry which specifies that the positive member of a

.

pair of polar opposites is the unmarked member, as has often been noted.
ThuS, contrast the grammaticality of the question-answer sequence in (i)

with the ungraMmaticality of the mixed sequence in (ii):

(i) Q: How wide is
'wide

A: Quite narrow' .

(iii Q: How narrow is it?
) *wide.1

A: Quite narrow( .

.Note also such contrasts as'liii)-('iv), which were first pointed out
by Paul Chapin (cf. Chapin,

.(iii) To say that a tree is )thi'ck( is to sov
thin

something.about its thickness.

(iv) To'say that a tree is )"thicki isI( to say
thin

,something_about its thinness.
2 "Hedged" assertions would probably be a better term. For an important
beginning oh the'incredibly difficult semantic problems posed byhedges of'
various.sorts, cf. G. Lakoff (1972a).
3 This is only a.necessary, not a sufficient, condition, as the following
sentence indicates;

(0 *The Duke said to Bottomey, 'It's cold in
here, and B(attemley complied.

The point is that though statements can also have the derived forcet-i
of requests such.requests,cannot he referred to anaphorically with
comply.
4 Or morphemes? rf . the noun plea. -
5 It is import.nt.to distinguish the behaviors of preverbal please,
sentence-final please', and sentence-initi:t1 please. Thus, note the
contrast between (i) and (ii), which points up the first distinction:

(i) ??Are goll able to please call back later?
(ii) Are you able to call back later, plea.§e?
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and that between (iii) and (iv), which points up the second one:.

(iii) *It's cold in here, please.
, (iv) Pleaseit's cold in here.

As far as I know., the following general law holds:

(v) Preverbal.please Dsontence-final please 7.)
sentence-initial please .

That 1 the set of all sentences that can add a preVvrhal 'please is a
subset oi st of all sentences that can .add a.ftnal please, and this last
is a subst..! of 311 sentences that can add an initial please. Incidentally,
such.sentencLs as vi 'which were pointed out to me hy George Lakoff, show
that it is not possible to maintain that just any sentence can add an initial
please:

(vi) *Pleaseaway ran the troopers.

Naturally,. it is not sufficient to merely state such implicationaL
laws as (v)-'-ode must seek explanations not only for the existence of
positiOnally conditional differences but also for.the direction of the
implication.

Unfortunately, however; I have nothing- to suggest at present. I have
pointed out ihe.se distinctions re1y to call the reader's attention to
the fact that the generalizations that I formulate in the text are not
intended to describe the syntax of all three:types of please, but merely
to serve as first steps in describing the distriNition of the most re7
stricted'please-,-the preverbal one.
6 .In order to limit the scope of this chapter, I will not take up the
important problem of drawing distinctions between the different types.of
felicity conditions, and the different types of violations-that result
from violating these different types of restrictions. Cf. Searle (1969)
for some discussion.
7 While I cannot igress into the fascinating Trehlems that woul.d arise
in seeking a detailed explanation of such contrasts as-those in (21) 423),
I might point out in passing that the difference between (22a) and (22h)
is not accidental. Sentences Lontaining modals typically have more de-
rived forces than synonymous sentences without modals, as Bruce.Fraser has
pointed out to me. Thus, note the contrasts in:

qou (pledso) leave?
(ii) Are you going o (?*piease) leave?
(iii) May I (please) have those spurs:
(iv),. Am I permitted to, (*please) have tho.

Since parallel contrast's appOr to exist in other Linguages, such as
German and French [cf. (v) and fvilr:

(v) a.. K6nnon Sit?' (i'irte) Ihren Hut adnehmon?

can y6i1 please your hat take off
'Can you Lpleasel take off ycnir hat?'

b., 'Sind Sie imstahde (*bitte) Ihren Hut abzunehmen?
are you able please Your hat.,to take off_

(yi) a. Pouvez-vous enlever vôtre chapeau, . vous plait?
Can you take off your hat please

b. ??Etes-vous capable d'enlever vót e chapeau, s'il vous plait?
are jou able of to.take off your hat please
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\.
the conclusion that naturally suggests itself f-i,,,that one of the relevant
parts of a language--1:defini t ion of the citlIt7148DA1,.\1:413.-ik.
precisely. this 'force shiftiness.'.
u Cf. Ross(1973c) fo, arguments that parentheticals such as those. in
(25) derive from such sourc(n: as

9 One argument that SLIFTING.or some yule functioially equivalent to it,
is involved in the..prcmlnetion of-,s1W:Irsen-t-ene_es as (271-=that is, that (27)
cannot be a remole-structurell be developed in footnote 10 in connec-
tion with examples like (35bl.

. 10 Since wonder is a verb that can take direct quotes, f29c).might he
' interpretable:as a. slift.ing form of soMething like:

(i) .
(Eachi of) them may.h.Ive wondered 'How lony hgs
'he been floating rear::mei:'

. ,

'where the first-person pronoun me refers,,as is mandatory in direL.:t
Ootes, to the subject of the quote-taking verb, not to t)`o utterer of
the sentence. If me in (.29c) is take, to refer to a suppressed each, as

in Oh then (.:9til might he grammati,:al for som. speakers. But if the

question is forced' to he an indirect quote, hy taking this me to refer
to the utterer, then (29c) is imposs'hle, vid this is the reading on .Which

.1 have starred it,
11 . .

This string of words is grammatical if read as a s,quence of.two
.sentences, eachof vshich is 3 question, hut it i. mr if read with the
kind of single-sentence intonation that (27d) can be.given. The contrast
emerges even more clearly if the parehtheticals in .(27d) and. in (29d) are

inserted, by a'rule I refer to as NICHIN(i [cf. Ross (in .preparation) for

.

details], into their respective main clauses, as (ii shows:

En
)2can uou

Who, j*ore 40u ab2e to (toll is Sam pitching to next?

12 Of ccirse, this rough equivalence should he reduced to the more ba.ii7c
one shown in (ii:

(i) Y tell to )hear( 27 from Y

!know/ I

13 am aware that many Of the asterisks in 132bI (and-in corresponding
sentences later on) are too uncharitable, particularly with respect to the
NP,occurring where tou occurs. Thus, the tag in:

(1) . , I. want Jan to t-!: me. '

interpretable in a context in which the speaker is addressing a group
'containing Jart, or in'a contexl in which the speaker is requesting the
person(s) addressed to get Tan to answer his question. The same Obtains

for thetags. in:

(ii) a. . . , could Jan tel! me.'

b. ,
will Jan tell.

Also, when Bch,replaccs mo in such tags, interpretations are usually
possible. under which the luestioner is one of a group including Bob, and

so on. But for the purposes of providing a simplified look at a .complex.
situation, I have ruthlessly given asterisks to these 'further out'
interpretations. In any,case, they do not materially affect the _main
point, which is that a parallel exist,s between (32) and (35), for the
asteri.§ks in this latter example should also be taken to be under thc
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same caveat.
14.0ther examples of quasi.-requests are the strings in (22) and (23)
that are less than fully.grammatical.
1 I have argued.for the pos-ulation of SQUISUFS'--matrices representing
the interactions of nondlscretely varying parameters--in a number of
recent articles (cf. Ross, 1972, 1973b, 1973d1. The semigrammaticalities
.of (22), (23), and (34) make.it seem likely that the area of derived
illoCutionary force will present.many similarities to the problems these
articles take up.
16 One argument that sentences like those in (35b) have been produced
by SLIFTING stems from the fact that ihe rule-accounting for sequence-
of7tense facts has operated to produce the would in the question'clause.
.If (35b) were not derive0 from (35a), but was, rather, basic, then in
order to produce the would of the question clause of (35b) , any sequence-

. of-tense process that would proceed from the past tense of told or asked
to introduce the past-tense morpheme on would would not proceed dottm the
tree but Would, instead, .go backward into a noncommand clause--the

question clause of (35b). In Ross (1)73c), I argue that a general con-
straint on rules should be imposed which would preclude any such case..

On the other hand, if (35a) underlies (35b), the sequence-of-tense
rule will be Able to proceed down the tree from told or asked to would,.
before SLIFTING, in conforMity with the Constraint just mentioned.
17 The principle is explained and argued for in detail in Ross(1973a).
18 The following is a brief sketch of what I would hope would turn out to
be the structure of a more detailed account. In line with my comments on
the differences between (33) and (34), 1 assume that the rules that assign
derived illocutionary forees will give graded outputs, and will say, for in-
stance, that a sentence like (34c) can only partially'attain the force of a
.request. Let us say that these.squishv derived force roles assign strings
some index of requesthood, x, where 0.-...X1. For the sake of discussion,
let us say that, in isoiation, (34c) would be assigned the valUe 10.43
Request]. The effect of the Penthouse Principle on sych derived force
rules would be to lower, in embedded contexts, all values of x produced
in isolation, possibly,'but not necessarily, by some constant amount.
Thus, though strings (34c) would receive the value of'0.43
'when hey appear.as the object'ofAr&h.te askod,Edith, as in (35b), the
,embedding decrement might bring x down to 0.iS, say, which would be
below the '*' threshold, as far as requests were concerned.

While this sketch is 4)rief and programMatic in the extreme, I think
the approach that I would attempt to implement should be sufficiently
clear.
18.0ne obvious defect is the fact that (40) will not account for the
grammaticality of (2-c), or the corresponding embedded case in:

(i) When would dinher be, Archie wondered.

Assuming the-performative an4lysis for declar
for details), the source of (i) would. be (ii),

(ii) I tel2 you that Archie wohdered when din T
would be.

,s . Ross, 1970
irately:

. Here.; the first verb of saying above the question is tell, and it is
not its' subject that'is requesi'ling information. The only way ta retain
(4(4. in its present,,form would be to show that, independent justification
existed for decomposing wandered into something on the order of said-
want-tell, as in: .
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I tell, you th,,it Arehiei said to N that he. :canted X
to tell hiriti when dinner wou1d be.

While I know of no difficulty in principle wi h uch a decomposition,
'at present it would be .ad hce.

It might appear that the version of (37h) that dues not contain the
yerb of saying tell would also caiNe problems for 1401, but in fact, as
Postal has pointed out (cf. Postal, 1970), there exists independent
evidence for a rule deleting.te/1. under the conditions suggested in:

(iv) X ask Y [(Y) 'tell X ,..)Js

Equi Tell PELLII0N

First of all, this rule regularizes the dist:.ibution.of ask, lr it
allows one to.simply specify that ask is an equi-subject predicate (cf.
Perlmutter, 1971 for a definition of this term), instead of making. t

necessary to call it E111ILR an equi-subject predicate OR a question-
.taking predicate. Second, it resolvs an apparent i,regularity in the
conteol problem. In (v) . the indircct object of ask leletes the subject.
of buy, while in ivi), the subject of ask does so:

(v) I a.J;:ed Josh to buy a

(vi). I asked dash when to buy a leech.

Under the Tell DELETION ahalysis, however, the controller of the
deleted subject of buy. in (vi) is really the indirect object of the
deleted tell, as is shown in:

(vii) I asked Josh ihe tell me [when I should buy a leechid.

Thus, -the short version of (37b) does not cause any probl'ems for -(40).
But there is a second.problem with (40), which was pointed out.to.me

by Jim McCawley. Namely, as (40) is formulated at present, it Will allow
all of the sentences in (viii) to undergo SLIFTING', yielding the corres-
ponding sentences' in (ix). However, not all of these are grammatical:

(viii) a. I think that Archie asked. Edith when diiine.4 would be.
b. I doubt that Archie asked Edith when dinrw would be.
c. Archie triecito ask Edith when dinner would be.
d. Archie failed to ask Edith when dinnr woald be.
c. Archie could not have failed to ask Edith when dinner would be.

(ix) a. ?When would dinner be, I think that Archie asked Edith:
h. *When would dinner be, I doubt that Archie asked Edith.
c. When would dinner be, Archie tried to ask Edith.
d. *When:would dinner be, Archie failed to ask Edith.
c. ??When would flinner be, Archie could not have failed to

ask Edith.

The complexity of the conditions that seem to be involved here
suggests that a great deal of research may be necessary to repair the
deficiency of (40) that McCawley pointed out.
20 Dick,Oehrle has pointed out to me that there may be some change of
force-involved in changing (41a)..t-o (41b); In-particular, While the
former could tie followed by such appositives as which was a lie [cf. (i)],
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which I argued, in cOnnection with 0)-(11), to be restricteo to declara-
tives:- ,

You said, 'Archie told Edith chat he wanted her tu t,.1 .him
when dinner would be,' which was a lie.

---the latter is somewhat .odd when such- tags are appended to it:

(ii) ??You said, 'When would dinner'be, Archie. told Edith that he
wanted her to tell him,' which was a lie.

,A shorter example of the same type, (iii), seems better:

(iii) ?You said, ,'When would dinner be, Archie asked Edith,' which
was a die.

The '7' prefix on (iii) shows that the rule assigning declarativeness
will. not give it'a 1.0 rating, hut it certainly cannot he regarded as
having the force of a question, either, as (-iv) shows:

(iv)- You said, '1[Whi'm would dinner bel. Archie asked Edithl,'
SI

j?which:i
)*which21 was not obviou:;.

is Weakly possible to follow (iv) with a question-requiring
but only if the which refers to Archie's questi.t.ni,not to.the whole direct
quote.

Thus, while such sentences as (41b) seem noCto be perfe-ct as declara-
tives, they seem,flicome closer'to having thit:joice thawto haying any
other. I conclude, then, that appl)ting derived force rules in. embedded
contexts does not change the foree of the- superordinate structure. It is

obvious, however, that this whole area will require intensive study
the future. In particular, what arc the theoretical implications of
another of Oehrle's observations--namely, that such sentences as' (55b) and
(41b) occur only in narration? These are deep waters, and I must leave
the many questions that deni:en them unanswered.
21 If 'such there be.
2.2 Surely, it Will in lbe course of time he possible and necessarY to iso
late Possible from'impossible types of interspersions and admixtures
these various (and other, variousi- of rules, but at present, in my
opinion, not enough mixed cases have been studied to allow any such con-
straints to he formulated with an adequate empirical basis.
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Aspects of. Linguistic Pragmatics

Jeri() Id M. Sadock

University of Chicago

2

ILLOCUTIONARY FORCE

. For the past stx years or so, generalve grammarians have been in- ,

vestilating_the thesis that every sentence is dominated in Underlying-'
struCture by, h performative clause'which in most cases is entirelrab7
stract.1 .Ttre._briintof-the effort has been directed Zaward4ducing.ebn-,
firmatdryjtr,.disconrmato0 syntactic evidence. All things=c6nsidered=,..

.the.ahstrA5tperfolAative hypothesis is about-as weill motivated gt
point in time asloil-Y-c-14im concerning verytabstract syntactic sZructur,e7.
The'purpoe of tiiis papei-'.1s to present:some of.-the
natural Unguage andnataigl language pragmatics which can hke,jgalked.,;155/.
sceutiniing the p6rlormative theory.

r.
I 4'

Unde'r the' definldi postulate of .genergtive semantics_AM,Nn
- / ;

framework the lerformative analysis deve1oped),. the der.g-Syn'iac;ZicAtr,a4
ture of a '§entrkce is a representation of the meaning of qie-s)001c.e4F:X,C.-
Now the abstrgtt i'erformative clause idenzifies-theAlloeuZi9narytetw2
sentences and, since it'is part of-deep syntactic J=..,semantNep.r$sevit:g.t4Inr;
..then, from the generative semantic point-of Wevt,
aspect of sentence* Meaning. Under this .view,.then illpe4ti-6nary'atiq*e
not different in kind krom locutionary acts, to use Aust,in'ss.:terA>A44:7A-
1965, 940.), or propositiiinal aets, to .11se Searle: s (Searle,
Ratber,-1-1JocUtionary actsare a type of locutionary r prdpoSitionil act
in that therare.grounded in the comMUniegtion of a,prOpos.itionaT'notionS .

or less with 1,'.:JOnathan Cohen's positibli-Ito.hen-

.

Cohen, howllo.er wa s. for,ced to use a disjunction in de,gcribi-nil'11.1-,--
tionary force. (4hen 1971, 87):

...the'illOcutionary force of an utterance is tha,t aspect of its
meaning whi:611 is either conveyed by its explitifY performativA
Oefix, jf it has,one, or migAtiliwe been so conveyed by the- *e

,

of such.gh expression. ,.
1

-The corrOPonding definition 4.1nder the linguistic theory of speech acts is
a single statement1;."The illocuviOngry force of an uttered senfence- is
that aspect:of itsimeaning which irepresented by the perforiative clause/

.-
in the semantic structure of-the enience.".-';

Coh6n!'s fdentificatiod of-the 14 10:cditionaryjorce of a non-performati've
,

utteran4_hedrkens directly back to Adg.tin's. .statement thaZ illocutionary .

force4s conventional, "...in the sense.that at .
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made explicit by the.performative formula" (Aurtin 1965, 103). But the
study of speech acts from the formal linguistic point of view casts grave
doubt on this potential-performative definition of illocutionary force.

First of all there:are many sorts of illocutionary acts'to which no
explicit performative formulae correspond, in part because there arc ab-
stract periJrmative structures which a:e not matched by any lexical per-
formative verb.3 .For example, test and survey questions constitute a
special type with a special force in English as exemplified by sentences
such as (1) and (2).

(1) The first man to transmute lead into cottage cheese was
Your income for the past year was under $5,0b0? 55,000-S15,000?

(2) over $15,0o0?

Yet the.closest available performative verb is ask, which not only fails
to distinguish this kind Of question from others but is dubiously performa-
tive anYway. Most people find sentence (3) odd, if net ungrammatical.

(3) ?*I ask you where the bus station is.

.The second cause of the failure of the potential-performative defi-
nition is that some performative verbs dislike appearing in the canonical
garb of explicit perfo'fmative formulae. Fire, meaning "dismiss from
one's employi" idiosyncratically must appear in the passive when used
performatively although its non-performdtve use,is not so constrained:

(4) You're fired.
(5) *I fire you.
(6) I was fired.
(7) Xhey fired me.

One might, of course, call sentence (4) an explicit performative, but this
would weaken an already palsied.notion. From the linguistic point of
view, performativencss is a semantic (read: deep syntactic) concept,
and any attempt to define it directly in terms of surface syntax would
.necessarily involve incorporating a good deal of the grammar of the lan-
guage into the definition. Some surface structures fairlY directly re-
fleet 'abstract perfonmatjvc structure, others do So less directly, and
the rest jthe majority, in fact) do so witligreat subtlety.; Similarly-,
if one attempted to explain the semantic concept of quantifiers directly in
terns of the ,.,irface.distribution of morphemes, he wouldfindthe grammar
of die language fightiag himtooth Ind nail. Ce'rtain surface morphological
patterns fairly clearly indicate their quantificational origin, while
others:do not, e.g. beans in the sentthice Bill doesn't know beans about
syntax. Now, if It doesn't make qevise to talk about explicit performatives,
it certainly doesn't make sense tO define illocutionary force in terms of
them.

The other .quibble' I have witn Al.;tin's. and Cohen's position deals with,
.the eXpressions could be made explicit (Austin) and might have been so
conveyed (Cohen). An implicit pvineiple, "Once ah illocutionary-act, always
an.illocutionary act," seems tc., be lurking here. But it seems eminently .

possible that the same type of effect' can be ach:eved either perlocution-
arily or illocutionarilY. For example,Gwe can warn someone of impending
'danger just by calling their attention to it, for example by pointing. Or
one could cause someone to be warned by saying, "What a beautiful sunset!"
if it so happened that a bear was standing between the addressee.and,the
sunset. There is no doubt that warning can be an illocutionary act, 'but it

0 t.)
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is very doubtful that every act of wa,ping, verbal or otherwise, is an
illocutionary act. Since the warning could always be made explicit, in
order to CorrectI,y maintain that the illocutioaary force of pointing or ci
the exclamation Ahat a beautfu1 Sunset! is never-that of warning and still
.stick to Cohen's definition,.one would have to claim flatly that warning is
simply not part of the meaning of these acts. Hot this obviously begs the
question.

On this score the linguistic definition does nut seem to be in any
better -hape, since it also refers, although slightly' more obliquely,,to
meaning. Now linguists, particularly gkrierative semanticists, often behave
as if they have special access to mean,ng. Because of he important role
that.sentence-meaniug plays in the definitioo of iiloc-mionar-,. force which
I have.given, Much of my researA has been dL:(ted to ,Aueida:ing this be-
havior, that'is, to finding and making explict the criteria upon which
linguists are willing to make ,:iaims about the meaning of i4entences. For
the most part, linguists have assumed that izny of the understanding
of a sentence to which grammatical rules arc zir1 is an aspect of the
meaning of that sentence. Grammatical rulos, ht , incluje'ordinary trans-
formations, global derivational constraints, im;ertion rules, and
rules of semantic well.formednesa, Recently, however, rules which have the
power to influence the ariT.ngement of morphemes on the basis of aspects of
significance of sentences othor than :he 'literal meaning of the sentences
have.been suggested.4 Unfortunately, such transderivational constraints,
aS they have been called, entirely vitiate almost every ;.yntactic arguMent
i4 favo.of very abstract, swilaiitic.illy relevant syntactic deep structure,
ana\among the most vulnerable ale the sorts of arguments which have been-\
giveafor abstract perfrmatfe clausos.5 It can't be had both ways. Such--
arguMents are either valid or they aren't; either all syntactically rele-

I

vant f4-ets of the undf'rstanding of fl'etices are part oftheir literal
meaning,or none are. I.11..ve taken t: conservative point of view that the
kinds of\syntactic arguments wh:ch havt. been advanced in favor of genera-.
tive semantics do indeed hold some.water, and that consequently one sort of
transderivational constraint must be eliminated from the inventory of
forral mechanisms in graoimar. Linguists don't, in fact, have any special
clairvoyarv: ioperties as.far as meaning is concerned, and therefore should
not be al:.4ed, to produce arguments whose first permise is, "The.seaning
sentence S is M." By us:ng standafd formal arguments and letting the
prcfositions fail where they may, however, a definition of sentence meaning
can be adfiieved.

This is wHat have Wine with referenceto the aspect of meaning called
i.::ocutj.onary force,. En :ill cases where I have found formal properties of
sentences whddh correlate with pragmatic import, I hai.c concluded that
that import is reflected in the underlying syntactosemantic structure..
Applying this criterion to sentences of imperative form, that is, to sub-
jectless, tenscless sentence.s whose logical subject -efers to the addresstro,
w6--fin'd that at least the fotiowing are distinct covert illoCutionary types
in English which this surface syntactic pattern encodes: requests, warnings,
contingent promises, instructions, orders, and suggestions..--Each of these
types.is distinguishable from the others syntactically. There'isn't always
a'single rule that marks a single sentence type, but when oneri:onsiders the
total syntactic behavior, the whole list of rules that each of these prag-
matically distinct types is capable of undergoing, it turns out that.each
list is distinct..

Here is a set of properties that is sufficient for determining that
the six types belong in separate syntaotic categories. Where I mention a
surface form rather than a 'rule of grammar, I am so unsure of the formula-
tion of.the rules involved that I do not wish to make any commitment--

8,
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but rules are surely at work.
1. The deletion of the second-person subject o imperat.ve-form

sentences is obligatory for most of the speech-act types that im?erative

form encodes. For warnings, however, the deletion is optional. Thus (8)

.can be many things, including a warning, but (9) 4:an only be taken as a

morning.

(8) Don't eat too much.
(9) Don't you eat too much.

2. Instructions -are subje,:': to a unique object-noun-phrase deletion
rule under certain anaphoric coaditions (see Sadock 1974a). In (10) the

antecedent is in the first clause; in (11), a possible label, thu invis-
"ible object noun phrase refers tp the object that bears the label.

(10) Plice chicken in the pot and boil..
(11) Keep out of the reach of children.

3. Both instructions and orders allow certain adverbs to be fronted.
Thise are principally instrumental adverbs, _infinitive absolutes, an6 hhile-

phrases. The last two kinds of adverbials Sometimes represent s pa.ate
inStructions or orders.

(12) With your.right hand_ pat your stomach.
(13) Placing the bird on its back, sew up the opening.

4. Certain directional adverbs Lan be fronted, but only in or S.

The rule here does not seem to be especially productive.

'(14) To the rear march.

5. Contingent promises, that is, requests to do something accompanied
by a promis,:c1 benefit, and warnings, that is, requests to do something ac-

companied by an indication of .1.1 consequences if the warning is not heeded,

occur as conditionals a. as imperatives conjoined with declaratives. (15)

and (16) are ambiguous between requests to feed a fish and warnings not to.

,(15) If you feed my piranha, I'll show you fily home movies.
(16) Feed my piranha, and I'll shoh you my home movies.

6. Warnings alone occur a.; imperatives dis, ?ined with Aeclaratives:

(17) Don't f,Jeci my piranha or I'll show yr.0 r home movies.

7. Suggestions, re(sts, and the imp: ative clause of contingent
promises Can be fol.owed by an interrogative tag (see Green. 1973).

(18) Have a sandwich, Why don't y, .7

.(19) Close the door, would you?
(20) Mow the lawn, won't you, and I'll give you a dollar.

8. Although an interrogative tag is formed with all thr(:,. of the

above, only sugrstions and requests show up in straightforward inter-

rogative forM.

(21)'Why don't you have a sandwich7
(22) Would you close the door?
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(23) ??Won.'t you mow the lawn and I'll girt.. ou a dollar.

9. Sugge ioris are unique in several ways. One striking pattern
consists of a :et's-imperative followed by an iuterrogative tag. (See

Costa 1972).

(24):Let's play'Ola Mlid, why don't we?

In the simple interrogative form, suggestions .-an be reduced by-the-dele-
tion of you/we + do:

(25) Why not play Old Maid?

10. All of the.speech-act types considered here can show up as the
subjectless,. tenseless sentences called imperatives.

11. Please can occur immediately before the verb (or before the pre-
ceding 'auxiliary do) that expresses the actibn desired by the speaker in
requests, contingent promises% and instructions, but ilot in orders, sug-
gestions,.. or warnings.

(26) Would you please take out the garbage?
(27) Please mow the lawn and I'll give you a dollar.
(28) Plea:;e dispose of carefully.
(29) *Left please face.
(30.) *Why not please move over a-little?
.(31) *Please don't you move a muscle.

These overlapping syntactid characteristics are displayed in Fig. 1.

It may be wondered whether there are .any pragmatic differences that
are not .reflected somehow or another in syntax. I believe there are.
One sort of act which does not seem to be a separate illocutionaryii
type in EngliTh is a threat.---I have been unable to find any grammatical
properties which differentiate threati from warnings, although I have

looked fairly diligently. If such phenomena Come to light I will, of

course, hal,P to change my mind and consider threats 'a distinct abstract
speech-act type ih English.

But what is the difference between a threat and a warning if tIieyre
not separate illucutionary.acts? It seems to -c it is this: we deSeribe .
as threats those warnings for which we assume Me warner has control oV;er
th-e consequences of not heeding the warning. In a similar way we may -

describe acts of asserting as blurtings out just in case the assertion kras
. made hastily r%d, to some extent, against the blurter's desires. Yet

.clearly there is no illocutionary act of blurting out. I am claimini,
'then, that it is not a random fact that English lacks a surface performa-
'tdve verb threaten, but rather that this is reflective of the fact-that
For a principled reasonIthere is no abstract performative verb witfi the
the appropriate sense. I am also claiming that it is not accidental that
we can use the surface -performative verb warn to threaten, aS in (32).

..(32) I war, you that if you don't marry my daughter I'll shoot.

At this point I think it would be' in order for an opoonént of soMe or
all of what I have been saying to wave ari accosatory fiiger at the theory
and its welter of unrelated, ad hoc predicatos and cry, "Reductio!" This

system, he might argue, has totally obscure] thc unity of the imperative
.contruLtion: instruct-iaAs,_varnings, suggestions, requests, etc., all come
out looking the same because they are the same.
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Another counterintuitive result of my method concerns the fact that
the,formal properties whith distinguish tnP various illocutionary types
which my assumptions have led me to postulate arc not entirely mutually
exclusive. That is, it is not the case that there is a set of p.operties
which distinguishes one type,.none of which can he found in conjunction
with another type. Rather, we find the partially overlapping properties
displayed in Tig. 1.

contingent
promises

1. Optional ,-esence o: 2nd-person subject.
Obj,:.ct-noun phra. deletion.

3. Ad...r11

4 i rr 1 auv( rb front ng.

S. Con!.: tmp-i-ative « and declarative.
b. Impe-a
7. fnt,..rro,:.:- c tag.
q fflrm.

9. Let 's w, ; Whv not

10. Imperat :v-

11. Prover-13 L please.

By merely postuL.ting .separa:o ahst perfJump.tive predicates such
as,7UGGEST, WARN, ORiFR, and so.on,, .,/e not onli obS,ure the pragmatic
siMilaritv among all these illocutiOnary 4.ypos, buz.....e also make the dubl-

..os claim :hat the .distribdtioo of the formal feal.res which dmarcate
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each typc cidental ihis scheme give us no ability to say anything
about the . that contingent promises behave like warnings 'in regard to
some orop s, like suggestions and requests in regard to others, and
like ig, .ons, requests, and instructions- with regard to a third set.

Fp there is a st-iiaightforward way out of both dilemmas.
Gent

. semantics allows 6ne to claim that lexiLal items--moSt fre-
,quently verbs--are semantically complex. hhat, thin., would prevent one
from arguing that the ab.styact performative verbs which I have been forced
to postulate are also.semantically complex': In thy case of the majority
of.abstraet pr,dicates which can manifest themselves hy forcing imperative
form on their abstract complements, then, it would he possihle to postulate
a. shared illocutionary core, an atomic predicate which accounts for ill:a

as milch illocutionary force as these sentences have in Lommon and which
the similar behavior of their complements can be traced. I will Lonsider
in some detail one caso where 1 helieve exactly this is going on.

Impressionistically. speaking, what all of the senses imperative sen-
.

tenceS I have mentioned have in common is.that thev express a desire on
the part of the speaker to prescribe some future behavior for the addressee.
They are all expliicit attempts by the speaker to impoe his will on the
addressee through the medium of languai:e. Let me use the .-tradit'onal
label MEN: for the abstract predicate which expresScs just this.

. They
differ, howev.ir, in the ostensible reason for this pres:ription. Requests,
for instance, Ary tilosy prescriptions the enrrying oia of which we under-
-stand would oenefit thy requester, While orders are prescriptions which
arc legitimized by the official st aus ,o' the orderer relative to that
of the recipient oC the order. Now. some ordinary surfave verbs have been
analy:cd as containing a reason adverbial in their semani .c representation.
In Gallagher (19-01, for example, we fin! 1.=;.3assinate analy:ed as kill
(which itself is semantically complex) for political motivos. J wish to
consider as analogous the ca,a2 ,C the alostract' predicates found in.thosc
sentenci that I have ,:alled contingent promises and warnings. A contin-
gent 1J .se is A prescription fiir action whose communicated motivation
is that the carrying-out of the action wOuld result in some effect which
the spcalo'r as-omes fho,, addressee iould find desirable. Warnings, on the
other hand, Are negatfte prescriptiohs proscriptions, that is, and offer
as the justification for the proscription the belief that carrying out the
proscribed action would result in an effect which the speaker assumes the
addressee hould find undesirable. lhe surfaLe orb wdrn, in fact, reflects
exactly these properties.. One sort of surfac (Complem'int which warn can
take js a Com.litioaai t.'idt-cIause. Now the consequent in this condttional..
eat, lnclude such negatively loaded verbs as mal. hut not such positively
loaded verbs as jet:

(33) I warn you that f you do that a!ilia I'll make yoti
stay home.

(34) *I hirn oa that if yml dn that ni:ain I I let you
stay home..

S'orfacc warn can also take an infinitival complement, bot th s complement
m,3t he semontically oi-ative:

(35) I. warn yi not to J;moke.

IA). I warn you to refriiin from mentir'ining marijuana
in mv home.

(37) ??I warn vou to :jvc. a dolla:

wdrn can take hoth anJinfinitival c6mpl'ement and reason adverbial

8
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which can contain a conditional. In th1,1 case, the prosription and

the antecedent may be the same pr,Iposition except for. polarity:

(38) I warn you not to scream, because if 'you doI'll shoot.

(39) 1 warn you to be quiet, because if.you arer't you'll wake

up the children.
(40) ?*I warn you not to sjream, because if 'ou don't I won't hurt

'you.
(41) ?*I warn you to be quiet, because if yo" dre We'll get away

'-'with it.

Notice that the explicit negative in the complement of warn can explain

the fact observed some time ago by R. Lakoff fl969) that the antecedent.

.1.1. the conditional complement.of warn can take negative-polarity itemS:'

Takip4 all of these facts together, then, 1 pcstulate that the,semantie

structure,of warnings, whether they are realized with the surfa,ce verb or

not, is something roughly like Fig. 2, where all sorts of problems of

modality, causation, tense, and so on are passed over.

S

NP
1

AS>UMIL SI CAUSE' l;I'
I

p.,IPLRF Nr, s3

----------.

s7.-- C\USE SO
.

, s
.1

NOT

...------T-----
..-----1----,--

NIL, DO ::;7
NP, DO S8

S7 = Sg, NP1 TPCers ',, the speaker NP, refer.; the addressee, anti the

speaker assumc- tilat "- ''dreto,-do-h-e7 de, vc So.
1

: ,t. 2

Contin ,y.n! t. I sugpest, have a deep representation much like

Fig. 2, ei
not present and the speaker

assdmes-'tha. .1cIres-:ee f'nds desirable. Ordinary requests might,

lat a,guess, hav_ nropositio. expr:s,:i. the speakel's desire for the

addressee to 'carry Jut. he prescribtd vity in the reason-for-speak-

naverbial.

UTIONARY ACCS

I have gone into cretajl: ahout illocutiotnry force from the generative-
.

semi,tic vantage point,4ha what :s an illocutionary act, in this view?

Certaihly it is not simOy_those prol,o:,itional acts inv,ived in 'the illocu-

tionarY.force of an utted sentence, for such acts ..ould be autoMatically

succes;ful upon' complet.s_ri of the utterance. lllocut.rnary acts are

supposed to be capable of/ failin.o. to be fylicitious, t ) secure uptake, to

,.frect, or whatever! In this respect they are similar to pc2rlocutionary

effe..7t.;.
There is another wn/ in which. illocutionary acts resemble per-

-:ct.tionary acts; the effect of buth i5 posterior to the speech act. IA

7,os cases, the i_rlocutionary effects and the socural of uptake of the

illocutionary acts aro immediately posterir to the act:of speech and give

-tl impression of simultan. ity with it, hut there dre cases.where there

is a noticable la. The perlocu:ionary effect of amusing someone by teli-

8
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ing a joke is one case in point. Among illocutionary. acts, the same delay
can be observed n the performance of the illocutionarract of christening
a ship. Under one 'set of cinventions, this effeet.is not achieved until
the bottle breaks on the stern of the ship. If. it fails to, the act of
uttering, "1 christen thee..., "does not achieve the chri,:tening and must
be repeated. The illocutionaryae-t-in such utes is just as much the by-
.prcduc t. of the utteranc .Thre any perlocu; aary effects.

Austin wished t istinguish between illoeutionary and perlocutionary
.a...ts on the basi of whether one describes the act as-having been accom-
plished in saying something (illocutionary acts) or by saying something
(perlocutionary acts). While it does seem strange to deserihe clearly

perlocutionarv effects as having been done in saying, the following sorts
of-sentences ,:rike me as perfectly normal:

(42) By saying, "I now pronounce you man 'and wife," Reverend
Kornblatt pronounced them man and wife.

(43) By saying, "Me evening, star is hald," red :1erted
that the evening star was bald .

Illocutionary ac' then, ..ove all of the Lharactcristics of perlocutionary
act's, but not via versa. 1 su,gest then that an illocutionary act is a
special .kind.o.f perlocutionary aet with characteristics whi..1.1 distinguish
it from all other perlocutious, just as illocutiOnary force is a circum-
scribable kind of meaning.'

Some perlocutionary effeets can be brought o.,1 independently of, or .

even in spite of, the meaning of an utterance, as when one yells in the ear
of a sleeping person, "Don't wake up!" One can y.,Iceti in frightening
someone by saying, "B ," but it .is clearly not the ra,tning of the utter-
anct (if it's even pro:ter to speak of its having a ril-ining) which is re-
sponsible for the success of the perlocution. On tl other hand, there
arc perlocutionary effects whose success depends crutially on the meaning
of.an utterance. Many--but not all--Tinds of jokes succeed in :musing
because of what they' mean. Or to take a different sort of example, if
am known to be an inveterate liar, I could convince my audience that it was
raining hy saying, "It isn't raining," yet a sentence with a different
meaniag, say, The cat is cn the cut, wotAd fail utterly to accomplish this.
I will 1 those prelocutionary effects whose succe-:s depends upon the
meania._ c. in utterance sensc-Terlocutions. Under tae view that illocution-
ary f is an ast..ect dt'-;en.7ence meaning, lllocutionary acts ore sense-
perlocutions.

An ,Tecially 1..1!-trtant 1.-roper suhqet of the set of sense-perlocutions
consis.. of tlicy:c effects who,v sucCess invIves that aspect of-meaning
called for,:e. Illocutionary o.:ts are quite ohviousl... members of this set,
that is, they a-e forc,:.-perlotions. To sec tlia there are sense-
perlocutions which arc not foree-perloentions,.consider the usefulnecs of
presnpposed semantie mTterial. If there is no reason to douht a Speal.-r's
presuppositions, we imply assume that they arccorrect, that is,
we become convinced ot theii. correctness. But what is presUppOsed
materiai bY definitT:a. independent of the illocutionary force of the
sentence in which it is i Iwn!. All of the following sentences communicate
a presupposition on the tari thu .-Teakerthat Ntcton owned a Picasso.
For this reason they May all cqually w-..11 he tv'cl to get the addressee to
believe that Morton owned

(44) Sam saw Morton's Picasso.
(45) Did you sec Morton't'i Picasso?
(46) Take'a look at Morton's Picass'o.

9 0
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(47) I promise to look Ai Morton's Picasso.

Now while every illocutionary Act is a force-perlocution, not every

force-perlocution .iliocutionAry Act. The most typical examples of ,

perlocutionary aet-sil in the old, narroier SC11t2 which excludes illOcution-
ary acts,,,tur n out to be force-perlocutions. In fact. A certain question
might b.e'insulting under some circumstances, iwhere the corresponding asser-

tion might not. A promise might please An addresSee by virtue of its be-
ing a promise, where another illocutionary act would.fail to have this,

effect. What distinguishes illocutionary.Acts from other sots of force-
perlocutions is, first, the automaticity of the success of'jhe.act and,
second,ithe very. dire:t relationship hetween the act performed and thy

ilipe.utionary of the utt Ntence. hor an illocutionary act to

suyced , 111 that s required 1:: int' uttering Of A sentence with a certain

folice under certain conventional conditions. Iliese conditions; the

felicity conditioinii, are established hy society, are finite in noaber, and

are generally such that it can easily be determined beforehand whether
thee Are satisfied or not:- It is for this reason that speakers "re always

lie' responsible for ti,oir illocutionary act:. Khile there Are conditions

the suec,:ml'd prformance of non-illocutionary perlocutionary acts,

such as,.-ay. th:c an Mressee he sensitive about something in order.to

be offended h s mention, 0 :51' conditions are neither conventional nor,

in .general, sin+ that it ca be infallibly. determined beforehand that they

have been met lke relationship between the illocutionary forci .of an

'Utterance and th, illocutionary act which is thereby performed is .direct

in the,sense that having lir,' ilted tlu performance of ithe act of. himself,

the speaker has perforled a: 'rhable by the same predicate. -::;ubse-

qu'eht to the utterance of A :,:. ice kitA the illocutionary force, f, it

the fel::ity conditions kive beeil met, then it is correct to say that the.

utterer has tled.
The direct relationship between an illocutionary act And the illocu-

tionary force if an uttered sentLace parfially vindicates Austin's much-
discussed claim that illocutionary acts are conventional acts (see, for
example, Strawon 1n11 I. Accordiny. to the point of viem of the present
work, illocutionary,acts are conventional not onlv in that the conditions
which guarantee their success are Conventional, hut also in that they arc
,..irectly.related ti aSpects' of meaning which, b the definition 1 have

bc.ien tuting, always .manifest themselves in t em:::: f formal propertit.:, of

sentence,, that is, according to the conventions of a natural language.
The !Hoe ':onary ft ;ice of A. sentence has tbe unique ability. to change

the real world. In genira the 'relAtion.ship between the meaning or

uttered sentencts and the real world is much more tenuous. ii-i-. the most

part, the meah,71.; t;t: an utterance is at doubl- remove from facts about the

real world. By AZ. .riag sentences %sith part!. iar meaniNg.s, speakers

convey aspect of their 11,eliefs ahd -ttitudes. But this, 'of course; Ls

a far cry from their actnally h rig thosv-i.ttitud is or holding those

beliefs. It is a seri6ns mistake to :laim that attitudes, helief., and
so on find direct reflection in linguistic fe:;:i. Rather, it is"kbat we

wish to do mith our utterances that determines whlch, if anv

fe-ilings And estimations of the world we express throifith the medium of
And because Aispeaker's true beliefs and attitudes ane by no

means indicative of real states et affairs, it is an even mire serious

error a pretend as .tbough .i_ituations have a direct influence.on the forms

of lanuage. While locutions Til..-6-7,rf a speaker belie-i7es-V: he silys Y,"

or "If It has just -iipped raining, the speakei would ,say :," might be
corUTnient, they and their kin should be prevented frOM masquerading a5
trpfhful representations of the way language functions:
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FOOTNOTES

See, :Jr example, Po:s ,I909d,

19771, R. Lakoff (1908!, ind Da\lson I.
Fraser 11971,... 19-4i and \nderson

11.ut cf. Cohen'419-11,
3. Thi:s phenomenon is discussed in more deldil in tiadock ,19-2,

CI,tr.75C:o.rdon and Lakoff ,1971I, Heringer (1)-1 ,, Lakoff (1972,

5 'f. Sadock 11909, 19-2, 19-lhI, tis II9-01, and (;rec (19 ..,.
6

, ,.-ery similar view is expressed in : Cohen ,19731.

t;. 1..thoty I 111-o,
For contr(rv views, sec
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What You Can Do with-Words:

Politeness, Pragmatics, and Performatives*

Robin Lakoff

University of California-Berkeley

In the hi,,tory cf transformati- nal grammar, we can trace an interesting
set of devclopments,,from the earliest years to the present, with :-egard
to liru1sts views about the function of syntactic rules, their form, and
their place in the total gramar.

The received theory has been, and in some circles still is, that syntax

is essentially autonomous: a syntactic rule makes reference to syntactic ,

phenomena and nothing else; all the information one needs to determine
whether, in a particular environment, a syntactic rule shall apply is it-
self syntactic.

If one can make such an assumption with confidence, one finds oneself .

leading a comparatively easy life, syntactically speaking. lhe area of
syntax is relatively shall (compared, say, to what we emerge with if we
thrc N in semantics and pragmatics); one can,restrict the shape ofones
rule :. quite nicely and severely, as well as restricting the sorts Of'
phenomena the rules'are to account for. In this way,'the strict, syntacti-
clan riarrows down his possibilities, hut he also pins the feeling that
what he is doing is possible. He is not working :with innumerable options,
uncountable and uncontrollable condition's on hiddously complex'rules, and
tangled hierarchies of acceptability between good sentences and bad 'ones.
For the pure syntactician, the majority of:Sentences arc either gobd or
bad. Once you loose the torrents of semantics and pragmaties, You find
yourself dealing with variation and vaeiability in its infinite variety.

The purpose of this papyT is, among other things, to diS.cuss some
areas where autonomous sy.nth Mils to function a-; a viable theoretical
construct: I will nienvoi a few (If the phenomena it cannol,, deal with,
and -lust consequently rpte out of linguistics. _It 1;S:hetimes argued
'Om- pragmatic phenomAa of the type I sha.1.4"1)-6 'all.:1,ng,iihout are- indeed

out f the purview of linguitics, since fhey spCaking,-
\

*Research unde. t paper-11.as, been partially suppOrted by the

National Sciena\ .on, under Grant ffN1F (IS-38176. /Among the people,
too numerous to ri,,,,I,11.,;who have becn%11l.jiri the cOnception and .

writing (if this paper, lj sing-i out Den/Forman, George
Lakoff, on tarkin, Mike (1114al1e.NiAika-akOamanash, the members of
Linguistics 15:; ar the dnivei'Sity of Cali,6tnia,- Berkeley, in the Spring
of 1973; and vs...ciAlly (Andy R(Ters, whottV raftg,i,ng' of thw conforencc,

discussions with me, alternate shaming ind entauragement madp this
paper possible. if noOlowiiright prohable.
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grammatical phenomena, hut ratIm- r,eflect all sorts of non)-Iinguiltiyfii4s)
about the speaker, his environmerrt and the real world. My 1),,sit.iis
that this is, technically suaking-, balderdash. rf two sentence>..!,atT) ,A
apparently synonymous, and if an addressee yeacts way to oni&nkrAiiollley.
way to the oth,:r, he is discriminating hetwee:n th&ii on I inguisetilYgror,l)-41./

If, conversely, I find that I niasy utter. a particular sentence

of spcial environment, hut canriot
h

appropriately utter the same wolfd:4
anoter, although I have the same message to convey, I must susili.:ct that,'

this is part of my linguistic knowledge just as much as lt1 is...pavof MY'

.
cultural heritage, or whatever I bring to my interpretation of, fhesenten4:
from my Teal-world experience. If the effectivenes)s of coilmn"licatio'n is

at iSsue, I maintain that the Problem is one for kIliguisby:to-worl:
'

often witlfthe cooperation of ,other kinds of spocla)dsfs-i (ant.WropologiSt$,,
psychologists, sociologists, literary critics, atfeo4hei,$), hut it j

our range of competence. As We shall see, some of thetiles-that most
. purely syntactic, or were thought to.be so, '() semantic and pragMatic

environments that must he specifi if we al '0 apply the. rule',Correctly.
One problem that seems crucial if. we are to make much .progress in

understanding how we speak, has received minimal attentcon froM linguists:
this is the question of why there is a transformational. component altogether.'
Most of the phonological rules we enn think of seem clear in/their purpose:
they simplify complex clusters, make it ea,.ier to get from one sound to
another, dissimilate too-cl ose sequences of sound), etc. Of course, there

. are the puzzling exceptions, hut by and large., we can generally understand
' why rules exist mediating between the phonetic and the phonological.struc-

tures of a language.. Would that the situation were aaalogous for syntax!
True, in a few ;astances, reasons have been proposed for certain rules
(spell as equi-,NP-deletion, or extraposition) on the grounds that these
rules made surface structures easier to perceive and process than their:
underlying structures were .)cf. ia.ver and Langendoen 1972), And there are
some rules the reas'ons for which arc more or less transpar.ent.(like.Y-
movement and many topicaliza:)on rules generally), hut by,at.10:large, why
we need most of the rules that we havefound to exist ih syntax,. and more
specifically', why they exist, in language after language, in the farm in -

which they are found, i, -n eni;ana, and -ohe wt. shall bave to understand if
we arc to produce a credible grammar.of any language': let- alone a credible
theory of language. Among the hardest cases are those where the change in
structure betweeh logical and surface' forni .doesmOt make for clearer per-
ceptual strategies; where, in fact, the change may complicate the structure
and make the communication hardtc to decode thn might he des.red% ..What I

want _to do in the course of this paper is look at some of these particularly
nasty cases. to see if we can supply any rea:ons for the existt.ace of such
complicating rules, whether in the syntax proper or in other areas of our
communi_:ative competence.

One such prohlem arises when what is ::aid is the opposite, or very
'nearly so, of wh.it is meant. Sometimes this.'is signaled by special words
or intonation; in writing and among more subtle speakers, it is not, If

we assume that the business of grammatical rules is to make logical struc-
tures more'intelligible, what are we to do with a situation whore. pre-
sumably by some "rule of sarcasm," sente)Ic- rlb) is uttered meaning its
apparent opposite (la):

.

(1) a. John is an idiot.
b. John's a real genius.

or.when. an apparent LIL, larative utterance, (25), is. to be taken as the
imperative, (2a):
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(2) 'a.: .Open the door rot" me.

b. 'Tha't's right, t t.ire while I try to open the door

with my hrokel cm,

In the case of sar.'isili c ca make a few generali:ations, First.
:tliat. pne 4ent..Tall says surerficiall\ "HICC," when being

sarcastic, and means some''. iincomHimentar,.. rather than the reverse.

(3a1 is an unlikely candidate for A -,arcasticns of cxpressing

(3) a. You're terrihlv thoughtless:
'b. How thou,ghtfol you are:

Second, it seems likery that sarcasm must he used when 4e conveyed
meaning of tbe sentence is 'as offensive to someho4y;. often the

addressee, though jW4t 1,, often some third party.
Sometimes, too, sa rc A sm does not COH 1 ,0 of th, "oposite" of the

statement itself, hut rather means, "I don't bul' .1 ; AM say'ing"--..

that is, rather than the content of the statemen' ! ,ATsed, OIW of
the felicity conditions normalFy underly,:i, a
utterance is negated:

(4) I see Nixon's vindicating himself on 1
F.51 Nixon's support: in thy phis has gone

27% in a single month:
61. .t 0

And we should not make the mistake oi as,alm r the sarcastic sen-
tence (la) is really the c(umplete equivai.;h ,A it 1osire llh),
are not mutualLy substitutable; ra."aer, al. distinct environments I.,

which sarcasm 'is app ropriate, and others the straight negative staie-
ment is the th.ing to say. So a rule th.,- r-v positlieness of a sen-
tence in the environment ,..sarcastici a- such a4 12,' device will, HQ'
unsatisfactory, as should he evident.

Another difficurt problem to note iefly in passing is that of dis-
tinguishing between sarcasm And irony. Basically, sarcasm is exclusive of
the speaker: it makes mockery of someone else, while irony usually in-
cludcs'the speaker d`; one of the'targets. Hence une is not usually hurt
by irony directed at one, since the dii.uctor is a target too; hut sarcasm
is generally painful. Another distinction is that !-Jiings can hi., ironic:,

while sarcasm seems neccs,arilv to he perforped with malicious intent, like
lying, and therefore L.:in Hiv:' OPly A human ffor some people like mc, also
feline but not, for L'\:lmp Ii' can ine; suhieet.

(6) a. It's Lronic that Nixon got himself hito all that trouhle
bdcause he w:inted the :;1-cat,et landslide in history.

b. 'It's sarcastic that Bill's a real genius.

But this gets us no closer to linguistically-relevant rules for .

sarcasm and irony. The prohlemhete is that these are cases where the
surface structure is giiire far, from the logical structure, hut not a full
180 degrye thrn away. If it wet.' the latter, we would find it relatively
easy to formallyasharacteri:c thC:rclationship hetween the intended mean-.
ing And the surface'structure. Ai it ii, he lingui-'ic thpiry. sophisticate0
enough to relate even simp - case of .,arsasm to'their unSerlYing struct6res
has not been env'isaged, nor is it likely t 'he for some timeglet alone a
theory able to predict wh en A structore will he interpreted as sarcastic
or as ironic.

Sometimes, we don't say a thing-diyectly because thp thought under-
.
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lying it is abhorrent to recall or express, or it is feared that the
addressee will think so. So we may resort to (7a) when we mean (7b):

(7) a. How about a roll in the hay?
b. Let's fuck.

(It is a corollary of this fact about euphemism that makes a sentence like
Paul Postal's. (8) famous for reasons other than its linguistic importance:

(8) The blonde got it caught in the fan.)

Here, there is an apparently extra-I.nguistic reason why (7a1 means
what it does, as well as why we have choaen a roundabout way of saying what
we mean. This is one more reason why we must incorporate pragmatics into
linguistic descriptions, or else risk counterexamples to the claim that the
application of rules facilitates the understanding of sentences. We will
eventually want to estaliSh a hierarchy governing the application of
rules: ease of.(nderstanding the message sometimes takes precedence over
other factors--but, as we shall see, sometimes it does not.

Another odd sort of locution oceurs when we are in a position where
the only thoughts that come to mind are critical, hut manners demard we
say something (and something nice, at that). The well-known rule of
linguistic popularity. "if you can't say something nice, don't say it at
all," and its corollary, "if you don't say anything at all, I'm going to
be insulted," are at work here, hut because these rules are known to be
in effect in such situations, such statements arc seldom taken at face
value.. So the (a) sentences of the example-. below really convey the same
meaning as thP (b) sentences; an addressee familiar with American conver-
sational ritual can immediately translate (a) as (b). Occasionally, cf
course,'we are dealing with a real ambiguity: not only has the speaker
said (a), he means (a). The very fact that we find such ambigulties should
indicate to us that phenomena such as this are part of the rules tic use tc
understand language', and cannot be exempted from linguistics, any more than we
can leave them home from cocktail parties.

(9) a. Wc aren't getting any younger.
b. You're looking old.

(10) a. Margaret is so capable.
b. Margaret is ugly and generally undesirable, but

she washes dishes nicely.
(11) a. Her cakes are so moist.

b. Her cakes taste like cotton batting, but wet cotton
batting.

(Gricc has discussed such cases under the rubric of conversational lm-
plicature, a topic wc shall retuen to at length later.)

The same sort of indirectness is sometimes found in declarative sen
tences used to convey commands or requests:

(12) a. It's hot in here.
h. .0pen the window. .

Then there arC other types,-more directly related in superficial
form to the meanings they convey, hut also more complex superficially
than the underlying sentences. In each of the following, the (a) sentence
is the more complex case, the (b) sentence its simpler approAimatc de-
notative equivalent:

9
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(13) a. Please pass the salt.
b. Pass the salt.

(14) a. Can you pass the salt7
b. Pass the salt.

In Cordon and Lakoff (1971) 4 formal scheme is proposed to handle some
of the relationships among some of these indirectly-conveyed meanings and
their surface structures. It does not, however, tell us why the particular
surface structures that occur do occur, although it does provide some
interesting possible explanations for how we understand as we do those
conveyed meanings we find.

Much has been written about the syntax and semantics of tag sentences1,
but the question begged by eVeryone (among whom 1 am proud to include my-
self) is .why tags are used at all. Clearly tag-formation is a complex rule
to state, and clearly it complicates the superficial structure of sentences.
Sometimes, at least, (15a) seems to be :roughly equivalent to 05b), (loa)
to (lob):

(15) a. That's John's mongoose, isn't it?

b. I think that is John's mongoo.:0, but Pm checking
to be sure you think so.

(16) a. Take dlt ,. garbage out, won't you?
b. I'm telligg you to take the garbage out, but 1

can't be absolutely certain you'll do so.

Tags have the effect of hedging--protecting a speaker from the consequences
of his speech acts. They give (a command, a declaration) with one hand
and take with the other. s such, they are very useful devices, but their
function cannot be discovered purely through recourse to syntax. Looked
at from a syntactiC point of view alone, the rule of tag-formation appears
a useless excrescence on the face of transformational formalism. (More-

over, tag-Q and tag-order formation, for many. reasons, cannot be identified
with each other when looked at as. purely syntactic phenomena. Yet these
complicating, idiosyncratic.rules are in many ways alike. Their true
similarity is discoverable only with referenee to their pragmatic functions:'
the conversational situations that permit their

Related to tags quite closely (pragmatically if not syntactically
or semantically) is theiuse of a group of verbs of thinking, in the first-
person singular present, to introduce declarative sentences. Here, too,

we Cannot take the surface forms at their face value. These verbs in these

environments do not describe an act of cogitation; rather they have a
softening effect on the declarative illocutionary force-of the sentence.
Compare the sentencesbelow:
(17) a. I guess we've got to go now.

b. We've got to go now.

Sentence (I7a) is not a statembnt about the speaker's mental processes,
therefore it is nbt possible for the addressee to comment on that part of
the speech act with a rejoinder like (I8);

(18) You're a good guesser.

When such verbs like guess, think, and believe are used to desribe the
speaker's act of cogitation, sentences like 081 do constitute possible
rejoinders. Compare (18) as a reply.to (19):

(19) (How many beans are in the jar?) I guess there are,1806--how

9 8
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close am I.

In an earlier paper (R. Lakuff 19o9), I said that verbs like quo..;:i in (17a)

were being used "performatively Rogers 119-1) has quite correctly crit-

icized this formulae).on: obviously lo ;.1,Wi4 something I'm not pertornnng
an act of guessing or thinking, so that these verbs rq ;,, are not per-

formative. But 1 think that the presenc e of one)of these verbs in.the
surface structure represents A Ii ical structure containing the abstract
performative verb 'say!, when the sentence is uttered in a specific prag-
matic context: namely, that the speaker wishes to divest himself of some
of the responsibility for his assertion, In this respect these verbs per-
form a function similar to that of tag questions and hedges, discussed
below.

In any event, it is interesting to note that, under this (admittedly
sketchy and preliminary) pimposal, A superficial lexical item like think

and guess may have at IeASt tWo distinct deri::ational histories, arising
from either of two logical structures, ln. the "simple" use of guess, ex-
emplified by sentence (19), all the meaning postulates that constitute
and underlie the surface verb thl:Jk are prosei in the logical structure,

under the vo:1) node if there is one. Rut for the more complicated type,
exemplified in (17ai, the verb is 1 composite of a..)set of meaning postu-

lates (in the logical semi:enrol And A Set of pragMatic conditions that
must be met. In this respect) the distinction between what we might call
the "two verbs think!' is greater and more complex than between, for ex-
ample, Postal's (19701 "two verb:: !,..nind," al: of whose distinguishing
characteristics were to be found in the log).ca. structure.

Close pragmatic relatives of the two sentence-types above are the
hedges discussed by C. Lakoff )19.*:). They may hedge entire speech-acts,
that is, dilute their illocutionary force, like the verbs just discussed,

:or parts of speech acts, or lexical items within sentences. Compare. for
example, (20a), where.the hedge 5arta modifies an adjective explicitly
present in the sentence, and (20h), where it modifies or dilutes the force
of the declarative speech act by modifying the abstract performative verb'
-[sagl, not present in the suiface sentence:

(2(1) a. John is sorta dumb.
b. It sorta seems. like' I've told you that a millibn

times already.

Passivization is the. most ohviou)4Iy syntactic case of a rule that
complicates the logical structure--probabJy for reasons pf added pragmatic
communicativenessbut the, facts are not well understood,: A great deal
has been written on the form of the' pass)vization rule, and on "mbtivating"
a transformational relationship between active and passive sentences.
What is left largely unexplored is the reason why we have both actives and
passives, and, moreover, granting that this is a bizarre rule in many ways,
why it exists in So many languages. I will say no more' about the many 2
problems of passivization here, .since I have amply exposed my perplexity
elsewhere (R. Lakoff 1971).

We now come to the pragmatic, though not syntactic, converse of the
verb6 of thinking: sentences in which the performative verb is explicitly
realized.,, Although the presence of explicit p.:rformative verbs ought lit)t,
in theory, affect the interpretation of sentences, sentences that contain
them arc not equivalent .to simple sentences without overt performatives,
any more than arc liedged uteerances\tuntaining tags, ,,el-bs of thinking,

and hedges. It had been 'a great worry for adherents of the so-called
"performative analysis" that sentences containing explicit erformatives

9 9
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wcre not equivalent to sntencys hath "abstract" in les, this seemed qo
he a counterexample to the claim. Actually. thire was no need to look
at things this way, any more than there is a- neid to actives and

cases, hT haveppssices are fully equivalent. Obviously, as i all these
tWo or more options, ;mid they are not enI,Irely free iJit ions: rules are
applied for a reason. Just as we cow victuall: no vases of exact synonymy
bCi:ween lexical lt_ems in, i language, there is i/i MISoll why he s!lould
expect two sentences to be exact paraphases of one another. It's possible,
but not nceessary. Indeed, in the interest of economy of the grammar, it

is in a sense to the advantage or A grammar tt hAkT As fe), ovcrlaps--like
synonyms and paraphrases--As possible. Why ILve tho ways to say the same
thing when one does as well': lhat this is th/. case in sentences hith and
without superficially present pyrformatives cian he -;ecn hy comparing the
following:

(21) a. I'm telling you that I'll it .

0. I'll do it.
122. a. I'm telling ou h) p Hie rigs

h. Slop the heg.-:.

Thc (a) sentences io these two examples Art most apt to be used in ease the
speaker has reason tO ,:oppo!,,c.the addresse won't do his part in making
the-speech act succes..fHl. 1 or instance, (in 10, the speaker has reason
to fear he won't he believed' la necessary 1..ondition for a successful de-
clarat).vc Iitter:iiuct' iii (2211, that he 't be.ohyyed. Otherwise, there
is no reason hi reinforce the performative. 11though sentences with ex-
plicit performatives MAy ,ICCIn the Antithesis of senrences with hedged
performatives, actually theyry not that Car aXirt pragmatically: both
occur where the spoakyr lacks self-confidence, 3IT opposed to the
simple unemhellished speech Act, And horh rlAprer.etit ciscre-;cences added to
the simple logical structure in thy intert..t of 01,111).; it clear how you
feel abOut what you'ry saying, rather than being r;erel?. conc-erned with the
transmission of information. Lii ti',cti'si on of this problem,
Larkin and O'Malley 1)-3.,

'Also paradoxi..-Al (if ht us;iiitt' that colmminicating pure inf. rmation is
the.husinY'ss of IAWLIIIAt., are locutions in which thy supyrficial length I

tlie itt erairce far suroa ssys i t S co(iimun icat ve cont eat . Ity a It)/ rii;ht s,

such sentences 01(,:,; not to exist; they say the same thing ;I's (-)/ her sen-

tences, hut more and, less efficiently. Aut they do exi,At. Ahd,
of course, i grNt lilt! other,.'point-ont, they are' not equivAent to the .i
shorter versions. exactly. Illy vy0. fact that there is a vi (lation is 3 /

Si gn31 to t '1,10 IT Ot itt 5051 ii tin ord I tt.i ry j s up.. Ice

shall discuss this notion et' si,:naled violation later At length, along !

with the question or hohthe signaltviolation works to Oval!
more or dirfrent ..-ommunicati\e content.to An utterancy than the simple
ca!,.0, devoid of hoth And violation, contain:,. Uor instonae, the/
(al sentcnees in the ex.:!-(plys corry-Tond in ,:onnotation, though oilly
crudely, to the (b: sentences:

(23) a. ft can be said of Miss Grunt: that she is.perhaps not thc
most Accemp) ished accordionist in Bloomington. Indiana.

h. Miss Grunt: plays the ata.-ordion.hadly.
(21) a. . Do you taink you could perailis lower your voice a few

hundred deciJles
b. Shut lip1

It is well-known to everyone hho ever Attended high school tlhit Amuly

100;
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of the items.on the foregoing list are the special banes of your average
English teacher, whose function is to inculcate in her students a passion
for clear and precise diction. I and many people I have known have been
warned never to use particles or hedges; not to begin sentences with "I
don't think," because that 'showed you weren't thinking or with "I guess"
because that showed you were only guessing; never to substitute the pas.Aive
for its corresponding active; andto say things directly and succinctly.
As we shall see, your average high-school English teacher showed thereby
that she had an excellent inborn intuition about the rules of conversation
and how they were to be applied, hut she didn't cenfront one problem;
that real conversations seldom follOw the rules of conversation and that
deviations are always to soMe purpoAe, however mysterious or seemingly
counter-productive to the interests of efficacious communication. Maybe .

like, and I guess, and pas,ives are .sloppy or demonstrate a slothful turn
of mind; and maybe there are real reasons why we can't get along without
them. We shall see.

.We have seen in these examples that recourse to syntactic explanations
won't help us understand much of language use; we must, in fact, look at
the pragmatic aspect of communication and ask what communicative effect is
achieved by the use of these devices. We find that there arc, indeed, tva)

basic motivating forces:that cause us to adhere tO or violate our syntactic

precepts. Stated briefly, these tt...cl rules of pragmatic competence are:

(1) Make yourself clear. .(2) Be polite. -Fhese are the pillars of our
linguistic as well as non-linguist,ic interactions with one another. Usu-

ally we don't get into too much tronble, we find we are pretty well under-
stood even while staying within the basic rules governing politeness, and
we find we can be polite, or at least.civil without impairing our intelligi-

bility in communication. -The crunCh comes when a conflict arises. What,

will haPpen when rules collide? Will a speaker opt lo be polite, and mis.-
understood, or impolite or brusque, and clear? These are the questions I

want to look at in the rest of this paper. In particular, I shaL1 address

myself to questionslike the following:
'fs Are there "rules of politeness?" How do such pragmatic ru.es compare

.in form and function with better-understood formal linguistic me-hanisms--
\phonological and syntactic,' maybe even semantic, rules?

.

We know there are non-linguistic as well as linguistic ways of being
'polite (for InStance, those ingeniously noticed and beautifully uescribed
in the works of'Erviug,Goffman, where we see that non-linguistic politeness
can be reduced to precisely-describable and predictable actions). Are the
two connected? If we can show that they are, we have made an interesting
discovery--that linguistic rules are, perhaps, .subcases of.more far-reaching
human behavioral rules. Linguistic competence is only one type of cognitive
competence; proper non-linguistic behavior can be thought of as "grammatical,"
aberrant non-linguistic behavior as "d; that is to say, non-linguistic
human behavioral patterns can be reduced to the same formal sets 'of rules

'as linguistic patterns are: often they will share rules, as we hope to

show here. Hopefully this remark will not get the advocates of human free-
dom and theological free-will upset. We're not, as everyone should know by
now, setting up prescriptive rules forthe way people are supposed to be-

have, any more than the eules in Chomsky's Syntactic Structures told people
how to form nice sentence§. 'We are describing what we see--reducing the
apparent chaos of human interaction, linguistic and otherwise, to predict-
ability. This, does not mean we can predict what you will do, any more
than knowing the rules of English syntax allows us to predict what yoo will
say. We graciously leave you yoUr autonomy; all we want to do is to under-
st,and,, say, .why word B follows word A in a sentence, why action A .generally

precedes action B in a.non-linpuistic transaction. This understanding
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comts in 'the form of rule-writing. Our v.orking hypothesis is that these
two forms of prediction involve similar kinds of gcneralizarions, similar
sorts of formalisms.

We know there are "orderings" of linguistic rules, whethr in the
traditional transformational sense of ordered rules or whether the ordering

done in other ways. We know ehat different results may obtain if
Rule 1 works on the output of Rule' 2, or viCe versathat sOmetimes one
rule must have applied (even in a ca;e where normally the rule is optional)
in order for another rule to rie able to apply. Is there a similar process
in the,e pragmatic rules? Are rules sometimes mutually exclusive, some-
times necessarily ordered in a particular way? Can one conceive of mis-
orderings of such rules and the aberrations in behavior that might result?
I am suggesting, then, that the mechanism we have found to be operative in
fOrmal linguistics might just be part of the general human conceptual
system by which we order the world and arrange ourselves within it. And .

we might find parallels to syntactic behavior in .pragmatic behavior, and
beyond that, in non-linguistic behavior.

This paper will barely tOtich on these broad questions: it remains. for
the:future to formalize what I sliaftsuggest informally here. Rut there
do seem to be striking parallels of various sorts between purely "linguis-
tie"..syntactic behavior. and this wider realm of paralinguistics, prai.imatics,
ca.11 It what you will.

With these provisos in mind, let us return to the questions I posed
'a few mi Ates ago. Suppose we know it is necessary, in most human verbal
(and,. ot course, nonverbal) transactions, to make your intentions clear
while at the same time avoiding offense. What happens when a conflict
arises?

We can answer this only by first understanding more abota the rules
of clarity and the rules of politeness, so that we can see more precisely
in which respects they might collide and what the results of different
'sorts of collisions might be. We have, fortunately, a preliminary under-
'standing of what we might call the rules of claritynamely, Grice's (1968)
rules of conversation, which exist precisely for the reason of communica-

/ tive clarity. They dictate saying as much and no more than 'is accessary:.
saying what is true, what is relevant, and saying it in a non-confusing
way. Grice's cooperative principle dictates that we strive to be unambig-
uous in verbal interaction; that,.further, when there appeays to be
ambiguitY, we assume there is something deeper going on. We might, in

fact, uant to refer to something like a "principle of mtritial sanity,"
that is, each participant .in a transaction assumes, unless given strong
reason to abandon this hefief, that the other person is acting rationally,
doing and saying things for the ultimate purpose of achieving communication
in the most direct way. Any apparent violation is to be explained by re-
course to other principleslike the rules of politeness, .as we shall show,
.or the dictates of certain formal styles, like poet:y or drama, which
impose special additional constraints in return for extra rewards. Maybe,
too, we want to4suggest an appli,:ation here of the Platonic Art of Measure-
'ment--if you have to work really hard,to understand something, you will, or
should, get correspond;ngly more'out of it than if the communication were
crystalline in the first place. (We will have to permit exceptions to this
rule for scholarly papers, of course.)

Let me summarize Grice's maxims of conversation, bearing. in mind that
we,are looking:at them rather broadly here, as principles of interpersonal
comPetence, extending be'yond purely linguistic transaction.

(1) Quantity: Be as informative as required/Be'ilo more informative
than required..
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(2) clualitio: wh:r ,/,A 1.(,.i/oY /q. i.
(3) Reiev.inct.: Po
(.1) MJnner: inib;./A..1;"( I ,/i . t

suc.:inct.

We may note here that
Violations exist, both intentional and otherwise. \s we shall ,hilw

later, intentional violations Are o,enerally committed in order to i:otiform
to another set of rules that would be violated by striet adherence to the
rOles of conversation.

, Ionic normal informal conversation delates (,,Arkedly from 6rice's
rules, usually with prior signaled warnings to that effect. A conversation
thilt observed thesl. 1111w4 literilly wonld de unhearAhle to engage in, or to
listen to.

The rules hold for other type,: of ;lit Indise nucesary.
changes in their formulation. 111115 if, for insta 11,2C, you Are walking down
the street with someone, you need to give him :Ines ds to your intentions:
which way you will walk, where yOu will stop, when ou will slow down,
and o on. hiilking with someone then is A cooperative Action in some ways
parallel to talkin with someone: So you will (not ouite consciously, in

general) indicate 'where you w I I walk, and so Oh, hy rather subtle movements
of the body. You will observe quantity: moving OHL SO MOih AS to get
where you're :.;oing, And A( the SAM. time indicate to the other person the
way in whieh you're vine, about getting there. superfluous movements like
arm-flailing, kiekino and so forth Are viewed strangly, and concealing
one's intention to turn A ionic!: Hot ! the last moment will also throw(your
partner off. 'ion make only the moves that really get you where you're
going, no "false" moves, which would be equivalent to linguistic lies.
Obviously the rules Are simplified in this case, since walking is inherently
a simpler( set of actions than talking,.but the basic ,point' is there.

Like.the rukes of eonversation, the rules of politeness Are designed
to get peOple through cooperative transactions with a minimal amount of
wasted effort, or friction.. Unlike the rules of L':onversation, they'are
to some extent mutUallv exclusive: different ones are applicable in dif-
ferent roll-world ,:ituations, And applying the wrong one ot the wrong time
may cause as much frictlon as not applying Any. We may state them AS

follows:

(I) FOrMoLit::: rtIAI:n

(2) ilt'Sitan,:':: A::JtV th-

(3) NTWir.; th tqh u.-)u Ana" Aiii.iriss,,c. wore

equdl:chikc him

So; for instance, : is followd.d when the speaker keeps his distance
from the addressee; neither asks about his personal affairs nor tells the
addressee about his own; does not use particles like "you know,"."1 guess,"
"well," since these tend to reflect personal attitudes of the speaker:
and does not guess at attitudes (of the Add ressoe. This is also the rule
that governs 'tproper" hehavioi.. in other ways: using correct table manners
(that is, not enforcing the effect of your presence on others); not inter-
rupting; not coughing or sn,..e::ing without an attempt at concealment (these
were considered impolite long before the germ theory of disease trans-
mission); using locutions like "one," the paisive, impersonal forms; and
in languages that have them, using the "polite" form of "you," and some-
times other pronouns as well, marking distance between the speaker and the
addressee. 'fence, the proper butler, ever maintaining Rule 1 aloofness,
says, "Dinner is served," not "You wanna eat?"; the democratic American
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host, however, says "Let's vat.,"
The use of title 4. last name, rather than first name as 0 form of

address is a form of Rule I politeness: it maintains distance between
speaker and addressee. And we find still another linguistic use of this
rule in the use of t l i t..ecani ca. .erms in academic and business situations no
well as in conversatious with doctors, awyers, and so on. lildt is, their
use of 'technical language hi talking to clients, while a desire to keep
them mystified, is also a means of ensuring that status distinctions are
adhered to, that no informality develops, that the relationship remain
purely formal. Here, too, we find the use of technical words for sexual
and excretoryrfunctions (As opposed to true euphemisms, which we shall
take up next). The effect is to produce emotional distance from what is
being discus'sed, rather than embarrassment about it or a desire to avoid
talking about it.at all, as euphemism does. And this may be why some
people, at least, feel repelled or amused at hearing a child say he.has
to "defecater" while his use of a euphemism like "b.m." or "coca" seems
much more in place: formality is not a child's option. And, of course.
Role 1. is most strongly enforced whel:e camaraderie would he, socially
speaking, most dangerous, yet where it is important not to actually give
offense by suggesting that Ole addressee is not up to the speaker's
standards for association. Rule 1 allows the speaker to make no overt
cement on the relation between his oNi status and that of the addressee;
he remains distant. So whore we most Aten address colleagues, after a
fairly short time, by first name alone, it is Often easier even after long
acquaintance to address cleaning women, janitors, and so on by title 4.

last name.

Violations of Rule 1, where it might ordinarily be applicable, do
occur;in these cases, depending on the nature or the violation,.who the
violator is, and his relation to the violatee, we may describe the action.
as "gross," as "being familiar," oras "having no breeding," all somewhat
old-fashioned terms, seeming to indicate that this rule of politeness
has fallen on evil days here. Also, the rule may be applied where
ordinarily in our culture we would not apply it; in this case we may say
that the applier is pniyous, stuffy, standing on ceremony--terms which arc
more or less frequent by comparison. So we might gather by counting
frequency-of-possible violations that in our society (American academic
middle-class) it is much more noticeable, and much less forgiveable, to
violate the rule of formality, by applying it where it was inapplicable
than by not applying it where it is normally applicable. I would suggest
that in older and more stratified societies, such as are foUnd perhops to
this day in Eprope, the reverse may be true.

Rule 2, pernIt addr,t!ssee to decide his own options, is 0. first glance
apparently anoth:r phrasing:of Rulo 1. But actually it is applicable in
different contexts, it is violated in different ways, it, interacts dif-
fer'ently with other pragmatic phenomena, and violations arc interpreted
quite differently. We are making much use here of the notion, "Violatie
of a rule." We are talking about ungrammatical eases, cases tluit-rnirmally
don't occur, and we are constructing them for ourselve::. _Thi5" point's up
one of the uses.of the introspective method of doing p-igmat ic work: We
.might listen to tapes, or quiz informants, .for .H.yea l'efore we encounter
'some kinds of.Oossible politeness-rule viulati'ons. Most of us, in most
situations, are too well-bred to violate these rules: we know what tro..)le
we'd get into if we did: -----

ft is argued that the_new- generation has no use for these rules,
composed of free spirits not weighed down by these mundane considerations,
but actually, some-preliminary research suggests that they have developed
inviolable_eodesof,their own: who do you pass joints to, how do you re-
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fuse a toke, how do you address and refer to couples of vari('us sexes in
various stages of non-marital togetherness? All of these are problems for

the next generation of Emily Post.3, and I wish them luck. However, to re-

turn to the top;.e of the normal rules of politeness for us fuddy-duddies

over 30, .it is clear that we must resort to construeting CAS'O!: d)f our own

if we 'are o be able to formulate the rut es correctly and determine their

ranges of applicability, as we shall see. For we can only determine the

grammar with reference to the ungrammatical, and the ungrammatical by def-

inition exists largely in the mind. If we encountered them often enough

to record them, they,wouldn't be ungrammatical.
We return to the definition of the second rule: qive options. We have

called it the rule of hesitancy, since the effect of giving someone else
options is often to seem indecisive yourself, in order to let him decide.
Of course, trouble sometimes results from overzeaious application of this
rule by two consenting adults: if roth participants in a decision-reaching
,situation each elect to put this rule in force, you get a stalemate: "What

do you wanna do?" "Oh, I'll leave it up to qou." Nonlinguistically, this
is sometimes seen in front of doors, when neither of two people can decide
who is to precede whom. Another problem is that this form of politeness,
like the others, is very often conventional, rather. than Teal. I, the

speaker, want to appear polite by giving you, the addressee, a choice; bnt
for any of various reasons, you, the addressee, have no choice, and you
had better recognize that fact and act accOrding to the real sitnationl---

not the- conventional one. -But often the speaker himself is itt,irliind:

he knows the situation doesn't really permit the addrstIlr-6111ave a tine

choice, but he must make it look -as though he doe.-rror the sake of
politeness, and the addressee in turn must w, and so on, into the night.

We find many linguistic man I fes ens of hesitancy, some genuinely

expressing uncertainty (that , not .used as politeness devices at all);

some used as true poli ss devices, but only conventionally expressing
hesitancy (the.pen er knows what he wants, but sincerely does not wish

to force addressee into a decision); and some used as conventional

poi' ess (the speaker knows what he wants, knows he has the right to ex-

ect it from the addressee, and the addressee knows it, too). This is a

form of linguistic ambiguity: we may perhaps call it contextual ambiguity,

since.it is disambiguated by a number of contextual factors, such as the
real-world relationship between speaker and addressee. The use of questions

of, many types, or question-intonation, where a declarative actually fits
the true conversational situation; the use of tag-imperatives, or-"please,"
or both, with instructions; particles like "well," "er," and "ah"-- all

are examples of Rule 2 politeness. The use of euphemism is. another..

Why? The use,of technical terms to avoid direct mention of things it
is impolite to directly mention, as noted, deflects the talk away from the
emotional sphere, and hence removes some of the embarrassing connotations;
this makes technical terms suitable for scholarly discussion, medical shop-
talk, and such professiOnal uses. An anthropologist whO can talk without
batting an eyelash about copulation among the yhango-whangos would die
before talking about the saMe tribe fucking, or even having intercourse,
and certainly itmould destroy his professional profile if he were to re-
fer to their practices as doing it, or rolling in the hay, or having a

party. But adolescents telling dirty jokes will use the latter terminology,
not the former, which sounds to them stiff and ugly and' pointless in .tat
it removes the emotional content of the term.

Euphemism, then, seeks to give the addressee a way uut of having to
face the facts as facts: it gives him (at least conventionally, again) a
different way of looking at a potentially unviewable notion. Thus, euphem-
ism acts as a Rule 2 device where technical terms are a Ru/e I Cevice.
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I 1Here, too, we find hedges:/ ."le use of words like sort., and in a %vat,' and

loosely speaking are waysiof leavingthe final judgment up to the addressee
as.to the definition of tbe what,ever-it-is. .So it is a little nicer .to
criticize someone hy say/n_g_.1-2-5a) than hy saying (25h):

(25) a. That was_sortik stupid of you.
b. That ,was'stupid of you.

A.ga411";We shouldiprohably think in terms of conventional usage. G.

_,Lf (1972) talked. aabout hedges s changing distribution curves in re-
---

akOrf

gard to .the truth pf statements containing adjectives like tall, stupid,
etc. But here we really aren't changing our interpretation of the ad-
dressee's stupidity. In both cases, it is likely that the speaker thinks
the addressee was equally stupid; aorta is not a qualifier in the same
sense that, for instance, Lakoff spoke of hedges as being. He discussed,
for example, kind of tall, where someone 5'11" might he so described, but
not. someone 6'5". But the same act of stupidity might be described both
by (25a) and (25b)--the main difference being not in how Aupid the
speaker views the act as having been, but iii how angry he v...ants to risk
making the addressee. Just as question-forms may be used to express con-
ventional uncertainty, so hedges may he used for the same purpose.

Finally in this category, as we have already suggested, are the cog-
itatives--words like suppose, guess, again often used conventionally to
soften a declaration where the speaker in truth feels strongly enough to
have uttered a pure declarntive. Pruning a statement as a cogitative act
rathdr than a declarative act leaves the addressee free to believe or not.
Tagging a statement does.the same. Similarly tagging an order or prefac-
ing it by please has the effect of making it a recommendation rathor than
a requirement that it be obeyed, again leaving the addressee options, how-
ever conventional. Rut we always will retain the proviso that, when nec-
essary, options are revoked; duress may be used ie justified. And it is
thus by a sort of double-switeh that locutions like You must have some cake
are, rendered polite: ordinarily this is rude, as it (silts off options, but
if the cake is the speaker's own, the deeper suggestion is that the ad-
dressee will cat the cake only under duress. Now we must note that another
effect of the existence of Pule 2 is that it is considered rude to fish for
compliment's, or compliment oneselfthat forces the addressee to act in a
particular way. (In general as we shall find, forcing someone to violate a
rule of politeness itself constitutes a violation.) Now here the spi!aker
is indirectly un-complimenting herself (or himself). So she is acting per-
fectly'.in accordance with the rules of politeness at one level, and this
supersedes the .apparent violation at another point.' In the same way, a
sentence like "You may have some cake," spoken without provocation, is an
insult, although it gives the addressee the options he desires: it is an
insult because of the implication that the addressee would want the
cake, as well as the fact that, as we shall see; if violates Rule 3 by
setting up the speaker as superior to the addressee, able to make enabling
acts and grant requests, as well as deserving kudos as a 'terrific cook.

Here, too, we can distinguish direct imperatives from those derived by
implicature. Obviously, it is more polite (at least sometimes) .to issue
an order indirectly, since it theoretically leaves til,e addressee's options
open. (Again, often merely conventionally.) On the other hand, sometimes
an indirect imperative may he felt as ruder than a direct one: to say
grandly "It's cold in hore" is to imply, sometimes, "My wish is your coin-.
mand"--that is, to imply, "If I say anything to you, you arc to construe
it 'as an order; I am S.) far superior to you." In other words, it may be
taken as a violation of Rule 3, when all the speaker wished to do was not
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violate Rule 2.
There may well he different idiolects for politeness: what is courte-

ous behavior to me might he boorish to you because we have slightly differ-

ently formulated rules or because our hierarchy of acceptability is different.
Thus, for instance, .n certain cultares it is considered boorish to ask how

much someone else's possession casts. Htis because such A question is .

felt to violate Rule 1, or iwrhaps Rule Rot Rule I directs, among other

things, that we should show on interest in the other person's, personal

affairs, and compliment him on his taste and financial success. So for

some people, such a question is a warm and courteous way to begin a conver-

sation. For the former group, Rule 1 takes precedence over Ruio 3, at least

in this regard; for others., Rule ? stqlersedes I. It's a matter of

upbringing; as we have suspected All along, hut a matter of good grammiar,

rather than good taste.
A useful working concept here is Coffman's: notion of free goods. ihis

is most often used in reference to material things--those thing.-; that
other person may make use of without specialpermission on the part of
one arc felt to he "free goods:" Hie iinterpret tA- .011 of something AS free

goods 'Will change depending on 'personal relationship and physical situation,
So, for instance, a dish of hoisin sauce in the center of the table at a

Peking Duck dinner is generally regarded as free goods by anyone at the

table: anyone may oitch in and help himself. But that same dish, if at

the elbow of one of the diaers, is his property, by virtue of its location,

and no longer free: you must ask permission to.horrow some. The concept

of free goods is probably isulo I related: you impose by appropriating non-

free goods. (I am told that in the counter-culture this concept is being

eroded; it is considered quite all rigitt t6 ask casual strangers for bites
of sandwiches at restaurants, and boorish to refuse.)

This concept call he extended to linguistics. Clearly, there are some

topics that one may Ask about freely, and others that are "none of your
business," that is, violations of Rule I to ask about--non-free goods. It

iS also possible to Appropriate nonfree goods by giving orders when you

3re not in a positi.on to order, or the order is unreasonable, or'by telling

he person something that it is not yourxrerogative to tell him. Of

/course, these might he looked at as violations of Rule 2 as much as Rule 1;
/you arc imposing on his inner space, giving him no way out, and leaving him

/ unable to exercise his options as to what to hear or do.

Just as the seeker must excuse himself before grabbing when non-

/ linguistic nonfree goods are sought, so must the linguistic nonfree goods
seiiker excuse himself when informatinn is sought. He does this by means

of qucstjoned explicit performative uses.

(26) a. May I ask where you wvre last aight?
b. May ! ask how much thal Creek vase cost, Nh.. !loving?

(27) a. May I tell you something--your slip is showang.
h. .MAY I say tirit r have enjoyed your company very much.

(28) a. May I ask you to reconsider your resignation?
b. May I ask you to help clear the table?

Such'complex locutions occur iinly in case the speaker fears he is invoking

unfree goods: when a question cahnot be construed as impertinent, it

cannot occur in this. form. (29) would normally be usablV only in case the
question "How much is 36 times 8" had deeper meaning, in the Context of
the conversation, than it usually does, e.p. was meant as a means of Hurling
an accusation at the addressee.

(29) May I ask how much 36 tiffes S is':
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It is sometimes remarked hat theSe IISOS are :.elf.contradictory: they

appear to ask for permission o pendorm an action, vet they perform that
action in the same breath. (Ihis s analogous, in non-lingnistic iases,
to asking, "May I see that 4rty postcard" while snatching it,) Actually,
we must remember that all thtse actionsasking, ordering, tolling--are
really dual in nature. n.,11 arc not execnted correctly nnless the
addressee does his part. /ff the sp kea_er is declaring, he must helieve;
if asking, answer; if.oreering, o.)ey. What these uses are doing, then, is

really saying, "If I. d this part, will you do the other'.'" This is only
necessary in nonfre e .00ds cases, where the addressee retains the right to
decide whether his/Karticil)at.on in the conversational situation, as re-
quested, is in order and all right with him. Of course, we also note that
this kind of behavior, too, is generally conventional: it iSilm)t usually

considered nice to reply "No" to these questions, and a simple "Sure" is
felt to be-flippant. One must either vome up with the desired information
or produce a good excuse, such as:

(30) a. W011, I just don't remember.
b. Fr. oh, yeah.
c. I'll think about it.
d. I'm so tired....

Another problem that any speech-act theory must deal with is that, in

certain closely-related pairs of sentences, one is politer than the other.
for no apparent reison.

(SI) a. lOU can take out the garbage.
b. Can you take out the garbage':

The difference between the two can be made clearer still: in an intention-
ally rude imperative. only the declarative form is usable. [he question
will seem to be self-contradictorypolite in form but rude in intention.

.(32) a. You can take your methodology and shove it.
b. 'Can you take your methodology and shove it':

It is interesting. though not at present explicable, that superpolite
quest forms are miire acceptable than the merely-polite i712b). They are, of
course, sarcastic, but certainly while 13.2bY should be equally'capahle of
sarcastic intonation and interpretation. it isn't.

(33) Could you just possibly take your methodology and
.shove it

It is not iMiliediately clear why putting the sentence into the interroga-
tive form can make such a difference in its interpretation. Bur it becomes
clearer when we resort to our rules of politeness, and more particularly to
Rule 2, (31a) tells the addressee, directly. that he is able to fulfill
the request; he is left no "out" in thi's regard. Now, if one is nssumed
to be able to fulfill-a-request and one,do.'s not, one is being rude. Nor-
Many,. the only polite way to refuse to accede to a request is to put forth
a claim of inability, real or contrived. 3ut here, che addressee is not
even allowed to do that. If he refuses. he will have to he rude himself.
The speaker of (31a) is forcing the addressee into an act of rudeness, it-
'self an act of rudeness. He is doing this hy violating Rule 2, denying

e addressee his option of gracious refusal hy plea of inability. (If

the addressee does refuse, his refusal will be rude a a %iolation of Rule

10)
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3. '.He-has'put himself in arposition superior to that of the original.
sPeaker,'whieh probably serves him right, but is a violation nonetheless.)
But if.the request is couched as (31b), at least conventionally the speaker
i5 merely asking about the addressee's ability, not imputing it to him.
It is, in fact, a particularly polite kind of request in that it really
puts the acceptable form o'f refusal 'into the speaker's mouth--the denial
of ability.- That is, ityery nearly suggests, "If Yo0 don't do 'as I ask,
I'll know it'i..because,vou were unable, not unwilling." Rule 2 is nicely
adhered to, and the ifakrative is polite.

But iN sentences like those in (32), the question of abilitY, or even
'of:the..addressee's literal cwipliance, iS not at issue. Even ruder is
another.tyPe:

(34) .You may give me akiss.

This is doubly rude. First, because by suggesting that the addressee
yanted to do the thing in the first. place, it suggests that this is an
offer he.can't refuse--hence, a yiolation of Rule 2. Then, since the
:speaker;.is putting himself in the positionof granter-of-the-request, he
is cdrisidering the addressee his inferior, a violation of 3.

1.. Rule 2 Niolations of both types (omission and coMmission) exist, and
.' are thought o: differently from violations of Rule 1. lf Rule 2 is not

applied, where normally it onght to be, the speaker will b6 considered
pushY, o -11rupt (especially if P woman). If applied where it usually is

..not, the .-F.,ker will seem uncertain, meek, namby-pamby. Violations of
Rule 2 seem interpretable as character defects rather than poor upbringing
or nastiness, as violation; of Rule 1 ,seem to be.

Finally, the third rule of politeneSs is the equality rule:- act as
though you and addressee were equal;" don't pull rank. Again, this is often
applied conventiohally. It is effective only if the.speaker is of superior
Or equarstatus to the addressee; otherwise, he cannot deCide to enforce it
it.seems to be the case in typical American society that this rule super-
sedes fhe others, where applicable. It is a rule of informality,- the
opposite of Rule I; yhere it is possible to employ Rble 3, employment of
Rule'l instead will seem stiff and unfriendly. In a Rule 3 situation,
speakers of those_languages having such devices will use the informal form
Of you mutually; changing back to the formal will signal a breakdcwn of
the relatiOnship, anger, or,hostility. In the same way, a Rule ',3:situation
osuallyimplies being on first-hand or nickname terms with someone, and
Switching...back to title last name indicates the same sort of breakdown.
[For:discussion of pronou and naming politeness in various langliages, cf.
Brown and Gilman (1960). Browh and Ford (1964), and Friedrich (19,72).j It i!

noted by Brown and Ford that in this sort of situation, peoplo.taqk easily
about a variety of intimate topics; the more chummy the term ofiaddress
(zSay, nickname rather than first-name), the more apt people are to talk

'.-:tabout what we might call Ronfree goods topics. Among such topics'are
-.1peq4,1e's sex lves and their economic health.

'Now we noted that in Rule 1 situations people resorted to techniciTal
ter* to avoid discussing embarrassing issues like sex bluntlyf; in;Rule 2
sitUatiotuil-me found euphemisms; and it is not surprising, given the other
thihgs 'true of Rule 3 settings, that here wq find neither, but just the
simple,ierms themselves. Related to this is the fact that here we,find

irriperatives: not (35a) or (35b), for instance, but (35c):

(35) a. .Please take out the garbage.
b. Don't you vhink the garbage is beginning to smell?

Take out the garbage.

lOu
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This sometimes puzzles people. Surely, if you feel friendly towards a

person,,you'd be expected.to deal softly, that is, politely, with him?

Surely courtesy goes along with friendship? Actually, not really. Notice

that, if two people have been in a real Rule 3 relationship and then
suddenly one of.them starts to issue requests of the form'of (3Sa) or (33b),

the normal reaction on the part of the other person will he that the other

is angry--"What did I do wrong?" The.idea.seems tc., be that in this

situation, one need not horrr about imposing'or taking over options. The

real-world situation is such that neither will take advantage of the other.

As soon as this delicate balance is felt to be broken, the convei)t.ions de-

signed for one's protection in circumstances where this is nece5sary sur-

face again. So we see that the conventional sorts of politeness are really

devices to protect one member or the other of a pair from exploitaticrl. The

weaker is the one who has most to gain from polite gestures, hut sin,,,e these

sc often turn out to be empty or conveneional, their value'is questionable'

in a real-world sense. But Rule 3 takes precedence where it can. nen in

doubt, at least in our society, we initiate Rule 3. Of course, if there

really is an inequality in the positil:nis of the two people involved, only

the person of higher status cen initiate Rule 3. He thereby says, "I'm

raising you to my levera compliment, one the underlying is presumably
glad'to accept. But 'f the inferior should presume to initiate the relation-
ship (hP gener:Illy_knows better than to do so) it would be like saying,

"Come down to my lev'el"--no compliment.; and likely to bp spurned, at least

in an age_less ostensihly democratic than this. For this reason,professors

think it pretty generous and democratic of themselves to'call students by

their first names. Students are often confused by this. 'They don'D-quite
dare reciprocate (they feel they'd he status-climbing and might to,rebuffed),

but they feel evew,worse about calling him "Mr." or "Dr." or "l'ofessor"

and getting first-named in return. This is analogous to a vous-eu relation-

ship in FrenCh, and rather demeaning.
We can also think of Rule 3 as the rule governing informality; by in-

formal, I mean here "outside of the rules." (In Rule 3 situations, as we

have seen and shall see, many conventional rules are Suspended.) In Rule

3 situations, too, we find many particles. that aren't used so much for

hes.itancy, but rather to express a feeling of solidarity between speaker

aLi addressee: u'know, I mean, like. Incidentally, future and present

English t,achers and rhetoricians should' note that these particles, like
theiSe mentioned in conjunction with Rule 2, are hy no means "meaningless:"

they serve to delineate the relationship between speaker and addressee,

between speaker and Kis material. They show the addressee how the speaker

feels about himas friend or mere acquaintance--and Show bow strongly he

feels about what he's talking about. We must not make the mistake of

consigning to tho scrapheap any linguistie entity just because it does-not

bear dictionary, Dr denotative, meaning. Most of hbat we say isn't denota-

tive, but said merely to show the other person what sort of relationslOp
%

you're trying to establish with him. -

Then Jet us return to the question I posed earlier: is there a relation-

Ship between the rules of politeness and the rules of conversation? I think

there are several, although the exact forms of the relatiOnships are obscure.

As has been mentioned, the rules of-conversation have as a principal

function the aim of the speaker to make himself clear. As tong as the

speaker follows them literally, his meaning and the purpose of his act of

communication will be evident to the addressee. Of course', there always

remains one great problem with the rules as formulated: my relevance is

your irrelevance,.my.necessity is'your triviality, and So_on. That is, the

rules as stated assume language exists ind is 'use:: a 'vacuum, or at any ,

rate s.lo not attempt to allow for differences in applicability according to
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the situation. In a sense they are circulir, or heg the question: in

each conversational situation, speaker and addressee must somehow come to
a coMmon decision as to what shall be necessary, what shall be relevant,

Zt, whz:.: shall be clear. Then, if the speaker stays within the guidelines as
understood by himself and the addressee, there will be no trouble. This
is, 6f course; a question of context-specific pragmatics.

I do not suggest
that the grammar must tailor the rul es of conversation to every conc....ivable
conversational situation, any more than the rules of grammar must specify,
for instance, every possible situation in which some rather than any, or any
rather than some, might be used. We aim for some generalizations as to when
the rules of con,.ersation are in force. But I do want the reader to realize
that this is a real .ssue: the understanding of what is meant by conversa-
tional necessity, conversational relevance, and so on, appropriate to the
situation, is c'rucial if we are to ever have rules of conversation that
will have predictive value.

Supposing for new that these details are understood, it will be seen
that the rules of conversation,. ideally, function so as to produce 'maximally
clear utterances. Rut then, they are but subcases of a more general
ciple of human conduct: be clear as to yoPr motikes in a transaction. If

purposel unclear, conversationally or'behaviorally, we call
him respectiveJy a liar or a hypocrite. If the lack of clarity is acciden-
tal, he is merely fuzzy-minded in both cases. Of course, there is a third
class of cases. where the speak.P. announce- his intention of being unclear,.
as it were, and the addres-ue accepts the Announcement, and nobody is in-
dignant. But generall' if we arc in a situation where we expect the
rules of xonversation to he in forec,'we will be annoyed if we feel thev
are'li6tng .

Annoyance Us generally. the reaction when rules politeness are'flouted.
stronger emotions usually being reserved for case.: where the violation is

'of something more serious than mere politeness. So I aM annoyed if some-
one interrupts me lizu:o :), or if he calls me by my first name without in-
vitation (Rule 3), or if he gives peremptory orders without being my superior
(Rule 2), or if he commits violations of any of these' rules in the direction
of omission. But I am not :putoyed if he murders my mother or if he steals
my car. Nor is it impolite to commit murder, or steal cars. The rules of
politeness arc efc'ective only up to 4 certain point: when real danger of
injUry (physical, mental, or economic) looms, the rules of politeness are
ineffectual. h'e have already noted cases waere the. rules .of politeness
differ between cultires. the British, for instance, arc stereotyped by
mapy red-blooded (as oppldsed to blue-hlooded) Americans as overly insistent
on Rule and unwilling fo apply Pule 3, whethyr or not it is really true.
It is but a small exaggeration for die American to suggest that the
British not' only apply rules of politcness to a gsreater extent than we do,

_but apply them where it is groi%sly inappropriate to do so. So we have jokes
about the British_remembering their rule, of politeness as they are sinking
on a ship, or caught irr-flagrante. liut the point 1 wanted to make here:was
that our'reaction ta violations of tbe rules of conversation is.rather
similar to ouryeaction toyiolations of politeness ru'es in general:
annoyance. "He has a nerve to talc up my time with that shaggy-dog story,"
or "Why, don't you gut to the point, .dammit," or "Why canq he say what he
means7" Interrupting a participant in a discourse. is felt to much like
going on and.on about, apparently, nothiag. Both mark you as a contersa-
tional-menace, a boor or a bore, as the case may be.

In fact, we can look at the rules of conversation. as subeases of rules'
of pol,teness. As noted, the ruleS of conversation arc there to ensure
clarity. Clarity in a'conversational contribution means that the speak.er
will not. be wasting the addressee's-Jim'. That is, he is not imposing on'

Ill
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the addressee( he is telling him only what he has aneed and a desire to
know. Imposition occurs when conversational contributions are ainwanted or
unneeded.

The rules of con.versation as presently formulated apply only to de-
clarative AR(.,:ech -ac.t s. since the latter alone have as their major purpose
the transmission of information. '!et ise might want to be able to bring
interrogative and i.mperative sentences under the SAMe classificatory scheme
if we wished to make the rules of conversation into a useful heuristic
tool.. For, instance, just as We can talk about pragmatically ill-formed
declarativies, WC can construct ill-formed interrogatives and imperatives.
We feel thlere are violations of speech-act rules going On in all these
cases, but how can we reduce them to violafions of the same sets of rules,
namely, some version of the.rules of conversation?

A delarative violates the rules Mien it Oyes too much, or-too little,
information or.the information is beside the point or unusable because it
ls.presented in an obfuscatory way. Now, just ':a declarative dispenses
information, a question seeks information. I have said that forcing the
addressee- to violate a rule of politeness, or conv.ersation, itself con-
stitute' a violation'. lhen we might look at an aberrant question as ,one
that would force the addressee, it hi.' were to attempt an answer, to violate
one of the rules of ,:onversation. Rheto-rical questions are a possible case.
(As long as they ae signallel we don't object, but sometimes rhetorical
questions are inade(tuately signalled and therefore taken as true questions--
and then we do gel annoyed.) Ihere are several types of rhetorical ques-
tions. On the first Mistanee the speaker already knows the answer (so that
the answeT would violate quantity by being more than is needed); Class-
room questions are of this ,type. Lobov II970) has.- discussed how the inter-
pretation of such aberrant questions differs from dialect to dialeCt.

(SW Mien did Columbus diScover \merica, Johnny?

In some cases, the speaker knows the addrL.ssee couldn't possibly know
the answer (and would violate quantity again, because he couldn't possibly
say 35 MUCh Wa.-;

(37) Where the tIll is Fred':

!here are other('Iypes of aheirant questions. Violations of relevancy,
for exampl e, where the amswer would be apparently irrelevent to the con-
versation:

Sp :: So then I isent in to Nixon, :"Ind I said to him,
Hic., 1 want to talk to you for a .lairlute about your.
stand on our diplo:ntic rtdations with Serbia. And
he says....,,
Sp Have you seen (;renda recently

To which Sp I may answ:er, w;th indighation, "khat has that to do2with"any-
thing" or "Huh," or ,,omethinA indicating that the comersation has taken.
in his view, an irrelevant turn,

Or, of course, the question may violate manntr. rhis is most obvious
when the addrssee couldn't.understand the ((nation itself, that is, doesn't
perceive, how he is to answer appropriately', 50 presumably his answer would
be confus; .ng ;1' .t wore to exist.

qi
(39) Have you spoken to what:;isname about thc whaddyacallir! --

We have been equatin.g, convirsational acts with nonlinguistic acts. and

, 1 ) 9
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we can equate questions in this' way with imperatives. .While a declarative
gives or provides something (namely, information), a question and an im-
perative both seek to get something. In this way both arc distinct from
declaratives. An interrogative seeks to gain information; an imperative,_
to get compliance, thai. is, somethiag nonlinguistic or at least not nec-
essarily linguistic, from the Addressee. In this way, we can think of
linguistic concepts of free gobds as applying easily to both interrogatives
(information that the speaker doesn't have a right to have access to) and
imperatives (actions the speaker doesn't have a right to have access to).
How can we talk about violations of the rules of.conversation with respect
to imperatives? The problem here is that no information isAtself imparted
directly by an imperative, as 4ith a declarative, and none: is sought, as
with an interrogative. Yet an imperative can be ill-formed under the
following conditions: (1) The addressee cannot obey (and !the speaker
knows it) and (2) the thing has been done already. Examples of these two
types are:

(40) a. Yeah, just make me do it:
b. That's right, cry!

A third type of imperatl.c violation consist -. of asking someone to do
.something youdo not have the right to ex!)ect him to dd.: This is parallel
to free goods violations in questions (asking a question which you do,not
have the right to expect information about) and in declaratives (giving
information you do not have the right to dispense3). The first two lin-
guistic cases are parallel to.ta,king somc material object without permission;.
the last, to offering something.that was not asked for nor normally thought
of as involving free goods; but in a sense it ddes, in that we arc thus
forcing someone 'to accept what he might not unnt. Giving information is
parallel to complying _with an order. 'So to be instructed to do something
that one obviously cannot ,1-1 is parallel to being asked to give an answgi
one'cannot possibly.know [like sentence (37)]. To be instructed to do
something one is doing already is like being asked to give information that
is known already [like (50)1. So if we think of Cie ruies of conversation

. as, really, rules of transactions, we can think of question.and,declarative
violations as violating specific principles: the declarative directly and
the interrogative by forcing the addressee to commit a linguiFtic violation.
And we'can think of imperative violations as forcing aberrant non-linguis-
tic.behavior by linguistic means. The first type of aburrant iwerative
[as in sentence (40a)1, is like a quantity violation in the direction Of
less 'informatinn than necessaiy; the second, of more. We can also think
Cf relevance and manner violations in the same way. (But it seems difficult
to.think of violations of quality for either questions or imperatives, since
youicannot in he first case force someone to give a false answer merely
by ps!zing .a question, and I cannot even think what a quality violation would
be ;in terms of imperative sentences. After all, what is a false action?
Ccnild We in this case mean a wroLg one, and speak of an imperative Vio-
laNion 'of quality as .one that got someone to do something incorrectly?).

The reader'shouldTbave been struck, while reading the foregoing passages,
by!a seeming difficulty: in the normal friendly conversation,. we don't
follow the rules of conversation.. In fact, the easiest way to ensure a
stiff, formal, or abysmally dull conversation is te abide by these.rules.'
Then it would seem, if these rules were not followed, that cOnversation
would inevitably bog down in iis own illogic: a conversational contribution
nct made according to the ruieswould be iMpossible to understand and im-
possible to respond to appropriately. Yet we know this isn't so. We ,

.generally understand_each other perfectly, though the conversation doesn'L
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abide by the rules- at all. The,.e are several questions raised by this
situation.. First, how do we relate these apparently aberrant contribut,ions:
to a logical sequence of conversation? AiiU then, why i. it typAcal for con-
versations not to follow'the rules? How is it that the friendlier a con-
versation,.the less it Will-adhere to Grice's maxims?,

Grice contributes at least a partial solution f6 the first puzzle. He

hypothesizes a cooperative principle by which.we make sense of what we hear.
We assume, on .hearing a contribution to a conversation, that it is intended
to make sense and fit in with the general topic. If the contribution it-
self deviates from the form specified by the ruleS of conversation, the-
\listener can relate it.to some contribution that would follow thoseles..
-by us'ing the notion of conversational implicature. Normally, the listener
-pan figure out what the contrihution iMplicates beyond its superficial
*.ining. Perhaps even more interestingly, he also can generally figure
out why the speaker has made him go to the trouble of untangling the
impliature, for certainly it would he unreasonable to make participants in
a.conversation go to special trouble to understand one another unless some- .

thing were to be, gdincd. Shortly we shall suggest what that something may
be (as Grice does not).

We can give many examples of blatant violations of the rules:
Quality: -Glenda, you've never looked more beautiful.
Quant'it: You',re thirty-two years old, Fred. (meaning, for example,

"settle down, get out of graduate school, got a job." This sentence- v
obviously vidlates qu'anrity\since Fred_does not need this information as it
stands; he presumahly knows how old he is.]

Rcievanc,,,: What lovely weather we're having: [when said in the middle
of a discussion about A rySmith's sexual proc'livities, as Mary looms into

Manner:. ("What were Lucy and Bill doing in thc Library?"1 Well,

they weren't discussing literature.
Larkin and O'Malley .(1973) have discussed many tases like these as tiOn-

information-giving conversational sequences'. It's true that they do go out
of their way not to give information, or Jo conceal. it, but they do ?
communicate information somehow, and by the very fact that they communicate
it indirectly., they further rndicate to the addressre that the Olformation
is of a special kind, that the' converstien is in a special cla!;s.

There seems, in fact, to be an overriding principle in all of this:
"Be clear, unless ther i.. is some reason not tr, be." Then, if clarity is not,

achieved, the participants i icn t, convera estion will, hy this mrornle. and
their concept of implicaturo, hoth nc able to Cigure out Why the\L-ontribution
was unclear, andy.hat its translation is.

There are various overriding reasons that we can identify. First,

literature i s notorious tor iack of ,:larity., poetry in particular, and
often it seems that the.more highly regarded the work, the harder the
reader has to mediate hetwoen the printed word and its intention. The

result is that each reader, since he has to some extent an individual gram-
mar by which he inierprets implicatures, receives his own message: a work
of art is-not' the same work to all people It is this.process of mediation
that makes reading good- works of literature an exciting intellectual ex-
ercise, dnd also one of the things that distinguishes "creative" writrWg
froM scientific, technical, or academic prose, which attempts'abovt!' all
to be clear and unambiguons--and thcreby sacrifices, perhaps necessarily,
any esthetic pleasure-it might possibly impart to its readers.

The language of certainAinds of schizophrenics also is notahle for
violating these conversational principles with greater-than-normal frewiency.
But ,the probieM;ir understanding these very special conversational comntri-
butions is thamost listeners are not-operating under the same system of

-
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rules that the speaker is: either.the speaker has his OsV special rules or
his own special directives governing-the applicability of the usual rules.
I don't.know which is the case, or how you could tell. Now ohviouS1y it's
probable /hat no two normal people have exactly the same rules 3s to w'd,vn
you use implicature, how you use it, and when the situation demands its
use. 'Hence, people arc always confusing and offending each other by'being
more indirect than expected, or more brusque than expected, in a given
situation. But their cOntributions could be translated into what was ex'-
pected by the addressee, and the indirect means that the speaker used wire
the ones that would be expected--not some really bizarre circumlocution.
If a speaker'errs too often in these ways, he may get the reputation of
,having various sorts of personality defectsbeing arrogant, shy, confusing,
and so on--but he will probably not he considered out-and-out ilsane unless
his contribptions are really and conslstently out of the ballpark.

Another type of situation where we are apt to resort to implicature
to get our conversational contribution across is where we sense we are in
yossible.danger if responsibility for the direct speech act -can be ascribed

.

to us. So if we feel we don't have the right to give orders or make requests,
we might merely say, "Brr" where in another ca:;e one might say, "Close the
goddamn window:" ,If thetopic of conversation mi'ght be embarrassing, one
might say it indirectly (consider the example of a manner hid)licature,.above)
to avoid being charged with grossness. Bureaucratft style, with its well- .

known turgidity (a.form of manner violation) is famous,for avoidance of
responsibility ,for saying somothing. l'he result, of course, isthat every-
one interprets'the directive as suits..him, or not at all, and-nothing is
e"xpected, ih i ch i S the consummation devoutly t bc wished hy.the dutiful
bureaucrat.
,. And, related to this in ways we have discussed already, implicatUre

is closely tied to politeness: When the. speaker is afraid that what, he ha:,
to communicate will involve dionfree goods of some kind, he is apt to resort
to circumloCution, that is, the use of imOicature. In fact, conversat_ional

j.mplicatiire ds a special case of Politeness Rule 2; at least conventdoally,
it gives the addressee leeway in'interpreting whai is said torhim, He need
not automatically realize that he has just beCn told THAT, whatever unde-
sirable thing. 111VF maybe. But strict adherence to the rules of conversa-
tion themselves is, if (related to politeness at all, Rale I related. Staying
strictly,to communicating real-world hiformation--devoid you'r judgements

as tO whether-it is indelicaie or otherwise troull'losome-,is a type of.
Rule I behavior. it distances speaker and addressee from:the content
of the utterance, and thereby from each other.

When we look more closely at indirect speech acts, we,notice inter-
esting relationships'among them. In particular, there is a hierarchy in
which they nay be used to- replace direct utt'erances. Theoretically, an On-
peratiVe could implicate ei/her a declarative, a question, or another im-
perative, and similarly for the odin-.- two'Major speech,act types. In

actuality, there arc many fewer possihilities, and these may bp represented
schematically by thefollowing hierarchy:

question <declarative <ina)erative

This /nay be read as: 'a question may hnplicate a declarative or an im- _

perative, a declarative mly implic:,ie an imperative or another declarative,
but an imperative my hnplicate only another imperative, not a question
or a .declarat.ive. In this senSe, an imperative is the "strongeSt" of the
three, speech act typos, a question the weakest. To give soMe examples:

(41) Where's thC'.0eanut hnit/tei' is read as "conversatiOnaIly
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implicates")
1. You've put the peanut butter someplace weird.
2. GiVe me the peanut butter (already).
3. Why isn't the peanut hutter on thy tilde?

(42) It's cold in here. 5
I. Close:, the window.

2. I'm uncomfortable.
3. *Where's my sweater? (where ' denotes an impossible implicature.)

(43) Take out the garbage. 5
1. *It smells in here..
2. 'Wliat day does the garbage get collected?
3. Follow my orders.

This hieraraly is apparently-based on ho'w demeaning or.difficult it is

for the addressee .to be expected to Perform the work required on his part
for the successful completion of the speech act. We have already remarked

.that the conditions guaranteeing success in all three speech act types
are two-way: both speaker and addressee have a part to play.

To summarize here, a question requires a response (verbal), a declarative
utterance requires the addressee.'s belief and an imperative req6ires the
addressee's act of compliance..

A respons.: is purely verbal, committing the addressee. to rotLng further.
Noreover, in a questioning situation, the asker puts himself n a humble
position with respect tO the person he'is asking: he needs the response
from him; he is at his mercy. So in asking a question, the speaker acknowl
edges his subservience, which counteracts the amount' of work that the
addressee is ecpected to do. (Hence, too, a particularly telling form of
sarcasm is a question, which by virtue of the superior position, of.the ques-
tioner commits the addressee to 'provide a 1-,*ponSe that is embarrassing
to him: "What the hell do you tffink you're doing with that?").

To requice someone to belic:ve what you4re saying is 'inherently to ask
less of' him in terms' of measurable intellectuaT or physical labor,j)ut it
is asking something more demeaning. To impart information that is expected

to.be believed, the .spy'akerPuts himself in a superior position to .the
addressee and is pres'umably giving him somethiniz he needs. Hence, a de-
clarative is harder for an addressee to take'than a question.

An imperative is the hardest;of all, and hence the.speech act type most
often hedged, implicated, or otherwise got.at indirectly. It is true'that
an imperative, 'like a question, puts the power to grant something into the
addressees hands: the speaker needs something from him. But the .i.eaker
also implies, with the direct hnperative, that the addressee cannot.brefuse
to comply. While giving informat;..o may put you in an intellectually
superior.position, which makes the question a relatil.'ely light constraint
on 'the addressee, doing something at the behest of someone else indicates
that you are somehow inferior to him. Thus, an imperative is theleast
polite and the, most avoided of all the three speech act types, and hence
cannot be used as an indirect means of conveying the others.

-Supposing that we are thus going to violate the rules of conversation
via dmplicature, it, is considerate to so warn the addressee,--to let him.
-know that there is a reasOn for .the apparent confusion. So we find that '-
violations are Often signaled. The following imaginary epnversation. is
rife with examples of signaled violations:

(44) 1. Sp 1:

2. Sp 2:

3. Sp 1:

. 4. Sp 2:

Nice'day, isn't it?
Yeah...:y'know, it feels like spring. '

Yes...by the way, do you still have my lawnmower?
Obyiously your wife never told you 'my wife

1 1 6
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" gave it back.
. Sp 1: Your wife and mine haven't had too much to say to

each other lately, if you. know what I mean...
6. Sp -2: Oh yeah, they're r.od.1 pals.
7. Sp 1: Say, don't take.any wooden nickle:.
S. Sp 2: Right, be seein' ya.

Here.in virtually every speech we find a violation of a rule.of conversation,
signalled by something .in the utterance, whether lexical or merely intona-
tional (which we cannot indicate). This 1'5. a fairly typical sort of con-
versation, I guess, if a bit suburban and.tedious.. We can also hazard a.
guess that the better the participants know'each other, the more violations
of the rules of conversation, signaled or not, will play a role in-their
enCOunters.

Let us look at (44) and see wnat the qpderlined.portions contribute:
Line 2: F'know signals a violation of quantity, that is, what

follows is, strictly speaking, more than the addressee needs to know, since .

he.knows it already. The purpose of such a 'violation is to remind him
which of the various things he know:; is' to be brought to the. foreground of
his thoughts--which of his volumincuS general knowledge he needs to take
part ii he rest Of this conversation.

Line By the way signals a vFolation of relevance. Again, strictly
speaking, what follows is not related to what has. preceded. The signal in-
dicates tifat the iopic is being chan;2.ed, at least apparently, but that it
is still related to the interests of the participants somehow.

Line 4: Obviously Tr's a violation of,quantity again... (If it really
were obvious, there'd be no need to say it at all.) The use of the word
.is a kind of apology for saying what !peaker 1 already knows, but leaves
open the possibility that by chance. he may not know it and this is really
new information.

. .

Line 5: If you know what I mean signals a violation .of panner.
. Usually interpreted te mean that what is about to be or has fieen said is.
too "delicate" (i.e. too near a free goods violation) to 'be said directly,
that is., that there's a reason for obfuscation but obfuscation it is.

:

Line-U: Here is a violation of quality, signalred largely by
sarcastic intonation.. To say the thing directly would be to belabbr the
obvious (Violate quantity, right?), so Speaker 2 chooses to violate qualityi
signaling, instead.

Line 7: Say agaiR.signals a violation of relevance, indicating a
change of subject, in this case a polite' form of leave-taking.

,It should be evident, then, from .the foregoing that the use Of vioia-
tions of the rules of conversation, particularly signaled violaticins, .is
a principal means of ensuring informality and keeping copversations
as well as avoiding awkward moments when there is nothing to s'ay (no
information to communicate) or no graceful.Jaay to say it directly.

With these thoughts about signaling in mind, let us return to one of
the problems we-noted earlier--that the underlying performative verb could
occur superficially in any of seVeral forms: (1) totally absent, the "un-
marked" case; (2) present in its verbal form; and (3) softened, as a
cogitative, and,,presumably, softened and appearing in a related nonverbal'
form, asa hedge or a tag question. In the third case we find, again, a,
violation of the rules of conversation in deference.tb a rule (Rule ?) of'
politeness::' it leaves the addressee, his oPtions. A sc-ntence containing
one of.these verbs violates the rule of quantity: it gives less information
than, strictly speaking, the addressee needs.to knoW the speaker's intention.

. Therefore, confusion sometimes ensues, as we have said, when the addressee
doe'sn't know wh,ether, in fact; the speaker really is giving all the infor-
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mation he has at his dispos.,1 as clearly as he on, or whether his hesitation
is conventional for purposes of politeness.

. The first case is simply disposed of. Such a sentence violates no rules;
makes no Special assumptions. The simple cases with no verb of.speaking
expricitly present are generally all that is necessary for the addressee to
understand what is conveyed by an act of speech.

This leaves us with the'second case, of superficially-present performa-'
tive verbs. We have already mentioned one such c Use, where it was necessary
to use the performative in Auestions, where a free goods conflict might
exist [cf., for example, (21) and (22)1. In those cases, it Was the per-
formative act itself that needed permission, so naturally it was necessary
to mention it explicitly. But we.lia ve other noninterrogative cases:

(45) a. I'm telling you that .Sweeney is a conscious dupe of the
Communist conspiracy.

b. I'm telling you to vote for Sweeney.
c. I'm.asking you why you voted for that idiot Sweeney..

'Now one thing that is true.of a sentence in which everything necessary to
understand its meaping is present is that it's crearer than one in which
this is not, true--hbt as eftgant, perhaps, hut clearer. There is lestl-
possibility of misunderstanding. So if we were intereste51. 4h applying,.
the first of our rules of pragmatie competence--"be cleat:"-with the mOst

i2:.. force, sentences sUch as the ones in (451 Would he prime candidates. At
5thOliame time, they are in violation of the rules of politeness, since they
-expillsly close, off the addressee's optiohs, tell him 'how he is to think
[(a)j, what he is to do l(b)j, and how hefl':s Ao reply lic)j. By im-
l,i.ctiOn. then, he is being ordered aronhd..;pliTtorily, and not heing

.treated 'tis an equal 1vioiation of Rule 3);and'heing pressured as well

.41:aviation of Rule 1k' A more persuasive &%se of politeness violation
.wotifd be hard to find. This is t:41 coht,radjstinction to tilt:: sentences of

; typ6!--.I, which neither viblate anyi7ftit4/inor go out of.their way to obseve
c.'aAyelling. But they seem fine for.':Ale purpot..c_. W4chother with the second
type, so potentially trenhlesome?

It 'is trde that few duels, if any,.have beco; fought cher the presence
.n A sent!lce% Tllere general understandingof an explicit performative i

that, if one must resort to such'a sharp way-of saying a thing, there must
.

be a reason for it. '4Caen there is danger that a lack of understanding
ex:sts, desperate measures are taken. Pofiteness is sacrificed lb!. greater
clarity. . Now We have to ask wnere sentences such as those of (45). are uSed.
They seem to be common only as last resort measures: thnt is, they're
usedwhen IS"revibus attempts to communicate the message appear to have
failed. So (al is uSed as A eounterargument, when the speaker of that-,sen-

.

tepee has already said:

(.46) Sweeney is a conscious dupe...

and his addressee has either i..:nored him or replied something unsatisfactory.
like:

(47) Sure, sq's your' old man:

Similarly, ony oses an ordet liki 1Th1 only when A previous order in
.simpler form has. been 'cOuntermaAded or-ignored. And, finally, (c) is ap-
propriate.if'a previous question. has gone unanswered. So toese sentences
seem to be used whorl elarity really :LA A seriowi issuewhen there is
doubt that the .spei:eh nct. waS_effective its first time round, in order to

-() J ,
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insure that there should he no mistake the second time. In this kind of
situation, it is generally recognized that desperate measures are appro-
.priate, and that politeness may he violated in order to ensure clarity.
But genera/1y, one had better he pretty careful.before assuming that
violations of politeness h-11: he tolerated. We May note that, though the
rules orconversation are essentially principles of clarity, and utterances
like those of (45) are performed for the sake of clarity, in some ways they
may be looLed at as (ions .of at least one rule, namely quantity, Pnd
perhaps manner (they are not fully succinct). But as with most of the
rules of conversation, we must ask, "necessary for what," "succinct
enough for what" and, thus put in context, we see that they are just
necessary enough for.the situations in hhich they 4re used, and just suc-
cinct enough, too. This is one example of the prohlem alluded. to earlier,
of defining the terms used in stating the rules of conversation so that
they could encompass all the necessary types of conceivable pragmatic
situations.4

I have tried in the course of this paper to approach a puzzling
question: where severaP,h.ay(.i of saying appi-oximately the same thing exist,
and some are more coMfllex or less clear than others, why do they exist"
And why, when sev rpl wPis of.saving something exist, is the usability of
each confinedsjo a-particutar..range of contexts? I have.shown that polite-
ness is often a decisive. factor, .as well as .a very comolex one, and,
therefbre, that sociology must..go hand in hand with linguistics if we are
to explain many aspects of language use.

And I might suggest in conclusion the existence of fuzzy pragmatic
rulLs to go along with our fur:Ey syntax and fu:zy semantics (G. Lakoff
1972). We !iee that the rules A pragmatic competence., along with the rules
of politeness and the rules of.conversation,-are applicable to differ-Lair
degrees .in different ion,texts, and thus they all interac't with one another
in many and varied wa: Nloreover, the distinction bitween real and con-
ventional politeness, hesitancy, camaraderie, and so on occurs in degrees
rather than precise steps, And hx have also seen there are dialectal
differences 'in the -piles of politeness: their form, their raiic of
applicability, thcir prefer'ential ordering hath respecv. t.o each other and
to the rules of-conversation, as welt as judgements abouL the various en-
vironments li which the rule,: might he applied. ,So WC seo.: that linguis-

..tics is broader than it was nprrower than it will he tomorrow.

.

As, indeed, who of us is'

FOOTNOTES

For-discussion of-the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of tags, cf.
tattell 1.1973), Jacl.endoff (19-11-, and R. Lakoff (19691, none of mhose
positions:the present. author necessnrily endorses.'

Particularly as discussed in Goffman (19671.
3 I can think of two types-bf examples: (11 telling the addressee Some-
thing that will hurt him and (21 telling the addressee something he should
not know.
4 Fon much insightful discussion of the uses of and problems with explicit

:performative verbs, cf.. Davison (19731
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Pragmatics io Natural Logic '

_ George Lakoff

.//niversity of California-Berkeley

N
I would like to discuss two aSpectli of Pragmatics that in recent years have
been treated very differently: indexicals and conversational implicatures.
Montague and Scott proposed ,o handle indexicals by adding to points of re-
ference A.sometimes called 'indices') extra coordinates for speaker, hearer,
time arldjlace utterance. This proposal places indexicals among those
phenomena to be dealt with by formal logic, and such systems have in recent
years been articulated by Lewis and.Kamp, among others. Implicatures, on
'the other hand, werb taken by Grice to be by nature informal inferences of a
fundamentally different kind than logical inferences, and hence not to be
dealt with by the apparatus of formal logic. In other papers I have dropped
.hints to the effect that indexicals and implicatures should be treated some-
What differently than they are in the Montague-Scott and Grice proposals. s,

I would like to elaborate a bit., on those hints.
The basic suggestion is this:

(1) IT the goals of what I have called natural logie are adopted, then
it should in time be possible to handle indexicals without any extra
coordinates for 'speaker, hearer, and time and place of utterance,
and it 'should also be pof,sible to handle implicatures without any
kinds of extralogical inference.

The basic ingredientsbf the suggestion are as. follows:

(A) The so-called performative analysis for imperat.ives, questions,
statements, nromises, etc.

'(B) The limitation of pointl of reference to assignment coordinates
for variable:: and atomi:c predicates.

(C) The commitment of natural logic to the formal semantic charac-
terizationbf'a11 natural language concepts, including those
having to do with social interaction, such as sinderity, politeness,
formality, ceoperation, etc.

(D) Global, ,transderivational, fuzzy correspondence grammars.

' . Let us start with what has been Called the performtive analysis -which,
is not a single proposal, but a'family of .various partial proposals ade by
grammarianS,like.Sanctius, Lancelot, and Whitney; and more recentlr b Postal,.
Robin Lakoff, Ross, Sadock, J. McCawley, and mysblf, .among others. Th
positions held by these people vary a great deal, and it-is na my pur se
to try to survey them here. What they have in,common is that hey woulcl,
analyse imperative sentences like Leave as having logical strtictures con-*
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taining a performative imperatiie .,wedicate with arguments referring to
speaker and hearer. essentially the same logical structure as that needed

for the (surface) senterwe f order yea t) :eave, 'which contains a surface

performativi? predicate (order) and surface arguments referring to speaker

and hearer ft- you). In support of such an analysis, a large amount of

syntactic evidence has been uffered: it is my opinion'that there is enough

correct evidence of this sor to strongly support such a proposal for im-

peratives. Ross has, in addition, observed that syntactic evidence of the

Same sort in nearly the same amount is available to' support a parallel per-

formative analysis for decjaratives. Thas, a declarative' sentence Iike

There exist unicorns, which contains a surface performative, declarative pred-

icate !state) and surface arguments referring to speaker an'il hearer (I and

you). Whereas most of the evidenci- to date for these Proposals has been

syntactic. in natnre, I would like to provide some evidence in favour of them

cf a semantic-pragmatic nOure.
Let us first consider twv proposals for providing' formal semantics for

performative sentences, one made by David Lewis (1972) and Wle_ Made by myself

(1972a). Lewis adopts the Montague-Seott proposal for the use of indices
(Montagde's term) Of peints of reference (Scott's 'term) to account for in-
dexicals in.the framework of general ilientional logic as outlined by Montague

We may take indic'es as n-tupies (finite sequeni-es) of the various
items othey than Meaning that may enti into'iletirmining extensions.

We Call these vari\ous items .coorc(i;:ates -of thi index. and we shall

assume that the cOrdinates are given sone arbitrary fixed order..

First, t4e must Oye a possjble-world coordinate. Contingent

sentences depend foi\their. truth %alit.. on- facts about the world, -

and so are true ai some possible worlds and tatse at others. A-

, possible world correspOnds to a possible totality of facts, de-
terminate in all respvers. Common nouns also have different ex-
tensions at different posSible wicrlds; and so do sone names, at

least if we adopt the posit\ion (defended in Lewis, (968a) that

things are related to theit? coOnterparts in other worlds by ties
of strong similarity rather than identity.

Second, we must have several contextuai coordinatOs corres-
ponding to familiar sorts of dependence on ftatures of context.

(The world coordinate itself might be regarded.as a feature of
context, since ififferent possible utterances of a sentend) are

located in different,possible worlds.) We must have a time co-

ordinate, in view of tensed sentences and such sentences as
'Today is Tuesday': a place coordinate, in view of'isuch sen-

tences as 'Here there are ti-gers': a speaker coordinate in 'view,

of such :Sentences as 'I am Porky': an ,JUdienco coorddnate

view of such sentences as "foil are Porky': anindicated-object's
coordinate in view. ofsuch sentences as 'That pig is Porky' or
'nose men are commusai,t;ts'; and a previous discburse coordinate
in view of such sentences as 'The afore-mentioned pig is Porky'$

Third, it is convenient to have an ,;Ssignment coordinato:'

an infinite sequence of things, regarded as giving the values of

iany variables that. may occur free in such expressions as 'x is

tall' or _son of y'. Each variable employed in the language

will accordingly be a name having ,ar, its intensrOn, for some

number n, thenth variable intension: that function whose

value, at any index 1, is that thing which is thp nth term

'of the assignment coordinate of That thing is the ex't2n-

sion, or value, of the variable .(Note that because -

there is more than one possible thing, the variable inten-.

L-2
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sions are distinct: nothing is'both,the olth and the n'th
Variable intension for two different'numbers ni and !,.1.)
The extensions of 'x is tall'. and of 'son of y' depend on
the:assignment and world coordinates of indices just as the
extensions of 'I am tall' and 'son of.minc' depend on the
speaker and world coordinates. 'Yet the assignment coordinate
cannot naturally be included among features of context. One

might claim that variables do not aPpear in sentences of-natural
languages; but even if this is so, it may be useful to employ

variables in a categorial base. In any case, I seek sufficient

generality to accommodate languages that do employ variables.
...Thus an index is tentatively any octuple of whieh the

first coordinate is a possible world, the second coordinate
is a moment of time, the third coordinate is a place, the
foUrth coordinate is a person (or other creature capable Of
being a speaker), the fifth coordinate is a set of persons (or
other creatures capable of being an audience), tne sixth coor-
dinate is a set rpossibly empty) of concrete things capable of
being pointed at, the seventh coordinate is a segment Of dis-:
course, and the eighth coordinate is an hifinite sequence of

things [Lewis.(1972:I7S-) 1.

Later, -Lewis gives his account_of the semantics of nondeclarative son-

iences-,,after rejecting a proposal by Stenius:

I prefer.an alternative method of treating non-declaratives

that requites no revision whatever in my system of cate;lories,
-.1ntensionS, and meanings. Let us once again regard S. as the

category sentence, without,discrimination of mood. gut let us

pay special attention to those sentential meaning-; that are re-
prese9ted by:base structures of roughly the following form.

S/N

I

(S/.N)/NS N S I

1 ' .1

I

command you

ask-whether

,

,Such meanings can.be represented by performative sentences
such as these.

I cOMmand you to be late.

I ask you whether you are late.

(See Adstinf2l962, for the standard account of performatives;

but; as will be seen, I reject part of this account.) Such

moanings'might also be repre:;ented, after a more elaborate
-transformational derivation, by non-declaratives.

1 23
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Be late!
Are you /late

. ,

I propose tlat these non-declaratives ought to be treated as
paraphrasesLof the corresponding performatives, having the same
base, structi re, meaning, intension, and truth-value at an index
or on an occasion. And I propose that there is no difference in
kind betw4n the meanings of the'c performatives and non-declara-

:tives and the meanings of the ordinary declarative sentences con-
.sidered prieviously.

) '

lewis, hoWever, refrains from going all the way With the performative
analysis; in .Particular. he refuses to embrace a similar analysis for de-
41dratives. !

If someone says 'I declare that the Earth is flat' (sincerely,
not playLacting, etc.) , I claim that,he has. spoken trilly: he
does indeed so declare. I claim this not only for the sake of
'my theory but as a point of common sense. Yet one might be
temptedito say,that he has spoken falsely, bccause the sentence
-embedded in his performativc--the cohtent of his dec4aratOn, the
belief he avows--is false. Hence I (do. not propose to take or-
dinary/declaratives-as paraphrased performatives (as proposed
in Ross; 1970) because'that would get their truth cohditions
wrong 1Lewis (1972: 210)).'.

The analysis LeWis ,...opts for non-delarative performatives.resembles,
in its essential parts, the proposal I Made (1972a,b) for all performatives,
including aeclaratives:

...it is claimed that the logical forms of imperatives,
questions, and statements should be'represented ;:s in (A).

(A)

PR6
I

Order
Ask

or
Say,

ARC. ARG-

LI

ARC.

S.
1

In (A) , represents the propositional,content of the command,
questionior statement. Note-that in statements it is the pro-
positional content, not_the entire sentence, that will be true
or false. For example, if I say tc you state that I am-irino-
cent', and you reply 'That's false', you are denying that I am
innocent, not that I made the stat..ment., That is, in sentences
where there is.an overt performa'jve verb of saying or stating
or asserting, the propositional content; which is true or
false, is not given by the sentence as a whole, but rather by
the object of that performative verb. In 'I state that I am
innocent', the direct obiect contains the embedded sentence
'4 am innocenr', which is the propositional content. Thus,

9
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even in s atements, it should not be surprising that thc illo-
cutionary force of the statement is to be represented in
logical f rm by the presence of a performative verb.

In the analysis sketched in (A) , the subject and indirect
object of the performative verbs are r'oprosented in logical
form by.the indexiCal expressions x and 4. Rules of grammar

will mark the .;ubject of the performative verb as being first
person and the indirect object as being second person. Ibus,

logical forms need not contain any indication of first person
or second peTson, as distinct'from third person. If there are
other instarices of the indexical expressions x and y in SI, they

will be marked as being first and second person respectively
1) the grammatical l'ule of po.rson-agreeme117., which makes a NI'

agree in person with its antecedent. Thus all occurrences of
first or second person pronouns will be either the subject or
indirect object of a performative ver) or will arise through
the rule of person-agreement.- The analysis given in IA! and
the corresponding account (),.. first and second person prolouns

makes certain predictions. Since the structure given in (A)
is exactly the same.-,structure that one finds in the case of
non-performative verbs of ordering, asking, and raying, it is '

predicted rules of w.u=iv involving ordinary verbs af
these cla,ses, which occur otert I in i sh sentences, may

generalize to .the cases of performative vLrbs, even when. thoSe
verbs are not overtly present in the surface form of the sen,- ,

tence, as in simple ,jrd..n.7. cluestions, and statements [G. Lakoff

(1972a:
The ..:nalysis of (A; not only permits the -tatement of

.grammatiral generalizatioi,s, but it also permits one.to sim-

plify fermal .semanti,s. Lonsider, for example,. the notion

of an -index' a:. given by Scott (1969). Scott assumed that

indices would include among their coordinate's specifications
of the speaker, addressee,. place, and time of the utterance,
so that truth conditioris could.be stated .for sentences such
as 'Bring what you now have to me over here'. Under an s'

analysis such as (A) , the speaker and addressee coordinates

could,be eliminated from Scott.'s indices. Moreover, if (A)
were expanded,..as it should be, to include indications of

, the place and time of the utterance then the place and time

coorcinates could be eliminated from Scott's indices.9 Truth
conditions for such sentences could then he reduced to troth
conditions for sentences with ordinary adverbs of place and

time. Moreover, truth conditions for sentences such as 'I

am innocent' 'and 'I state that I am innocent' could be gen-

eralized in terms of the notion .'propositional content', !lamely,

ST in (A). Thus, (A) can 60 motivated from a logical as well
as a grammatical point of view Ir. Lakoff 11.972a: 569)1.

I -aw Lehis' paner after writing.the aboVe, but before receiving the

proofs and addeu footnote 9 at the last minute:
1

.

9 Thi.:s becomes clearer if one considers Lewis treatment in

General Semantics rather than Scott's. Lewis distinguishes be-
twOn 'contextual coordinates' and an 'assignment coordinate'
Thelcontextual coordinates are for such things as speaker, au-
dience, time of utterance, and place of utterance. The assign
men(t coordinate givPs 'the values of any variablcs that may

1 ,')
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occur free in such expressions as. "x is tall" or "son ofi. y"'.
The assignment coordinate will have to assign a value

corresponding to the speakec for person variables, sincu the
.speaker would presumably be in the woTlds in question-. Thu
same for the audience. If times are assigned to tme variables
by the assignmunt coordinate, presumably the tiMe of the 0-ter-
ance will .be in'cluded-: And if places are assigned to place
variables, one would assume that the place of the utterance
would be given hy the assignment coordinate. Given this, and
the amalysis given in (A) , the contextual coordinates become
superfluous, since the job that they would do in Lewis' system
would be done automatically by the 'assignment coordiro.te to-
gether with the analysis in (A) . Since (A) involves no new
types of structure--the same predicates occur in nonperforma-
tive uses and have to be,.given anyway--we have a considerable
gain. What we have done is to largely, if not entirely!,
eliminate pragmatics, reducing it to garden varietysemantics
1G, Lakoff (1972a: 655)1. Y.%

The principal place where Lewis and I differ is on the analysis of de-
claratives. My feeling ,s that the reason he gives for rejecting the per-
formatiVe analysis for declaratives is a bad one. Ne,.cording to Lewi.s, if
a speaker uttered (1)

(t) I state 'that the earth is flat

and someone replied

(2). a. That'strue
or

b.. ghat statement is true

then, Lewis claims, th ,-. speaker of (2a) or (2b) souAd not he committing him-/
self to'the earth's being flat but only the firsit sipeaker's having said so.
Lewis is simply wrong--natural language does noti wOrk that way. The speaker
of (2a) or (2b) is committing himself to the eartOs bufng flat.

.

Lewis' proposal is reminiscent-of the classic tory !(probably fabricated)
of the Pittsburgh judge v.lio was caught taking brihes. When called before a
grand jury, the judge took the stand under oath a0d said 'I swear that I have
never taken a bribe'. The district attorney then:brought the judge to tiial
for perjury, and produced witnesses to the effect, -that a\bribe. had taken
place. The judge's defense was that he had notjtommitted perjury at.all,
since all he said. was 'I swear that I have nevoT nken a bribe', and he had
indeed sworn that he had never tAen a bribe. The ease was thereupon dis-
missed by the trial judge, who 'happened to be an old,friend of the defen ..._

dant judge. On Lewis' account, justice was. served in-thiS case. On my
account; it was not:' - ,

iPart of the canfusion in !ewis' discussion arises because the. Emglish
surface adjective true has certain.conditiolis for' amopriate use for.just
about all English speakers, with the exception of thOse lOgicians and philos--
ophers who have made that surface adjective.intoa techniCal term. When
Austin said that a performative sentence was neither 'trUe' nor !falser,
and 'false' in their ordinary sen?es. A statement is soMethIng stated or at
least statable, that is, that can be the direct object of a predicate-df
least statable, that is, that can be the direct object of a predicate of
siating. It shoald be added that 'the normal Ehglish surface adjectives
true and false are atso limited by an additional condition on their appro-.
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priate use, namely, that any statement that they are predicated of must
haveyreviously been asserted or at least enteYtained. Consider sentences

-(3) a. It is _true that it is raining outside
b. It is false that it is raining outside

One could .not just gO up to someone odt-Of the blue and,appropriately say
.such sentChc'es. The_ cluestion has to have previously come up qis .to whether

it is raining. Though' (4a and b) will be true and, false toiiether-in all

sitUations in which they are. !loth appropriate, they are appropriate in very
different classes of situations.

, (4) a. It is raining oUtside
b. It is true that it -is raining outside

Since logicians rarely if ever consider conditions for appropriate use, and
since performatives were never discussed in classical logic. the surfae
adjective true has Come to be used as a technical terM by many logicians.
Within the tradition of formal semantics, true has been made into the re-
lative term true in a model (given a point of reference), which is equated
with the technical term satisfied in a model (gfven a point of reference).
If I understand Lewis correctly, he using the surface adjecti've true in

this sense. Fonsider Lewi.:' claim (Lewis 1972:\,210):

(5) 'I would wish to sziy that "I bet you sixpenci it will rain tomorrow"
is true 6ti arioccasion of an utterance if thi utterer does bet hi::

. audience sixpence that it will rain on the follow'ing day; and, if the
occasion is normal in certain respects,/ the utterer does so bet;
therefore his utterance is true' /

This statement does not make much sense if one takes the surface adjective
true in .its ordinary sense. Imagine the following discourses.

(6) a. I bet you sixpence it'will rain tomorrow
. b. That's false, because'you don't have a penny to yOur name.

You didn't just make a bet
b'. That's 'true--you did just bet me sixpence

(7) a. I hereby christen this battleship the S.S. Borman
h. That's false; you have no authority to give a name to that ship!
b'. That's true--you did just give that name to that ship

.(8) a.- l hereby pyonounce you husband and wife
b. That's false, you have no authority to marry those people!
b'. That's true, he did just marry them

The (b) and (b0) sentences are all inappropriate responses; Austin was righ,t
that the surface adj'ectives false and rrue cannot be appropriately predicated
of performatives. For this reason, Lewis' statement in (5) may not match
the intuitions of mostespeakers of English, including many,ordinary language
philosophers and linguists. However, it makes perfectly gpcd sense if true

in (5) is taken to mean satisfied in a model (given a poiqt.of reference).
'Truth conditions' in Lewis' sense are meant to be'satisfAction conditions,
not conditions under which one can appropriately use the'surface adjective
true..

This shows up'pretty clearl:,. in .the proposal I made in 'Performative

antinoMies':

What we need to do- is to extend the assignment of truth values for
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nonperformative sentences to the assignment of felicitY values for,
performative sentences. Just as we have vajuations like VWtP = j

for 'P is true in world w', where P is nonperformative, we will
let vw[P] = 1 stand- for 'P is felicitous in world iv', where P is
performative 1G. Lakoff (1972h: 570)1.

There I use the,neutral 'I' to indicate satisfaction, hoth in the case of
performatives and nonperformatives. When I Speak of felicity-values, I do .

not Mean to suggest, incIdentally, that there is a new kind of value called
afe1icity value, but rather that there is only one kind of value, a
satisfaction value, and that the surface adjectives felicitous and true are
to be taken as indicating satisfaction in the case of performatives and
nonperformatives%respectively.. This is' also. what I had in mind (1971:
-335-6) when I pointed out that the presuppositions of performative verbs in
their nonperformative uses were identical to certain of the felicity con-
Uitions for-those verbs in their performative uses.

.

An important point to bear in mind with respect to both Lewis' diStussion
and mine is that .if so-called 'truth conditions' are satisfaction condittons
in the model-theoretical sense, then in both Lewis' 'proposal and mine they
-are meant to apply tb logical structures, not to surface structures. lh both
systems it is nonsense to think of a su.l.face sentence being satisfied in
a model at a point of reference, since satisfaction conditions a,re given
only for logical' structures, not for surface strinp. Under the performa-
tive analysis for declaratives, all of the 'satisfaction .C..onditions will
come out to be correct, and the use of the surface adjectiv true in ordinary
English will be.accounted for (see appendix I).

(9) St,

........_

V'

e
I

N

1 f

1

stat \

uniLorn

(10) a. I stato to you tat unicorns exi..4t
b. Unicorns exist

Both the sentences in (10a :cid h) will have (9) as their approximate logical
structures. The satifactior.conditions for the statement to be made will be
those for S. The satisfac3tion conditions for the content of the statement -

to be true will he thoe for SI. The surface adjective true will be. predi-
cated of what is stated, ic., the object of the verb of stating, name15,,
S
1.

That is -why someone who replies to (10a) by saying That's\true or That
statement is true will be:cowitting limself to the truth of S

111

in (9).
Let us review the esSential points of the two proposals; , \

(11)' LEWTS' PROPOSAL MY PROPOSAL
a. Satisfaction,' in a model is de- Satisfaction in .a mo el is defin-



fined for all performatives
except for the implicit decla-
ratiVe performative.

b. Performative predicates have
the sameisatisfaction condi-
tions asinonperformative
predicates.

c. Logical /structures contain
- pronouns I, you, here, now,
etc.

d. Transformational grammars are

assumed.
c. Logical structures arc not

universal (at least because
they contain English pronouns
.1, you, etc.) ,

f. Index ; {w,s,h,t,p,d,a}

g. Meaning is given comp4etely
by model-theoretical inter-
'pretations of logical struc-

tures.
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ed for all performatives includ-
ing the impIieiCdeclarative per-.
formative.
Performative predicates have the
same satisfaction conditions as
nonperformative predicates.

Pronouns I, you, leze, now, etc .

arc not in logical !.tructure, but
are 'introduced' by ruleS of
grow= as replacements/for
'variables.

Global transderivational corre-
spondence grammars are assumed.
Logical structures are taken to
be universal.

lade>. partial,assignments
to predicates)
Only literal meaning is given by
model-theoretical interpretations
of logical structures. Conveyed
meaning is given by model-theoxe-

. tical interpretations of logical
structures .of s:entegcts'in given

contexts,. Not all-literal mean-
ings are conveyed.

It should .be noted that the adoption of the performative analysis for implicit
declaratives allows one to avOid having pronouns like 1, you, here, and now in
logical structure, and hence allows one to get rid of pragmatic coordinates

for 'speaker, hearer, time and place of utterance. But what is more important,

.4efining satisfaction in 3 model for all performatives as I propose allows

one to define entailment for all performative cases in the same way s en-

tailment is defined for all nonperformative cases, namely:

Xa{P} entails / (where P and :2 are logical structures-and X is a

finite sot of ogicai ,;tructure's) if and only if Q'is'satisfied in

all models at all points 'cif refereace at which X and P are,satisfied.

If one can give for 'performatives_ the same account of satisfaction and en-

tailment as.one gives for nopperformatives, the foilowing'possibilities

.open up:. .

(13)' a. One may not need separate theofies for speech acts and for des-
criptions of speech acts. For examPle, the satisfaction conditions
for the predicate promiSe in I promise to marrg you and I promed
to marry you can be the same.

'b. It is conceivable that cofiVersational implicatures may turn out

to be logical entailments of perfurmative utterances in certain

contexts.,
c. It should be possible to give a uniform characterization of per-

formative antinomies.
d. Inoirectly conveyed .meanings for embedded sentences can be

treated in exactly the same way as indirectly conveyed mear:ngs

-for performatives.
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Let me begin with indirectly conveyed meanings. Gordon and 1 (1 i71)3
included the following in our proposal for what we called conversational
postulates:

(14) sincere (x,state(x,y,P))3beiieve(x,p) l'if x is sincere in stating
P to y, then x believes P11

At the time, we assumed that this .and the other postulates we proposed were
ta be added specially to handle what Heringer has called 'indirect illocution-
ary force', that is, indirectly c.onveyed meanings in the case of p.:rforma-
tives. I now think that we were wrong to segregate them off in that way,
U would/now consider (14) to be a normal part of natural logic, that is,
a mean/trig postulate relating th0 meanings of sincere, state, and believe.
(14) one of the things that you know if you know the meanings-of
sincere, state, and believe.. Logicians have soMetimes worried about giving
satisfaction conditions for believe, but.to my knowledge, none has ever
tried to give them for 'State and sincere. But if one were to accept the
goals of natural logic, one wouldhave to provide satisfaction conditions
for all natural language concepts,.including these. In an adequate natural
Logic, (1:1) would have to be satisfied in all models at all point's of re-
ference.

(iS) a. Spir6 was Sincere in stating that Tricky Dick had betrayed him
b. Spiro believed that Tricky Dick had betrayed him

If (14) is taken to be a meaning postulate of natural logic, and if (12) is
taken to define semantic entailment, then (15a) 5emantically entails(15b).
Now consider (16).

(16) a.' Sam was ...wing 'sincere
b. Sam stated that Tricky Dick had betrayed him

. Sam believed that Tricky D'ick had b:trayed him

Letting (16a) be X anci (16b) be P in'the definition of (12), then (16b),
taken in n context whre (l'tia) is assumedto be true, will semantically
entail (16c), given (14) as a meaning postulate. Moreover, (17') will be
a contradiction, given (14) and (17) as meaning pOstulates and an assumption
of rationality.

(17) believe:a,believe(a,S)) pbelieve(a-,3)

Note that (17) will suffie her., and that At is not necessary to assume .its
converse, which is probably falre.4

(17') Sam was sincere in statin4 that Tricky Dick had betrayed him but
that he.believed that Tricky Dick had not betrayed him

If .(14) is true at all points of reference in al mcdels, then (17) cannot
. be true in any model at any poi,it of reference. for 'tile same reasbn, (18a)
will entail (18b) in,a natural logic.

.(181 a. Sam stated:that Tricky Ock had betrayed him but that he did
not belieire that Tricky Dick'had betrayed him ,t

b. Sam was not being sincere

Given the performative analysis for declaratives, the definition of entail-
ment in (12), and the independently motivated meaning postulates of (14),
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(17) , and (i) and (ii) in fn. 4; Moore's paradox.can he accounted for auto-..
matically.

(19) a. Tricky Lick betrayed me, hut I don't helieve Tricky Dick
betrayed me

b. The speaker is not being si.ncere (a-suming that he does not
hold contradictory heliefs)

(19a) can never be said sincerely and rationally, and that is accounted for
.given (P), (14), (17), and (i) and.(ii) .in fn. 4, together with the per-
formative analysis for declaratives. MoreOver, if we adopt the postulates
in (24)) that Gordon and 1 proposed, we can give similar accounts the

oddribss of the sehtenc...s in (21).

(20) a. sinccre(x, promise(x,g,1)) Dintend(x,r)
b. sIncerc(x,requesr.(x,y,P)) D want (y,P)
C. sincere(x,requst(xon,tei1(y,x,P);:p print(x.te114.,.,P)J

(21) a. I promise to marry you, Hut I don't intend to
h. Please close the window, hut 1 don't want you to
c. Who left, hoc don't tell me

.None of these can ever he uSed sincerely and rationally.
What is interetinq about such cases is that supposedly pragmatic -

paradoxes can be accounted for with just the apparatus of formal semahtics,
provided we adOpt,the performative analysis for, all cases and the given
meahing postulates, which arc required independently for an adoquat c. account
of truth conditions in nonperformative. cases..

There is another class of supposed1y 1,ragmatic paradoxes tHat can he
handled by purely semantic meanS provided that we adopt a uniforM perfor-
mative analyMs with definitions of satii-,faction and entailment that hold
for both performative and nonperformative'predicates. These are what I

_ have called'the 'performative antinomies', Tases like:

(22) a. Don't obey this order
b. I promise not to keep this promise
c. I advise you not to follow this advice
etc.

An account of these was given in G.'1,:koff (1972b), where the principles in
(23) were-proposed.

.(23) a. An order is felicitous only if t is (logically) possihle for it
to he obeyed.

b. A promise is 'felicitous only if it, is (logically) possible fcir
it to be kept.

c. A piece of advice is fel.citous onl,..c if it is ('ogically)

possible for it to be followed.

It is assumed that an order is felicitous if and only if the logical structure'',
.representing it has a satisfaction 'value of 1:

Given'(23). and the usual satisfactidn condition for 'OP., namely (24),
we can'account for the performative antinomies of. (22).

(24).2.vw[Opi = I if (3w') (Pww' vw,EPI = 1)

where w and w' are possible situations

Take (22a). The order in-(221) can be ibeyed if al.." only if it is not
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obeved. If P you do nut obey this order, then there will be no possible
situation in wh:.ch P is true, since in ev,:.ry possible situation in which P
is true it is also false. 'Hence, ther3 is no situation in which the value .

of 'OP' can equal I. Consequently, (22) can never be a felicitous order.
What we have dohi..'.ik the ease -61. (22a) is to 'account for what appears

-----to-be-a-pragmat4crpradox 'by using only the devices of formal soma:Aies,

taken together with tfie performative analysis for imperatives and the
principles of (23). Similar accounts can be given for (22h) and (22c).

Although declarative antinomies were not discussed in G. Lakoff (1972b),
it turns out that they exist and can be handled in the same way. The

declarative antinomy can be given by any of the following sentences:

(25) a. You do not believe-this statement
b. 1 state that you do not helieve this statement

c. You believc that this statement is false
d. I state that you believe that this statement is false

Each of the sentences of (25) has the following property: It is true if and

only if you believe,it s false, and it is false if and only if you believe

it is true. Hence you. cannot' 'lave a correct belief about it.
Given the performative analysis for declaratives, we CR.11 account for.

alk.the declarative antinomies in exactly the same way as we accounted, for
the nondeclarative antinomies, provided we add the principle:

.(23) d. A stateMent is felicitoas only if' it is (logically) possible for

it to he'belic-:ed.

As 11,,!-,,ee there will be no possible situation in wliich 'Obelieve(v,P) will

be satisfied, since y ean believe P if and.only I f y does not believe P.

Thus., "Obelieve(v,i) will always be-false and soch of the statements
in (25) will always he infelicitous.

Note,,incidentalty,'that-rh0-prinMpks of (in) are, needed independently
to :iccount for natural logic entailments inAiont,rformatiVecascs:

(26) a. Sam ordered OTga not to obey-the oilde'r he was then giVigg -

b. Sam &id not givea felicitous order;
.-(27) a. Sam stated to olga that she did notThelieve the statement

he was then m.d.ing
b. Sam did not make a felicitous statement

f-
Ole principlesti (23) are needed to account for the inferences from the (a)
to the (b) sentences ahove. ,

What we have shown so faf is that, in the case of performative antino-
mies as in the case of the Moore paradoxes, the principles'needed to accocint.
,for natural langonac entailments. in uonperformative cases will, given a

iform performati-:e nualysisautomatically give an account of what goes.

...--)

w ng in performative antincimies. This is no mean accomplishMent. For

h. t appeared to he paradoxes of a pragmatic nature can be accounted for by
e use of independently needed formal semantic apparatus, given a uniform

syntactic performative analysis for declaratives as well as for imperatives,

promiseS, etc. Even if there were no purelysyntactic evidence for a
performative anaJysis, these results suggest that we would want to have one
anywayjust so that the Moore paradoxes and pelformative antinomies could
be accounted for by independently needed apparatus in formal semantics.--Lt
is especially interestingthat purely syntactic eVidence buttresses this
result from the'area of model-theo'retical semantics. And it is striking

that the same types of arguments.obtain in both cases.
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(28) THU FORM OF SYNTAC11C ARGUMENTS FA PEK1ORMATIVE ANALYSES

(il We need certain rules to account jr 'i ven syntactic phenomena
in nonperformative sentences,

(ii) Given the performative analysis, the same rules will
automatically acCount for the corresponding syntactic
phenomena in performative :entences fo l. which additional
and different rules would be needed if we domot adopt

. a rerformative analysis.
THE FORM OF SE4ANT1C-PRWIATIC ARGUMENTS FO( 111E IERFORMAT!VE
ANALYSIS
(i) We need certain apparatus in natural logic to ccount for

certain semantic facts in nonperformative'senteces. (Me .

apparatus includes definitions of satisfaction roy certain
classes of predicates, meaning postulates, and a definition .

of entailment.)
,

(ii) Given the perl-oinatave analysis, the same apparatus will
automatically account for the corresponding 'pragmatic'
facts in the case/of pelCorniatice sentences; while addi-
tional and different apparatus would he needed if we dv
not adopt a perfOrmative analysis.

ne convergence of the syntactic evidence for the performative analyswith
the semantic--pragmatic evidence seems to me to strongly confirm the need"t'or.,
some version of the performative analysis (though not necessarily any of the
particular ones proposed by\Sanctius, Lancelot, Whitney, Postal, R. Lakoff,
Ross,.or Sadock).

I suggested above that the performative analysis should enable us to frame
the theoryof speech acts w1thin formal semantics. Actually,.the idea for
doing this is implicit in the approach to the theoiy of speech acts given
in chapter 3 of Searle (1969) where Searle gives truth conditions for-
third-:person descriptiOns of Speech acts and len !them be-the felicity con-
Otions fOr those acts. Similarly, in a natAral logic, satisfaction con-
ditions would be given for each atomic predi,.ate, including all:of the
performative predicates: the satisfaction conditions arc at once both truth
conditions and felicity conditions. The sincerily conditions given in (14)

and (20) are examples of meaning postulates.that function as conditions on
satisfaction. Searle's ,issential (2onditions might take the form of meaning
postulates like that in 130).

(29)

N,

(30) Request(x,V,P)Dattempt(x,y:ause(x,P))

(30) expresse SNIrle's essential condition for requests, which is that a
request count as an attempt on the part of the si..eaker to get the hearer

to do the act on requested. The need for (301 as a meaning postulate inde:
pendently of erformative sentences can he seen in.(31),

(31), 'A. Hen5y reqUested of Jill that she,take her clothes off
ry attempted to get Jill to take her clothes off

\

It hould follOw from the meaning of request that if (3ia ) is t tite Pit.)
\

is true. /Thus the meaning postula.te in (30) is needed to:account for-"e4ilail-

me ts in ilonperfermative sentences.
Sear1b's preparatory conditions are especially interesting, since at least

sqme of them_are prbsuppositiOnal in nature. For examplei,eonSider-,.the con-

dition on! 'orde'esthat says that the speaker has authority:'over ye 1.(earer.\:

A inspection of nonperformative sentonces shows that tql.is is/ presiwposi-\

t on, not, merely an entailment,

1 3 `J
r.
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(32) a. Sam ordered Harry to get out of the bar
b. Sam didn't order Harry to get out of the bar
c. Sam may prder Harry to get out of the bar

Each of the sentences in (32) entails th:it Sam leis authority ever Harry.
Given a uniform performative analysis, there ore only two ingredient

required for a theory of spec...k acts: (i) an account of satisfaction
conditions for all peet-ormalive predicates; and (iii an account of oilture-
specific assumptions about social interaction, at least in so far as they
pertain to conversational interaction. We have discussed (i) at length; it
is needed independently to account for nonperformative uses of performative
predicates and requires only the apparatus of formal semantics, What
about (ii)--the culture-spec.:.c as,sumptions? hhat Searle had in mind Cor
these were such assumptions as (33):

(33) In normal conversations, you assume that the person you are talking
to is being sincere, unless you have a wod reason for not .assuming
it.

Thus, in an example like (In) above, (I('a) ("Sam was being sincere') would
be taken to be part of the culture-specific assumptions of speaker and
hearer in a normal conversation. There is some doubt in my mind as to
whether (33) is really a ,Julture-specific assumption, rather than a truth
which follows from,,the meaning of the concepts 'normal! and 'conversation'.
The latter seems..to me more likAy, in which case (33) wodld justhe a
theorem of natuielI logic. (33) just does not seem to me to he thesort pf
thing that would vary a great deal from culture to culture.

Be that as it may, there are real examples of culture-specific assump-
tions that have to be characteri2ed in order to understand various aspects
of speech acts in a given culture. But this does not mean that we need /o
go beyond the resources of formal semantics to provide an account of speech'
acts, In particular, we do not need any new'Thotion of pragmatic or non-
logical inference. Ordinary semantic entailment will suffice, just as it
affieed in the case (4f (16) above. Cultural assumptions play tile same

in semantic en/ailment as any other _assumptions. -

This 'brings us to conversational. implicature.
I would like to suggest

'(nodestly) that implicatures are not 'loose' or hiformal inforen.ces. Given
the performative analysis, hnplicatures should tura out to he a species of
semantic entailment, providing one had an adequate natural logic and an
adequate analysis of the relevant culture-specific principles of social
interactior. Grice's theory of conversational iniplicatare is based on the
'coeperatiye principle', the idea that 'certain 'maxims' arc to be fo4lowed

.in conversational situations in which the participants are cooperating.
Grice's maxims can be restated as principles like the following:

(34). a. If x is cooperating'with y, then x will do only what, is relevant
to the. enterprise at hand, unless his actions make no ditIerence
to the enterprise fMAXIM OF RFLEVANM

. b. If x is cooperating with y, then x will not do less than is

necessary to make the enterprise successful
c. If x is cooperating.with g, then x will not greatly exceed

his needed contribution [NfiXIMS OF QUANTITY1
etc.

It seems to me that principles like thoSe in (34) should follow from the
--meaning of cooperate, rather than beilg special culture-specific,principles

of social interlction. Since natural logic is committed to the study of-
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all n(0:ural language coucopt'i, including co(tper,!ri(m, principles like those
in (34) should fall witp.in the purview of formai semantics within natural
logic, and no separ;:te set of pragmatic principles should be necessary for
handling them, So far, mifortunately, ne it tir linguists nor logicians have
done any serious formal study of the cooperation. Until such studies
are done, we cannot say for sure whether /11plicatures can he handled using
normal semantic entailment or whether a !Few, informal mode of inference
needs to be eharacteri.:ed. What we can ki now is (i) providt some evidence
in Favour of the proposal, (HI show that'apparent counter-examples arc not
real, and (iii) show that similar cases in the realm of indirectly conve)ed
meaning show promise of eventually being dealt with within.formal semantica.

Some evidence in fav:our of the proposal comes from work on the pre-__
suppositions of complex (:entences by'Lakoff and Rail.ton (l97l) and by
Karttuneti (1973). They observed that in sentences, of the form 1!. A,
then D, where 11 presupposed c, prsu(pose,. C with re(Tect to ctnitext Y,
unless XdA F c. This principIe is mean: to handle ci.ses like .the

(35) a. If Jack has ihilaren, then all of Jack's children are hold
b. If Nixon invites Angela Davis to the White douse, then he will

regret having invited a hlack militant to his residence

Assuming the,,e A1T of the Corm lb A, then B, then in (35a), B
presupposes that ci;.:.!r.v) Fherefore A = C, and so .,AaA

for an> X at all. In (33h), '( presupposes that Nixon will havc invited a

black militant to his r,.aidence ( -CI. Therefore in any context X in whieh

It is assumed.that Anaeta 0,1vis is A h:ack militant and that the White
Bousf. Ni xon re:,; , tine iond it it) n. XV A C will he met, and so c will
not he a presupposition of (37,h1 with respect to those contexts X.

If implicaxures are really entailments in context, then we would expeCt
the above principle, which is stated in terms of entailment in context, to
work in the case of implicatures. Fhat is, suppose we have 3 sentence of
the form r! A, th,'n P, short B presupposes C and where in a context X, A

implicates C. If implicature is really entail ment in context, we would
expect the entire sentence rt.' A, then /3 not to presuppose C with, respect to

x. This predicti,m is hmirnt out, as the following example shows:-

(36) If Sam asks Professor'Snurd to write him a recommendation to graduate
'school, and Professor Snurd wTites the recommendation, saying only
that ';:11,1 ILI,: nice handwriting, then Sam will regret that Profeor
Smird wrote him a bad recommendaticn

In (36),B presupposes that Professur Snurd will hav( wr,itten SdM a bad

recomMenchtion (=C) . Consider every situation X in which it is assumed

that if, in recommending someone.for graduate school, a professor writes
, only that the student has a nice handwriting, then the professor is writing

a bad recommendation. it will be the case that xLiAlhc. Thus, it is

predicated that (36) as a whole does not presuppose c with respect to such
contexts x, which is the case. But the inference from saying drily that a
student has nice handwriting to...giving a bad.recommendation is a classic
case of a Gr'vL'ean implicature. (36)-indi-cates that implicatures work like
entailments in context.with respect to the phenomenon of presupposition
cancelling. Other implicatures seem,to work the same way. Since imp) ica-

tures can be treated as entailments in context, (36) gives us' reason to
believe that they should be treated as such, since then the pre,r.uppositional
facts of (36) will be accounted for by-the same principle that accounts for
the presuppositional facts of (35).

135
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In addition to providing evidence for our conjecture, we can show that
appa'rent counter-examples are not real and tlmt similar cases in the realm
of indirectly conveyed meaning show N.omise of being dealt with within formal
semantics. Probably the main objection to trying to treat implicatures via
formal semantics is that impli.cature; mr t c,mco liable, Whil0 entailments are
not. Consider the following example:;.

(37). a. John has three children
b. John has three children--and he mayeven have six

(38) a. John caused Harry to leave
b. John caused Harry to leave--but Harry may not have left

On Grice's account (37a) invites.the literforence by means of conversationnl
implicature that John has only thTee children. but does not entail it. The
Amplicature can be cancelled, as in (37b). (37a) differs from (38a) in

that (38a) has an entailmentHarry leftnot an implicature. Any attempt
to cancel the entailment, as in (38h), leads to a contradiction. Clearly
there is a difforoa,.e betwven (37a) and (38a), but this does not mean that
the formal semantic mechanism of entailment cannot be used to handle both
cases. Let me explain. The definition of entailment given above in (12)
was context-dependent entailment; this is the usnal model-theoretical notion.
One special case of that is cantext-indepondent entailment, as defined in
(39).

(39) CONTEXT-INDEPENDENT ENTAILMENT
P entails Q if and only if is satisfied in all models at all
points of reference at which P is satisfied.

(38a) is a case of context-independent entailment;,(37a) is not. I would
like to suggest, however, that (37a) is a case of context-dependent entailment.
If so,- then (37a) will entail that John has only three children in some
contexts, but not in others. The function of the cancellation phrase in
(37b) will thon be to limit the contexts appropriate.for the use of the
sentence to those in which the entailment does not hold.

To Trovide support for this claim we need to show that cancellation of
implicatures is context-dependent. ihat. turns out to he fairly easy to do.

(40) a.- We've got a job for a welfare recipient who has at least three
children--and the more the better. Do you definitely know
someone who fills -)le bill?

b. We've got a iob for a junior executive with children, but no
more than three. Do you definitely know someone who fills the/
bill?

(41) Exactly how many children does John have?

'Consider the sent.ences of (37) as being replies to (40) and (41). If (37a) //
is a reply to (40a), the implicature is cancellable, as :lhown by the fact
that. (37b) is a relevant and appropriate response. However, if (37a) is

_taken as a reply to (40) or (41) , the implicattire is not cancellable, ns 2/
shown by the fact that .(37b) is not an acceptable response in these cases:
The reason is fairly clear. The implicature is based on principle (34b).
(34b) will, be part of x in 'Xv1P1 entails Q' in (12). Whether or not

---implicatures arise due to (34b) Will depend on what else is assumed in con-
text, namely, whatelse X contains that is relevant to the 'success of the
ccnversational enterprise'. In this case, the relevant issue is whether it
matters that John has more than three children. In (40a) it does not. In

(40h) and (41), it does. My claiM is that if examples like the above could
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be suitably formalized, the presence or absence of implicatures could be
handled using context-dependent entailment, as defined in (12).

Although no Significant work has,yet been-:done on.the problem of formal- '

izing Gricean implicatures, there has been considerable investigation of
other types..iof indirectly conveyed meanings, or in Heringer's terminology;
'indirect, Thoctitionary force'. At present, these studies suggest that
indirectly conveyed meanings might he handled using the apparatus of context
dependent s auntie entailment, together with global and transderivational
rulks of grammar.

The basic idea in this: Grammars are taken as generating quadruples of
the form (42).

.(42) (S,L,C,CM), where S is a sentence (more strictly its phonetic
representation)_, L is a model-theoretically interpreted logical
structure (representing the literal meaning of the sentence), C
is.,a consistent set of logical structures (the models in which
they...are satisfied represent the contexts in which the sentence
jias the literal meaning of L), and CM is a sequence of logical
structnes (representing the conveyed. meanings of the sentence
relative to context C--the last member of the sequence is the
ultimately conveyed meaning')

*ire specifically, pairs of the form (s,'L) ale characterized by derivations,
that is, 'Sequences of trees linking s and 1. Each derivation D uniquely

-characterizes a pair (s,L). Thus one could alternatively say that a zrammar
gencrates triples of the form (D,C,CM), where D determines'a pair (S,L).
Derlvations are not well- or ill-formed in and of themselves, hut only with
-1.e:.pect to/contexts C and conveyed meanings CM. Derivations are characterized
by local and 'global correspondence rules. Transderivational rules are con-
straints that specify which dei:,:ations are well-formed with respeet to which
contexts and which conveyed meanings.

The need for distinguishing literal from conveyed meaning is fairly
obvious, as eases of sarcasm show. Take a sentence like (43).

"(43) Harry is a real. genius

Depending on context, (47) can be understood as beinveither literal or
sarcastic. In contexts where it is to be taken sarcastically, the literal
meaning is not conveyed at allinstead its"polar opposite, namely, Harry
iS an idiot, is conveyed. Although in most normal cases that linguists and
logicians and philosophers of language have talked'about, the literal mean-
ing of the sentence is conveyed and perhaps other meanings as well, in
sarcasm, the literal meaning is not conveyed at all. Interestingly enough, .

liere are linguistic rules that correlate with sarcasm. R. Lakoff has.

observed that American English (at least many dialetts) has a rule of sar-
tastic nasalization, whereby the sentence as a Whole or the portion one is
:i.being sarcastic about isnasalized. Thus, if (43) or the -,arcastic portion

.of genius--is nasalized, the sentence can only have a sarcastic
reading. This -nasalization rule therefore seems to have a transderivational
condition on it limiting the conveyed meaning of the sentence to the polar

" Opposite of tbe literal meaning.
The reason that conveyed meanings are given as a sequence is that

sentences often convey more than One meaning at once--the literal meaning
plds one or more others. Take the following cases.

(44) Can.yOU pass the salt?
(45) rwant, a beer
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(46)\ Why don'i: you ask Harriet for a date?
(47) Your mother would like it if you asked Harriet for a date

Each of these sentences has a literal reading, and in certain situations the
literal meaning can be conveyed. For example, (44) is literally a question
about the addressee's abilities, and can he used as si0i, say, by a doctor-
trying .to determine how well his patient's injured arm t,..as healing. pf
coUrse, (44) is more freqUently used.to convey a request.. (45) is literally
a statement about the speaker's desires, and might be-used 4s such, say,. by
a starving captive in reply to his sadistic captor's question 'What do you
want most',:". More typically, it would be uscA to convey a request. (4(,)

and (47) have very different literal meanings, but could both be used as
Suggestions to the effect that the address:ee ask Harriet for a date.

But where these sentences convey requests'or suggestions, their literal
meanings are also conveyed, and'in fact the nonliteral meanings arise only.
by 'virtue of the literal meanings being conveyed. lbus, (44) in the right
context can be both aquestion about one's abilities and by virtue of that,
a request. Gordon and I proposed that the appropriate way to'account for
the relation between literal and conveyed meanings was bv using context-
dependent entailment together with the performative analysis. We suggested
that there exists what wecalled .'conversational postulates' on which such
relations were based, and that,the literal meanings taken together with the
postulates would, given the performative analysis and context-dependent
entailment, entail the conveyed meanings. (48) is an example of one of
our proposed postulates (slightly revised).

(48) assume(x, not re1ev,Int(want(x,',-))) say(x,y,w1nt(xQ))72,request

[If x assumes that it is not relevant that he wants Q and he says to
y that he wants then he is requesting that y do ol

Thus, (48)'.would account for the fact that (45) is a request in exactly those'
contexts where the mere qucstion of my,desire for a beer was irrelevant.
Given the performative analysis for (45) af;d context-dependent entailment,
(48) will dn the job.

It ought to be pointed out that there is inderendent motivation for (48)
from nonperformative cases.

(49) a. Sam assumed that the pure question 6f his desires was irrelevant
11. Sam said to Mary that he wanted a beer
c. Sar ,equested that Mary get him a beer

(49a) and (l9b) together. entail (49c.).
Gordon and I, in setting up postulates like (48) 3nd calling them

'conversational postulates' were assuming that they were culture-specific
principles of social interaction. 1 now have some doubt about that, and
think that they may simply be meaning postulates or theorems of natural
logic that happen to contain performative predicates.'

In summary, let me state what I hope to have convinced you of:

(SO) a. There is strong semantic-pragmantic evidence supporting
a uniform performative analysis.

b. Given a uniform performative analysis, the treatment of
indexicals in natural language does not require that additional
coordinates for speaker, hearerand time and place of utterance
be added to points of reference.'

q. No additional pragmaiic theory is necessary for an account of.
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speech acts and conversational implicatures, provided that ohe
accepts the goals of natural logic and theneed for global
transdcrivational grammars.

FOCTNOTES

1 This work was partially supported by grants GS 35119 and GS 3847o from the
National Science Foundation to thc University of California. An earlier ver-
sion of thks paper was presented at de University of Texas Conference 'on
Performatives, Imolicature, and Presuppositions.
2 w = world coordinate p place coordinate

s = speaker coordinate d r demonstrative coordinate
h = hearer coordinate a . assignment coordinate
t ='time coordinate

3 Seefn. 4.
I, g

I am al:- assuming that (il is a meaning postulate

(i) beli,-vo:x,P and 0)&:.I.ieve(x,P) and believ,(.,',(2)

Part .of assuming rationality consists of assuming that the person involved
does not have contradictory beliefs.

believe(x,P).72,-lbelieve(x -1P)

Given (14), (17), (i) and (ii), (17') will yield a contradiction.

(iii) a. s'ncere(a,state(a,b,P-and be1ieve(a,-1 P)))
b. believe(a,P'and believe(a,-1 F))
c. be.lieve(a,P) and be1ieve(a,be1ieve(a,-1.P))
d. be1ieve(a,be1ieve(a,-1 F))
e. believe(a, 71P)
f. be/ieve(a,P)
g.. -lbe1ieve(a71P)
h. believe (a ,-1P) and-I bel i eve (a ,-11')

= (17')1
from (MI,

simplification,c1
from (17))
simplification,c]
from (ii))
c and gj

CONTRADICTION
Since (17').,yields a contradiction givpn an assumption of rationality, the
orly way to. make (17') noncontradictory v,ould lie to assume that Sam in (l7')
held contraLEctury beliefs.
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APPENDIX I

An important point to bear in mind with respect to both Lewis'. discussion and
.mine is that if So-called 'truth conditions' arc taken to be satisfaction
conditions in the model-theoretical sense, then in both Lewis' system and mine
they are meant to apply to logical structures, not directly to surface
structures. In both systems it makes no sense to think of a surface sen-
tence being.directly satisfied in a model at a point of reference, since
satisfaction conditions arc given for logical structures and not for surface
strings. Because of this, a certain confusion can arise when one does not
distinguish between the normal English surface adjective true and the technical
term true in a model, taken to mean satisfiedin a,model. One can speak in
English of a surface sentence as being true or false in the nontechnical senses
of those terms. Superficially it might appear that the normal English surface
adjective true could be predicated of a surface sentence, while the technical
true meanini satisfied in a model cannot. .

We can see more easily what is going on here if we consider such classic
\ examples as-the following [from Postal (1969);- and Borkin (1971)].

\\Mt a. IBM went up six points
\ b. IBM stock went up six points
(2) a. Protist is impossible to read

b. Proust's works arc impossible to read
(3) a. ThiS page is illegible

b. The writing on this page is illegible.
(4) a.^' This page is impossible to understand -

b. What is.express.ed by the writing on this page is impossible
to understand

In each case the (a) sentence is understood in the same way as the (b).sen-
tence. Proust An (2a) is understood as referring to Proust's works, while
Proust in (Ea) refers to the remains of Proust's body, while Prodst in (5b)
refers t.; the person hiMself.

(5) a. Proust is buried in France
b. Proust wrote a lot

Similarly, this page in (310 refers to the writing on the page and in (3b)
refers to the content of what is written (or printed) on that page, while
in (6) it refers to the physical page itself.

(6) This page weighs 1/50th of a gram

' There are various ways in.which orw might' try to deal with such sentences as
(1a)-(4a). PoStal has suggested that the (a) sentences in those cases be
derived fro- the struc-ures underlying the (b) sentences via a daletion
rule (or rules), and tie ,:onstraints such sentences cited by Borkia and
Lawl'er have given plauAbility to such a suggestion. On the o,er hand, if
one dislikes the deletton solut:on, one might propose instead a semantic
solution whereby, for instance, the logical structure of (2a?.would. have the

4 1 -
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surface name Proust corresponding to the same logical structure element(s)
-

as the'surface'name Prbust in (5b), but would have different references in
the two sentences. So far as I have been able to tell, such a'suggestion
would be difficult to imPlement adequately in .terms of formal Semantics for
the following reaSon: Somehow the surface NP Proust in (2a) does not simply
refer to Proust's works. In a sense, it also refers to. Proust himself, and
if it refers to Proust's works, ,t does so by men= or its reference to the
writerjiimself. This is exaccly what happens under Postal's proposal. If
the logical structure of (2a) is thi same as that of (2b) and if Proust in%
(2a) is derived via a deletion rule from the structuri underlying.Proust's
work, then in the logical structure of (2a) Proust refers to the man himself;
and Proust's works refers to the man's works. Under Pastal's proposaL, the
ordinary reference.assignments uscd in formal semantiLs will suffice, while
under the alternative proposal, we would have to control the referenc'e of a
description or a proper name in a different way. An obvious suggestion would
be a 'pragmatic' solution. .adding to points of reference a new coordinate for
each proper name and each desLription in the language, 1.e., an infinite
aumber of new coordinates, and one would somehow have to 'mark each description

.

and proper nare in a logical structure to tell whether it was to have its
ordinary referenee or whether it was te refer tc; what w'!3 specified in its
'pragmatic' coordinate. Such a solution 1...euld not only'have to have an
additional infinite sequence of pragmtic cooriinates. as well as having,
special markings in logical structure for ordinary vs. 'pragmatic' re-
ference, but it would also have all the complications that would go along
with Postal's proposal in :Iddition lbe reason is that there are empirical
constraints on what a surface NP can ordinarily be understood as referring
to. For example, Proust in (2a) 'cannot be understood as referring to the
works that Prow-.t did not write, nor as referring to Shakespeare's works,
nor as refeiring tothe works that my cousin Herbie believes that Proust
wrote, nor as referring to this paper (which I have not given the title
Proust). The principai unsolved problem with Postal's proposal is how tO
constrain.his proposed deletion rule so as to get the right surface NPs

4 from the right underlying NPs. F.xactly the same problem would remain in
the pragmatic proposal. It is for this reason that I prefer Postal's de-
letion propoFal. It requires less apparatus. Both proposals require the
same constraints, but Postal's proposal uses the ordinary formal semantic

Napparatus to-account for reference, and does not require extra pragmatic -
'coordinates, that is, extra indicators of nonordinary refer2nce.

Let us now return to the surface adjective true.
Note that (7a) is understood to mean the same as (7b).

(7) O. That sentence is true
b. The propoition thatthe logical structure Of that sentence

expresses is true

That sentence in (7a) has the same refor'enZe as the propos.!tion that the
logical structure of that sentence expresses in (7b), while in (8) it re-
fers to tlie sentence itself.

(8) . That sentence contains five'words

The .problem is ecactly that encountered in (1)-(4) above. and I would again
..tiggest Poston:: proposed solution: derive (7a) from the structure under-
lying (7b) by a.delejon rule. Under this proposal, the English adjective
true would not be 'predicated of surface sentences themselves, but only of
propositions expressed by the logicil structures of those sentences. And
in both Lewis' proposal and mine, propositions are expressed not by.,surfacc
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'sentences directly, but by the logical structures associated with those
surface. sentences. Thus, according to both our proposals, truth is pre- I

dicated not:of a surface sentence, but of the proposition expressed by the
logical structure associated with the surface sentence.

In'other words, in order to give satisfaction conditions for a given
surface structure S, w?. must :first pick out a logical structure-S related
to it, by the grammar of the. language. The 'question is: can .one aiways
find a unique logical structure S associated.with any given surface structure
S? It should be observed that the problem of determiOng satisfaction con-
ditions for a 'surface S overlaps in part with the problem of assigning re-
ference to surface structure nominals.. Given a surface structure N, we
must pick out a logical structure N asscrziated with it, and then find out
what that logical structure N refers to at a given point of reference. The----
question here is.whether one can always find a unique logical structure N
associated with.an arbitrary surface structure N. Under Postal's beheading
proposal, the answer to this question in general is no. For example, in
(2a),

(2) a. Proust is impossible to read

'the surfaCe N Proust would have associated with it two logical structure
Ns, one of wh,lch would refer to Proust and the other to Xroust's works.
Thus the,question 'What Aloes the siirface N Proust refer to in surface sen-
tence (2a):".. Makes no sense, since surface Ns can be said to refer only
by virtue of tiler-6 being an associated logical structure N that refers.. If
the'question is rephrased, as it should be, to 'What does the logical struc-
ture N associated with the surface structure N Proust in (2a) refer to?',
.it-becomes clear that the question makes no sense since the presupposition
is false. It should also be noted that the fact that such a question does
.not have a sensible answer in no way creates a problem for the assignment
of reference so far as the logical structure .of (2a) is concerned.

The situation is the same with surface .;tructure SS. Surface structure
Ss will not in general be associated with unique logical structure Ss and
theref:+re, it may make no sense to ask for the satisfaction conditions for
a surface structure S. Consider (8a), for example.

(8) a. It is possible for anyone.to win

In (lia), for anyone to .win is a surface S (at least on pne reading) . I.ssum-

ing for the sake of discuSsion that the logical structure of (8:) is (8b)
[we have left out the declarative performative; since it is irrelevant for
the moment], we might aSk what arc the satisfaction conditions for the surl
faCe str,cture S for anyone to win?

. V

I

possible

V

w:n

-nr this to be a Sensible ques-;..ion, there would have.to be a unique
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logical structure S in (8D) that for anyone 'to win in (8a) is associated
with.' But there is no such S. The reason is. that there are certain
necessary conditions given in (9) that must be met in order for 'an L'-node
irr a surface structure tree to be 'associated with' an S-node in a logical
structuie tree in dis6issions about the of a surface structure sen-
tence or clause.

(9) Let Ss be a surface structure S-node and 51 be a logical si--iture S-
node. h

a. The logical structure elements that correspond to the surface\
structure'elements dominated by Ss are all dominated by S1. 1

b. The surface structure elements that correspond to the logical
structure elements dominated by are all dominated by S.

S, is not.a candidate, since the logical structure element correspond
to anyone is not dominated by S2. And So is not a candidate iince i

dominates possible, whi.ch does not correspond to any element in th- sur=
face S 'for anyone to win'.. Thlis in general it does not make seh/e to ask
for satisfaction conditions for a random surface structure S. /

Suppose, for the sake of discussion, that the graumfr of .nglish pairs
the logical structure (11) with the surface sentence (1.0)/

(10) John left

(11)

left

SupPose we were to ask what the satisfaction conditions were foi the surface
S John left (.= lb). In :1rder for there ro be an answer to that question,
there wolld have to be a unique logical structure S associated with the sur-
face S of, (10). But. if (11) is the logical struCture of (10), then there
would be two 'logical structiire Ss, not one, associated with the surface S,
John left. For this reason, it would make no sense in this case to ask
for the satisfattion conditions for the surface S, John .left, though it
would make perfect sense to ask for the' satisfaction conditions of either
So or,S1 in(11). Note, hoWever, that since words like 'true' and 'felici-
tous,' can give clues as to which logical structure S is meant, it would
make sense to ask whether the sentence in (10) is true (in the ordinary
sense of the term, rather than in Lewis'. extended '. sense) on a given occasion,
just as it would make sense to ask whether it was felicitously used oh a
given occasion. To ask whethyr (10) is true is to ask whether SI in (11)
is satisfied, and to ask whether it is felicitiousiy asserted is to ask
whether So is satisfied. .

As we have seen, it makes sense to talk about satisfactioL in a mOdel
directly only for logical structure Ss; and it makes sense to talk zbout
satisfaction in a model indirectly-for a surface strucutre S o,Iy it there
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is a unique logical structure S which is associated by tne grammar with
that .surfact S and in terms of which satisfaction car be directly defined.
We are in the same positiop with .respect to entailment, which after all
is defined in terms of satisfaction. Strictly speaking, entailment is a
relation between logical structures, not surface sentences. We can define
entailment.indirectly for Surface sentences just in case we can associate
a unique structure S with each ot thesutface s.entences. Consider the
following examples.

(12) n. John and Bill left
b. John left.

.

(13) a. I state that John and Bill left
b. I state that John left

Under the performative analysis for declaratives, the (a) and (b) sentences
in (12) and (13) will be associated with the logical structures in (1.4a)

and (14b) respectivel'yl

b:

1

and S,

state S,

V

left

S
3

V

left

With rcsoect to (14) we can say the following about entailment.

(1S); a. SI entails S,
b. .S0 does not 6ntaiI S

4

Since entailment is a reiat.on directly defined between logical structures

1 .4
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and. only indirectly between sentences depending on which logical structure
Ss they are associated with, we can only talk about entailment relations- in/
.(12) and (13). if w,.! know which logical structure Ss we arc talking about/
Consider fpr example the sentences in (13). If we can find a locution tä
make it clear that we are associating (13a) with SI and (13b) with Sa/then
we can speak of an entailment relation of the appropriate sort holdilig.

./
,''(16) That (13a) is a true statement on occasion t,entails that (13131 /, -__ ,-

is a true statement on occasi'on t. -2,_,---

...' .---...,
..-

By using the locution.about true statements', we make it clear that we,afe
,--.associating (t3a) with SI and.. (.13131 with.S1, since:

--
.(17) a. (13a) is a true statemenf on occasion t if and only if SI in

(14a) is satisfied on occasion t.
b. (13b) iS a true statement on oecasion't if and only if S, in

(14h) is satisfied on occasion t.
.

The point again is that when we speak of true stateMents, ,! arc speaking
of direct objects of statement predicates, not whole sentences or the logical
structures corresponding to them.

Now consider (18).

(18) Sentence (13a) entails sentence (13b)

(18) would-be understood as meaning (1'.)).

(19) The truth pf the proposition expresed by the logical,structure S.
associated with sentence (13a) entails the truth of the proposition
expressed by thy logical structure s associated with the sentence
(13b).

Without any special locutions about true statements,,the,constraints of. (19)
would be in force for tne entire sUrface sentences (rather than just for the
surface S marking the direct object of a predicate of stating, in the
case above.) By (9a), (13a) and (13b) could not be associated with SI and S2
respectively, but rather with So and S4. respectively. Since So and S4 describe
speech acts, it is inapproPriate to speak of their 'truth'; moreover, there
is no entailment relation between So and S. Thus, there are two reasons
why (19) does not hold.

Let us now consider (12).. If we use the 'true statement' locution, we
get the Same results as in (16).

(16') That (12a) is a trile statement on occasion t entails that (12b) is

a true statement on occasion t.
(17') a. (12a) is.a true statement on occasion t if and only if SI in

(14a) is satisfied on occasion t.
b. (12b) is a true statement on occasion t if and only if. S'2. in

(14b) is satisfied on occasion .t..

But because (12) contains no overt performative verb, (12) displays a dif-
ference with respect to (13) when one looks at statements parallel to (18)
such as (18').

(18') Sentence (12a) entails s.entence (12b).

(18') is understood as (19').
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(19') The truth of the ,proposition.expressLd by the logicalstructure S
associated with sentence (12a) entails the truth of the proposition
expressed by the logical structure S associated with sentence (12b).

(18') is unlike (18) in that principle (19) permits both So and. St to be
"assotiated with' Ahe surface s dominating sentence (12); and (191 also
permits both S4 and'S, to be 'as.iociated with' the surface S dominating
sentence (12b). But since one can only speak of SI and S2 as being 'true',
'while.it is inappropriate te speak strictly of the 'truth of. So and S4,

the surface'nominals sentence (I2a) and sentence (12b) in (18') wind up
being associated with SI and S, respectively. Since there is an entailment
relation between 'SI and S,, (18') not only makes sense, but is true.

The point here is that the grammar of English may assign sentence (12a)
the logical structure (14a), while the surface nominal sentence (I2a) in the .

eentence (18') may be taken as referring to the content of only a subtreo
of (14a), namely SI,. The reason why I have taken the trouble to discuss
this matter at sucfi length isthat a failure to make such distinctions ,can
lead one into making a fallacious argument against'the performative analysis
for deelaratives. (20) contains the gist of:such an argument.

(20) (i) (14a) is the, logical structure of.sentence (12a) and
(14h) is the logical structure of Sentence (12b).

(ii) Sentence (12a) entails sentence (12b).
(iii) But (14a) [= Soj does not entail (14b) [= S41.
(iv) Therefore, assuming that entailment'is based on logical

structure, .(i) cannot he correct. ,

The argumentls fallacious. Tn order to make the argument correct, we
would have to assume in addition:

(21) Sentence (12a) entails sentence (12b) is true if and only if the
logical structure of.sentence (12a) entails the logical structure
of sentuce (12b).

But this need noc be a correet assumption, as we saw a'oove... The truth of
(20ii) (18')1 depends upon what the surface nominals sentence (12a).and
sentence (I2b) refer to in that sentence. As we have seen, these surface
nominals may be understood as referring to the proposition expressed by a
Subtree Of the logical structure of the surface sentence. 'This is not
particularly.strange,. considering the general complexities that we have seen
to be involved in the assignment ef reference to surface nominals, and the
general constra!uts in (9) aboVe.

APPENDIX 2

Given transformational grammar of the Aspects vintage, it made sense to ask
'Do transformations preserve.meaning?'. Within generative semantics, this
question doe's not make_sense, for various reasons. First and most obviously,
there are no transformations. In their place there are correspondence rUles
which may hm,e global and/or transderivational coistraints associated with.
them. Secondly the role of 'correspondence rule', is to correctly relate
surfaCe structures and logical structures, given various constraints in-
volving context, conveyed meanings; etc. The rules will have to account
correctly for allaspects of meaning; but the term ''preserving meaning' will

meaningifss im such a theory. Since there is more to meaning
than-just the model-theoretical interpretations of logical structures--in.

, ,partinlar, those,features of meaning associated with context and conveyed

\
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,.meaning-;-one would not expect all aspects of the, meaning of a sentence tobe given by the model-theoretical interpretation of the logical structure
of the sentence. The rule of'performative deletion, as discussed by R.-
Lakoff (1973), is a case in point. As Lakoff observes, overt performatives
are used under different contextual conditions-than

nonovert.performativeS.
Thus, sentences with overt performatives would differ in their contextual
meaning from sentences with nonovert performatives. This would be accounted
for in the, gramMar of English-by placing transderivational conditions con-
cerning context on the rule of.performative deletion.

If one had a theory'like the Aspects theory, with transformations and a
notion of deep structure, and if one stated performative'deletion in such a
theory as a transformation, then performative deletion mould, as expected,

'not be a meaning-preserving transformation
in such a theory, since the

contextual constraints on sentences in the derivation of which the rule has
applied would differ from those in'which the rule had not applied. But
this issue.does not arise in generative semantics, since the notion of
'preserving meaning'.does not make sense in such a theory. In generative
semantics, meanings are assigned to sentences by rules of grammar. One.
may ask whether they are assigned cOrrectly'or incorrectly, but not whether
they are 'preserved'.

APPENDIX 3

Ross 'and Sadock, in theTr versions of the performative analysis, assume
that the logical structure of every sentence has a performative predicate
expressing the literal content of that speech act which is performed when
the speaker utters the given sentence in'an appropriate situation. I am not
making such as a'i.sumption but rather two weaker assumptions:

(I) Every sentence when used in:a given sitilation to perform a .speech act
has asslciated with it in that situation a logical structure which contains
aTerforMative predicate which expresses the literal content of the speech
act
.(II) Every sentence which contains.in its suifice structure a deictic (or
'indexical') element, i.e., an element which has meaning only with nfference
to a speeth act, has ir its logical structure a performative predicate.which
expresses the literal content Of that speech act.

(I) and, (II) leave open the possibility that there are sentences of
.'natural languages which do not have any deictic elements and which can be
cdnsidered in the abstract apart from any implicit or explicift speech act.
Such sentences do seem to occur in English, though they constitnve a very
tiny proportion of sentences of the language. They include certain sentences
about mathematics and the physical sciences, as well .ras definitions. .Compare
the following two groups of sentences.

(1) a. Two plus two equals four
b. Force equals maSs times acceleration
c. Whales are mammals

(2) a. My uncle-came here yesterday
b. Whales are becoming extinct
c. The eartICkas one satellite
d. That is a wombat

\Though the sentences in (1) have surface-structure,'present tense elements,
'those tense elements have no relation to the time that such sentences were
uttered (written, etc.)., They are true (or false) independent of who\ .;
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utters them, or when or where or under what circumstancos'they are uttered,

and-',Independently of whether they are uttered at all. Thus the tenses in

(1) are not deictic elements: The tenses in (2) are, however, deictic

elements. The truth of each sentence in (2) depends on when it is uttered..

Moreover, the truth or falsity of (2a) depends on who utters it and where

the utterance takes place. (2(1) depends for a truth value on what.the

speaker refer to by that.
A tiny proportion of natural, language sentences have no deictic elements

in them at all, and if we ignore instances where such sentences, including

those in (1); are considered in the abstract rather than being asserted by

a speaker, then my proposals in (I) and .(II) become identical with the Ross-

Sadock proposal. The disparity between our positions,..though miniscule so
far as natural language phenomena on the whole are concerned, is important

with respect to the history of the study of formal semantics. Formal

semantics grew out of the study of formal logic, which in .turn concerned

itself primarily if not wholly with nondeictic sentences abstracted away

from speech situations, since it was concerned with mathematics (and science

in general). Mathematics can be formalized without taking sPeech acts into

account. However, when formal semantics is extended from its traditional.
domain to natural languages as' wholes, the study of nondeictic sentences

abstracted from speech :-,ituations pales into insignificance. Not that such

cases Should not he accounted for; (I) and (II) are set up to account for

them. According to (I) and (II), sentences like those in (1) would be

sssociated with two logical structures; one for cases in which the sentence

is uttered in the performance of a speech act--typically an assertion--and

another in which the sentence is considered in the abstract, as logicians

Jusually consider them: In the former (speech act) case, the logical struc-

ture ofoIthe sentence would contain a performative predicate expressing th3

literal content of i.he speech act; in the latter case, since the sentence

can be totally abstracted from any speech act situation, there would be no

performative predicate in logical:structure.
.The Ross-Sadock proposal requires.that all logical structures contain

performatives in the appropriate place; my proposal requires no such con-

straint. (I) and (II), rather then being constraints placed on grammars,

would simply fall out automatiCally once the principles governing the occur-

rence of deictic elements were stated correctly. . Each surface structure

'deictic element would cdrrespond to some argument in logical structure that

would be a clause-mate of some performative preclicate. Thus, the presenre

of a deictic element would require the presence of a'performatlie predicate

in logical structure; correspondingly, if a sentence Contained no deictic

element, no performative predicate would be required--one might be there or

not. If a performative predicate were there, then in order for the logical

structure to be satisfied in a model, some speech act iriould have to occur.

With no performative predicate, there would be no corresPonding speech act,

and we would get the consideration-in-the-abstract case.
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Robert C. Stainaker
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There is a familiar intuitive distinction between what is asserted and what
iS presupposed in the making of a.state-inebt. If I say that the Queen of Eng-
land is bald, I presuppose that England has a unique queen, and asseit that
she is bald. If I say that Sam regrets that he voted for Nixon, I presuppose
that Sam voted for Nixon, and assert-that he feels bad about it. If I ,say
that Ted Kennedy is the only person who could have defeated Nixon in 1972,
I presuppose that Ted Kennedy could have defeated Nixon in 1972, and assert
that no one else could have done so. Philosophers have discussed this dis-
tinction mainly in the context of'problems of reference. Linguists have dis-
cussed it in many contexts as well. They have argued that the phenomenon of
presupposition is a pervasive feature of the use of natural language, one
that must play a role in the semantic analysis of many words and phrases.

The principal criterion that has been used to identify presuppositions
can be stated in the following way: Q is presupposed by an assertion that P
just in case under normal conditions one can reasonably'infer that a speaker
believes that Q from either his assertion or his denial that P. One who
denies the example statements listed above--who says that the Queen of England
is not bald, that Sam does not-regret that he voted. for Nixon, or that Ted
Kenhedy 'is not the only p7son who could have defeated Nixon in 1972, nor-
mally makes the same pres ppositiOns as the person who makes the affirmative
statements. Linguists lyave used this criterion to identify many examples of
the phenomenon. The'crAterion, and many of the" examples, are relatively clear
and uncontroversial; it is clear that there is a phenomenon to be explained.
But it.is much less clear what kind of explanation of it should be given.
Granted that either the statement that the Queen of England is.bald, or the
speAker who makes it, presupposes that England has a unique queen. But what
is it about the statement, or the speaker, which.constitutes this fact? There
are two very different kinds of answers to this questioh.

The first answer is that presupposition is a semantic relation holding
,between sentences or propositions. This kind of account draws the distinction
between presupposition and assertion in terms of the content or truth-condi-
tions of the sentence uttered or the prOposition expressed. Here is an ex- ,

ample of such a definition: a proposition that P presupposes that Q if and
.only if Q must,be true in order that P have a truth-value at all. The pre-
suppdsitions of a proposition, according to this definition,'are necessitated,
by the truth, and by the falsity, of the proposition: When any presupposi-
tion is false, the assertion 4acks a truth-value.

The second answer is that preSupposition should be given a pragmatic
analysis. The distinction between presupposition and assertion shoula'be
drawn, not in terms of the content of the proposition5.expressed, but in
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terms of the situations in which the statement is madethe attitudes and

intentions of the speaker and his audience. Presuppositions, on this account, .

are something like the background beiiefs of the speakerpropositions whose

truth he takes for granted, or seems to taRe for granted, in making_hia__flate-

ment.
The pragmatic account is closer to the ordinary notion of presupposition,

but it has frequently been assumed that the semantic account is the one that

is rielevant to giving a rigorous theoretical explanation of the linguistic

phenomena. I want to argue that this assumpticin is wrong. I will suggest

that it is important for correctly understanding the phenomena identified by

linguistics to give the second kind of analysis rather than the first. In

terms of the pragmatic account, one can give intuitively natural explanations

of some facts that seem puzzling when presupposition is viewed as a semantic

relation. The pragmatic account makes it possible to explain some particular

facts about presuppositions in terms of general maxims of rational communica-

tion rather than in terms of Lomplicated and ad hoc hypotheses about the

semantics of particular words and particular kinds of constructions. .To

argue this, I will sketch an account of the icrid I want to defend, and then

discuss some of the facts identified by linguists in terms of it.

Let_tne begin by rehearsing some truisms about conaunication. Communica-

tion, whether linguistic or not, normally takes place against a background

of beliefs or assumptions which are shared by the speaker and his audience,

and which are recognized by them to be so shared. When I discuss politics

with my barber, we .each take the elementary facts of the current political

situation for granted, and we each assume that the ofher does. We assume

that Richard Nixon is the President, that he recently defeated George

McGovern by a large margin, that the United States has recently heen in-

volved in a war. in Vietnam, which ig a small country in Southeast Asia, and
--

so forth. That we can reasonably take these facts for granted obviously

makes our communication more efficient. The more common ground.we can take'

for granted, the more efficient our communication will be. And unless we

could reasonOly treat some facts in this way, we,probably could not communi-

catc at all.
Which facts or opinions we can reasonably take for granted in this way,

as much as what further information either of us wants to convey, will guide

the direction of our conversation--will determine what is said. I wi,11 not .

say things that arc already taken for grantea, since that would be redundant:

Nor will I assert thingS incompatible with the common background, since that

would be selfIclefedting. My aim in making assertions is to distinguish among
the possible situations which arc compatible with all the beliefs or assump-

tions that I assume that we share. Or it could be put the other way around:
the.common'background is defined by the possible situations which I intend

to distinguish amon i'l. with my assertions, and other speech acts. Propositions

true ip all of them are propositions whose truth is taken for granted:.

Although it'is normally inappropriate because unnecessary for me to

assert something that each of us assumes the other already believes, my

assertions will of course always have co4isequences which arc part of the

common.backgrOund. For example, in a context where we both know that my

neighbor is aneadult male, I say "My neighbor is a bachelor," which, let us

suppoSe, entails that he is adult and'male. I might just as will have said .

"my neighbor is unmarried." The same information would have been conveyed

(although the nuances might not have hecn.exactly the same)... That is, the

increment pf information, or of dontent, conveyed by the firSt.statcmcnt ig

the same as.thaS conveyed by the second. . If the ascrted propoSition.were
accepted, and added to the common background, the resulting situation would

be the same as'.if the scuond assertion were accepted and added to the back-

ground.
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' This notion of common background belief is the first approximation to the
netion of pragmatic presupposition that I want to use. A proposition P is a
pragmatic presupposition of a speaker in a given context. just in ase the,
speaker assumes or believes that P, assumes or believes that his' addressee
assumes or belieVes that P, and assumes or believes that his addressee recog-
nizes that he is making these assumptions, or has these beliefs.

I do not 'propose this as a definition or analysis, first since it is far
fronyclear what'it is to believe or assume something, in the relevant way

'and seCond since even assuming these notions to be clear, fhe definition
, would need 'fiirther qualification. My aim is not to give an analysis but_

rather to point to a :Familiar feature of lingu.istic contexts which, I shall
. aigue, is the.feature in'terms of which a certain range of linguistic phenom-,

ena should be explained. The notion has, I think, enough intuitivccontent
to enable us to identify a lot of particular cas6s, and the general outlines
o'f the definition are clear enough to justify some generalizations about pre-
suppositions which help 4o explain the facts. Before defending this claim
by discusSing some of the facts,'1 will make two remarks about the general,

notion.

First, note that it is ,persons rather than sentences, propositions or
speech acts that have or make presuppositions. This goes against the pre-
vailing technical use of the term, according to which presuppositions, whether
semantic or:pragmatic, are normally taken to relate two linguistic things.
One-might define such a relation in terms of the pragmatic notion in something

, like ond of the following ways: (a) One might say that a'sentence x pre-
suppoSes that 0 just in case the use of x to"make a statement is appropriate
(or4isrmalp.'or conversationally acceptable) onlyin contexts where 0 is pre-supposed by the .speaker; or (b) one might say that the statement that P (made
in,a givien context) presupposes that 0 just in case one can reasonably infer
that the speaker is presup,osing that 0 from the fact that the statement wasmade; or (c) one might say hat'the statement 0-at P (made in a given con-

,:text) presupposes that 0 just in case it is nc ssary to assume that the
) speaker is.presuppoSing that' 0 in order to Luis rstand or interpret correctly
the stateMent. As stated, these suggested definitions are vague, and each
is different fronithe other. ,ut I do not think it would be fruitful to re-
fine them, 'or to.choose one I .er the others. It is true that the linguistic
facts to be explained by a thvory of presupposition arc for the most part re-
lationS'between linguistic items, or between a linguistic expression and a
proposition.. They are, as I interpret them, facts about the constraints, of
one kind oranother, imposed by what is said on what is appropriately presup-
posedhy the speaker, according to various different standards of appiopriate-
ness-, But I think all the facts can be stated and explained directly in.
"terbsTef the underlyinvnotion of speaker presupposition, and without intro-
ducing an intermediate nbtion of presupposition.as a relati,a holding between'
sentences.(er stateMents) and preposition

This last point is a stragetic recommendation, and not.a substantive Claim.
As rsaid, one could define suCh' anotion 'n various ways; I just doubt the
,theOretical utility of doing so. My purely strategic motive for emphasizing
thisToint is that I want to avoid what I think would be a fruitless debate
over which of various explications of the notion of pragmatic7sentence pre-
'supposition best accords with'the use of the term "presupposi/tion" by
linguists. I do not want to deny that, in an adequatetheory of conversation,
onewill need a notion' or rietions of conversational acCeptability, and thatonce:one has such.a notion one has all the material for a definition of prag-matic sentence presupposition. A rouph definition of "conversational accept-
abilily" might,he something like this: a speech act is conversationally
acceptable-in the relevant sen'se,just in Case it can reasenably be expected
to accomplish_its purpose in the normal c:ay in which the normal purposes of
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such speech.acts are a,ccomplished. But such a nition would get its content

from an account of the mechanisms by which the normal purposes of speech acts

are accomplished, and the notion of speaker presupposition is intended_to be

one theoretical concept useful for giving such an account. It is in this 'way

that it is a nore basic concept than the concept of conversational accept-

ability.
Second, let me suggest one way that the definit n given above needs to

be qualified. IA normal, straightforward serious conversational contexts
where the overricii.ng purpose of the conversation is to exchange information,

'or conduct a rational argument, what is presupposed by the speaker, in the

:..ei!..;e intended, is relatively unproblematic. The presuppositions coincide

with the shared beliefs, or the presumed conmknil:nowledge. The difficulties

in applying the notion como with contexts in which other interests besides

communication arc being setWd by the convel-satipn. If one is talking for

son.: other purpose than .to exchange information, or if one must be polite,

discreet, diplomatic, kind, or entertaining as well as hiformative, then one

may have reason to act as if the common background were different than one

in fact knows it to be, For.example, when I talk to my barber, neither of

us exptcts to learn anything; we are talking just to be civil, and to pass

the time. If we haven't much to say, we may act 'as if the background of
common knowledge is smaller than it really-is.. "Cold today, isn't it?"

"Sure is, windy too." "Well, spring will he here before long" Although there

is little actual communication going on here, it is clear that what is going

on is to be understood in terms of genuine communication. We are pretending

to-communicate, and our pretense can be explained in terms of the sane

categories as a,serious exchange of information.
In other cases, a spt.;akermay act as if certain propositions arc part

of the common background when he knows that they are not. He may want to

Commumicate a propositi,,,1 ;hdirr, ,!/, and do this by presupposing it in such

a way that the auditor will he able to .nfer that it is presupposed. In such

a case, a speaker tells his auditor haething in part by pretending that his

auditor already kno.s t. pret nt,2d not be an attempt at deception.

It might be tacitL r .gn e.:ervone :oncerned that this is what is going

on, and recognized tha. e. -e recoc-:izes it. In some casesit isjust

that it would be h7discri- r, or insulting, ,r tedious, or unnecessarny blunt,

or rhetorically le:-7s effe,:1-ive to o;,enly assert a proposition that one wants

to communicate:2
Where a conversotion thH kind of.pretense, the speaker's pre-

suppositions, in the .,;se of the term I sb,11 use, wili not fit the de-

finition 3:ketched abo- . Mat is lihy the definition is only an approximation.

I shall say that one acally does make the presUppositions that one seems to

makeAeven when or.: is onli. pretending to have the beliefs that one normally

has when Presullu ott. resupposing is thus not a mental at-

titode like believing, hut is rather a linguistic disposition--a disposition

to behave in one's use of language- as if one had certain beliefs, or were

making certain assumptions.
The presumed background ini-ormation--the set of presuppositions which in

part define a lingilistic contextnaturally imposes constraints on what can

reasonably or appropriately he sail in that context. Where the Constraints

relate to -a particular kind of grammatical construction, or to a particular

expression or category of expressions, one has a linguistic fact to be ex-

plained. This is the case with the sample sentences with which- I bogan. One:.

of the facts could be stated like this: it is inappropriate to say."The

Queerhof England is bald" (or to say "t!le'Queen. of England is not bald") ex-

cept in a context in which it is part of . the presumed background information

that England hari a queen. Compare this with a descript:on that interpretS

the yhenomena in terms of a semantic concept of presupposition: the prosi-
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tion expressed by "the Queen-of England is bald" has a truth-value only ifEngland has a unique queen. The first description, in contrat to the second,
makes no'claim at.all about the content of the statement -about the truth-
conditions of wha,t is said. The description in terms of the pragmatic notiondoes not rule Out a semantic explanation for tho.fact that a certain pre-
supposition is required when a certain statement is made, but neither does
it demand such an explanation. Mat is, one, might explain why it is appi-o-priate for a speaker to say "the Queen of En'gland is bald" only if he pre-
supposes that England has. a queens.in terms of the followiog two assumptions:'
first, that the statement lacks a truth-value unless Englz,nd has a queen, andsecohd, that one normally presupposes that one's statements have a truth-value.. But one also might explain'the fact.in a different way. The fauts
about presuppositions, I am ,uggesting, can be separated from a particular
kind of semantic explanation of those f:v.:ts. This -;eparation of the account
of presupposition from the account of the content of what is said will allow
for more diversity among presupposition

phenomena than would be possible if
they all had to be 'forced into the semantic mold. 1.,2t ro stuv:st, more
specifically, four of the advantages of making this move..

First, if presupposition Is defined independently of truth-conditions,
then it'is possible for the constraints on p?eauppositions'to vary from con-text to context, or with changes in stres,s or shifts in ;,rd order, without
those changes requiring variation in the semantic interpretation of what is
said., This shoiYld make possible a simpler semantic theory; at the very least,it should allow for more-flexibility in the construction of semantic theories.For example, D.T. Langendoen points out in a paper on presupposition and
assertion that normally, if one said "my cousin isn't a boy anyMore" he would
be asserting that his cousih had grown up, presupposing that he is male. Butone might, in a less.common context, Ilse the same sentence to assert that
one's cousin had changed sexes, presupposing that she is young.4 If a seman-
tic accourit of presupposition is given of this case, then one must say thatthe sentence is therefore-ambiguous. On the pragmatic account, one just
points to twodifferent kinds of situations in which a univocal sentencecould ly! used.

. Second, if presupposition is defined independently of 'truth-conditions,
.then one con separate the question of entailment relations from the questionof presupposition. On,the'semantic account, presupposition and entailment
are parallel and incompatible ,:emantic rela:-ions. A presupposes that B ifand may if B. is necessitated'by both'A and its denial. A entails B if and
only if B is necessitated by A but not by its denial. Thus the claim_that
the sentynce, "Sam realizes that p" ont.i that P conflicts with the claim
.that that sentence presupposes, in,the semantic sense, that P. But using
the pragmatic accoUnt, one may say'that sometimes, when a...presupposition is
required by the makirm of a statement, what is presuppOsed is also entailed;
and sometimes it is not. One can say that "Sam realizes riot P" entails.
that P--the claim is false upless.P true.--""Sam does not realize that P,"
however, does not entail that P. That--proposition may be true even when P is
false. All this.is compatible_with-the claim that one is required to pre-
suppose that P whcoever one as-rser or denieS that' Sam realizes it.

Third, ,the constraints.' imposediby a statement on what is presupposed seem
,to be a matter Lf degree, and tiffs is hard to explain on the semantic account.
Sometimes no sense at allcan be made of a statement unless one assumes that
the speaker is making a certain presupposition. In other cases, it is mildly
suggested by a speech act that the speaker is taking a certain assumption for
granted, but the suggestion f:; easily defeated by.countervailing evidence.-
If a speaker says to me, "Sam was surprised that Nixon. lost the election,"
then .I have no choice'but to assume that he takes it for granted that Nixon
lost.. But if he says, "If Eagleton hadn't been dropped from the Democratic
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ticket, Nixon would haye won the election" (without an "even" before the "if"

or a "still" after the "Nixon"), there is a suggestion Ahat the speaker pre-

supposes that Nixon in fact did nbt win, but if the statement is made in the

right context, or with the right intonation, the suggestion is overruled.

This difference in degree, and variation with context.is to be expected on

the pragmatic account, since it is -a matter of the strength of an inductive

iriference from the fact that a statement was made to the existence of a back-

ground assumption osr belief.
Fourth, and perhaps most bnportant, the pragmatic analysis of presupposi-.

tion, because it relates the phenomena to the general communication situation.,

may make it pOssible to explain some of the facts i terms of general assump-

tions about rational strategy in situations where people ,-xchange informatiOn

..or conduct argument.. One way to explain the fact that a.particular assertion

requires or suggests a certain presupposition is to hypothesrze that it is

simply a fact about some word or construction used in making the.assertion.

In such a case, the fact about the presupposition requirement must he writtea

into the dictionary, or into the semantics. But since we have an account of

the functior .)f p-:.suppositions in conversations, we may sometimes he, able

to Txplain facts About them without such hypothtses. The propositions that

P andthat may be related to each other, and to common beliefs and in-
tentions, in.such a way that it is hard to think of a reason that anyone
would raise the question whether P, or care about its answer, unleAS he

alroadvbelieved that ). More .generally, it might be that one can make sense

of-a c,aver3ation as a sequence of rational actions only on the assumption

-------<that the speaker and his audience share certain preuppositions. If this

-kind of explanation can be given for the fact that a certain stat?meft tends

to require a certpin presupposition, then there will be no need to complicate

the semantics or the lekicon.
For example', consider the word "know." it is clear that "x knows that P"

entails that. P. It is also clear that jn most ,;,:i.ses when anyone asserts or

denies that x knows that P. he presupposes that P. Can 'this Tatter fact be

explained without building it 'into the semanties of the word? I think it can.

Suppose a speaker were-to assert that x knows that P in a context where the--

truth of P is in doubt or dispute. He wpjld be saying in one breath some-

thing that could be challenged in two different ways: He would he leaving

unclear whether his main point was to make a claim aboUt the truth of P, or to

Make a cl:.)In hr tho epistemic situation of x (the knower), and thus leaving

unclear what direction he intended or expected the convemition to take. Thus,

given what "x knows that P" means, and glven that people normally want to

:ommunicate in an orderly s,ay, and normally have some purpose in mind, it

would be unreasonable to a:..sert that x knows that P in such a context. One

could communicate more efficiently by saying something else. For similar

reasons, it would noimally be. inappropriatetu say that x does not know that

P in.a coniewhere the truth of P was in question. If the speaker's reason

for believing his assertion were that he thought that P was false, or that he

thought that x didn't believe 1', or didn't have reason to believe that P,

then his statement would he gratuitously weak. And it would be unusual for a

speaker to be in a position to know that one of these situations obtained,

without knowing which.
This is.a tentative and int:omplete sketch of an explanation. Much more

would have to be said to make ft convincing. My .point is to make it plausible

that; in some cases at least, such explanations might be given, and to argue

that where they can be given, there is no reason to build specific rules about

presuppositions into the seMantics.
I want.now to illustrate these advantages of the pragmatic account by

looking at some linguistic facts in terms of it. The two.sets of facts I will

- consider are taken from two recent papers bY Lauri Karttunen.5
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First, on a distinction between two kinds of factive verbs. It is well

known that amopg.verbs which take a nominali:ed sentence complement (for ex-

ample believe, know, intend, see) one can distinguish a subclass known as

factive.verbs (know, regret, discover, see, as contrasted with believe, intend,

assert, claim). _ A number of syntactic and semantic criteria are used to

draw the distinction, but the distinguishing mark that is relevant is thc

fotlowing: if V is a factive verb, then x Y':: that P presupposes (and; 1 willd

say, entzkils as well) that P. If 1 assert-or deny that Jones regrets,

realizes, or discovers that Nixon won thi election, then I presuppose that

N:.xon did in fact win. Karttunen has k:racm a further distinction.among two

kinds of factive verbs which, he argues,'revires a distinction between two

.kinds of presupposition te.qations. Uric kind of factive verb (labeled the

full factives) includes regret, forgot and. resent. The basis for the dis-

tinction is as follows:, with full factives, it is not only an assertion or.

denial of the proposition x (",.: th.it I' that requires. the presuppositiowthat

P, but also the suppos:t/on that x."L. that P in the antecedent of a con-

ditional, or the claim that the proposition miqht be true. Kith semi-factives,

it is only the assertion or denial that requires the presupposition. For ex-

ample, cont:ider the two stat.ments

Sam may n2gret that he voted for ::ixon.
If Sam regrets that: he voted for IIixon, then A fool.

Because these two statements clearly require the presuppositien that Sam

voted for Nixon, regret is Seefl to be a full factive.

The following is Karttunen's example to illustrate the contrast between

full factiv.!s and ,emi-factives. Compare

( r,Jgret
rf 1 realize lAt.,2r that 1 have not told the truth, I will

discover
confess it to evergono.

In the first statement, the speaker clearly presupposes that he has not told

the truth. .1n the other twb cases, he clearly does not presuppose this.

-Fhus ,ealize and dis,a)versare seen to be seH-factives.
lb explain the difference, Karttunea postulates a distinction between

a strong and a weak kink of semantic presupposition. If P Necessitated by

Possibly .), and by I'oss:bly not-:,, then _) strongly presppose- that P. Weak

semantic presuppositions are defined, in the usual way.

In discussing this example, I want to dispute both the data, and the,

theoretical accounT of them. I agree that there is a sharp contrast in the

particular example given, but 'the matter is loss clear if one Woks at other

examples. Consider.

If Harry discovers that his wife is playing around, he will be

upset.
If Harry had discovered that his wUe wvis playing around, he

would have been upset.
If Harry had realized that his wife was playing around, he

would have-been upset.
Harry may realize that his wife has been playing around.

Harry may never discover that his wife has been playing around.

There is, I think, in all these cases a presumption that the speaker pre-

supposes that Harry's wife is, or, .has been, playing around. The presumption

is stronger in some of the examples.than in others, but it seems to me that

5,3
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in some,of them it is as strong as.with regret. Further, if we assume'that
with the so-called semi-factives like discover and realize, there is always
a presumption that the speaker presupposes the truth of the proposition ex-
-
pressed in the complement,

wersan.still explain why the presumption is de-feated in Karttunen's particular example. The explanation goes, like this:if a speaker\explicitly
supposes something, he thereby indicates that he Is

not presuppong it, or taking it for graated. So when the speaker says "if,
I realize later that P," he indicates that he is not presiipposing that he willrealize later that P. But if it is an open question for a speaker whetheror not he will at some future time

have come to realize that P, he can't _be assuming that he already knows that P. And if he.is not assuming that hehimself knows that e, he can't be assuming that P. Hence P cannot be pre-supposed. A roughiy parallel expltwation will work for discover, but not forregret.

One can explain anOther of kartvunen's examples in a similar way. Considerthe three questions:

1

. regret
Dia you' .realize that you had not told the truth:

discover

Here realize seems to go with regret and not with discover. The first
two questions seem to require thyt the

speaker presuppose that the auditor
did not tell the truth, while the third does not. Again; we can explain the
difference, even while assuming that there is a prsumption that the pre-
supposition is made in all three cases. The 7eason that the presumption isdefeated in the third case is that the'speaer :ould not make that. presupposi-tion .without assuming an affirmative: answer to the questien he is asking.
But in generai, b/askiag a question, ,nc indiLates that one, is not pre-supposing a particular anInver to it. This expanation depends an the* par-
ticular semantic propirti2s of discover, :aid hill not work for reaLize orre?ret.6 It also depends xi the fact that the subject of the verb is theseCond-person vonoun. Hence if the explanation is right, one would expect-the presupposition to reappear in tbe analogous third-person question "DidSam discover that he hadn't told the truth?" It seems that it does'.

Since on the pragmatic account, the constraints on presuppositions can
vary without tbe truth-condi ions charying, we can allow presuppolition
differences between first-. or second-p-rson statelents and questions and thecorresponding third-pe7son statements. Jnd questions without postulating
separate semailtic a..:,ounts of plopos ions expressed Prom different pointSof view. So, while se have nuteadiffi,.!nces

in the presuppositions required
or suggested by':he following-two statements,

If Harry discover.: that his wife has h,.,:en playing ,:around, he willbe upset.

I discover that my wife has been playing around, r wil be
upso't (said hy Ha:ryt .

this difference does not prevent us from sayingthat the two statements bothhave the same semantic content--thaz the 1;ame proposition is expressed inbcth caseS. It woald n( e possible to say this on a semantic account Ofpresuppositione.

If the expJaUations I .have sket bed ide on the right tra,:k, then we caniccount for at least.some of the d:ffereaces between factive and'semi-factivererbs without distinguishing )etween two different kindu of presupposition!-elat.Lons. We can also account for some differencov among semi-factives,
Ind differences between fit-7,t- : third-person stater-eats without complica-

I f
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ting the semantics. The explanation depends on just two things: first, some

simple and very general facts about the relation between pragmail-Cpre-

suppositions and assertions,,, questions, and suppositions second, on

:ordinary semantic properties of the particular verbs involvcd.7

The second set of facts that I will discuss concerns the presuppositions

of compound sentences: How do the presuppositions required by a conditional

or conjunctiC statement relate to the presuppositions that would be required

by the component parts, stated alone? In general, whot is the relation be-

tween the presuppositions required by an assertion that A ..nd the assertion

that B on the one hahd, and by an assertion that A 1 B or that if A, then B

on the other? Karttunen defends-the following answei to the question: let

S be a sentence of the form A and B or if A, then b. S presupposes that C if

and only if either A presupposes that c, or B presupposes that.0 and A docs----

not semantically entail that C. In other words, the presuppositions of a

conjunction are the presuppositions required by either of the conjuncts, minus

any required by the second conjunct which aro entailed by the firit. The

presuppositions of a conditional are the Tresuppositions of either antecedent

or consequent minus those required by the consequent and entailed by the

antecedent. So if I say ':Herry is married, and Harry's wife is a great cook,".

I assert, and do not presuppose, that Harry is married. But,the second con-.

junct, stated alone, (Harry's wife is a gr- cook), would require the pre-

suppe5ition that Harry is married. The sentence with conjuncts in reverse -

order woLld be unacceptable in any normal context..(Hair!Ps wife is a great

cook, and Harry is married).
Now-if we regard Karttuncn's generalization as a generalization about

'semantic presuppositions, then we will interpret it as a hypothesis about the

way the truth-value (or 1ak of it) of a conjunctien or conditional relates

to the truth-values of the parts. The hypothesis has the consequence that

the conjunction and is 'not truth-functional, since the-truth7value- of a con-

junctive Statement will in some cases depend on entailment fel'ation between

the. conjuncts. It has the consequence that and L5 rrl' symmetric. A and B

may be false while 8 on.) A lacks a truth-value. Finally it has.the con-

sequenee that,the simple conjunct...Ai and is governe0 1> ilysteriously compli-

cated rules.
On the other hand, if we regard KarttnAen!s generalization'as a general-

ization about pragmatic presuppositions, then we can reconcile it with°the

standard truth-functional account of and, :uid we can exl.lain the generaliza-

tion without postulating any a( hoc semancic Or pragmatic rules. The ex-

planation goes like thi: first, once a proposition has kLlen asserted in a

conversation, then (unio.is or until it is Lhallenged) tb speaker can reason-

ably take ii for ranted for the of thc Lonversation. In particular,

when a speaker says som"thing af the form and B,he may t-kc it for granted

that A (or at least that ais audi,mce recognizes that he aLccpts that 1.)

acter,he has said it. The proposition that A will added to the background

of common ass imptions before the speaker asserts rAt B. Now suppose-that B

expresses a ,-oposition that would, fcr some reaso: , he inappropriate to

assert except in a context where A, or something c.ita!led by A, is presupposed

Even if A is not preSupposed initially, one may sti!: assert A and B fince by

the time one gets to saying that. B; the context has :.hiftcd, and it is'by then

presupposed that A.
.-V; with thi., explanation sketched in the earlier discussion, this cxplana-

, tion rests on just two things: first, a simple pragmatic assumption about the

way presuppositions shift in the course of a conversation--an assumption that

says, rdughly, that a speaker may build on what has already been said; second,

an uncontreversial assumption about the semantic properties of the -word and--

in nartiCular, that l..hen one asserts .a conjunction, he asserts both conjuncts.

If we interpret presupposition to mean pragmatic presupposition, then we caw-

1 5 "
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deduce Karttunen's,generalization from these two almast trivial assumptions. .The analogous generalization about conditional statements is explainableOn equally simple assumptions. Here we need first the assumption that whatis explicitly supposed becomes (temporarily) a part of the background of
Common at.,sumptions in subsequent conversation, and second that an if clauseis,. an explicit supposition.

%gain, Karttunen's generalization can be derivedfrom these obvious aS:;,umptions.
, .1 have been arguing in this paper for the fruitfulness of separatingsemantic from pragmatic features of linguistic expressions and situations,and of explaining a certain range of phenomena in terms.of pragmatic ratherthan semantic principles. This goes against the trend of the work of

generative sethanticists such as George Lakoff and John Ross, who have empha-sized the difficulty of separating syntactic, semantic, and _pragmatic problems,'and who have sometimes suggested that such distinctions as between syntactic -,and.semantie deviance or semantic and pragmatic regularities are of more usefor al/biding problems than for solving them. Partly to respond toconcern, I will conclude with some general remarks about the distinction be-tween semantics and.pragmatics, and about what I am not recommending when
Isuggest-that the distinction be taken seriously. ;

First remark: semantics, as contrasted.with pragmatics, can mean eitherthe study of meaning or the studyof coritent The contrast between semantic
and pragmatic claims can-be either of two things, depending on which notion
of semantics one has in mird. First, it can'be a contrast between claimsabout the darticular conventional meaning of some word.or phrase on the onehand, and claims about the general structure or strategy of conversation on .'the other. Grice's distinction between conventional implicatures and eon-
versationarimplicatures. is an instance of this'contrast. Second,..it can,bea.contrast between claims about.the truth-conditions or content of what issai4--the proposition expreSsed--on the one hand, and elaims about.the contektin which a statement is made--the attitudes and interests of speaker andaudience--on the other. It is the second contrast that I. am using when Iargue for a pragmatic rather than a semantic account of presuppositions. Thatis, my claim is that constraints

on presuppositions are constraint's on .theContexts in which s! tements can be made, and not constraints on the.trutb-
conditious.of. propositions expressed in making the statements. I also made
use of rhe other-contrast in arguing for this claim. I conjectured -that onecan exTqain many presupposition constra.nts in terms of general conversationalrules without building anything about vesuppositions into the meanings ofparticular words or constructions. But I make no.general claim _here. Insome cases; one, may just have to

writepresupposition constraints into thedictiorviry entry for a parimiar word.- This would make certain presupposi-'tion requirement's a'matter but it would not thereby make them a'matter of content. Thei. 'e facts about the meaning of a word which playno role at all in determining te trurn-cunditions of propositions expressed'using the word.
Second remari\.: in recommending a separation of content and context I am

no,t suggesting th't thvre is 60. interaction between them. Far from it. Thesemantic rules which determne-the content of a sentence may do so only rela7
tive to the context in which it is uttered. This is obviously the case withSenter s using prolouns, demonstratives, qOantifiers, definite des-cript is, or proper ncmes. I suspect it happens in less obvious cases aswell. But this interaction does not 'prevent us from studying the featureSwhich define a linguistic ,7ontext (such as a set of pragmatic presuppositions)in abstraction from t.;.e positions expressed in such contexts, or fromstudyiug the -,-,..latiens," :-ong prcpositions in abstraction from 'the contextsin which they might be. exi)ro J.

A' final remark: in -,rf. ases, distinct:Ans such as that between INmantic
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and pragmatic features may be used as a way to set problems aside. Some

.

linguists have accused other linguists of using the distinction between

syntax and semantics in this way. Deviant sentences which seem to conflict

with syntactic generalizations are not treated as counterexamples, but in-

stead are thrown into a."semantic wastebasket" to be explained away by sOme

future semantdc theory. In the same way, some may be suspic:eos that'I.am

setting up a pragmatic wastebasket, and recommending that all the interesting

problems be thrown away.
I do not think that this is always a bad procedure, but it is not what I

am suggesting here. I am recommending instead the development and applica-

tion of a pragmatic theory in which detailed explanations of.phenomena relat-

ing to linguistic contexts can he given. It is true that traditionally the

mere well-developed and the more rigorOus linguistic theories have focused

on questions of grammar and content, while the discussions which.emphasized_

the role of conversational cOntext have been more informalandl-es-gTh7;-ret-

ical. But there is no necessity in this. Potentially at least, a theory of

pragmatics, and the notion of pragmatic presupposition can.be as precise as

any of the concepts in syntax and semantics. Although the explanations I

have sketched in this paper arc informal and incomplete, I think they suggest

a strategy fOr giving explanations of linguistic phenomena relating to.Con-

texts. which are both rigorous and intuitively natura1.9

FOOTNOTES

1
This paper Was read at the University of Texas conference on performatives,

cenversational implicature, and presupposition in March, 1973, as well as

at New York University. I, and. I hope the paper:benefited from stimulating

comments by linguists and philosophers at both places.

2 This is a special case of what Grice has called exploitation, since the

speaker exploits the rules governing normal conversation.in order to .communi-

cate :something which is not explicitly said. See II.P. Grice, "Logic and

Conversation," unpublished.
3 It was suggested by Jerry Sadock (personal communication) that the defini-

tion should be modified in another way to account for examples of the following

kind: I am asked by'someone who I have just met, "Are you going to lunch?"

Lreply, "No, I'v, got.to pick up my sister." Here I seem to presuppose that

I have a sister even though I
do not assume that the speaker knows this. Yet

the statement is clearly acceptable, and it does. not seem right to explain

this in terms of pretense, or exploitation. ro meet this problem, Sadock

suggests replacing the clause in the definition, "speaker ;cisumes or believes

that the addressee assumes pr believes that P" with the clause, "speaker

assumes or.believes that the addressee has no reason to doubt that P."

The reason i
resist.this ruggestion, even though I recognize the force of

the example, is that some basic generalizations about spPaker presuppOsitions

would fail if it were adopted. or example, one important generalization,

aljuded'to abeve, is that it is unnecessary;'in fact inappropriate, to assert

is presupposed. But, consider a routine lecture or briefing by an

acknowledged expert. lt may be that everything he says is-something that the

audien:.t has no'reason to doubt, but this does not..make it inappropriate for

him to speak. The problem is that the modification would work only for cases

where the addressee could infer what was beimg presupposed from the overt

..5peech act. But this is not the only case where speaker presuppositions cre

important:
Two alternative responses to the cxampie are possible: (a) one.can ex-

plain it in terms of exploitation; (b) one can deny that there is a Presup-

position made at all in this kind of example.

To respond in the first way is, I admit, to stretch the notion of.exploi-

N!)
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tation, first beCause the example lacks the flavor of innuendo or diplomatic
indirection which characterIzes the 'clearest cases of communication by
pretense, and second because in the best cases of exploitation, it is the
main point of the sPet.Ch act to communicate what is only implied, whereas
in this example, the indirectly communicated material is at best only a
minor piece of required background information. Nevertheless, the explana-
tion of how communication takes place in Ithis example may be thought to be
similar in form to explanations of how it takes place in the mere familiar
cases.: the addressee infers that the speaker accepts that Q from the fact
that he sayS that because normally one says that P only when it is common
background-knowledge that. Q.

To take the second option is to deny the generalization'that the speaker
always presupposes the existence of a unique referent (in the relevant domain

I

of discourse) fitting any definite description (like "my sister") which'he
uses. To make this plausible, one would have to give an explanation of why
.one is usually expected to presuppose the existence of a unique referent
when one uses a definite description--an explanation which also explains the N

..-exceptions to the-rule.
4 D. Terence Langendoen, "Presupposition and Assertion in the Semantic
Analysis of Nouns and Verbs in English," in Semantics: An interdisciplinary
Reader in Philosophy, Linguistics and Psychology, ed. by Danny D.
Steinberg and Leon A. Jakobovits (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University
Press, 1971).
5 Lauri Karttunen, "Some Observations on Factivity" and "Presuppositions of
Compolind Sentences," Linguistic Inquiry, IV (1973).
c' The relevant difference between realize and di3cover is this:. because
realize is a stative verb, a past tense statement of the farm x didn't
realize that P must be about some particular time in the past (determined
by the context), and not about all times in the paSt. This means that x
didn't realize that P may be true,.even though x now knows that.P. There-
fore, a speaker may assume that his addressee knows or assumeS that P with-
out prejudging the question whether or not he realizes (at the relevant
past time) that P. In contrast, because discover is an inchoative verb,
x didn't discover that P may be about all times in the past. .For this
reason, normally; x didn't discover that P implies that x has hot yet dis-
covered that P, and so does not now'know that P. Therefore, if a speaker
presupposed that P, he assumes that.x has discovered that P, and so assumes
a particular answer to the question he is asking.
7 Two disclaimers: First, I do not want to leave the impression that I think
I have explained very mucb here., I have not made any attempt to explain the
source.of the presumption that the complements of both factive and semi-
factive verbs are presupposed. I have tried to explain only how the pre-
sumption is canceled in certain .cases. Also, the presumption is clearly
harder to defeat in some cases' than in others: harder with realize than
with discover, and harder with full factives than with semi-fae'tives. I have
said nothing that would explain this. My hope, however, is-that such explana-
tions can be given' using the generll strategy which am A,commending.
Second, I do not want to deny that there are systematic diffeTericeen
factives and semi-factives. One difference is that full factiVes alle-
quire not-only the presupposition that the proposition expressed in the !
complement is true, but also the presupposition that the subject of the'verb
knows or knew that:it is. None of the semi-factives require or suggest this
second pregupposition; in fact, they rule it out.
8 In a paper given at the Texas conference on performatives, conversational
implicatives, and presuppositions, Karttunen put forward an explanation of
his generalization which is very similar to this. Our accounts were developed
independently.
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9 I have been accused, partly on the basis of this concluding paragraph, of

being overly optimistic about the possibTiity of a formal theory of prag
matics which is both rigorous and sufficiently detalled to provide sub-
stantive explanations of linguistic phenomena. This accusation may be just,

'but my main point here is independent'of this. However easy or difficult

it proves to be to develop an adequate theory of conversation, one cannot
simplify the task by building conversational rules into a semantic theory
of the content of what is said.

I 6



Presupposition and linviistic Context*

Lauri Karttu nen

Univeisity of Texas-Austin

According to a pragmatl.c view, the presuppositions of a sentence de-:
termine the class of contexts in which the sentence could bc felici-
tously utn2red. Complex sentences present a difficult problem in
.this framework. No simple "projection method" has been found by

.-----whAvh we could compute their ursuppositions from those of their con-
-sti,to('nt olauses. This Paper presea!s a wa to eliminate the pro-
jedtion problem. recursiv- definition of "satisfaction of pre-
suppositons" is proposed that makes it -innecessary to have any ex-
plicit method for assigning.prestippositions to compound sentences.
A theory of presuppositions.hccomes a theory of %Amistraints on suc-
eesske contexts in a fully explicit discourse.

What I present here is a sequel to a couple of my earlier studies on
presuppositions. The first one is the paper "Presuppositions of Com-
pound Sentences" (Karftunen 1973a), the other is called "Remarks on
Presuppositions" (Karttunen 1973b). I won't review these papers here, hut
I will start by giving some idea of the background for tit.: present paper.

Earlier 1 was concerned about two things. First, 1 wanted to show
that there was no adequate notion of presupposition that could he defined
in.purely semantic terms, that is, in terms of truth conditions. What

. was needed was a pragmatic notion, something along the lint Stalniker
(1972) had suggested, hut not a notion of the speakz:r.'s pr
I. had in mind some definition like the one given under II).

(1) Surface ,seatence pragmatically presupposes a logiedl and
only ir it is the case that can he felicitously ottcreu mly in
coftexts Which entail L.

The main point about (1) is that presupposition is viewed as a relation
between, (!.;entenees, or more accurately, as a relation.betlweti-71"surface
sentence and the logical form of another.: By "surface sentence" 1 mean
expressions of a natural language as opposed to sentences of a formal

*Presented_at the 1973 Winter Meeting of the Liiwilistic Society or America
in--San Diego. ihis work was supported. in :art by the 1973 Itesz!.;arch Work-
shop on.Formal Pragmatics ;)f Natural .Tonsored r),:,,the Mathena-
tical Social Science Board. 1 acknowledgi:. with speciatratitute the con-
tributions of Stanley Peters to my inuh)r,,tanding of--the prOblems in this

_Paper. Arv.-remaining confusions are my own.
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language which the former are in some manner associated with. "Logical

forms" aTe expressions of the latter kind. "Context",in (1) means a set
of logical forms that describe the set of background assumptions, that is,
whatever the speaker chooses to regard as being shared by him and his in-
tended audience. According to (1), a sentence can be felicitously uttered
only in contexts that entail all of its presuppositions.

Secondly, I argued that, if we look at things in a certain way, presup-
position turns out to be a relative notion fen compound sentences. The
same sentence may have different p-resuppositions depending on the context
in which it is uttered. To see what means, let us use "X" as a variable
for contexts (sets of logical forms) , "A" and "B" stand for (surface) Sen-
tences, and "PA" and "PB" denote the set of logical forms presupposed by .

A and B, respectively. Let us assume that A and B in this instance are
simple sentences that contain no quantifiers and no sentential connectives.
Furthermore, let us assume that we know already what A and.B presuppose,
that is, we know the elements of PA and P.. Given all that, what can we
say about presuppositions of complex senthces formed from A and B by
means of embedding and sentential connectives? This is the notorious
"projection problem" for presuppositions (Morgan 1969, Langendoen & Savin
1971). For insmnce, what are the presuppositions of "If A then B"?

Intuitively it would seem that.sentential connectives such as if...
then do not introduce any new presuppositions. Therefore, the set Pif A

then B should be either identical to or at least some proper subset of the
combined presuppositions-of A and B. This initially simple idea is pre-
sented in (2).

(2) Pif A then

However, J found that when one pursues this line of inquiry further, things
become very complicated. Consider the examples in (3).

(3) (a) If Dean told the truth, Nixon is guilty too.
(b) If Halderman is guilty, Nixon is guilty too.
(c) If Miss Woods destroyed the missing tapes, Nixon fs

guilty too.

In all of these cases, let us assume that the consequent clause
"Nixon is guilty too" is interpreted in the sense in which it presupposes
the guilt of so-- else. The question is: does the compound sentence
as a whole carr. tt presupposition? In the case of (3a), the answer
seems to be def .. ite:y yes, in the case of (3b) definitely no, and in the
case of (3c) a r14be, depending on the context in which the sentence is
used. For example, if the destruction of the tapes is considered a crime,
then Miss Woods would be guilty in case she did it, and (3c) could be a
conditional assertion that,Nixon was an accomplice. In this context the
sentence does not presuppose that anyone is guilty. But in contexts where
the destruction of the tapes in itself would not constitute a crime (3c)
apparently does presuppose the guilt of someone other than Nixon.

These examples show that.if we try to determine the presuppositions
Of "If A then B" as a particular subset of the joint presuppositions of
A and B, the initial simplicity of that idea turns out to be deceptive.
In reality it is a very complicated enterprise. -The kind of recursive
principle that seems to be required is given in (4a) in the form it ap-
pears in Karttunen (1973b). (4b) says the same in ordinary English.

(4) (a) Pif A then B/X PAPOJCPB/XUA- (EXUA-EX))
where Ex is the set of logical forms entailed (in the standard

1 6 :3
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sense) by X, and XvA is 1.1,e -esult of adding the logical form
of A to X.

(b) The presuppositions of "If A then B" (with respect to context
X) consist of
(i) all of the presuppositions of A (with respect to X) and
(ii) all of the presuppositions of B (with respect to XvA) ex-

cept for those entailed by the set XdA and not !ntailed by
X alone. .

One would like to find a better way to express this, but I am not sure
there is one.2 It really is a complicated question.

So much for the background. What I want to show now is that there' is
another way to think about these matters, and about presuppositions of
comPlex sentences in particular. Let us go back for a moment to the at-
tempted pragmatic definition in (1). The point of that definition is that

. the presuppositions of a sentence determine in what contexts the sentence
could be felicitously used. A projection method, such as ( 4a), associates
a complex sentence with a class of such contexts by compiling a set of
Dagical forms that must be entailed in any context where it is proper to us2
thb ;entence. Thus we say that the sentence "If A then B" can be felici-
6a4ly uttered in context X only if X entails all of the logical forms in

the set Pif A then B/X, defined in (4a).
There is another, much Simpler, way to associate complex sentences

with proper contexts of use. Instead of characterizing these contexts by
compiling the presuppositions of the sentence, we ask what a context would 1

halie to be like in order to satisfy those presuppositions. Of course, it
is exactly the same problem but, by turning it upside down, we get a
surOrisingly simple answer. The reason is that we can answer the latter
question directly, without having to compute what the presuppositions
actually are.

The wayie go-about this is the following. We start by defining, not
prestnipoetion, but a notion of satisfaction of presuppositions. This
definition-rs -based on the assumption that we can give a finite list of
basic presuppositions for each simple sentence of English. For all cases
where A is a simple, non-compound sentence, satisfaction is defined as in

(s).

(5) Context'X satifies-the-presuppesitions-of A just in case X entails
. all of the basic presuppositions of A (that is, PtOZEx).

The basic presuppositiOns of a simple sentence presumably can be deter-
mined from the lexical items in the sentence and from its form and der-
ivational history, say, the application of certain transformations such
as Pseudo-Clefting. To give a somewhat oversimplified example, consider
the word too that occurs in the examples under (3) . As a first approxima-
tion to the Meaning of too we could give a condition like the one in (6),
which is based on Green (1968).

(6) Context X satisfies-the-presuppositions-of "a is P too' only if either
(i) X entails "b is 1."$ for some b (a.), or (ii) X entails "a is Q"
for some Q (W).

This in turn is equivalent to saying that a simple sentence like "Nixon
is guilty too" either has a presupposition that someone else is guilty or
that Nixon has some other property.3 One or the other must be entailed
in context.

For compound sentences we define satisfaction recursively by associat-
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.

ing_each part of tipr scnenee with a different Context. The basic idea
behind this was incpendeLtIy sug,;-sted in both Stalnaker (1973) and
%Narttunen (1973b). For coi,"tionals, satisfaction is defined in (7).

.y

t7) 'Context X .satisfies-rhe-presuppositions-of "If A then B" just in
-' 'case fi) A ;:,tisflthe-presuppos(tions-of A, and (ii) Xx../A

the,-presuppositiolii-of B.

As before, the egression "Xv.A" denotes the set that results from incre-
menting_X with the lo:ical form of A.4 For conjunctions, that is, sen-

._!. tence of. the forri "A aad B", satisfaction is defined just as in (7).
Tor disinMetions,,seotences of the fors "A or B", we have "7A" instead
of-"N" in p.irt. (ii,..,Examples that illostrateand'support these principles
can.be fpunt: ra,.,Carlier papers.'"

,.
Notc that satizj?le:;-the-presuppositions-of is a. relation between con-

:texts and scntence.;) _Xs have tried to indicate orthographically, we
arc' defining it here as a primitive, irreducible locution. Eventually

y'it would better to, replace this clumsy phrase with some simple verb such
as "admPts", which has t.lr( right pragmatic connotations. I keep the

, former term only to bring out the connection between (4) and (7) more
.,OeSrLy. .At'the end, of-course, it comes down to having for each simple
,sentence ;et of logical forms that are to he entailed (in the standard

"logical rense)by a.eertain context. What is important is.that we7aefine
...satisfaction fyr coliiplex sentence; directly without computinv their pre-
supp,,sjtions eglicitiv. There i no need for a projectior
Secondly, case a sentence occof; a; part of a hirger Compound, its pre-

- suppositions need not' always he satisfied by the actual conversational
context, as long as they are si.tisfied by a curtain local extension of it.
For-example, in order to admit "If A then B" a context. il'ecd only satisfy-

^ the-presuppositions-:Of A, provided that the presuppositions of B are
satisfied by thecontext as incremented with the logical form of A.

. .
' It can.be showm that the new. way of 6oing things and the old way are
:equivalent, They'sanetion the use of any sentence in the same class of
Zontexts. Although it may not be obvious at first,the statement in (8('
-is trbe just in case (9) holds, and vice versa.

(S) X sati...(Cies-the-oresuppositions-of "if then B".

01, rie A t hen B X

"; The proof is:straight-forward and will not he presented in detail. Here

it sufficeS' to note that; by (la), (9) is equiValent to the conjunction
of (10) and (11A,:

PACL'f;\
,. (11) PB-(ExuA-F0,c: Ex'

Similarly, hy.(7);'(SI is e.iiiivalent to th, Lonjunction of (12) and (13).

(12) X satisfies-the-presuppositions-of A.
(13)- X A satisfiey-thc-presuppositiOns-of B.

-Cliverur basic definition of satisfaction in (3) and that A and .B arc
siMple sentences, it follows that (10) and (12) are equivalent. So it

to he shown that (11) and.i(13) also amount to the .same thing.
, This tan be done with simple set-theoretic means by proving the equivalence

_laf-,,C1f) and (14). (Note that:Exc.: ExuA).

(14) Plic=i1x0.
1 6
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(14) in turn says the same.thinc as (13) proyided that B is a simple sen-
tence, as we have assumed,here. In short, (81. and (9) are equivalent by
virtue of the fact that (10) is equivalent to s(12) and (11) is equivalent
to (13). Consequently, the class of contexts that.satisfy-the-presupposi-
tions-of "If A then B" by principle (7) is the same class of contexts that
entail all of the presuppositions assigned to this sentence by (4a).'-)

As we move on to more complicated sentences, the advantages of (7)
over (4) become more and more clear. For example, consider sentences
of the form (15).

(15) If (A and B) then (C or I)).

,It is a very cumbersome undertaking to compute the. set. of 'logical forms
presupposed by (15) by moans of rules like (1a). But it is a simple
matter to tell by principles like (7) what is required of a context in
which (15) is used. This is shown in (I6). Note that (16) is not a new
definition but a statement that directly follows from (7) and the cor-
responding principles for conjunctions and disjunctians.

(16) Context X satisfies-the-presuppositions-of "If (A and B) then IC or 10"
just \in case
(i) satisfies-the-presunpositions-ot
(ii) Xx..;\ satisfies-the-pre<uppositions- B,

(iii) B satisfies-the-presuppositions-of C,
(iv) X., \ Bc)-C'satisfies-th,:-presuppositions-of B.

As we study complex cases such this one, we see that we could look
at satisfaction of presuppositions in an even more general way. As.

illustrated in (16), hy our definition a given initial context satisfies:,
the-presuppositions-of a complex sentence just in case the presuppositionN
of each of the constituent.sentences 'are satisfied hy a certain specific
extension of that iiiitial context. For example, the presuppositions of
D in (15) must be satisfied. by a set of logical forms that consist of the
current conversational context as incremented with the logical forms of
"A and'B" and the negation of P. In compound sentences, the initial con-
text is incremented in a left-to-right fashion giving for each constituent
sentence a .:,-)intoxt that must satisfy its presuppositions.7 We
could easily define a notion of local coiitext separately and ,;ive the
following general definition of satisfaction for all compound sentences.

(17) Context X sat i sfies-the-pre-;upposi t S just in case the pre-
suppositions of each of the constituent sentences in S are satisfied
by the corresponding local context.

Note that in this new framework the earlier question of how it comes
about that presupposition is n relative notion for compound aentences
does not arise at all. Also, the distinction between cases like (3a).and
(3b) is of no particular importance. What is required in both cases is
that the presupposition of the consequent clause contributed by the word
too be entailed by the current conversational context as incremented with
the logical form of the an c e.dent. In case of (3b), we recognize that
this condition is met, nc r what the initial context is like, by
virtue of the particular , dent. In (3a) it appears that the ante-
cedent does not contributc Jiing towards satisfying the prrloppositions
'of the consequent, at least, not in contexts that immed-iately come to
mind. Hence we can be sure that the presuppositions of the consequent
are satisfied in the incremented context just in case they are already
satisfied initially. It seems to me now tia(itliis is a much better way
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putUng it than to talk about N pr,:supposition :ng "tharod" by
the compound in (3a) and being "canceiled" or "filtertd av.my" in (3b1, as
I did in the earlier paper:. suCh lAcutions can be thrown out uith the
projectic,- method tAat gw1 11:. to them.

So far /u.ve only dis. complex sentences ..hAt Are formed with
s:.ntt.entic)1 eri.,e:tivi.s. However, satisfaction of presuppositions eArl
-asily defilici for all 1 o. F complex .2ntence. Without going into
aAy gre, det,ii, I will try to outline how this is done for sentences
wiTh senten'.ial subject; or ol,..ects.

Let us represent such sentences with the expression "v(...A...)"
where "v" :tands for a eomphementi:able verb and "A" for an embedded
subject or ohject clause, Sentence: with verbs like th..11,-.,(2 and w.Ai,t that

require non-sentential suhjects are rcpceseuted with "via,A1" where
stat for the underlying subject. 1r tAis connection We lu.v(' to dis-
ti three kit f complementi:mble verhs, as shown in OS).

(18) Verhs sAy.ng: , etc. iincluding,
exterai negation,.

(II) Verhs of propositional attitude:. beliece, tc.Ar, think,
etc.

HIM Al: other kinds of complementi:ahle verbs: fActives, ,emi-.
fActives, modals, one- And tiso-way aspe, tua'

verbs, :nternal negation.

EsseutiAlly this amounts to :; distincti(.A between verbs that are "trans-
pareW with respect to pr:.uppositiors of their complements ;type HI)
and. verbs that :tre "opaque" to oae degree or another (types I am! 11).8

These distinctins of course aro rol ArhitrAI". hut pres:mably fcllow from
the semantics lf verb complmentAtion in manner yet to be explained.

For 'sentences where the main verb 's of t1 11-1- typc, we need the

condition in (1=fl.

(19) If v is ot type III, context X :..:Isfies-the-presuppositions-of
"v(...A.. ." only if X satisfies-the-presuppositions-of A.

Th6s in.a case such t21), where m,lu, fordc', and stop. all Are ,f type

111, a context satisfie:jthe-presuppositions-of the whole sentence oniy
ie it satisfies those of all the nesteJ comp1ements.9

(20) The courts may force Nixon to stop protectiu his aides.

For example, a cor xt for 120, ought to entail that Nixon has or will
have bcen protecting aids.

Y-- verh: ofTropositional atti'ude se ned conditicu such as 1211,
where the expressinn "11,(X)" ttands 'or the svt of heliefs attributed to
a in X.

(21) 4 y fs of type.II,Tcontext X satisfie:-t-hi pi.:upposit'ons-of
X "Vja',A)" only if ly.Wiatisflos-tbe-;,re4ur:,ositins-of A.I?

The condition says that sentences suci as 1221 require that the subject
of the main senterice'he understood to have a set of beliefs tbat satisfy-
the-presupposiiens-of tAe complement.

(22) John fe-A.s that Nixon stop protecting his. aides.

To satisfy tile presuppositions-of (2.:), a context must ascrihe to John a

I !SI
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set of belfr'ifs that satisfy-the-presuppositions-of "Nixon wjli stop nra-
tecting.his aides".

FinallY, with verbs of type I a compicA sentence does not neLessarfly
require that the presuppositions of the complement be satisf,ca, as we
can observe by contemplating examples such as (23).

(23) 2iegler announced that Nixon will stop protecting his aides.

(23) can be spOken felicitously, perhaps even truly, no matter what the
facts are unaerstood to.be or whether anyone is supposed to holdas'at of
beliefs that satisfy the presuppositions of the complement.

\s a fiLal example of complementation, onsider thesentence in (24).

(24)' John thinks that, if Rosemary belies s that Nixon has been. pro-
tecting his aides, she is afraid th. Nixon will stop protecting
them.

By applying the principls in (21) .and (;') recursively, we arrivc at the
conclusion that, 'f a g'.ven context, X, satisfieS-the_presuppositions of
(24), l_hel the pre,uppositions of the last clause in (241-,--uNjxon will
lt,p protecting his aides", are satisfied by the set (25).

(25) Bkosewirv IXIL,Rosemary believes that Nixon has been pro-
. teetin..1 his alaisl.

This set coht:iin: ali of the beliefs attributed to Rosemary in a context
that consist.of all of the beliefs attributed to John in X and the logical
form of the given sontence. By virtue of its last-mentioned ingredient,
this set in (25) guaranteed to yntail that Nixon has been protecting
his aides. Therefore, (24? not require,_that tlis particular pre-
supposition of the lasi ::lause be entailed in contexvs where (24) is used,
or by the set of lelicfs that in those contexts arc actributed to John or
to Rosemary. far as I :01 able to tell, this is .the correct tesult.

This concludes what 1 have to say about satisfaction of presuppositions.
1. we are inter-.;ted in is.ass.)..lating sentences with proper contexts
of use. We can achieve this goal directly by defining a,notion of sat-
isfaction as a rela..ton between contexts and sentences. In this way we
avoid the many complications that have to be built into a projection method
that does the samc bv associating each sentence with a set of pre--uppositions.
The efforts by langendoen :61,1 Savin (1971), Morgan (19(9, 1973) , Keenan
(1973), Lakoff and Riilton (1)71), Herzberger (1973), myself (1973a,
1973b), and many others to find such a method now seem misplaced to me.
The best soluticm to the projection problem is to do away wlth it. The
moral of this paper is: do not ask what the presuppositions of a complex
sentence :ue, v,at it takes to satisfy them..

I will con,lude with a few comments about the notion of context. It

is implicit in I have said about satisfaction that a conversational
context, a set of logical forms, specifies what can be taken for granted
in making n-xt speech act. What this common set of background assamp-
tions contains depends on what has been said previously and other. aspects
of the communicative situation. In a fully explicit discourse, the pre-
suppositions of the next sentence uttered arc satisfied by the current
context. This guarantees that they are true in every possible world con-
sistent the context. Of course, it is possible that the actual world
is not c.-e of them, since people may be talking under various misapprehen-,
sions. SPtisfaction of presuppositions is not a matter of what.the facts
really rare, 'just what the canv,rsational context is.
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I
Once the new sentence has been uttered, thc context will be incremented

to include the new shared information. Viewed in this light, a theory of
presuppositions amounts to a theory of a rational order of contexts from
smaller to larger sets Of shared information. At each step along the way
that a fully explicit discourse proceeds, the current context satisfies
the presuppositions of the next sentence that in turn increments it to a
new context.
- There are definitions of pragmatic presupposition. such as (1), which
suggest that there is something amiss in a disco...rse that does not pro-:
ceed in this ideal, orderly fashion. Those definitions make it infelici-
tous to utter sentences whose presuppositions are not satisfied by the
current conversational context. They outlaw any leaps and shortcuts.
All things considered, this is an unreasonable view. Consider the examples

in .(26).'

(26) (a) We regret that children cannot ,-:ompany their parents to
conimencement exercises.

(b) There are jImal no misprints in this book.
(c) I would like to introduce you to mg wife.
(d) John lives in the third brick house down the street frcm

the post office.
(e) It has been pointed out that there are counter examples to

my theory.

The underlined items in these sentences bring in a certain presupposition.
Thus (26a) presupposes that its complement ls true. Yet the sentence
.could readily be used in a conversational conteXt that does not satisfy.
this presupposition. Perhaps the whole point of uttering (2(a) is.to let
it be known that parents should not bring their kids along. Siwilarly,

(26d) might be used to give directions to a person who up to that point
'had no idea that there are at least three brick houses down the street
from the post office, which is a presupposition for the sentence by virtue
of the underlined definite description. The same goes for the other
example; in (26).

What do we say here? I am not at all sure we want to say that, in
these cases, a sentence has been used inCelicitously. I am Sure that there

is no advantage in saying. that sentence: like (26A) sometimes do and some-
times do not presuppose their complements. A'notion of "part-time pre-

supposition" is not going to help. On the contrary, had ye defined pre-
supposition as a relation between A sentence and its speaker, we Would
be tempted to talk about some presuppositions being Optional.

I think the best way to look at this problem is to recognize that
ordinary conversation does not always rroceed in the ideal orderly fashion
described earlier. People do make leaps and shortcuts by using senten-
ces whose presuppositions are not satisfied in the conversational context.
This is the rule rather than the exception, and we should not base our
notion of presupposition on the false premiss that it does not or should
not happen. But grantingthat,..ordinary discourse is not always fully

explicit in the above ssnSe, 1 t.hink -we can maintain thatfa sentence is
always taken to be anAcrement to a context that satisfies its presupposi7
tions Iftlic-mrrent conversat'onal context does not suffice, the. listen-
er is entitled and expected to c tend it as required. He must determine

for himself what context he is upposed to be in on the basis of what was
said and, if he is willing to gb along with it, make the same tacit ex- ..

tension that his interlocutor ippears to have made.11 This is one way in
which we communicate indirectry, 'convey matters without discussing them.

When we hear a sentence such as (26a) , we recognize that it increments
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contexts which entail that children arc not permitt.)d at commeaceffient
exercises. These are the only contexts liat satis,- the'presuppositions
of (26a). So if we have not realiced al0eady that w: are supposed to.be
in that kind of context, the :ientence lets us that indirectly. Per-
haps the whole point of uttering (2ra) wa5 r) makc us conclude this for
ourselves so that we 6ould not hav6 to he toI,i cUrctl. ".

One must be. careful !tit to confuse presuppouitions with feat,,res of
contexts that satisfy those presuppositions. Consider sentence such
as (27), which is a modified version of an example discuss0d by Lakoff
(1971).

(27) john called Mary a Republican ,and then she insulted him back.

Because of the word back, the second conjunct.of (27) presupposes that
John has insulted Mary. The principle 071 tells us that this presurposi-
tion ought to be satisfied by the corresponding local context. In this
case, the ,local context consists of the initial context for.(27) in-
cremented with the logical form of "John called Mary a Republican"._ Let
us suppose that this context in fact satisfies the presupposition that John
has ipSolted Mary, aild that the initial context itself would not satisfy
it. This state of affairs could come about in sc-.eral ways. The most
obvious one is that the initial context entails that calling someone a
RePublican constitutes an insult.

Note that there is nothing in (271. which presupposes that "Republican"
is a dirty word. It is not a necessary feature of every c,ntext that
satisfies the presuppositions of (27). But there are some contexts in
which the presuppositions of (27) are satisfied only because of it. Some-

times we can exploit this fact by uttering (27) in a context which does
not satisfy its presuppositions. in--that CAS(' we expect the listener to

not:.ce what extension we have in mind. ThI.s,is.similar to what can be done
with the examples in (26), except that here the-pi.ncof information .that
is passed along under the counter is neither presuppos-01-noi, entailed by,
any part of (27).

As a final example, consider a ease of the kind fir;t discussed in
Liberman (1973).

(28) Bill has met either the Kit)-n or the President of Slobovia.

The two disjunct ,. that constitute (28) have conflicting presuppositions:
Slobovia is a monarchy/Slohovia is a r(public. Yet, 128) as a whole is
not contradictory. It seems to assert that Bill has met the Slobovian
Head of State and indicates that the upeaker does not know much about
Slobovia. ))N.lat sort of context does it take to satisfy-the-presuppositions-
of (2.3)?

Assuming that the condition. for "or" is symmetric (see ftn. S above),
we find'that, accordinn to our principles, (28) can he admissible at least
in contexts which entail the logical forms of the thFee sentences in (29).

(29) (a) Slobovia is either a monarchy or a republic.
Lb) if SlohoviN is a monarchy. Bill has met th0 King of Slobovia.

(c) If Slobovia i , republic, R:11 has met the.President of
Slobovia.

...Such a context can satisfy the preuuppositions of 128) for the following
reason. By incrementing it with the ne-)ation of the first disjunct,
"Bill has not met the King. of Siobovia",.we.net a context which entails
that Slobovia is a republic, which is what the second disjunct presupposes.
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By incrementing the original context with the negation of the second dis-
junct, we get a context whiCh entails that Slobovia is a monarchy, Which
is a presupposition for the first disjunct. Given that both constituent
sentences in (28) are admissible in their respective local contexts, (28)
as a whole is admissible.

If,our way of looking at presuppositions is correct, it should be in
principle possible to utter (28) to someone who has.never even heard of
Slouv i?. and leave it up to him to conclude that the speaker assumes (29).
It set.os to me that this is a desirable result.

In 1.1- paper I have argued that a theory of presuppositions is at best
1ook0 upon as a theory of constraints on successive contexts in a fully
explicit discourse in which .the current conversational context satisfies-
the-presuppositions-of, or let us%say from now on, admits the next sen-
tence that increments it. l.have outlined a recursiv6 definition of ad-
mittance, based on the assbmption that we can give a finite list of pre-
suppositions for each simple sentervce-: In this approach we do not need
an explicit projection methe,dfor assigning presuppositions to complex
sentences. A theory of presuppositions of the kind advocated here attempts
to achieve both less and more than has been expected of such a theory:
less in the sense that it is not a theory of how ordinary discourse does
or ought to proceed; more in the .sense that it tries to explain some of
the principles that we make use of in communicating indirectly and iff,in-
ferring what someone is cm&itted to, although he did not exactly saYit.

FOOTNOTES

1 There is some question over whether this notion of presupposition is
properly labeled "pragmatic". For Stalnaker (1972, 1973), pragmatic pre-
supposing is a propositional attitude of the speaker. However, I will
follow Thomason (1973) and others who would like to resertre the term
"presupposes" for relations (semantic and pragmatic).between sentences.
The idea that it is important to distinguish in thi3 connection between
surface sentences and their logical forms is due to Lakoff (1972, 1973).
2 Peters has pointed oat to me that, under certain conditions, (4a) is

equivalent to the following projection principle.

PiF A then B ' PA`'CrA Cr ''J:'A'fi%

Peters' principle has the advantage that it assigns the :.ame set of pre-
suppositions to "If A then B" irreSpective (If a7y. context. Note that this
set is not a subs:st of rA./Plo as by ny initial assumption in,
(2) . Peters' principle says that, foi (ch presuNlosition of B, 'If A then
B" presupposes.a condilional with that A.-.:,ution as the consequent and
the logical form A as the antecedent. 'r adJitinn, "If A then B" has all
of the presuppositions of A. I realize now that some of the complexity in
(4a) comes from trying to state the principle in such a way that (2) holds.
If this is not worth doing, Peters' 1,s'ay of fornulatiug the'rule is superior
to mine. However, in the following I will argue that .we can just as well
do,without any explicit projection method at all, hence the choice Is not
erUcial.
3 It appears to me that the only contribution too makes to the meaning of
a. sentence is that it introduces a presupposition whose form depends on
the sentence as..a whole and the particular Constituent too focuses on. If
this is so, there is no reason to assume that too is represented in the
logical form of .the sentence. As far as the truth conditions arc concerned,
"Nixon is grilty too" seems equivalent to "Nixon is guilty", therefore, it
is possible to assign the same logical form to them. The .same point has
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been raised in Lakoff 6 Railtcn 119711 with regard to two-way implicative

verbs, such as manage, whose only' function also .seems to he to hring in a

presuppositiQn.
4 In simple ca34.-e-s, incrementing a-'context consists of adding one more logi-

carform to it. If the context entails the negation of what- i-S-t0 he added

to it, as in counterfactual condicionals, oilier changes are needed as 'we!!

to keepthe resul.ting 'set consistent. This is a difficult problem; see

Lewis (1973) for a general discussion of counterfactuals.
5 ;t is possible that the principle for disjunctions, and perhaps that for

conjunctions as well, should he symmetric. This depends on how we want to

deal with sentences like "Either all of Jack's letfers have 'been neld up,
'or he has not written any" (see Karttunen 1973a, ftn. 111. A symmetric

condition for "or" would read as follows:

X,satisfies-the-presuppositions-of "A or B" if
satisfies-the-presuppositions-of "B"'and N,..)L11}

satisfies-the-presuppositions-ef' "A". For "and", substitute "A" for

"-A" and "11" for "-B".

The same holds in case we choose Peters' princle (see ftn. 21 over

(4:14. In demonstrating this, what we prove equ,valent to (14) is not (11)

of course, but tnat F.rA=2,0 C.1)3r,.;VA. Fhis equivalence follows straight-

forwardly from the fact that Ex just in case C.,:lixuA.

7 Lakoff has pointed out to me that a notion of local context is also

needed for transderivational constraints that make the well-formedness of

derivations in which a certain transformation has applied dependent on the

context. In compound sentences, it is.the local context these'constraints

must refer to, not the overall conversational context.
9 One of the mistakes in Karttunen (1973a) Wasthe claim that verbs of

saying and propositional attitude verbs are all "plugs".

.Since ordinary negation is a sentential ope'rator of typo 111, it also

follows from (19).that a context .satisfies-the-presuppositions-of "Nixon

Won't stop protecting his aides" just in.case it satisfies-the-presupposi-

.tions-of "Nixon will stop protecting his aides". This is an important

fact,'hut there is no need to_make it part of the definition of pragmatic

presupposition, as Thoma.son (1973) does, presumably for historical,Tea.ons

because the semantic-notion of presupposition is traditionallydefined :n__
that way. .

1:1 It is impliit in this treatment that every,.individual's beliefs arc

considered to he closed under entailment, 1'am not sure whether this is

a defect.
II qbny things can of course go wrong.. First of all, the listener may

refuse to go along with the tacit extension that the speaker appears to

he suggesting. In case of the classical example: -11ave you already stopped

beating your wife?" he may have a ,00d reason to balk. The listener may

also be unable to comprehend what tacit extension of the cyrrent context,.

the speaker has in mind. Some types of presupposition are especially un-

suited for conveying anything indirectly. For example, ",ixon is guilty

tooNis not a good' vehicle for suggesting that Agnew is guilty, although

the piTsuppositions of the sentence arc satisfied in all contexts where

the lafter is the case. Finally, the lisfener may extend the context in

some waytother than what was intended by the speaker. 'To what extent we

actually can and do.make use of such shortcuts depends on pragmatic con-

siderations that go beyond the presuppositions themselves.
Note also that there arc certain expressions in current American

English that are almost exclusively us6.1 to convey matters indirectly,

hence lt is a moot quetion whether there is anything indirect about them
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any more. One is likely nevvr to hear "Don't you realize it's past 'your
liedtime" in a context entailing that the addressee ought to be in bed.
12 I .)1.re this example to an official MIT bulletin about the spring 1973
commencement.
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Where Pragmatics Fits In*

Richmond H. Thomason.

University of Pittsburgh

The paper that I read in Austin in the spring of 1973 (Thomason P7'3)
attempts to lay the'foundations of a pragmatic theory able to deal with
notions like implicatur e and prem pposition. It was tentative and, in Sev-
eral important respects,. un:4uccessfu1. Though Ilm,still willing to dis-
tribute it privately, I'd be emLarrased to sec it in print. In the present
'note 4 set myself the lighter task of describing the conditions that I feel
such a theory must meet. Pointing the way i.,, Always easier than going the

I believe it's useful to divide the study of languages up into Charles
Morris' three divisions; syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.1 Work sub- .

sequent to Morris' writing has greatly developed the theories uf syntax and
semantic's, though much of this work has taken place in isolated disciplines--
a turnof events that Morris would have deplored. Recently, however, many
linguists and logicians have become interested in unified theories of the
syntax and semantics of natural language.

There is still a great deal of room for.alternative approaches'to this
program. Coming to it as I do, from the logical side I tend to be more con-.
servative in my approach to the autonomy of syntax than many linguists.2
Within limits (for instance, 1 allow certain arguments from semantic to syn-
tactic ambiguity), I.would like all syntactic conclusions to be supported by
syntactic arguments.

Syntax shonld be generative, and can take many different forms; the one
that I have been working on is due to Richard Montagiie. Semantics should be
model thebretic. It involVes the characterization of model structures, which
represent the .subject matter of the language undcr investigation, or at least
those features of this subject matter that are needed to account.for semantic
relations like truth and denotation. Given such a structure, semantic theory
Must stipulate (1) what typc s. of,semantic values in the structure arc asso-
ciated with each syntactic category of the language, and (2) how semantic
values are determined for each analyzed expression. of the language,3 given,an
.assignment of appropriate seMantic values to lexical expressions. The second
task.i performed by laying dowm semantic rules showing how each syntactic

.rule 'of the language affects semantic intcrpretation.4 In other words, it
amounts .to explaining how meanings of syntactic complexes will depend on the
meanings of thbir parts.5 -

Two points. First-, the "meanings" that are involved here arc literal
ones. The semantic value of a sentence, for instance, will- be some sort of

.*This research was supported by the National Science Foundation under
Grant GS-40698.
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representation of the conditions under .which' it is true, when construed lit-

erally and legalistically. Even though something is often (or even always)

read into a sentence when it is used (as it is usually read into a use of
Someone dented my tender that the person who did the denting was not the
speaker), this need not be built into its semantic interpretation. Second,

a methodological point: the proper medium for both syntactic and semantic

theory is mathematics. Of course, we're dealing with applied mathematics,
and syntactic and semantic inquiry will he oriented toward the data. The

employment and interpretation of data can preoccupy researchers in both fields.
But .the standards of rigor are not those that apply in, say, literary crit-
icism. If a theory is presented so vaguely that it isn't cloar how to make
it mathematically precise, it's appropriate to ask bow this can be done.
And if no answer is forthcoming, the theory is in trouhle.

The status of pragmatics is much less clear; if such a discipline exists

at all, it is very undeveloped. The point I want to make, I suppose, is

that this is unfortunate from the viewpoint of practitioners of syntax and
semantics. TO this I'll add some suggestions relating to the foundations
of pragmatics. In particular, let me begin by proposing that--at least for
the moment--pragmatics shoUld concentrate on implicature,6 the process
whereby meanings are "read into" utterances.

.Though "pragmatics" is a fairly vague word, it's clear enough that this
subject matter should be included under it, Implicature 'has to Jo with the
interpretation that language users. give to signs when they are used in

communication. Several circumstances make this a particularly apPropriate
subject matter for contemparary pragmatics. First, Grice's work provides

the starting point that is essential for any applied theory. It provides

us with an organized view of a body of data, and with tools for classifying
and interpreting A. Second, current work in syntax and semantics needs a
theory in order to stand in a comfortable relation to evidence.

Suppose, to take.only one type of example, that a sentence is judged
anomalous. Its anomaly may be evident, but the proper interpretation of
this fact will in general be a more complicated matter. Often the data it-
self will give us no way of telling whether, for instance, the anomaly is
syntactic or semantic, and the best explanation is the one that is easiest--
the One that leads to the simplest combined theory. And as long as the

anomaly is explained in one place or the other, tfiere has been no evasion of
the duty to explain it. On' the other hand, it would be less satisfactory to
pass the explanation on to a discipline that isn't well enOugh developed so
that its theories are clearly compatible with some evidence and incompatible
with other. This is the trouble with pragmatics. Even if the phenomenon in

question were best dealt with at the pragmatic level--a syntactic or semantic
explanation would be much messier--there is as yet no way to separate this
case from the one where'it has simply been discarded, labeled "pragmatic"

because it is recalcitrant. In other words, no way of keeping honest.
Now, this is not a serious problem as long as there aren't many cases

where the absease of a pragmatic explanation is hurting syntax and semantics.'
But_ I suspect that there are many more such cases than you would think. Pre-

supposition is one, but since peoplearebecoming aware of the relevance of
Grice's work to this topic, I will mention some others.

One is the notion of topic: A number of transformations (passivization,

p , and.i7.tepdTe;*Ipti)ehange4h.e.topic of A,sentence: John cooked

the dinner is likely to be about John, The dinner was cooked. by John .about

the dinner. But the semantic theory will be greatly simplified if such
transformations leave semantic interpretation unchanged. A possible solution,
acceptable to those who reject the autonomy of syntax, would be to build some
representation of topic into deep structures. This only postpones the real
semantic problem, however, which concerns the model theoretic representation .

J. ut..)
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of topic. If deep structures differingias to topic are alike-in model theo-
retic representation, they are synonymo s, and the motive for introducing
them is undermined. But if they differ, the model theory must be adjusted
to account for the difference. I see n reasonable way to do this using
available techniques; this is not,the k nd of Problem they are designed to
handle.. If Ou take seriously the logi al part of the ftogram I sketched
earlier, .this should strike you as a re l.dilemma..

The problem could be solved by assigping topic to the pragmatic com-
ponent. Some theory would be required o topic as.a feature of contexts of
utterance; this would be determined by s ch things as previous discourse
and the participants' mutual understandin, of what is interesting to each
other and pertinent to the purposes. of th conversation. The dinner was
cooked by John would then have the same tr.th conditions (and hence, the
same semantic representation) as Jphn cooked the_dinner, but its use would
be inappropriate in contexts in which John, ut not the dinner, is the topic.
This would then explain, for example, the ano aly.of John is late getting
here because the dinner was cooked by him. Thi can only be made to sound
decent by imagining that the diriner is a topic o conversation as well aS
John. I find such an account of topic so natural that the inability_o-frmodel
theory to deal. with it seems welcome. It forces us to seek an -e-iganation in
conditions of use, which all along was the inevitable place to look. .

Briefly, now, a few other instances in which a pragmatic theory might
help to simplify syntax and semantisgs.

(I) clefting: we'can say that What Johrrate was beans has the same
semantic interpretation as John ate beans, but is assertable only in contexts
where it is understood that John ate something.

(2) nonrestrictive relative clauses and parentheticals: John, who was
hungry, ate beans and John, I believe, ate beans could both be derived by
transformations from the same source as John ate beans. We can say that these
sentences are all alike in their truth conditions (not as implausible a cop-
clusion as it may seem at first), but that the first implicates that John was'
hungry, while the second implicates that the speakei is not sure of his
evidence.

(3) demonstrative da erminers: phrases like this elephant can be treated
aS-having the same semantic c nt as this. Though reference to an elephant
is implicated by an utterance using this elephant, it will not be part of the
semantic interpretation of this e/ephantz.,,Among Other things, such a theory
explains why This elephant is not clean'doeSm't have a'Teading equivalent to
Either this is not an elephant or this is not clean.

(4) constraints of "nonidentity" on the deletion of noun phrases in
certain transformations: to take Rosenbaum's example,7 such contraints

' would explain the anomaly of I said for me to go. Now, constraints.on iden-
tity of noun phrases can be stated syrkactically in terms of indices that
are attached to noun phrases in deep structure.0 BLit conditions of.'"non-
identity" cannut, for syntactic identity of index is a necessary, but not a
sufficient, condition of semantic coreference. Note, for example, that John
said for Bill's father to go is just as anomalous as Rosenbaum's example,
in a context where it is understood that John is,Bill's father. The kind of
"nonidentity".that is required here is pragmatic, not syntactic. It-would
be a happy solution to this_problem if we could have a theory stating that

herform.--a-,:sai-4....f9-ri:b.tpigp__impl_ica.tes..that. is_not the same
_

as b.
What I've said so far creates a certain amdiint of tension. I've tried

to show there is a real need for a pragmatic theory of implicature,,but
continuity of method betWeen syntax, semantics, and pragmatics requires a
form for the theory of implicature that is not met by existing work in the
area. And maybe there is reason to be skeptical about whether it can be Met
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or not.

Perhaps the tension can best be brought out by contrasting Morris' con-
ception of pragmatics with Montague's, in Montague (1974'). Morris viewed
pragmatics as belonging_to sciences such as biology, psychology, and sociology.
Presumably it would use the methods cArrent in these sciences and would deal
generally with topics involving the relationships of sign-producing and sign-
interpreting Organisms to signs. Montague, however, viewed pragMatics as a
branch of applied mathematics; in form his pragmatics is hardly distinguish-
able from model theoretic semantics. In content, he viewed it as dealing
with indexical'(deictic, demonstrative) constructions. Morris' account is
what one would expect, given the content of pragmatics. Montague's much
narrower account (so narrow that it isn't clear to me whether it ought even
to be called "pragmatics") represents the best that has been accomplished

_under the condition that a proper'theory must be capable of being made math-
6Matically precise.

Given the-wesent state of the biological and social sciences, I see little
hope that their ap-plication can help to develop a useful theory of implica-
ture. (I mean, of course, "useful in the present context": useful in ex-
plaining the kinds of examples' that must be explained in order to maintain
a proper balance beeween syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.)/ Alo, I agree
with Montague that the gains that have resulted from'conceiving of syntax
and semantics as mathematical sciences justify us in requiring the same of--
pragmatics.

My problem, then, is to develop a mathematical model of language use that
will permit the explanation of a ncasonable portion of G 'cc's phenomena.
This is what I tried to do in Thomason lhe model tht. s whieb I still
accept in many respects, begins with Montague's notion of a contex of utter-
ance. A context of utterance is a structure in relation.to which sentences
are assigned semantic values. Montague thought of contexts of utterance as \
containing only the information required to interpret indexicals; in a lan-
guage whose only indexicals were I and now, for instance, a context of utter-
ance would consist of a person and a time. Following a suggestion of Stalnaker's
(1972) and (1973), I proposed that what is mutdally understood, or presumed,
be built into contexts of utterance.9 To be more specific, part of each corf-
text of utterance is a set of possible worlds; a sentence is presumed true
relative to a context if the sentence is true in each of these worlds. 1Pos-

sible yorlds belong to the underlying semJntic theory; sec, for example,
Lewis (1972) and the introduction to Thomason (1974).1 I also introduced a
relation of acceptability between sentences and context of utterance. This
notion would be defined in part through lexical conditions (such a lexical
condition, on this, would ensure that 'a sentence using this elephant is
acceptable only in contexts of utterance where the phrase is presumed to
name an elephant), and in part through general principles corresponding to
Grice's maxims (e.g., a sentence should not say less than is required by the
context). The fact that 'Atty,* John ate yesterday was beans implicates John
ate something yesterday is n explained by showing that the former sentence
is unacceptable in all conttAts in which the latter is not presumed true.

When I wrote the paper, it seemed to me that the chief problems in
developing this model would come in fleshing out the notion of acceptability.

I felt--and still feel--that one can go quite far in explaining Grice's
"conventional implicatures" by means of lexical constraints on acceptability,
-but that-the "conveYS-ati-daalThmliicatur0-"aTe-more difficult. Difficulties
come up in explaining them that parallel problems logicians have been unable
to solve. Sinee writing it, however, I've come to believe that the role
played by presumption in the theory represents an untenable overs4mplification,
and I've not yet succeeded in replacing it with anything that seems satis-
factory. 7 ri
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An account of implicature, then, would make possible a much simpler
syntax .and semantics than we could otherwise be content with. But to be
usable, this account must be a theory. As yet, there is na such theory,
though some suggestions have been made that might prove Liseful in developing
one.

0

FOOTNOTES

I See Morris 11938). The philosophical style and the conception of sematic
theory are out of date, but I think most logicians would still agree with
the general orientation.
2 It doesn't make much sense to speak of autOnomous syntax in logic, where

. syntax is artificial. Rut logicians are used to the idea that the construc-
tion of syntactic systems Should precede semantic interpretation, so that
semantic notions such as reference, truth, and validity can't enter into
the definition of syntactic structures. They are also used to giving semantic
(i.e., model theoretic).explanations of things like synonymy, rather than
syntactic explanations involving'the notion of deep structure. These habits
may help to explain sympathy for the autonomy of syntax..
3 An analyzed expression is an expression together with a syntactic analysis
showing how it is constructed by means of syntactic iules.
4 For a 1ransformational.syntax with meaning, preserving.transformations,
'the nontrivial part of this task will concern the phrase-structure rules.
5 For further explanations of this approach to semantics, sec the intro-
ductilin to Thomason (1974), and Lewis (1972).
6 The. term "implicature" is due to Grice (19071.
7 Sec, for instance, Rosenbaum (1967), p. 68, and Perlmutter (1970).
8 Following Montague, I would prefer to attach these indices only to
pronominal forms and have a rule of quantification that combines, e.g.,
.every woMan with Ye2 seeks a unicorn that loves him2 to yield Every wOman
seeks a unicorn.that loves her. This simplifies the task of semantic inter---pretation. Rut the indices can be attached to noun phrases, us long as it
is understood that the interpretation of Every politicitan2_hates every
politician2 is that every politician hates himself. Thp surface form Every
politician hateS every politician should be derived from forms such as Every
politician2 hites

Stalnaker uses. "presupposes" tp speak of what is mutually understood in acontext of utterance. I changed this in order to rescrve "presuppose" for
a relation between sentences.
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